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LACONIA. 

I—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, roto. 

(PLATES I-VI) 

S$ 1—THE SEASON’S WORK AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

THE season of 1910 closed the excavations of the School at Sparta 

which were begun in 1906 under the direction of Professor Bosanquet, and, 

although much work remains to be done in the Muscum in preparing the 

finds for publication, especially those from the Sanctuary of Artemis 

Orthia, no further excavation is contemplated. The results achieved 

have been regularly reported cach year,and the objects discovered at the 

various sites have been nearly all published, with the important exception 

of the great mass of objects from the Orthia Sanctuary, which are so 

numerous that their adequate publication will require a separate book. 

An important series of Byzantine painted pottery and some jewellery of 

the same period also await publication. The nature of these previous 

annual reports makes it unnecessary here to do more than give the usual 

short summary of the year's work which is more fully described in the 

following sections, and again to express the thanks of the School for the 

continual support of the Hellenic government, which was this year again 

ably represented by Doctor Rhomaios. 

The excavation began on April 16th, and continued until June 2oth. 

The number of men employed was hardly ever over thirty, so that the 

whole scale of the work was much smaller than in previous years. The 

Director was in charge throughout, with the assistance of Messrs. Farrell 

and Ormerod, students of the school. Mr. George was again present and 

Bh 



2 R. ΔΙ. DAWKINS 

made a number of drawings, mainly of the objects in ivory from the Orthia 

site. As before, Gregorios Antoniou of Larnaka was our foreman, and 

Joannes Katsarakis from Palaikastro in Crete, our mender. 

The Mycenaean remains near the Menelaion (§ 2, Ὁ. 4).—The discovery 

of Mycenaean objects in 1909 near the Menelaion was followed up, and the 

remains of an extensive city belonging to the end of the Mycenaean age 

were found. It had been destroyed by fire, and the absence of any earlier 

objects suggests that its foundation does not go very far back into the pre- 

historic period. A series of vases, some stamped clay sealings for wine- 

jars, and a curious female figure were the most important finds. These are 

all illustrated below. 

The Eleusinion at Kalpvia tes Sochds (§ 3, Ὁ. 12). short excavation 

was made at the village of Kalyvia tes Sochas at the foot of Taygetos to 

the south of Sparta, at the site of a temple of Demeter and Kore. No 

remains of the structure were found and the small finds were also scanty, 

but some fragments of stamped tiles and an inscription containing part of 

the rules for a festival in honour of the Goddesses proved that the site was 

correctly identified. 

The Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia (δ 4, Ὁ. 15)—A little more work was 

done in determining the limits of the site, and a part of a house, probably 

of the fifth century, connected with the Sanctuary, was excavated. Two 

statue bases were taken out of the foundation of the theatre, in which they 

were embedded. Inscriptions on them (published on p. 54, below) prove 

that they supported statues of Bomonzkatz, Except one smaller example, 

already in the Sparta Museum before our work was begun, these are the 

first of their class yet found. 

The report in § 4 is confined to the work of 1910, and completes the 

series of annual reports begun in &.S.A. xii. The completion of the 

excavation now makes it possible to publish the consecutive account of the 

history of the Sanctuary, collected from these annual reports and the 

records of the excavation, which was announced last year as being in pre- 

paration. It appears in § 5, p. 18. 

Epigraphy (κ᾿ 6, p. 54)-——The most important inscriptions are the two 

dedications of statues of Bosmonikai from the bases found at the Orthia and 



LACONIA. SPARTA. 3 

the inscription from the Eleusinion at Kalyvia tes Sochds. The archaic 

dedicatory inscriptions from the Orthia are left with the rest of the objects 

for the final publication. 

Some trial-pits were made near the hamlet of Magoula on the road to 

Varsova, at a site where a few objects had been found by peasants. A 

little pottery was found, and two stamped tiles which are shewn in Fig. I 

hi, z, below (p. 13). The inscription AYKEIOY suggests a shrine of 

Apollo Lyketos. 

R. M. DAWKINS. 



LACONIA. 

L—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, τοῖο. 

S$ 2.—THE MyYCENAEAN CITY NEAR THE MENELAION., 

(PLATES I, II, 111 

LAST year's report contained an account of the excavation of the 

building on the hills to the east of the Eurotas, which has been identified 

with the Menelaion, the shrine of Menelaos and Helen mentioned by 

Herodotus and Pausanias.! Besides the numerous archaic objects which 

were then published, this work produced a few sherds of Mycenacan 

pottery and fragments of Mycenaean terracottas, always at a lower level 

than the deposits of Laconian and Geometric ware. <A further clue was 

afforded by a Mycenaean house, which was found by a trial-pit on the 

eastern peak of the hill, and Tsountas’ report that Mycenaean sherds were 

to be found on the surface in the neighbouring fields was also verified. 

It therefore seemed probable that this region was the site of a 

Mycenaean city, and the fuller examination of these remains was the 

principal objective of the season’s work. This was begun on May 23th, 

as soon as the short excavation described below at the Eleusinion of 

Kalyvia tes Sochas was finished, and with the expert aid of our foreman 

Gregorios Antoniou and some twenty to thirty workmen the whole ground 
was carefully examined, and by the end of the campaign on June 13th 

the remains of an extensive Mycenaean settlement had been located. 

Its position, on high ground rising directly from the eastern bank 

1 B.S.A. xv, pp. 108 gg. For references to the Menelaion 7. 24., footnote on p. 108. 

4 



LACONIA. SPARTA, 5 

of the Eurotas, is very striking. Seen from the site of classical Sparta 

the red water-worn scarps of these hills form a sharp contrast with the 

green plain and meadows, whilst behind them the heights of Parnon, 

upon which the snow lingers until summer, just appear upon the horizon. 

Opposite Sparta itself these hills lie some way back from the river, and 

only approach it in this way at a point nearly opposite its confluence with 

the Magoula river, withdrawing from it again at the point where it is 

joined by the next tributary stream from the west flowing down from 

Mistra. Between these two points the hills rise immediately from the 

Eurotas, and so steeply, that the slope has had to be cut away to make 

room for the carriage-road. In this way an elevated triangle is formed, 

bounded on the north-west by the plain, on the south-west by the Eurotas, 

and on the east by a ravine which opens upon it nearly opposite the point 

of junction of the Mistra river. South of this ravine the hills soon fall 

back from the bank of the river, as they do to the north of the triangle. 

The peak, upon which the Menelaion stands, is at the point of the triangle 

which overhangs the river near the chapel of Hagios Elias. Of the view 

enjoyed by the Mycenaean inhabitants over the plain of Sparta towards 

Taygetos some idea is given in the frontispiece to last year’s report. From 

their steep acropolis they looked down upon the future sites of classical 

Sparta, mediaeval Mistra, and the modern town. 

It has now been shewn that the whole of this area was covered with 

Mycenaean houses No traces of fortifications were observed ; the natural 

position was so strong as to make such means of defence unnecessary. 

Except the Menclaion itself and the objects found with it, nothing at all 

of a later date than Mycenaean was found: a remarkable contrast to the 

classical site, which after five years’ work has yielded nothing Mycenaean, 

except a single gem from the Sanctuary of Orthia. 

Although the remains were thus extensive, they were everywhere 

very much destroyed, and the only house of which any well preserved 

remains were found, was the one near the Menelaion discovered in 1909. 

Elsewhere only small pieces of foundation were found, although always 

with Mycenaean sherds, so that no doubt is possible as to their date. The 

pottery was uniformly of the latest Mycenacan period Gate Minoan ITI), 

and the pieces figured in this report shew that it is of the kind of which 

so much from Mycenac and lalysos has been published by Furtwaengler 

1 &.S.A. xv, Frontispiece. 



6 R. M. DAWKINS 

and Loeschcke as the ‘ Third Style.’! The traces of fire, which were found 

everywhere, shew that the city perished in a conflagration. After this the 

destruction was completed by the denudation due to the exposed and 

elevated position of the site, the house near the Menelaion owing its 

preservation to the shelter of the rock against which it was built. 

The absence of remains earlier than late Mycenaean suggests 

further that the city was of no great antiquity at the time ofits destruction. 

A careful search failed to find any tombs. 

ATED. 
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Fic, I.—PLAN OF THE MYCENAEAN HOUSE. 

The following description of the house near the Menelaion is illustrated 
by the plan in Fig. 1 and the view in Fig. 2, which is taken from the S.E, 

* The vase shown in Pl. 11, @ is probably somewhat earlier, 



LACONIA. SPARTA. vi 

corner. The dip in the distant hills beyond the Eurotas is the break in the 

range of Taygetos, where the Langada pass crosses to Messenia. 

The ground-plan is rectangular, with an entrance on the eastern side 

leading into a passage, from which the rooms open. On the west it is 

bounded by the vertical face of the rock against which the house was built, 

the floor-level being a metre-and-a-half below the top of the rock, above 

which everything has been carried away. The north side was not fully 

excavated, and the two rooms to the north-east seem to belong to another 

house. The marks of destruction by fire were very evident. The space 

Fic, 2.—VrEW OF THE MYCENAEAN HoUSE—FROM S.E. CORNER. 

between the walls was filled with the red remains of burned brick, the level 

of the floors was marked by a layer of charred matter, and in the entrance 

to the south-west room were the carbonised remains of a wooden door-jamb. 

The construction was of rudely dressed stones without mortar, whilst for 

the upper part of the walls brick was clearly used. Fragments of wall- 

plaster shew the usual Mycenaean manner of finishing the interior of the 

house. 

A series of vases was found, mostly in the third room to the left of the 

central passage and in the door-way of the opposite room. It was here 

that the trial-pit was made in 1909, which yielded the askos (PI. Il, a), the 
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PIG. 3.—MYCENAEAN SHERDS. (SCALE I 2.) 



LACONIA. SPARTA. 9 

only unbroken vase found. A number of painted sherds are given in Fig. 3, 

the majority of which came from this house. Of all this pottery the clay is 

yellow or pink, unless burned to grey, the slip the same, and the paint 

reddish-brown and lustrous. 

The finest vases are three 4raters, each about 132 τῇ. in height, which 

are shewn with the necessary restorations in Pl. I. Their shape is charac- 

teristic of the latest Mycenaean pottery. At present the clay and slip are 

very grey, and the paint more often black than the original reddish-brown, 

but this is due to the action of the fire. 

Two fragments are shewn in Fig. 4, which have the usual pinkish- 

yellow slip and red or reddish-brown paint. The more interesting is ὦ, a 

piece of a large round-bodied vase with a design of fish. 

Fic. 4.—FRAGMENIS OF M\YCENAEAN VAsES. (SCALE I: 4.) 

Other vases are shewn in PI. I]. Ofthese the house near the Menclaion 

yielded the plain askes (a), the three-footed bowl (ὦ), which is covered with 

a burnished brown coat of paint, and the squat three-handled vase (@) with 

a characteristic wave-pattern. The rest (ὦ, ὦ fg, #,and 2) are from other 

parts of the site. The commonest form of all was a cup-like £y/zr, generally 

without handles, but all were so fragmentary that no photograph was 

possible. Of duege/Aannen fragments of two or three small painted examples 

were found, and the sealed mouth of one very large specimen in plain un- 

painted clay, which must have measured some ‘16m. across the handles. 

The two clay sealings, which are shewn on PI. III, give a new detail of 

Mycenaean life. They were found near the assos and the three rvraters, 

in the house by the Menclaion. Each consists of a mass of red clay about 

‘12m. in diameter, with one side flat and the other convex. The convex 
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sides are shewn above on Pl. III; the two lower photographs shew the 

corresponding flat faces. With them were the fragments of the large plain 

jars which they had sealed, and the lower sides of the sealings shew the 

impress of the mouth of the jar. This is especially plain in a, where it can 

be measured ἃ5 11 m. The method of sealing was as follows. In the 

mouth of the jar was placed a potsherd, roughly shaped into a circular form, 

and below the sealing a, this was found still held in position by the edges 

of the clay. This disc prevented the soft clay from falling into the Jar. 

On the lower faces of the sealings are the impressions of leaves, almost 

certainly of the vine. These leaves were evidently laid above the round 

sherd, to prevent any clay falling into the jar at its edges, which naturally 

did not fit the mouth exactly. Over these leaves was put the mass of clay 

Fic. 5. —MYCENAEAN SEAL-IMPREDSSION. 

(SCALE 4: 3.) 

which served as a stopper. This was kept in place by cords, whose impress 

on the convex side of the sealings is clearly visible in the photographs. 

Lastly, one of the two examples (4) was stamped with a lentoid Mycenaean 

gem in no less than nine places. The cords and the friable nature of the 

clay would ensure the destruction of the sealing when the jar was opened, 

and in this way the impressions formed a guarantee against any tampering 

with the stopper. The design of the seal-stone, given in Fig. 5, has been 

recovered from a comparison of the different impressions; it isa characteristic 

group of two couchant animals back to back, with a tree between them. 

Two depressions appear on the clay at opposite points on the edge of the 

stamp. These marks, which can be seen on the photograph as well as on 
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the drawing, are made by the ends of the bar of the ring, which passed 

through the hole drilled in the diameter of the gem. The preservation of 

these sealings is due entirely to the clay having been baked hard in the fire 

which destroyed the house. 

In one of the destroyed houses the terracotta figure of a woman was 

found which is shewn in PI. II,4. The height [5.14 πο The surface is 

much damaged, and no more can be said than that it preserves traces 

of paint. Although it is so much smaller, the upheld arms and the 

columnar base give it some resemblance to the figures found in Crete, at 

Knossos, Prinia, and Gournia.! The breasts are well marked, the neck long, 

the face no more than a prominent nose and two hollows for eyes. The 

head-dress is indicated, and a long tress of hair rising from the crown of the 

head falls down over the shoulders. 

The other finds were a broken stone hammer, three conical stone 

spindle whorls, three very rough and much worn terracotta figures of 

animals, and two frit beads with striations. 

The comparatively large number of vases found in the only well 

preserved house shews that, if the city had not suffered so much from 

denudation, the finds would have been considerable. <sAs it is, there is 

sufficient evidence that the settlement was of some size and importance, 

and everything points to its belonging to the end of the Mycenaean 

age. Neither iron nor bronze was found. Perhaps the most interesting 

historical result of the excavation is the evidence for the complete break of 

continuity between Mycenaean and classical Sparta, bridged over only by 

the persistence on the earlier site, of the cult of the old hero Menelaos. 

R. M. DAWKINS. 

1 For Knossos, v7. &.S.4. vill, p. 99, Fig. 56; for Prinia, τς ἰδ, At. xxvii, PL xits for 

Gournia, 7. Boyd-Hawes, Gournid, Pl. xu, τ. 
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IL—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, τοῖο. 

$3.—THE ELEUSINION AT KALYVIA TES SOCHAS. 

THE season opened with a small excavation at the Eleusinion at 

Kalyvia tes Sochads or Kalyvia Sochistika, a hamlet at the foot of 

Taygetos about one-and-a-half hour’s walk south of Sparta. 

This site had already been fixed by Von Prott, who identified it 

with the Homeric Bryseai, but the German Archaeological Institute 

generously waived this prior claim in our favour. The whole question of 

the identification of the site has been discussed by Von Prott in connexion 

with the inscriptions found in and around the foundations of the destroyed 

church of Hagia Sophia!’ This lies in the village itself; the site to which 

our attention was called was on the slope of the mountain immediately 

above the houses and gardens of the village. A few minutes to the south 

of Kalyvia tes Sochas a fine gorge with a mountain stream runs down 
from Taygetos into the plain, and where the path which leads up to this 
gorge and the mediaeval keep at its mouth, leaves the village to climb the 
lower slope of the hill, it passes through a small olive grove. In this place 

the winter rains had cut themselves a channel, in the banks of which little 

lead wreaths of the sort so common at all Spartan sites had been found, 

first by children and later by the Ephor of Antiquities, Doctor Rhomaios. 
The surface of the ground was thickly covered with small stones brought 

down from the mountain, but the sides of the channel in question shewed 
that lower down there was a layer of earth, in which the lead wreaths had 

* Von Prott, Dee Ebene von Sparta, Ath, Mitt. xxix, pp. 1 syy. The Eleusinion is discussed 
on p. 8. 
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been found. There was, therefore, a sufficient prospect that the remains of 

the temple of Demeter and Kore would be found in this stratum to justify 

a systematic excavation. 

About twenty men were employed and the work lasted from the 17th 

to the 21st of April. A series of pits and trenches were made, and these 

struck black mould at a depth of about 1°50 m. below the surface layer of 

earth and stones. This layer of mould was that from which the lead 

wreaths had come, and it yielded in almost all of our pits sufficient objects 

to leave no doubt that the temple stood on this site. The extent of the 

remains was sufficiently defined by our trenches, which, although avoiding 

Ἐπὶ | DAN AV iN ag. 

Aner TS 
; 

Οὐ a τς 

Fic. 1.—TILe-SIAMPs: @-~ FROM THE ELEUsINION, 

(SCALE T 3-3.) 

the olive-trees, covered the site well enough to make it certain that the 

building has been entircly destroyed. Its former existence, however, 15 

proved by the discovery of a few stamped tiles, facsimile drawings of which 

are given in Fig. 1, a-g.! Of these, ὁ, df, and g, containing parts of the 

word AAMATPOS, are sufficient to shew that the building here was an 

Eleusinion, and the fragmentary inscription published by Mr. Wood- 

ward,? containing rules for the procedure at a festival of Demeter and 

Kore, makes the matter certain. The dedication inscriptions to these 

goddesses found by Von Prott at the church of Hagia Sophia in the 

1 The lettering on these stamps is clear except the lower line cf 2, which I cannot read. 

2 On pp 59 ff. below. 
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village must have been brought from this spot when the church was 

built. 

Besides the stamped tiles, the inscription, and lead wreaths, the finds 

comprised a number of the small plain vases found at all Spartan 

shrines,! three complete and one broken thin bronze bracelet ending 

in snakes’ heads, one sherd of Laconian III or IV pottery, and a few 

lamps and figurines of rough workmanship, the only types of any interest 

being seated or standing draped female figures. The legs, up to the knees, 

were found of a small bronze figure of a youth standing upon a small 

coiled up animal, perhaps a dog. 

The results of the excavation therefore, as far as finds are concerned, 

were not great, but it had the one positive result of clearly fixing the site 

of the temple of the goddesses. 

R. M. DAWKINS. 

1 Of which some 4,000 complete and 8,000 damaged examples were found at the small 
sanctuary on the Megalopolis road, north of Sparta, in 1907, reported in &..S.4. xl, pp. 169-173, 
with a figure. Great quantities were also found at the Orthia Sanctuary. 
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I.—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, τοῖο. 

ἢ 4.—ARTEMIS ORTHIA: THE EXCAVATION OF 1910. 

(PLATES IV AND VI) 

ALTHOUGH it was thought in 1909 that no more work was required 

at the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, a few men were employed there this 

year, mainly in testing outlying parts of the site. In this way a series of 

pits was made at the foot of the cliff which rises to the south of the 

hieron, and the ground behind the temple was further explored ; the former 

yielded no results, and the latter only confirmed the conclusions already 

redched as to the history of this region. The only finds were pottery, 

a number of lead figurines, and some pieces of carved bone, all of 

the kind found in previous years in similar deposits of the sixth century. 

Below them there was, as usual, a little Laconian I and Geometric pottery. 

The most important finds were two inscribed bases of statues of 

Bomontkat, boys victorious in the contest of endurance (PI. VI}. These 

were taken out of the lowest part of the foundation of the theatre near 

Ray VII. They had been partly visible for some years, one since 1906 in the 

edge of the preliminary cutting called Trench B, and the other since 1907 

in the curved edge of the arena. When at last they were taken out, their 

importance was at once evident. Like the other marbles and inscriptions 

found in the foundation of the theatre, they belonged to an earlier period 

of the hieron, and, when the theatre was built, were thrown down and used 

for rubble. The inscriptions, numbered 2720 and 2721, are published by 

Mr. Woodward on pp. 54 ff. of this volume. The top of one base, No. 2720 

15 
- 
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(Plate VI, αὐ, with the archaistic inscription, shews clearly the traces of 

the feet of the statue, and between them, of the groove in which the stele 

was set, on which the victors own dedication of his prize was inscribed. 

The top of the other, No. 2721 (Plate VI, δ᾽, has a great confusion of 

marks, which shew that it has been used more than once, and this is 

supported by the existence of four lines of carefully crased writing on 

the opposite side to that which bears the present inscription. Among 

the marks on its surface a trace of a foot can be distinguished, pointing 

downwards in the photograph, and towards the erased inscription ; it 

belonged to the statue for which the base was first used. Mr. Woodward 

dates them both to the last quarter of the second century A.D. 

The last piece of work was concerned with the examination of the 

outer edge of the foundation of the theatre. The eastern part of this 

towards the river had never been completely cleared, and, although the 

whole surface of this region had been destroyed by the mill-stream, it was 

still desirable to trace the outer line of the foundation in search for any 

Pig. 1,.—LACONIAN V VASE-FRAGVMENI WITTE FIGURE GF OLITTA. 

possible irregularity, then to remove such of it as still existed, in the hope 
of finding inscriptions, and lastly, to examine the lower strata. The yield 
of inscriptions was limited to the three minute fragments, Nos. 2717-2719, 
now published on p. 57 below, by Mr. Woodward, and the line of the 
foundation continued on its regular curve up to the point where it was 
destroyed by the river. The results of the work below the level of the 
foundation appear on the plan of the site (PI. IV). It was discovered 
that the houses found in 1908 to the east of the hieron extended to this 
region, and still further into the undug ground to the east between this 
and the river! The finds were of the same character, except that more 
Hellenistic and less Laconian V and VI pottery was found, the greater 
part being black-glazed, often with incised lines or white ornament on the 
black ground. In the lowest levels there was a little Geometric pottery, 

" The account of these houses is in B.S. A. xiv, pp. 7-12. 
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and between this and the Hellenistic a few sherds of Laconian V and VI. 

The most interesting find was the fragment of the stalk of a kylix with 

the lower part of the figure of Orthia with a snake on either side, which 

she was probably holding in her hands. It is in the Laconian V style, 

and belongs therefore to the fifth century. The design is shewn in 

Fig. 1 as if rolled out flat. The only other find of importance was a 

bronze sphinx, hollow at the back and with a hook in front of the figure, 

which suggests that it formed one half of a clasp. 

A water-channel and a finely made basin, both of terracotta, and a 

well in this house, point to some domestic or industrial purpose, probably 

connected with the service of the Sanctuary. The upper part of the well 

was lined with stones; below this there were three cylindrical sections 

of terracotta, each with a square hole to serve as a foothold. 

R. M.- DAWKINS. 
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I1—ENXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 1910. 

ἢ 5.—ARTEMIS ORTINA; THE HISTORY OF THE SANCTUARY. 

(PLATES [TV αν V3 

THE small piece of work reported above concluded the excavation of 

the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, and although the majority of objects 

found remain for future publication, a full account of the excavation and 

of the successive buildings in the Sanctuary has now been given in the 

series of reports, which began in Vol. XII and ends in this present dunual. 

The few points in which earlier views required reconsideration in the light 

of more complete knowledge, have been for the most part already corrected 

and in this way, although fuller study of the finds and records has thrown 

a good deal of fresh light upon some points, it would be possible for a 

reader to construct from these reports a consecutive history of the site. 

This history is however, from the necessities of the case, imbedded in the 

reports in the order of discovery, and further, as digging proceeds from the 

surface downwards and has to pass through what 1» late to reach what is 

early, this order is in general precisely opposite to the chronological. In 

order to save readers of the Axxwalthe necessity of thus picking out for 

themselves this history, perhaps even a more difficult task than it seems to 

the writer of the reports, it has seemed best, now that the end of the 

excavation has been reached, to summarise results by writing this con- 

secutive account of the Sanctuary from the earliest times. Its object 

is to bring together the material of previous reports, rather than to 

τῷ 
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incorporate it completely, and for detailed descriptions of the different 

buildings references are therefore given to the already published accounts. 

The General Plan of the site, which accompanies this report (PI. IV), is the 

same as that published a year ago with some necessary additions. It is 

based upon the previously published plans of Messrs. George and Sejk, but 

is, as it stands, the work of the present writer, who is also responsible for 

the other plans and sections which have been reproduced with the 

necessary additions, from previous reports. The most elaborate of the 

sectional drawings, that on the line A-/ (Pl. Δ), owes a great deal to 

Mr. M.S. Thompson's assistance in the surveying. Besides the general 

acknowledgements which are due to the members of the school who have 

taken part in the work, this account ts especially indebted to Mr. Droop’s 

study of pottery, to Mr. Wace’s still unpublished work on the lead 

figurines and to Mr. Woodward’s epigraphical papers. <All these con- 

tributions have been freely used to supplement the day-books and records, 

which are the result of the writers almost continuous presence at the 

excavation from its beginning in 1906, under the direction of Professor 

Bosanquet, to its conclusion in 1910. Any necessary corrections to 

previous reports, which have not already appeared, have been made 

explicitly with references, rather than tacitly. 

In an account of this kind chronolozy is of the first importance and 

the various kinds of small objects, in which the Sanctuary was so rich, will 

be treated almost exclusively from this point of view. The pottery as 

usual takes the ftiist place, but it is not the only class of object to shew a 

continuous development, and consequently to afford evidence for dating. 

In particular the modifications in type and style of the lead figurines were 

sufficiently marked to be a great guide, and a constant confirmation of the 

ceramic evidence. All the stages of the pottery are tn fact accompanied 

by corresponding varieties of figurines, and it often happened that, where 

a deposit had too little pottery to date it clearly, the deficiency was 

supplied by the lead. This was particularly the case with the later 

deposits of the fifth and fourth centuries. A regular development of type 

was also observed in the ivory carvings and objects in bone, and the same 

in the bronzes. All these sequences support one another, and, with the 

assistance of external evidence for the dating of inscriptions and Proto- 

Corinthian and ‘Cyrenaic’ pottery, provide a chronological scheme of 

some certainty. 
ον 
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The position of the Sanctuary is shewn in the General Plan of Sparta 

already published (Square O 15), and has already been fully described by 

Professor Bosanquet, who has collected earlier descriptions of the ruins.} 

The excavation, by revealing the original level of the soil, has brought out 

very clearly the fact that the cult was established in a little hollow from 

which the ground rose on the west towards the acropolis, whilst to the 

south a high tongue of rock bordered by low cliffs, runs out to the river. 

On the castern side at a very much later date, the city wall, the course of 

which is traced on the General Plan of Sparta, occupied the narrow space 

Fic. 1.~-THE BANK OF THE EUROLAS SHEWING THE BROKEN EDGE OF THE FOUNDATION OF 

THE THEATRE BEFORE EXCAVATION. (Reproduced from 4.5.4. xii, p. 304, Fig. 1.) 

towards the river, making an outward bend in order to include the 

Sanctuary before climbing up the raised rock to the south. On the north 
was the further stretch of flat land by the bank of the river, which is now 
water meadows and gardens, and was in ancient times the region called 
Limnai. The main stream of the Eurotas is at present nearly a hundred 
metres from the Sanctuary, which is only reached when a sudden flood fills 
the whole bed of the river with a rush of waters. The actual course of a 

1 The General Plan appeared in &.S.4. xii, Pl VII, and 4.9.4. xni, Ph 1. For the 
description of the site see Bosanquet, B.S. 4. xii, pp. 303 say. 
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river flowing in this way in a wide torrent bed varies very rapidly, often in 

a single night ; the bed now extends to the Sanctuary, and at some time 

the water has actually carried away a considerable part of the Orthia 

buildings, and the eroded face of the foundation of the theatre was almost 

the only visible indication of the site when the excavation began. Its 

appearance may be seen from the photograph, here reproduced from the 

first annual report ! (Fig. 1). 

The earliest traces of human activity which have been found on the 

site, consist of a layer of blackened earth 

mixed with sherds of Geometric pottery / rirsT A 
AL \ and small, much corroded pieces of bronze, 

immediately above the virgin soil on the 

western side of the great archaic altar. 

This deposit, which was at the centre as 

much as half a metre thick and covered 

about thirty square metres, is shewn in 

its relation to the altar in Fig. 2. Nowhere 

else do the deposits reach so great an 

absolute depth, and it thus appears that 

at this point was the centre and lowest 

part of the natural hollow, in which the 

worship of Orthia was established. That 

these remains are to be connected with the Apurned DEBRIS ABOVE PAVEMENT 

cult, and are thus its earliest trace, is WNeuenep DEBRIS BELOW PAVEMENT 

indicated by the small fragments of Fic. 2—PLAN SHEWING THE POs 
Ε LION OF BURNED DEBRIS ABOVE AND 

charred bone which appeared when the RELOVW LHE CORBLE PAYEMES 1. 

earth was washed, and shew that it is (Repreduced ae xv. Pp. TT, 

the debris from burned animal sacrifices. aa 

Except for the small piece of wall found at the same level, and shewn in 

the bottom left-hand corner of the drawing, no structural remains of this 

period have been found. 

The smallness of the area over which these earliest remains extend, 

suggests that the hieron was at this time, if enclosed, of no great extent. 

After this earliest period we can however distinguish a stage during which 

it was apparently much larger. Walls now appear, and the enclosed area 

was paved. The pavement consisted of irregularly laid cobble stones 

1 BLS A. sii, p. 304, Fig. 1. 
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brought from the bed of the river, and rested immediately upon the 

earliest stratum just described. Its preservation is extremely uneven. In 

some places the rough stones were found set quite close together, in others 

only a stone here and there was in place. The whole was, however, at 

approximately the same level, and it is plain that there was at all events 

the intention to cover the whole area of the hieron. This irregular 

distribution is marked on the plan, which also distinguishes, towards the 

FIG. 3.—THE Wesr WAIL OF THE LATER TEMPIE, WITH PARIS OF THE ‘* FIRST 
ENCLOSURE WATL” AND ‘SRELAINING WALL 3” LOOKING Sou1H. 

(Reproduced from ALS. av, p. 8, Fig. 1.) 

centre of what was later the arena of the theatre, a patch made of much finer 

pebbles, at a slightly higher level and probably rather later than the rest. 

Of this paved hieron we also found parts of the walls, marked 

on the plan as ‘First Enclosure Wall” Οἷς piece, running almost 

due north and south, lies to the cast of the altar, and the other forms 

the western limit of the hicron. This latter passes beneath the 

south-west corner of the later temple and then, after making a curve 

towards the north, shewn in Fig. 3, disappears, whilst in the other 
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direction it was traced for some distance under the foundation 

of the Roman theatre to the south of the temple, until it gradually 

disappears. The last part of its course is so much ruined that it could 

only be marked in the plan by a dotted line. An attempt to find its further 

course, by sinking a pit near Pier [V outside the curve of the foundation 

of the theatre. led to no result. Both these pieces of wall are built in the 

same way of small undressed stones, which, like the cobble-stones of the 

pavement, were clearly brought from the adjacent bed of the Eurotas. 

Almost everywhere both these walls had been destroyed down to the level 

of the pavement, to make way for subsequent extensions of the hieron, 

and thus, excepting for a small piece of the west wall, no more than the 

foundations have been preserved. The hieron thus revealed was some 

thirty metres across and in length, measured, that is, from north to south, 

considerably more, although its limits in this direction have not been 

preserved. ‘Lhe configuration of the ground makes it almost certain that 

the gateway, of which, however, no trace has been found, was towards the 

south, and therefore approximately below the point where the builders of 

the Roman theatre made their principal entrance. It is indeed likely that 

the main approach to the hieron always led down from the higher ground 

te this point. 

The Sanctuary thus paved and enclosed, certainly did not lack an 

altar, and its foundation course is probably to be recognised in a layer of 

undressed stones, which was found on the western side of the archaic altar. 

The layer of stones in question, marked on the plan‘ Earliest Altar, passes 

underneath the foundation of the archaic altar, forms a corner at a distance 

from it of 1:70 m., and then runs for a little over two metres parallel to its 

face. It is clearly distinguished from the stones of the pavement by its 

definite outer edge, and its position and exact parallclism further connect 

it with the series of altars. 

Of a temple contemporary with this earliest altar no trace was found. 

The extent, however, of the hieron, the position of the altar so near its edge 

rather than at the centre, the existence of the later temples presently to be 

described, and the general circumstances of the case, are all arguments 

which make it more than likely that, even at this early date, some kind of 

primitive temple stood in the western part of the hieron, and that temple 

and altar already stood facing one another, as their successors did for so 

many centuries, one on either side of the central area. 
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The votive offerings which were found immediately above the cobble 

pavement are to be assigned to this time, but there is generally no means 

of knowing where the dividing line is to be drawn between them and those 

of the succeeding period. What, however, certainly belong here are the 

few objects, mostly sherds of Geometric pottery and broken fragments of 

bronze, which were found in the ten centimetres of blackened earth which 

intervened between the surface of this pavement and the lowest stones of 

the core of the archaic altar.| The existence of this layer, which is part of 

the evidence for the archaic altar being later than the pavement, was 

at μὰ αὶ 
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Fic. 4.—THE ARCHAIC ALTAR FROM THE SOUTH-WEsP. 

(Reproduced from A S.4. a1, p. 67, Fig. 13). 

ascertained by cutting a trench along the central line of the altar down to 

the virgin soil. Below the stones of the altar, first the layer in question 

was found, and then the pavement. The earth, like that below the pave- 

ment, proved on being washed to be full of small fragments of burned 

bone, in which we must recognise the remains of the sacrifices offered on 

the earliest altar ; of this no trace was found in the trench cut through the 

archaic altar, and it is in fact not likely to have cxtended so far in this 

direction. 
1 This layer appears in the section on line G-A/ tn Pl. Κ΄. 
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The next stage which can be detected in the history of the Sanctuary, 

shews the hieron provided with a large altar, which is still well preserved, 

and a small temple, marked on the plan as the ‘ Archaic Altar’ and the 

‘Early Temple.’ No remains of any corresponding enclosure walls have 

been found. The altar is 9:00 m. long by 1730 m. wide, resembling in its 

long narrow proportions some other early Greek altars. Its height is 

100 m., or, with the projecting coping which is preserved only at the north 

end, 1:20 m. The facing is of rudely dressed stones laid in irregular 

courses; inside, the stones were simply thrown in to form a filling. 

Its appearance from the south-west is given in Fig. 4. The 

extent of the accumulation of sacrificial debris round it is shewn in 

plan in Fig. 2 and its depth in the sections on lines C-D and G-H! 

(Plate V). 

The temple faces almost due east, and roughly in the direction of the 

altar. It had the characteristically archaic, long narrow plan with a width 

estimated at 4°50 m. and a length of at least twice as much. Like several 

other very early temples, it was divided longitudinally by a row of pillars, 

and at the inner end there seems to have been a small raised cella or niche 

for the image. The only part preserved zz stu is a portion of the founda- 

tion course of small roughly dressed stones and slabs (Fig. 5), which were 

covered by a mass of red earth, the result of the disintegration of brickwork. 

A study of these remains led to the conclusion that the building was of 

brick set in a wooden frame-work, with a low gable roof. A fragment of 

a painted tile was found amongst the remains, but from its resemblance to 

Laconian I or II pottery of the seventh century, cannot be as old as the 

building itself 

To the period during which this altar and temple were in use, belong 

the most important results of the excavation, because it is in association 

with them that the greater number of the rich series of votive offerings were 

found. The only classes of these which have been published fully are the 

terracotta figurines, the bronzes, and the pottery (Geometric, Proto- 

Corinthian and Laconian I and II). A number of ivory carvings, though 

only a small proportion of the whole, have also appeared, but of the Icad 

\ The section on the line C-D was published in A..9.4. xi, Pl. TIT, and that on line G-Z, 
first in A.S.4. siv, Pl. 11, and in a corrected form in 4.8.4. xv, Pl. II, from which it is now 

republished in PJ, V, B, at the end of this volume. 
2 The remains of this temple were fully described and figured in A.S.4. xiv, pp. 17 sgg., with 

Figs. 5, 6 and 7. Fig. § in the text is from one of these photographs. 
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figurines and miscellaneous objects only very few.1 The curious painted 

terracotta masks, together with the great mass of lead figurines, nearly all 

belong to the succeeding period. With the exception of a number found 

inside the temple, none of these votive offerings were found 7x sztw: they 

were evidently thrown away from time to time and so formed, as has been 

already reported, a confused mass all over the area of the cobble pavement 

and slightly beyond it, the walls which had previously bounded the pave- 

FIG. 5.—REMAINS OF THE ARCHAIC TEMPLE BY THE SIDE OF LTE ΦΟΓΊΗ WALL 
OF THE Later TEMPLE. 

ment having been by this time destroyed. That this boundary should then 
have existed is inconsistent also with the position of the temple, the corner 
of which barely clears the line of the wall, and practically with that of the 
altar also, as the space between it and the wall would be very inconveniently 
narrow, and this disregard is a further proof that these walls belong to an 
earlier period. 

‘A part of the limit of the hieron at this period seems to be preserved 
1 For the terracotta figurines 7, Farrell, B.S.A. xiv, pp. 48-73; for the bronzes, Droop, 

&,S.A, xi, pp. 107-117 ; fur the pottery, Droop, 4.8.4. vill, pp. 118-136; xiv, Pp. 30-47; xv, 
pp. 23-39; for the ivories, Dawkins, B.S.-f. vii, PP. 77-108. 
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by the line of a wall, marked on the plan ‘ Later Enclosure Wall, which 

runs nearly duc north and south about four metres to the east of the altar. 

The wall itself is of a later date, but the line in which it lies, and its exten- 

sion to the north marked the extreme limit in this direction of the objects 

belonging to this period, and we may therefore consider that this was the 

limit of the hieron, and that some earlier wall existed here, no trace of which 

has survived. The southern part of the wall in question appears in 

Fig. 8 between the houses and the archaic altar. 

The richness of the deposit of votive offerings was by no means uniform 

over this area. The most fruitful region was that surrounding the remains 

of the early temple, and many of the objects found here probably formed a 

part of its contents. The accumulation was also especially deep on the 

east side of the altar, rising indced from its usual average thickness of "30 m. 

toas much as ‘60m. It reached probably to within halfa metre of the top of 

the altar. On the western side, on the other hand, the deposit was thin. 

This implies that the altar was used, as would naturally be expected, from 

the side towards the temple, and that on the other unused side, which was 

moreover very close to the wall of the hieron, debris was allowed to accumu- 

late. All the deposit near the altar was black and, like that below the 

pavement, mixed with small fragments of burned bones. The mass at the 

back of the altar shews that, in clearing the surface from time to time, the 

ministers swept the debris off on the side where it did not interfere with 

the practice of the cult. 

The region to the north of the temple, immediately underneath 

and to the north of the row of bases marked on the plan, was also 

very rich, and it was here that the latest objects associated with this 

period were found; in particular Laconian II pottery and carvings in 

soft stone. 

It was recognised already at the beginning of the excavation that at 

the end of this period the whole hieron was covered with a layer of sand 

and gravel. Underneath this the archaic altar and the remains of the 

carly temple were completely buried, and on its surface a new altar and the 

later temple were crected. It seems most probable that the carly temple 

1 This difference in the thickness of the deposit on the two sides of the altar is shewn in the 
section on the line G-// (Pl. V, BY. It is interesting to contrast the altar, whose priority to the 

deposits round it 1s proved by ity affecting their level in this way, with the walls of the temple, on 

both sides of which the deposits, being earher, continue at the same level. See section on 

line £-F (PI. V, A). 
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was destroyed by a flood, and that this general raising of the level was to 

guard against the recurrence of such a disaster.! 

This reorganising of the Sanctuary did not stop, and hardly 

interrupted, the practice of making votive offerings, the series of which 

continues with undiminished richness for at least another century, but the 

presence of the sand made it possible to distinguish clearly those that 

belong to the earlier period from those that follow it. The date therefore 

of this destruction and reconstitution of the Sanctuary is of the greatest 

importance, and it can fortunately be fixed with some degree of 

certainty. 

The two blocks of dressed stone marked in the plan almost directly 

underneath the row of bases at the edge of the Roman arena are of 

importance in this connexion. They were carefully bedded and laid like 

a pair of steps, and evidently formed part of a building, of which, however, 

nothing more can be said than that it belongs to the latter part of the 

period in question, as is proved by the considerable depth of deposit below 

the stones, and the presence in it of lead figurines of a kind hardly earlier 

than B.C. 700, and of a few sherds of Laconian 1 pottery. Near these blocks 

a rich mass of objects were found which probably formed part of the 

contents of the building. Their relative lateness is indicated by the more 

developed style of the pottery, which is what Mr. Droop has classed 

as Laconian If. With this were the objects which help us to a date fost 

gue for the rearrangement of the Sanctuary. These are a number of 

carvings in soft white stone, some of which bear archaic inscriptions, and 

two Laconian II plates, one inscribed FPIOISA A[ NE |OIKE HIPON, and 

the other, [ΑΝ ΕΘΕΪΚΕ ΤΑΙ FOPOASIAI were found not far off.? These 

inscriptions, although very archaic in character, can hardly go back earlier 

than the end of the seventh century, and we thus arrive at a terminus post 

guem for the laying down of the sand. Further, the close connexion 

between the pottery found in this region with the earliest pieces found 

above the layer of sand prove that this deposit belongs to the very latest 

years of the carly period. 

' The redness of the remains of the brick-work might suggest that it was destroyed by fire, but 
there are no signs of charring on the objects, and the ivories especially would not have survived a 

fire. Nor would this supply any motive for raising the level of the sanctuary. 

* This transcription does not of course represent the actual lettering of the inscriptions, which 

have not yet been published. Specimens of these carvings have appeared in &.S.A. xii, p. 334, 
Fig. 13 p. 335, Figs. 2 and 3; p. 337, Fig. 4: &.S.A. xiii, p. 60, Fig. 8: ASA. xiv, 
ps 25, Fis. τὸ; 
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The votive offerings of the next period, of which more must be said 

below, include a mass of that pottery hitherto known as Cyrenaic, which 

Mr. Droop has now classed as Laconian III and IV. In date it ranges 

over the sixth century, and, more precisely, must have begun not far from 

600 B.C. The evidence for this is the well known Arkesilas cup in the 

Louvre, with a picture of the king superintending the weighing and 

packing of the silphion. There is little doubt that this is Arkesilas I], 

whose dates are 580-550 B.C., and, as the cup is a late example of 

Laconian III, it demands some date previous to this for the beginning of 

the style, possibly 600 B.c. A sherd found by Professor Petrie at Daphnai, 

which must have been imported thither before 565 B.C., corroborates this.! 

If then, the inscriptions point to a date certainly not earlier than the end of 

the seventh century (and on epigraphical grounds they might well be later), 

and are found immediately before the sand, whilst the pottery found directly 

above it begins certainly very early in the sixth century, there is 

strong evidence that the sand was laid down at a date very close 

to 600 B.C. 

Before going on to describe the next period of the history of the 

Sanctuary, it will be convenient to look back and try to establish some 

date for the beginnings of the cult and the earlier structures which have 

been noticed above. 

Over how many centuries before 600 B.c. these early deposits at the 

Orthia Sanctuary range, it is not easy to say, and indeed any conclusion must 

have much that is arbitrary and to some extent personal. The pottery is 

our safest guide: the first ware found is Geometric. Before the end of 

this, Laconian I begins, and this is followed at the end of the period by 

Laconian II]. There was also a style developed from the Geometric, which 

Mr. Droop has classed as Sub-Geometric. Besides these, the period in which 

Laconian I and Geometric overlap was marked by the presence of Proto- 

Corinthian pottery, and from this the best external evidence for dating is 

derived. No very large quantity of it was found, but it was widely scattered 

and always carefully preserved. After the second year’s campaign, when the 

area occup.ed by the later temple and the arena of the theatre had been 

excavated, Mr. Droop noted that 51 fer cent. of its occurrences were with 

only Geometric pottery, 38 fer cent. with Geometric and Laconian I 

1 For Mr. Droop's arguments 7. 4.5.4. xiv, p. 46. For the Daphnai sherd τς Petrie, Zany, 

ii, PL. XXXII, 3, and pp. 52 and 59. 
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together, and 11 fev cent. with only Laconian I. It therefore appears that 

the greater part of the period over which it ranges falls before the intro- 

duction of Laconian I, and runs down to shortly after the end of 

Geometric. The probable date of the earliest pieces trom the Orthia 

Sanctuary according to the evidence of Italian finds, is about 740 B.c.,, 

apart from several fragments of the earlier ventriconical vases, one of 

which was found as low as the level of the upper surface of the cobble 

pavement. The date at which Proto-Corinthian gives way to Corinthian 

is not very clear, and questions of terminology add further difficulties, but 

660 B.C. is a reasonable date for the latest vases definitely to be called 

Proto-Corinthian.* 

If these dates be applied to the series from the Orthia Sanctuary, it 

will appear that, as almost exactly as much Proto-Corinthian pottery was 

found before as after the beginning of Laconian I.,a middle halfway date 

between 740 and 660 B.C. is indicated for its first appearance, and on these 

srounds Mr. Droop suggested as an approximate date 700 B.C., with 

Laconian II, of which there is much less, following on in 625, and lasting 

until the end of the century. As this allows a century for the development 

from Laconian I to Laconian III, the length of time is adequate, but 

certainly not too long. Geometric dies out shortly before the end of 

Proto-Corinthian, and it may be considered that it was practically at an 

end after 675 B.C. 

Before the appearance of Proto-Corinthian there is a long period 

represented only by Geometric pottery. If we divide this deposit from that 

containing Laconian pottery, at the point where the latter begins to 

preponderate, we shall find that the Geometric layer, with an average of at 

least half a metre, is double the thickness of the later stratum. This is 

only not true in the region of the early temple, where the Laconian layer 

is the thicker of the two; but here this latter is due not to gradual 

accumulation, but to the collapse of the early temple and its contents, and 

' Each section of the deposit was dug separately and divided into several layers. ‘Lhe find. 
from each layer Were put Into separate trays. Of the sixty-three trays which contained Proto- 

Corinthian sherds, in thirty-two it was accompanied by only Geometric, in twenty-four by Geometric 
and Laconian I, and in seven by Laconian I pottery only. From these figures the percentages 

in the text are calculated. Cf Mr. Droop’s report in &..5. A, xili, p. 127. 
2 The initial date for Proto-Corinthian pottery used in this argument rests upon the testimony 

of the vases found at Syracuse, and its foundation date of 745 B.C., and in this way a good piece of 

external evidence is obtained for the general correctness of our chronology. A few more pieces of 
Corinthian ware have been found since Mr. Droop wrote his paper in B.S. 4. xiil. 
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cannot therefore be used in any way as a measure of time. As therefore 

in the other parts of the area, where the deposits were to all appearances 

the result of a gradual accumulation, the Geometric stratum is twice as 

thick as that above it, which latter 15 reckoned to extend over nearly one 

hundred years, it would seem that the earlier must occupy at least twice 

that period, and we thus reach 900 B.C. as an initial date. In the centre of 

the arena, where the altar deposit below the pavement was found, the 

Geometric deposit was even thicker, and it appears that these earliest 

traces of the cult must go back well into the tenth century. Nothing 

Mycenaean, with the exception of one gem, has been found at the 

site, which therefore belongs entirely to the age of iron, and as the 

archaeological evidence carries it back to the tenth century, the traditional 

date for the Dorian settlement in Laconia, it would appear that the cult 

dates from the foundation of Dorian ϑρατγῖα This is all the more likely, 

as some important historical cause must be sought for the institution of so 

important a cult. 

There is, however, a possibility that the foundation of the Chalkioikos 

and of the Amyklaion as a Dorian site is somewhat earlier, because the 

variety of Geometric pottery with no slip and glistening paint, which at the 

Orthia Sanctuary is confined to the lower levels, and so appears to be 

older than the usual Geometric with a slip and dull paint, is at these 

sanctuaries much the commoner of the two,. whilst at the Orthia it is 

distinctly less frequent.- 

As the structural remains below the sand, early temple, altars, pave- 

ment and enclosure walls, all fall earlicr than the beginning of Proto- 

Corinthian pottery, their dates must be sought inside the long period from 

the tenth century to 740 B.c2 The archaic altar was built some time 

before this date, as a great deal of the deposit round it contained nothing 

later than Geometric sherds, and it is not likely that any great error will be 

made if it, and the early temple with it, are assigned to a date earlier than 

Soo B.c. The cobble pavement will then date from some time earlier in 

1 This gem was published in A.S.A. xin, p 76, Fig. 16, 7. 

2 For these varieties of Geometric τ, B.Swd. xi, pp. 119 syg. At the Orthia only 7 per cent. 

of the Geometric pottery was of the older shipless variety, and at the Chalkioikos more than 

SO per cent. 

3 Four Proto-Corinthian sherds found with the Geometric pottery below the cobble pavement 
are too isolated to upset the general result. They are clearly out of place, possibly owing to some 

mistake in the processes of cleaning ani sorting. 
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the ninth, and the burned deposit below it will go back to the beginnings 

of the cult in the tenth century. 

To the year 600 B.C. or near it, we have assigned the reorganisation of 

the hieron, and we must now look at this a little more closely. The 

remains of the early temple, as they were discovered, consisted of a mound 

of reddish brick-earth, -eneath which were the stones of the foundation, 

and it was the observation of this low mound formed here by the upper 

surface of the archaic deposit, that first led us to suspect the presence of a 

building. Over this mound, and indeed all round and inside the later 

temple, the archaic deposit was covered with a layer of such small chips 

of stone as are made in the final! dressing of blocks for building. The 

position of this layer, which is marked in the section on the line 4-F 

(Pl. V, A), shews that the level of the ground at the time of the erection 

of the later temple was that of the top of the archaic deposit. «A further 

indication of this was afforded by the discovery, when the temple was 

cleared, of a few Geometric sherds near the walls, resting on the stratum 

of Laconian I pottery of which the uppermost part of the archaic deposit 

normally consists. This obvious disturbance of the series only occurred 

at this point, and was clearly due to the digging of the trenches for the 

foundations of the temple, by which some of the lowest deposit was thrown 

up and laid on the surface. 

After the cutting of these foundation trenches, the whole area was 

covered with a deep layer of sand. This seems to have been laid down 

gradually as the walls of the temple rose, because chips of stone made by the 

masons were found in it at all depths. The object of this sand was no 

doubt to raise the level of the hieron, and so prevent danger from the 

floods to which the Eurotas is still subject. Its limits, as marked on the 

plan, shew that it formed a roughly T-shaped platform, with the later 

temple on the Icg of the T, and the altar on its cross-bar. The slope of 

the edges of the mound appear in the sectional drawings on the lines E-# 

and G-H (PI. V). At the back of the temple this slope is steeper than 

elsewhere, probably owing to the nearness of the building to the edge of 

the hieron, and ἃ retaining wall was therefore necessary. Such 

remains of this as were discovered are seen on the plan, curving 

round behind the temple at the edge of the sand. A piece of it 

appears also in Fig. 3. The wall was carefully made on the outer 

side only ; the side against which the sand rested, not being intended 
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to be scen, had no regular facing. The construction was of small 

undressed stones. 

Of the temple thus built at the beginning of the sixth century, very 

little except the high foundation, shewn in Fig. 6, remains 7x sztu. This 

still served for the temple which was standing in the Roman period, and 

has in consequence suffered a good deal of rebuilding. <As the surface of 

the ground was then nearly half a metre higher, the level of the stylobate 

was probably raised, but no trace of it at any period has been preserved. 
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Fico. 6.—THe Front Wart oF ΗΒ LAT k TEMPLE UNCOVERED To Irs FOUNDATIONS, 

(Reproduced from /? Sway vm, p. 57. Big. 6.) 

Like the temple of Roman times it was probably prostyle zz ἀπ. Two 

fragments which may be assigned to it were found built into the foundation 

of the theatre. One was a piece of a Doric capital of the characteristic 

sixth-century profile, and the other was a fragment of a Doric column 

with sixteen instead of twenty flutes.! 

1 The profile of this capital ws given in S.A. xiv, p. 7. Pig. © The fragment is a quater of 

the capital carefully cut down for some other purpose 1 had therefore ceased to be in use as a 

caprial same tine before the builders of the theatre used tas rubble. Tf we could be quite Positive 

that it belonged to the sivth-century temple. this would be a finther argument for its having been 

completely rebuilt befere the Roman period. The fragment of column is ‘60 m. long and preserves 

parts of three Hites The orginal namber can be computed by measuring the angle formed by 

thee successive ridges. The worn τὸν however. poer, and the number of flutes 1s no proof of 

early alate, 

1) 
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The pediment seems to have been adorned with a group containing a 

figure of a lion in poros stone, gaily coloured. The evidence for this is the 

discovery of a fragment of a lion’s mane which might have come from 

such a group in the earth which accumulated in front of the temple 

between the time when it was built and the Roman level, the lower level 

being determined by the top of the sand and the presence of objects 

immediately subsequent to those below it, or more precisely, by the 

discovery of Laconian [II pottery and such objects in lead and bone as are 

contemporary with it. It is plain that, as far as they are fragments of the 

temple, the objects found in this earth may either date from its first con- 

struction, or be the refuse from any rebuilding which it may have under- 

gone. The lion’s mane clearly comes from its earliest stage, and shews 

that the temple was rebuilt before Roman times at least to the extent of 

having its original pediment thrown down. The stamped tiles found in 

the same earth, which will be mentioned below, belong to the latter class, 

and point to a reconstruction of the roof. That the lion’s mane comes 

from a pedimental group is made the more likely by the discovery of two 

small reliefs in soft stone, representing two couchant lions facing each other 

heraldically.1 One of these was found in the layer of sand itself, and 

the other in a deposit to the north of the temple dating from shortly after 

its construction (Fig. 7). Both are therefore closely contemporary with 

the building of the temple, and that two of them should be found makes it 

likely that the design had some significance. With no more than a frag- 

ment of the neck and mane as a guide, it is difficult to form an opinion of 

the space that would be occupied by a group of two lions in this position, 

but the scale of the fragment in no way prevents us from supposing that it 

comes from such a group of a size to fill the required space satisfactorily. 

It would seem likely therefore that in these two small triangular reliefs we 

should recognise copies of the group which adorned the front pediment of 

the temple. Some pieces of painted terracotta architectural ornament have 

been found, which may also be associated with this building.? 

Outside the southern and eastern walls of the temple the plan shews 

* The one found in the sand, the uppermost in Fig. 7, was published in ALS. xiii, p 60, 
Fig, 8. Its length is ‘25 m. 

~ That these two groups have some architectural significance is rendered the more probable by 
the fact that several of these reliefs, all dating from the same period, represent parts of buildings. 

Thus two give a Doric architrave and metopes, another a Duric capital. and two more what seems 

to be a piece of architectural ornament. 
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nine circular patches of dots each about "70 m. in diameter. These mark 
the position of circular holes cut down through the archaic deposit at these 
points and filled with the same sand that formed the layer above. Similar 
holes were observed also on the north side of the temple, but their position 

. 
1 
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Fic. 7.—RELIEFs OF Lions IN LIMESIONE. (SCALE 2: 5.) 

was not noted with sufficient accuracy for them to be put upon the plan. 
Holes cut in this way through the archaic deposit can only have been made 
at the building of the later temple, and their being filled with the sand 
which was then laid down shews that the purpose which they served was 

D2 
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only temporary, whilst their symmetrical arrangement round the temple 

proves their connexion with it. The conclusion is that they are the holes 

which were sunk for scaffolding-poles, 

This raising of the whole level of the hicron covered not only the 

remains of the early temple but also the archaic altar, the top of which 

was now buried by more than half a metre of sand, and no doubt a new 

altar was built at the same time. The remains of altars actually found 

above the sand have already been described.t. They consisted of part of 

an altar of the Roman period, resting upon some squared stones, which 

belonged to an earlier structure. These squared stones, which are shewn 

in the section on the line G-/7 (PI. ΑΓ, belong to an altar earlier than the 

Roman. To the east of them was a mass of burned debris, the remains of 

sacrifices pushed off the top of the altar to its unused side, as was noted in 

the case of the archaic altar. This depcsit contained sherds of Laconian 

V and V1 pottery, dating therefore from the fifth and first half of the 

fourth century, and a great number of lead figurines of the corresponding 

style. There is therefore no clear evidence that the altar, to which these 

blocks belonsed, goes back earlicr than the year 500 B.C, although the 

certainty that an altar must have been constructed for the necessities of 

the cult at the same time as the temple makes it probable that it is in fact 

to be dated a hundred years earlier. 

The hieron, when this later temple was built, was enclosed by a wall, 

which there is no reason to date later than the temple itself. The longest 

piece preserved is that which bounds the hicron to the west. Another 

piece to the south runs along the side of the present channel of the 

mill-stieam. and a third iy to be seen to the east of the altar. It is marked 

on the plan‘ Later Enclosure Wall. The area thus contained appears to 

have been roughly oblong, and may be taken as sixty by forty-five 

metres. Again no trace of the entrance has been preserved. 

The most important small finds of this period were found to the north 

and south of the temple. On each side of the building there was a slope 

formed by the edge of the layer of sand, and over this the broken or no 

longer used votive offerings were from time to time thrown out from the 

temple. On the southern side this slope was faced by a rise of the natural 

soil away from the river, and thus a small valley was formed, on both sides 

* ALS AL eu. pp. 62, svg. A photograph, reproduced here in Fig 13. and full drawings are 
Piven 262, Pits. BO, 11. 
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of which objects were allowed to accumulate, whilst on the north side the 

slope of the sand ran down towards the lower ground on the bank of the 

river, The position of these objects is shewn in the section on the line 

£-f, where the space they occupy is marked as ‘ Deposit immediately 

succeeding the building of the Later Temple. In plan they occupied 

the greater part of the space to the north, south and behind the temple, 

outside the limits of the foundation of the Roman theatre. Behind the 

temple the deposit was naturally much less rich, and there was also a local 

disturbance of much later date, to be mentioned below, whilst further 

to the east any deposit there may have been was removed by the 

foundations of the Roman theatre. It seems indeed that at this time 

debris was not allowed to gather between the temple and the altar, 

and it thus was all swept over the edges of the platform of sand, and 

lodged on its slopes. 

The deposits in question are marked by pottery of the Laconian III and 

IV styles, which include nearly all the vases generally called Cyrenaic. It 

was here also that the great mass of terracotta masks were found, hardly any 

of them belonging to the earlier period, and that the yield of the little lead 

figurines reached its maximum. Of the total number of 100,000 odd, these 

deposits yielded more than 58,000, to which by far the greater part of the 

10,000 found by the bank of the river at the beginning of the excavation 

must no doubt be added. Against this the Laconian I deposits yielded in 

round numbers only 5700 and the Laconian II, 9500. Laconian V and VI 

shew the decrease with 10,600 and 4700 respectively, but here allowance 

must be made for the scantiness of the deposits preserved.! It 1s important 

to note that the pottery, the carvings in bone, and the lcad figurines all 

shewed clearly by their unbroken development that the earliest objects 

found here follow immediately after the latest found below the sand, from 

the period of the carly temple. A further link between the two deposits 

is the series of carvings in soft stone, some of which were found just below, 

some in, and a few above the sand. The deposits of Laconian III and IV 

occupy the whole of the sixth century, and their importance for the date of 

the later temple has already been noticed. 

After this the number of small objects found becomes very much less. 

The later developments of Laconian pottery, styles V and VJ, dated by 

Mr. Droop to the fifth and the first half of the fourth century, were found 

! These figures are due to Mr. Wace. 
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in several patches of deposit to the south of the temple near the great drain, 

and also near its S.E. corner, all at levels below that of the pavement 

of the arena of the theatre in the Roman period, and comparable to 

that at which the fragment of lion’s mane from the pediment was found. 

The uniformity of level of these deposits indicates that some levelling 

took place in this region about the year 500 B.C., and the mass of earth 

and shingle which appears in the section on the line E—F above the deposit 

Fic. 8 —Hovses East of THE ALTAR. PARI OF ἼἽΠΕ THEATRE APPEARS IN THE 
BACKGROUND, AND TO 1HE RicHT A CORNER OF THE ARCHAIC ALTAR. 

(Reproduced from A.S.4. xiv, p. 8, Fig. 2.) 

of masks should be put down to this. At the same level and of the same 
date, is the deposit mixed with burned matter beside the blocks described 
above as belonging to the first altar of the later period. The richest finds, 
however, of this kind came from the houses to the east of the altar outside 
the wall of the hieron, which have for this reason been tentatively assigned 
to the fifth century, in the same way as the house inside the wall to the 
south of the theatre. It was in these houses, which are shewn in Fig. 8, 
that the Laconian VI pottery was observed to give place to black-glazed 
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Hellenistic ware and fragments of Megarian bowls, and thus a terminal date 

for the Laconian series was reached. These houses probably extend beyond 

the limits of the excavation to the east and south, but, except those nearest 

to the altar, they yielded so little that their complete excavation seemed 

unlikely to repay the removal of the great mass of earth beneath which they 

were buried. The water-channels, large basin and well, which one of them 

contains, point to some industrial or domestic purpose, but that they had 

some connexion with the hieron is shewn by the numerous fragments of 

vases inscribed with the name of the goddess. The painted fragment of a 

figure of Orthia holding snakes which was found here is reproduced 

above in the report of the I910 excavation.2, Near so important a shrine 

priests, servants, and artificers of various kinds must have lived, and it is 

possible that these are their houses. 

The great built drain which runs across the southern part of the site 

from west to east and debouches on the bank of the‘river, is the next 

construction to be noticed. When it was described last year, reasons were 

given to shew that it was constructed early in the third century B.c. for the 

more effectual draining of the Sanctuary and to carry off any water that 

might flow down from the high ground to the east. The western part 

of this drain is shewn in Fig. 9. The building of the city wall late in the 

same century must have further altered the appearance of the hieron and 

formed a strong barrier between it and the river. In order to enclose it 

within the enceinte, it was necessary for the wall to make a detour 

towards the river. The piece of the wall built over the mouth of the drain 

is particularly well preserved.* 

For the partial destruction of the sixth-century temple we have men- 

tioned the evidence of the broken pediment group and of the archaic Doric 

fragments, the broken column and the piece of capital, found in the founda- 

tion of the theatre, and several pieces of painted tiles and antefixes found 

on the site, point tothe same conclusion. Besides these signs of destruction, 

1 For these inscriptions τς B.S.4. xiv, pp. 10 sgg. On Laconian VI sherds the name of the 

goddess (FOPOEIAI) occurred in painted letters. and several black-glazed Hellenistic vessels 

bore, complete or in part, the incised inscription, XIAQNIZ TA! BOPOEIAI. Mr. Wace 

suggests that this Chilonis may be either the daughter of Leotychides or of Leonidas II, both of 

whom belong to the third century. 
* In Fig, 1, p. 16 above. 
9 BSA. xv, pp. 15-19. 
4 For the evidence of the French plan as to the possibility of the actual contact of the city wall 

with the theatre, see below, p. 47, note. 
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there is also some positive evidence. The foundation itself shews clear 

signs of having been largely rebuilt ; in especial a drafted block in the 

north wall was clearly brought from some other building! The most 

important evidence, however, are the fragments of stamped tiles from the 

later roof. These were found all over the site above the level of the 

Roman period, and some occurred between it and the level when the 

temple was first built, but none lower. Those found scattered about the 

Fic. 9.- ΓΗ WisTeERN Paki oF GHE DRAIN LO THE Sout oF Iie TEMpnr, POokING 
East. BEYOND THE Dratn Is tHE FOUNDALION OF THE RowaA\N THEALRE. 

(Reproduced from A. S04. ay, p 16, Fig. 3) 

site at the higher level are the result of the final destruction of the temple ; 

those below this level, which were especially frequent near the temple 

itself in the same earth as the lion-fragment from the carly pediment, must 

be unused or broken pieces left about or thrown aside at the time when the 

restored temple was being roofed. 

The stamps are of two different but contemporary types, one 

inscribed ΙΕΡΟΙ BOPOEIAS, and the other BQPOEIAS IEPOI! (Fig. 10) 
" For the evidence as to the rebuilding of the foundation of the temple, 7. 2.504. xin, 

PP. 57 -y. 
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The re-use of the archaic capital before it was taken as rubble by the 

builders of the theatre, suggests that this reconstruction was considerably 

earlier than their time, and the epigraphical evidence of the stamped tiles! 

points to the Hellenistic period. It is therefore not improbable that it is 

to be connected with the re-establishment of the Lycurgan constitution in 

178 b.c., and the stamps may well belong to this date. The walls of the 

city were rebuilt at this time, and this activity in building might well be 

extended to a temple so closely connected with the discipline of Lycurgus. 

This second-century date gains some support from the s/e/e of Nenokles, on 

Fig. 10.—StaMpep Tibbs FROM [ΗΕ SANCYrUARY OF ARTEMIs ORIHIA, 

(SCALE 1:3.) (Reproduced fom 4.S.4. xin, p. 38, Fig. 6.) 

which the facade of the temple is represented in relief? (Fig. 11) This 

stele Mr. Woodward has dated to the second century, and the curious idea 

of combining a relief of the facade of the temple with the usual dedicatory 

inscription is much more easily explained on the supposition that the 

temple was new at the time, and so an object of especial interest. It 

shews a Doric temple zv antis, but beyond this no safe conclusions can be 

drawn. In particular the ornament in the pediment must be regarded as 

purely conventional. 

In this condition, so far as we know, the hiecron remained until the 

1 They have been published in facsimile by Mr. Wace in 4.5.4. xni, p 38, Fig. 6, a, B, from 

which Fig. 10 is reproduced. A third type, BOPOEIAS LAPOL, was tare and from its letter- 

ing seems to date from the imperial period. All the examples were found at the Roman level, and 

Mr. Wace suggests that probably only a few such tiles were made for later repairs. 

2 The inscription, No. 47 (2161), has been published in 4.S.4. xiv, p. 95. 
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building of the Roman theatre in the third century A.D. The only 

structure which may have been built at an earlier date is the Roman altar 

which rests upon the blocks already described as belonging to an older 

altar. Its remains, however, shew such very poor work, that it is hardly 

likely to be earlier than the theatre, and it is most probable that when 

the theatre was built, a new altar was also constructed. 

From the fourth century B.C. until the third s.D., the Sanctuary was 

gradually acquiring the long series of dedicatory inscriptions, of which 

os 

Fic. 11.—STELE OF XENOKLES SHEWING THE FRONI OF [ΒΕ JEMPLE. 

(SCALE ca. 1:7.) (Reproduced from A.S. 4. xiv, p. 95 ) 

more than a hundred have been found in the course of the excavation. 

They were nearly all built into the foundation of the Roman theatre, and 

their date therefore gives a ferminus post gucm for its construction. 

Mr. Woodward has made a detailed study of these inscriptions, and 

ascribes the earliest example to the fourth century B.C. and the latest to 

after 225 A.D., whilst the great majority of them fall within the latter part 
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of the first and the second century Δ... Although the proportion of the 

original number preserved is quite unknown, and no doubt the operation of 

pure chance has made this very unequal for different periods, still that so 

many come from these two centuries points to a great increase in the 

custom of setting up these dedications. 

Besides these dedicatory ste/az, the hieron was decorated with statues. 

Some were honorary, such as that which his colleagues set up to Pratolaos 

for his excellence as a citizen, his support of the system of Lycurgus, and 

his friendliness towards themselves ;* but the more interesting and 

remarkable were a series of statues of Bomonzkar, boys who had been 

victorious in the contest of endurance at the altar. The base of one of 

these was already in the Sparta Museum before the excavation,? and two 

more, dated by Mr. Woodward to the last quarter of the second century A.D., 

were taken out of the southern part of the foundation of the theatre, where 

they had been thrown down side by side. One was written in common 

Greek, the other in the late Spartan dialect. The marks on the upper 

surface of this latter prove that a sfe/e stood in front of the statue. On 

this ste/e was no doubt the victor’s dedication of his prize, a sickle or 

possibly a crown, whilst on the base was inscribed the dedication by the 

city of the victor himself.° No fragment of these statues has survived. 

From the sockets for the feet cut on the bases it is plain that they were 

life-size. The ordinary ste/az were shaped into a tenon below, and this was 

fixed in a mortise cut into the top of a square base, and run in with lead. 

As tothe arrangement of the ste/az and statues in the hieron there is no 

evidence. The destruction when the theatre was built was too complete. 

Another relic of the hieron at this date is the inscribed stone seat 

dedicated by Soixiadas to Orthia (Fig. 12), which shews that, even before 

the theatre was built, there was some regular seating, at all events for 

distinguished persons. It was found, like the statue bases, at the bottom 

of the Roman foundation, which makes it clear that the builders began 

their foundation by throwing down all the heavy marbles. Its exact 

provenance was the south-eastern part of the foundation, and thus nearly 

1 For a list of these inscriptions arranged chronologically ἡ. b.S.4. xv, p. 73. 

“ Published in B.S... xiv, p. 110. 

> SAW. p.-50, Now 252, 
+ Published in this volume pp. 54 syg., the numbers being 2720 and 2721, and Pl. VI. 
5 Of these se/az set up by Bomonzkar only one fragment has been preserved. It is published in 

B.S.A. xii, p. 368 (No. 20, 2163). Cf also Professor Bosanquet, zéed., pp. 314 ‘yy. 
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opposite to the temple. As so heavy an object is not likely to have been 

moved more than was necessary, it is likely that its original position was 

near this point, and that it was therefore an official seat directly facing the 

temple in the central line of the hieron. That Soixiadas was an official 

person the words of the inscription prove (γεροντεύσας τρὶς καὶ πρέσβυς yevo- 

μενος δίς). and there was also an Eponymus Soixiadas, who is possibly the 

same man. Mr. Woodward considers that it cannot be earlier than the 

middle of the first century B.c., and if this Soixiadas is to be identified 

with other persons of the same name, not later than I00 A.D.’ 

The plan shews a drain passing across the space in front of the 

temple. broken off at both ends by the foundation of the theatre. to which 

Fic, 12.—StTonr SEAS DEDICATED BY SOIXIADAS, (SCALE ἐὰν 1: 13) 

(Reproduced from A.3.4. sive p. 104 ) 

itis therefore anterior. Its level is so well above that of the sixth century 

that it may be put down to Hellenistic or imperial times. It is made of a 

series of terracotta pipes jointed together, and has a slight fall in the 

direction of the river. 

Some time after 2235 8.c. the last great change took place in the 

hieron. In order to accommodate the numerous spectators who came 

from all regions to Sparta to witness the rites of the goddess, the theatre 

in front of the temple was constructed. So little concern was shewn for 

antiquity that many, if not all, the old s¢e/az and statue-bases were thrown 

1 For the publication of this seat with the photograph reproduced above, v7. δὲ δ... xiv, 

pp. 103 syq. 
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down and used as building material. They have in this way been 

preserved, and the numerous dedicatory inscriptions which have been 

published in previous reports were recovered from the masonry of the 

foundation, when parts of it were removed to lay bare the lower strata. 

The magistrates’ names on these s¢e/az admit of fairly close dating, and as 

one of them belongs after 225 A.D.. the middle of the third century is 

suggested as a date for the building. for a sfe/e is hardly likely to have 

been thrown aside less than twenty-five years after its erection. 

The descriptions of this theatre by carlier travellers have been 

collected by Professor Bosanquet.1 The plan shews its peculiar arrange- 

Fic, 13. — REMAINS OF THE ROMAN, RisrinG oN THE REMAINS OF THE EARITER 

GREEK ALrak. (Reptoduced from “2.9.4. Muy p. 02, Fig. 10.) 

ment, by which the facade of the temple took the place of the stage building, 

and the altar occupied a place in the arena, not, however. in its centre, but 

near the eastern limit. This position was fixed by the apparent necessity 

of constructing it exactly above the previous altars, the correspondence 

to which in position and orientation is strikingly plain in the sectional 

drawing on the line G-H (Pl. V); and, with the altar so placed, it would 

have needed a very much larger theatre to bring it into the centre of the 

dy SoA SA, Pp JOS dei 
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arena. This was also unnecessary, as the centre of interest was not only 

the altar but all the space between it and the front of the temple. 

This Roman altar was a patchwork construction of used blocks and 

brickwork, probably originally covered with marble slabs. A stone seat 

was built into it, probably part of the seating arrangements of the earlier 

period. Its ruined condition appears in the photograph published in the 

1907 report and reproduced here (Fig. 13), where the blocks of the earlier 

altar upon which it rested are also shewn.’ 
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Fic. I4.—REMAINS OF THE THEATRE LOOKING WEST TOWARDS TAYGETOS. 

PIER X IS IN THE FOREGROUND. 

The construction of the theatre itself, the external piers and arches 

and the system of radial walls supporting the seats, has already been 

described.” It differs in no way from that of an ordinary Roman amphi- 

theatre, except in having the opening for the temple. The exact condition 

in which it was found is shewn in the Plan published in the 1907 report,* 

and in the photographs in Figs. 14 and 15. Since then considerable portions 

1 B.S.A, xii, p. 62, Fig. 10. A plan and elevation are given zbz/., p. 63, Fig. 11. 
ὁ Its plan in A.S.a4. xii, pp. 45-55, and the method of construction of the foundation in 

B.S A. xiv, p. 6. 

| B.S.A, xiii, Pl. HW, to which reference should be made for the details in the following 
paragraphs. 
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of it have been removed in order to expose the strata below, and its present 

state may be seen from the General Plan accompanying this report. Enough 

was preserved to make its plan clear: a main entrance between Piers VII 

and VIII of the outer arcade, with an arched passage opposite it leading 

either to the arena or to the lower seats Traces of four out of the 

probable six staircases, which led to the upper seats, and the remains of 

what seems to have been an elevated tribunal facing the front of the temple, 

could all be distinguished. Traces were preserved of the steps which led 

FIG. 15.—REMAINS OF THE THEATRE LOOKING EAST, THE EURUTAS IN THE BACKGROUND. 
THE FIRST PIER VISIBLE 15 IV, 

up to this tribunal, the existence of which is implied also by the mass of 

masonry a little to the north inside the radial wall XV which rises well 

above the probable level of the seats. It occupied the same central 

position above the altar and opposite to the temple, in which the marble 

seat dedicated by Soixiadas had stood in the earlier period, and without 

doubt served the same purpose. 

1 From the plan given by the French Expedition to the Morea, it appears that there was 

a second similar entrance in a corresponding position to the north. This plan has been reproduced, 
with the insertion of the temple, in A S.A. xii, p. 309, Fig. 4, and again in 4.S.4. xii. p. 51, 

Fig. 4. The original is in Z.xfidition Screntipyue de Moree, τίς ΤῊ, {8 Fie.ds 
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The unfortunate break in the outside line of the foundation near this 

point makes it impossible to say how the piers were arranged with reference 

to the entrance to this tribunal. There is no trace on the foundation where 

Pier XII should be, but this is perhaps accidental. The reconstruction of 

the eastern Piers NIJ, NIII,and XIV given on the 1907 plan was based on 

the erroneous idea that the block where Pier XII should be was ex sztu. 

The plan of the theatre given by the French Expedition to the Morea 

matks no piers, but in the northern part of the theatre (roughly from Pier 

AIV to Pier NATIT] in our plan, marks a solid wall curving round outside 

the rays, exactly in the position where the piers would be. If this is 

correct, it shews that the theatre had no entrances in this part, and its 

nearness to the city wall, which occupied the narrow space between the 

theatre and the river, makes this not at all unlikely. This wall ends at the 

north in a solid mass of masonry, and as this is the point nearest to the 

river and so to the city wall, this masonry may be a piece of the latter. 

which must therefore at this point have absolutely coalesced with the outer 

part of the theatre.’ 

The increasing irregularity of the setting out of the plan as it proceeds 

from the south to the west led at first to the idea that there were two 

periods of construction, but no further conclusion is really warranted by 

the facts than that the actual planning began at the part south of the 

temple, and, as it proceeded, grew more irregular. 

The exact arrangement of the western part of the theatre, where it is 

terminated by a straight line at right angles to the temple, is not clear. 

The two sides seem to have been treated differently, and no doubt the 

architect had some difficulty with this part of the plan, for which ordinary 

theatres provided no precedent. 

The level of the arena was marked by a patch of irregular pavement 

in front of the temple. Three of the slabs were inscribed ste/az laid face 

downwards. A single step led from the pavement to the porch of the 

temple.* 

A row of stone slabs set on edge ran round the front part of the 

temple at an average distance from it of one metre. Their upper edges 

' For this plan see the note on p. 47 above. I doubt, however, if its accuracy 15 sufficient to 

make such inferences at all certain. 

* The pavement appears in the plan in 4..5../. xid, Ph ΠΙᾺ and in the photograph in cz, Ρ 56, 

Fig. 5. The inscriptions: are Ne. τὸ 2482, τὶ A. S.A. Sit, p. 3763 No. $6 (2562), 7. shed. xin, 

p. 1855 No. 62 (2561), τ΄. ἠχώ, p. 188. They all clate to the first century Av, (22d. xv, p. 73). 
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must have been just visible above the Roman level. Their object is not 

apparent. 

It is always possible that some of the earlier statues and inscriptions 

were saved to decorate this arena. That the custom of setting them up 

continued is proved by the row of bases found on the eastern edge of the 

arena, which belong to this time. They were all old bases re-used and 

irregularly arranged, some being even upside down. None were inscribed, 

but on one are the marks of the feet of a statue, and in front of them the 

groove for the lower part of a steve. As this was the arrangement of the 

statue and stele of a Bomontkes, it is probable that this base belonged 

to one of these statues. It is also very possible that these were especially 

selected for preservation when records of less interest were thrown away. 

If this were so, it would account for the small number of Bomenzkes inscrip- 

tions which have been preserved, as stones left above ground have been 

exposed to the depredations of ages, and in fact inscriptions from the 

Sanctuary have been found built into houses in the modern town, and even 

as far off as the hamlet of Magoula.” 

Above the level of the floor of the theatre a number of terracotta 

figurines have been found, which are thus dated by their position to not 

earlier than the latter part of the third century. The more important are 

figures of Artemis, often girt with an animal’s skin, and a figure, probably 

male, with a high conical head-dress and wearing a long robe and mantle, 

carrying a jug in the right hand. Numerous fragments belong to a group 

at least 30 m. high, representing Artemis with a dog fawning upon her, the 

figures standing upon a base inscribed ΠΕΙΘΕΡΟΣ. Of all these types 

there are a great number of examples; other types, lamps and vases, were 

also found, but in smaller numbers. All without exception are of poor 

work and of a coarse red clay without paint. ὃ 

Although the foundations of this building are no doubt responsible for 

the removal of a good deal of early deposit from the sixth century onwards, 

the raising of the Jevel by means of the sand prevented them from touching 

the earlier and more interesting remains. Of the sixth century we have an 

‘ ‘The discovery of slabs in front of the temple is against their having served merely to 

mark the point at which the theatre was to be cut orf, as seemed possible when only the slabs at the 
sides were known. Nor would such marking be necessary. Cf Professor Bosanquet, B.S. 2. 

ΧΙ, p. 311. 
” For examples see δ᾽, δὲ 1. xii, p. 314, note 2. 
* For these figurines see Bosanquet, δι δὲ ἦν xu, p. 313, and footnote. 
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abundance preserved in the deposits by the western half of the temple, and 

what we have later than this in the arena and houses shews such a 

decadence, that a small quantity is enough. The theatre has also been of 

the utmost service in resisting the attacks of the river, and so preserving 

the unique deposit of the archaic period. Of this, the destruction of the 

northern part of the theatre, the extent of which is shewn on the plan, has 

allowed some to be carried away by the river, but, owing to the distance of 

this part from the centre of the shrine, in all probability very little has thus 

been lost. The makers of the mill-stream also carried away a great deal, 

and the use made of the building as a quarry in recent years has been 

- 

ye 

Fic. 16.—MEDIAEVAL BURIAL AT THE ORTHIA SANCTUARY. 

particularly destructive in all the part adjacent to the temple, both to the 

north and to the south. The extent of these ravages is shewn in detail in 

the plan given with the 1907 report.! 

The other remains from the Roman period are a few house-walls 

between the theatre and the new course of the mill-stream, most of which 

appear on the plan. 

Above the level of the theatre, especially on the southern half of the 

site, a number of Christian graves were found, and some Byzantine jewellery, 

The burials consisted of four large oblong tiles placed two and two like a 

gable, over the body. A photograph of one is shewn in Fig. 16. This 

Pade Ry Ble OT: 
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affords some evidence that a church stood on the site, although the walls 

that were marked in the first year as Byzantine were shewn by subsequent 

excavation to be a part of the Theatre.! 

The plan shews inside the temple a rough wall marked ‘ Modern 

Structure,’ inside which it was found that the sand had been removed. It 

appears to be the remains of some quite late attempt to use the walls of the 

temple foundation as a shelter of some sort. The back wall of the temple 

was much destroyed in the centre, and the retaining wall and later 

enclosure wall were also broken on the central line of the plan, and the 

archaeological strata of sand and various deposits removed. It is clear 

that at some time a trench was cut into the temple along this line, but 
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Fic. 17,—CHRONOLOGICAL DIAGRAM OF THE REMAINS AT THE 

SANCTUARY OF ORTHIA. 

whether this had any connexion with the structure inside the temple or 

not, it is impossible to say. 

The latest disturbances of the site were the cutting of the mill-stream, 

which damaged chiefly the N.E. corner of the temple and the foundation of 

the theatre, and the depredations of the nineteenth century, which so much 

reduced what was until then one of the most conspicuous buildings in 

Sparta, that, at the beginning of the excavation, the only sign of its 

existence was a grassy hollow answering to the arena and the section of 

the foundation exposed by the erosion of the river. Products, direct or 

indirect, of this destruction are no doubt the Orthia inscriptions which 

were in the Museum when we came to Sparta. Excepting for a few lead 

figurines, which gave the clue to the place, the Roman theatre had done its 

1 In the plan in δύ, xin, ἘΠ. VIII. 
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work thoroughly in preserving untouched, below even the bed of the 

mill-stream, the great wealth of archaic objects which by their fresh 

light on early Sparta have given this excavation its chief importance. 

The diagram in Fig. 17 presents graphically the more important 

dates in the history of the Sanctuary, the vertical lines marking centuries, 

and the horizontal the duration of the different structures and classes 

of objects. Explanations and qualifications are to be found in the 

account just given. Thus the date of the earliest altar and of the archaic 

altar and temple are no more than approximations: the line marked for 

Fic. 18.—EILEITHYIA FIGURINES FROM THE SANCTUARY OF ORTHIA. 

(SCALE 4: 5.) 

the duration of the Greek altar (500-350 B.C.) is that of the Laconian V 

and VI pottery found with its remains: the altar itself, or some other 

altar, must naturally have been there for the whole period from 600 B.c. 

to 250 A.D., marked by the dotted line. The building of the later temple 

is a clearly fixed point: the date early in the second century b.c. for its 

rebuilding, which certainly took place some time in the Hellenistic period, 

only embodies the suggestion which has been made above. The evidence 

on which the building of the Roman theatre is put at about 250 A.D. has also 

been given. The dotted line at the beginning of the period marked for 
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Geometric pottery indicates its possible extension into the tenth century: 

the Proto-Corinthian line includes neither the few ventriconical vases 

which are earlier in the stratification, nor naturally, the few Corinthian 

pieces which are later: the evidence for the periods of Laconian ware has 

already been given by Mr. Droop.! 

The most important point in which this diagram differs from that 

published in 1907, 1s that the building of the later temple was then put to 

530 Instead of 600 ΒΞ The cause of this error was, as has been already 

explained, the lack of the evidence later afforded by the Laconian III 

and IV pottery, which need the sixth century for their development. The 

beginning of the cult is also now put rather earlier, and the building of 

the Roman theatre, owing to the progress made in dating the inscriptions, 

rather later. The earlier diagram naturally contains no mention of the 

first temple which had not then been discovered. 

A reference should here be made to the statement of Pausanias, that 

the Sanctuary of Ejileithyia was near that of Orthia. From the first year 

of the excavation this statement was verified by the discovery of tiles with 

the stamp ‘Iepot ᾿Ελευσίας or Δαμόσιοι ᾿Ελ(ε)γυσίας3 (Fig. το, Ὁ, Εν, but 

no trace of the building from which they came has been found. Two 

figurines, shewn in Fig 18, also appear to be votive offerings to Eileithyia. 

One represents a pair of birth-daemons supperting a mother and newly- 

born child, the other a woman carrying a child. Of this latter, the head 

of the woman has been lost, and a further break makes it possible that she 

was originally carrying two children. Both were found with the debris 

from the archaic temple, and belong to the seventh or possibly to the 

eighth century.’ 

Rk. M. DAWKINS. 

YD Sadi ΡΡ. 45 σύν. 

τ ALS.A. Nii, p. 61, Fig. 9. The revision of the date is discussed in 4.S.4. xiv, pp. 15 and 26. 

' These stamps have been published by Mr. Wace, &..S..4. xiii, p. 38, Fig. 6, D, Ε. 
* The figurine with the birth-daemons was originally published in 4.S.4. xiv, p. 53, Fig. 2, 1. 

For the Eileithyia Sanctuary and such figurines of women and bitth-daemons, 7 2.9.4. xv, p. 21. 



LACONIA. 

L—EACAVATIONS AT SPARTA, gto. 

S 6.—INSCRIPTIONS. 

THE only inscriptions found in 1910, apart from three minute 

fragments (Nos. 3-5), were two columnar statue-bases extracted from 

the foundations of the Roman Amphitheatre at the Sanctuary of Orthia,! 

and a much mutilated fragment of the rules for a Demeter festival from 

the site of the Eleusinion at Kalyvia Sochas. To these are added three 

miscellaneous inscriptions found recently in Sparta and the neighbourhood 

though not in the course of our excavations. They are of little or no 

importance, but seemed worthy of inclusion here in order to complete the 

publication of all the inscribed stones on which at least one complete 

word is preserved, found on, or near, the site of ancient Sparta during the 

last five years. 

1 (2720). Columnar base of bluish marble, with moulded bands 

round top and bottom. Height 110 m., diameter at top ‘60 m._ Letters, 

in 11, 04 m. high; in Il. 2-3, ‘03 m.; in 1]. 4-10, ‘02 m. Found built into 

the foundations of the Roman Amphitheatre, near Ray VII? 

ATIOAIP Amin 
MAPKON AYPHAIN 
EYAPE> TONZQ IAQ 
SYNEDHBONMAYPHAIQ 
APLETOKPATHPTOQAAMAI 
NETO K AITIBEPIQKAAYAIO 
EIPANIQRIOPTOYTEINO 
ETTIDANQQPKAPTEPHANTA 
TIOAAEZAMENQ.N TO 
ANAAQMATQNBOYAION 

Mapxov ΔΛύυρήλιν 

Evapectov Ζωίλω 

συνέφηβον ΔΙ(άρκω) Avpnriw 

᾿Αριστοκράτηρ τῶ Δαμαι- 

veto καὶ Τιβερίω Ἀλαυδίω 

Εἰρανίωνορ τῶ “γείνω 

ἐπιφανῶρ καρτερήαντα, 

ποδδεξαμένων τὸ 
? ΄ ‘a “ 

ἀνάλωμα τῶν Bovayov. 

1 See above, p. 15. 2 See the plan A.S.A. xiii, ΡῚ, 11. 

54 
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The language is strikingly archaistic. The use of p for s in πόλιρ, 

Eipaviwvop and ἐπιφανῶρ can be paralleled at Sparta,’ though not in these 

particular words. For the omission of o in καρτερήαντα we need only cite 

such forms as νεικάαρ which are frequent in the archaizing παιδικὸς ἀγών 

inscriptions. Ποδδεξαμένων for προσδεξαμένων need not surprise us. 

In 1. 7 the engraver made the eighth letter P and then altered it to 

N: the word is the genitive case of Εἰρανίων, a name otherwise unknown 

at Sparta. M. Adp. ᾿Αριστοκράτης Δαμαινέτου is probably the man whose 

name occurs in CG. 1333 and 1353. The recipient of the inscription is 

unknown elsewhere. 

2 (2721). Similar base. Height 1°45 m.; diameter ‘58m. Letters, 

inl. 1,05 m. high; in Il. 2-8, 03 m.: in Il. 9-12, 025 m. 

HIIOAL> 
MAPAYPKAEQNYM® 
TONKATYMNONYMS 
BROMONEIKHNSYNE 
HBONTOAEIOAOTO 

ATOLEE MOMIOPTIN 
TIOTOONALIKPAT® 
ANAPEIAE XAPIN 

HPOLAEEAMENHETOANAAQMA 
THEAEIOAOQIOTATHIKAIT A NT. 
A PISTHEAYPATIOY THE EVAR ὦ 
MOY THETOYBOATOYMHTP@ 

Σιν S.C. 210, 220%, S.A Xm; p- 185, No. 57; p. 187, No. 61. For the strange 

genitive ᾿Αριστοκράτηρ compare [ΟἹ υ)ασικράτηρ in the last-mentioned inscription, and note τῶ lov, 

2 See B.S.4. xv, pp. 64 (note 1) and 65. In ὦ. Ὁ. 1353 and 1355 he is described as 

ἀπὸ Δ'οσκούρων μδ΄. 
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Ἢ πόλις 
- ΄ ον" ἐμᾷ 4 

Map-xov) Αὐρίηλιον) Κλεώνυμον 

τὸν καὶ Ὕμνον Ὕμνου 

ϑωμονείκην, συνέ- 

φηϑον τοῦ ἀξιολογω- 5 

τάτου Σέξίτου) Wop’ πηίου) Topyir- 

που τοῦ Ονασικράτους, 

ἀνδρείας χάριν, 
, ‘ 9 ΄ 

προσδεξαμένης τὸ ἀνάλωμα 

τῆς ἀξιολογωτάτης καὶ πάντα 10 

ἀρίστης Αὐρ(ηλίας)" Ayiou τῆς Evéa- 
μου τῆς τοῦ βοναγοῦ μητρός. 

The use of the κοινή in this inscription is in striking contrast to the 

language used in No. 1, though they are nearly contemporary. The 

βϑωμονείκης is already known from Le Bas-Foucart 175 ὁ (cf. Rhein. Mus. 

Xiv, p. 522), which is likewise a statue-base to him as βωμονείκης. 

S. Pompeius Gorgippus is hitherto unknown, but is in all probability son 

of the same 5. Pompeius Onasicrates who defrayed the costs of the 

honorary statue to Gorgippus Gorgippi f. recorded in C/.G. 1357, and was 

apparently Eponymus in the reign of Marcus Aurelius.) He is probably 

srandfather or great-uncle, and not brother, of Sextus Eudamus 

Onasicratis f. (S.4/.C. 544), who seems to belong to a later date,? and 

may have been named after his great-great-grandfather. The stemma 

of the family will then run thus :— 

Eudamus 

S. Pompeius Onasicrates = Aur. Eagion 

5. Pompelus Gorgippus 

(S. Pompeius) ? Onasicrates 

S. (Pompeius) Eudamus (μζ΄ ἀπὸ Διοσκούρων). 

It is noteworthy that in both these inscriptions the expenses are 

defrayed by the family of the Boayos (or Boayor) to whom the βωμονείκης 

is συνέφηβος. It seems in the second of the instances that the 

Soayos was a contemporary of the βωμονείκης who received the statue 

while still a boy: otherwise it is difficult to account for his mother 

defraying the expenses. In the previous inscription the two βοαγοί 

LDS Ae ἐδε, tl, - As I suggested, 7.9.4. xv, p. 64, note αὶ 
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club together to pay for the erection of the statue. It is therefore to 

be inferred that the victors here, as in the παιδικὸς ἀγών, were συνέφηβοι 

to Soayoi of their own age and not, as I attempted to show last year, to 

Eponymi, unless we grant the unlikely supposition that these statues were 

not erected until the victors and their Boayoi were grown up and the latter 

had held the Patronomate. But I will not enter upon a fresh discussion 

of the subject, and prefer to await the possibility of further discoveries. 

The name “Ayov for a woman may be paralleled at Sparta by such 

neuter forms as Πασάριον, ᾿Αγάσιον," etc. This may be the true reading of 

the name in &.S.d. xii, p. 467, No. 21, where the published restoration 

ἈΑπίο) λλώνιος] is impossible.’ 

There is no need to treat the question of the καρτερίας ἀγὼν 

again after Professor R. C. Bosanquet’s paper,* for these two inscriptions, 

though of intrinsic interest, add nothing to our knowledge of the procedure 

at the dsapaotiywous It is interesting, however, to learn that in some 

cases the state decreed statues to the victors, and that the Boayo defrayed 

the expenses of their erection. 

3 (2719). Fragment of grey stone, complete above only, measuring 

‘115 x‘16x'07 m. Letters ‘017 m. high; probably of third century B.c. 

Found in Roman masonry. 

ΠΕ The first letter was B or P. 

4 (2718). Upper left-hand corner of large block, measuring 

‘t1x'07x'0g π The inscribed surface is only roughly dressed. 

Letters ca. ‘023 πὶ high. 

OY The second letter was v, and not p. 

5 (2717). Piece of grey marble broken on all sides, measuring 

1 BS AL xv, pp. 49 foll. 

2 B.S.A. x1, p 468, No. 22, p. 475, No. 35. 
> The stone has apparently AfVC1 as 1 pointed out last year. ALS 4. xv, p. 103. It is easy 

tu mistake [I for Π on a worn stone. This would. of course. not be the same Ayior. as 

the vomen is Claudia, not Aurelia, but probably a relative. 

1 BLS 4d. ui, pp. 314 foll., and references eded. 
> The other inscriptions which refer to βωμονεῖκαι aie: C/G. 1364 ¢@; Le Bas-Foucart 175 23 

ΠΣ C. 252; BSA. xu. p. 368, No, 20 (= B.S. XIV;-Ds-102. No: 20*%, 
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"I25xX‘I125x‘05 m. Letters Ὁ3 m. high, in style of second or third 

century A.D. Found on the surface near the Sanctuary of Orthia. 

‘DOC 
ὁ Nixn|gopo - - - 

NOIC 
- - - phim - - - 

τ eae 

Owing to the breakage it is uncertain whether any letters preceded the ᾧ 

inl. 3. This was perhaps a list of names. It is not part of the mutilated 

base which I published two years ago (&.S.d. xiv, p. 106, No. 3), though 

the lettering is not dissimilar, as theta is there © not O. 

6 (2722). Fragment of white marble broken on all sides, measuring 

I} X04 X ‘045 m. Letters, which vary from ‘oog m. to ‘017 m. in height, 

arranged in two columns,’ a faint vertical line being ruled on the stone to 

mark the edge of the first column. Found at the Eleusinion*® (Kalyvia 
Sochds). 

ald NIK 
pees. PINANI 

ὙΝΉΘΕΙΣ, SAMYE, 
HMIXOINL ) niTy Po 
\AIOY KM jepas AA 
THEHSY ABHATC Pole GER ISE 

' KAT 

P| 
B 

--- ἡ θοιναρ]μόστρια “ἢ ἘΝ ) ρΙμ ρ pu ἀντι ----- 
- - - )? σπονδὰς Tas σ͵)ννήθεις etinver: -τ- τ τν- ΡΞ ὙΠ ἡμιχοινι- Lav τυροΐ - - - - ταῖς] 

dacs ke ἐἰλαίου ΚΟΣ ἱεραῖς ἀλφ[ίτων ? - - παρ]- 5 δ : χω ἐπὶ] τῇ γῇ θυ- αβῇ ἀτὸ - -- - -«- 

ee oer rots (Περοῖς. θεαῖς κ[αὶ - - - - - ? σίας] aL ΦΟΣΑΡΣ αἶος 

1 There may have been more than two columns, but of this there is no evidence. ἔῃ μ1, Il. aya 

and § the last letter encroaches on the dividing line. 
2 See above, p. 13. 
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Apparently a fragment from the rules for procedure at a festival in 

honour of Demeter and Kore, for the θοιναρμόστρια, ‘the mistress of the 

banquet,’ was an official whose existence is only known in connexion 

with the festival of these deities, and the term is apparently unknown 

outside Laconia and Messenia.! 

The stone is too badly mutilated to admit of a complete and 

satisfactory restoration, and, especially in column 4, the sense is in several 

cases irrecoverable; nor can we ascertain the original length of any line. 

There are moreover in all probability some lines missing from the head of 

both columns. There is a mark on the stone above the Tf in A, 1. 1, which 

may be the lower apex of a letter in the line above, but if so the space 

above |. 1 was slightly wider than that between the other lines. 

Similarly there seem to be the faint remains of letters above the first 

legible line of 6, 

In A, ll. 3 and 4 the words ἡμιχοῖνι[ &?] and [ἐλαίου suggest that this 

portion of the rules contained instructions for the quantities of oil, wine, 

etc. to be used at the sacrifices or libations. Hence we should perhaps 

restore θυσίας or σπονδάς in 1. 2. For the letters κω in 1. 4 I have no 

certain restoration to offer? In 1. 5 [ἐπὶ] τῇ γῇ suggests that we should 

supply some part of the verb προχεῖν, vel s7m. [t]epots in 1. 6 was apparently 

the last word of column A. 

B is even more obscure, and does not call for Iengthy comment. 

L. 4 seems to deal with cheese, though |Aay is an enigma,® and ]. 5 with 

meal, ἀλφ[έτων vel sz. being the obvious restoration. L. 6 gives us a choice 

between παραλ] άβη and παρ] αβῇ, and if the latter is adopted, perhaps ato- 

should be ἄτοί πὸν te}. 

There are two other inscriptions from Sparta dealing with a similar 

subject which have long been known, but they shed little or no light on 

our present fragment* It is noteworthy, however, that in the more 

1 See Tod, 7.77.8. xxv (1905). pp. 49 foll., who has succeeded in tracing to the Eleusinion all 

the inscriptions found in the neighbourhood of Sparta, in which the θοιναρμόστρια is mentioned. 

2 J had thought of «@[@wy] as meaning the vessel from which the libation was to be poured, 

though some part of a veib, ¢.g. κωλύω, is equally possible. Or should we restore some case of the 

woid κωλῇ (in reference to the share of the sacrifice given to the priestess or θοιναρμόστρια, οἴ, C.1.. 
2656, 1. 10), or κωλαγρέτη ? 

3 Even this, however, may be a faint clue to the restoration of a passage in a 5th century -Atuic 
inscription of the same class, 7.G. i Suppl. p. 5, No. 3 (= Prott-Zichen, Leges Graccorum Sacra, 

i, 1, No. 2), where we have the letters ἀντυ, and may perhaps restore -Ajav tu[po-. 

4 G.D.J. iii 2, Nos. 4495, 4496. The former was copied by Fourmont, and restored to some 

extent by Boeckh, C./.U. 1464. In I. 12 of the latter we have [χ]οῖνιξ and τυρός, in 1. 15 ἀλφίτων. 
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complete of the two, the word ᾿ἔλευσύνια seems to occur twice,! and 

there are instructions given as to the right animals to sacrifice to various 

Spartan divinities, 

The date cannot be placed earlier than the Imperial Age on the 

evidence of the lettering, which is singularly rough and irregular, and the 

most likely explanation of this late date is that the inscription is a copy 

made some time in the first or second century'A.D. of an earlier code. The 

poor quality of the workmanship may point to a decline in the popularity 

of the cult of the two goddesses ; this perhaps was followed by a revival, 

of which we may, if we choose, see indications in the distinguished station 

of the holders of the post of θοιναρμόστρια, whose names are found in 

inscriptions of the late 2nd, and 3rd, centuries A.D,” 

The following fragmentary inscriptions have been found at various 

times during the last five years, built into houses in Sparta and the 

neighbourhood. 

7. At Mistra, on a marble slab, which is complete above and on the 

right, measuring 525 x'25 m. Letters ‘03 m. high. 

METHPSIN ὀἠ ὀ ̓ " πωημοηῆριν 
INAKEAAIMUON ses ay Ὁ ἀπ Ἔα μῶν 

εις esha Peace αν 

ἜΣ δ, pes tees laton 

Evidently an elegiac ‘couplet, which perhaps recorded an athletic 

victory. There are no traces on the squeeze (I have not seen the stone 

itself) either of a fifth line or of any letters after the N inl. 4. If my 

supposition is correct we may restore ἀέθλοις in |. 2, and complete the 

couplet somehow thus [Στέψε με πεντ]αετῆρσιν | [ἀέθλοις ἡ] Λακεδαίμων | 

[χαλκείης τειμαῖς εἰκόνος ? ὠκύτ]ατον ἡ Or perhaps the last four 

syllables contained the victor’s name. The date is not earlier than the 

Ist century A.D. 

1 G.D LT No, 4493, Il. 6 and 7 (as restored by the Editor). 

2 Fy. KAavdia Δαμοσθένεια Mparoddov, (. 7 Ο. 1446, Ch Tod, Ax. cit. pr. 51. 

ὁ Even this doggerel may be an improvement on the origial version. 
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8. At Parortz, on the lower part of a marble stele measuring 

14 Χ᾽23 m. The inscription seems to be complete below. Letters ΟἹ 5. m. 

high. 
dD 

w(THIEITAPX1, 9 -- =? πέμ]πτηι érapyiar - - - 

“MAAISTATIPOR — ---- 3 μάλλιστα προσ- - - 

VEKAIETIIMEAQZT, --- - ees καὶ ἐπιμελῶς π- - - 

[SETTIKPIMASINEMAP --- το]ῖς ἐπικρίμασιν ἐμαρ[τυρήθη ? 

The text offers no difficulties as far as it goes, except that the first 

three letters of |. 3 are very much worn, and what I take to be |= might 

possibly be Ε, though the horizontal strokes would in this case be unusually 

long. A is written by mistake for A in μάλιστα in |. 2. We have to deal 

with an official document of the early Imperial Age, of which the precise 

nature is uncertain. From the mention of the word ἐπαρχία in |. 1 it may 

be an Imperial rescript, in which case the allusion to the evidence of some 

ἐπικρίματα, perhaps Imperial edicts, in |. 4 is not unnatural. The latter 

word occurs also in C.L.G. 2737 4, |. 23; 4957, |. 28. 

g. Ata private house in Sparta. Small fragment broken on all sides, 

measuring ‘ogx'18 m. Letters ‘o12 m. high, somewhat worn. 

\HENAI'C ---. ἐνᾳπο - - - 

AEVYIOEAEN - - - δὲ υἱὸς δὲν - - - 

SHE MOP SOS Ol aie = 

QNM -τ- τῶν μ - -τ- - 

Restoration is impossible, and the division of the words is not in all 

cases certain. The letter-forms point to a date not long after 400 B.C., but 

the use of eta and omega shows that we can hardly put it earlier than 

that date. 

ARTHUR M. WOODWARD. 



LACONIA. 

Il.— TOPOGRAPHY. 

BARDOUNIA AND NORTH-EASTERN MAINA. 

THE following paper, which completes the series of papers on the 

classical topography of Laconia, is an account of the hill-country on the 

eastern side of Taygetos, bounded on the north by the road from Sparta 

to Anavryté, on the south by Gytheion and Panitsa.’ (Fig. 1.) 

δ 1—ANAVRYTE TO XEROKAMPI. 

This district is bounded on the north by the road leading from Sparta 

to Anavryté and thence across Taj‘getos to Pegadia; on the south by the 

road from Xerokampi to Koumousta, which afterwards crosses the cof 

between Hagios Elias and Anina. The modern villages of this part of 

Taygetos, and the most important of which are Anavryté, Socha and 

Sotira, lie in the depression between the high ridge which ends to the 

south in the peak of Hagios Elias, and the lower parallel chain of hills, 

which descend sharply into the plain on the eastern side.* They are 

easily reached from the plain, but direct communication between them is 

difficult. To the south they are cut off by the Koumousta gorge, the 

track leading northwards over the ridge Tegani being well-nigh impossible 

-- The adjoining districts have been described recently by von Prott, Dee Ebexe won Sparta, 

(4th, Πές 1904, p. 1); A. M. Woodward, 7acnarum and Southern Maina (B.S.A. xin, p. 235) ; 

Ἐν S. Forster, Gythzum and the North-west coast of the Lacontan Gulf (δὲ δ. εἱς xii, p. 219) 5 
Scuth-western Laconia (B.S A. x, p. 158. The whole district is described by Ross (Avadgsrcisen, 

Nl, p. 201), who travelled through it in 1834. 

2 The two parallel ranges are well shown in the frontispiece to B.S dA. xv. On the depression 
between the main ridge (the ‘ Pentedaktylon’ of mediaeval days) and the outer chain, see Curtius, 
 loponneso:, 1, pp. 203-4. 
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for a heavily laden beast. Between the two passes 1 have mentioned 

behind Anavryté and Koumousta there is no convenient route over 

9 5. 70 ‘5 

KILOMETRES 
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ΓΞ ΩΝ ΒΆΣΕΙ ΤΣ ᾿Ξ re ae 
|-- ΣΟῚ 3 ETE TEE, 
aes, EER 3 τὰ DE CE) 
acer, &R ποτ a as ee τον 
EE. τ τὺ is ee 
erate ees ἔξ τος τττ πὸ τ τ τὰ AEN EE 
[-- ποτ το Se a ee, 

o. = Ruins: PK = Palaikastro: + = Monastery: Δ = Mountain-top. 
ANCIENT NAMES in Large Type. 

Fic. 1.—SKLItH MAP OF THE BARDOUNIA DIS TRICE. 

(Contours at 500, 1,000 and 2,000 metres. ) 

Taiv‘getos. The villages of Sottra and Socha, though of considerable size, 

serve only as the summer-quarters of the inhabitants of Anogeia and of 
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the Kalyvia tes Sochas, which are situated at the foot of the mountains in 

the plain. Being thus thinly inhabited at the present day, it is not 

surprising that the district contains few ancient remains. 

At Anavryte, Ross! suggests that the cave, now dedicated to Panagia 

Pantanassa, may be the site of an ancient cult; further, he saw traces of an 

ancient road leading up from the plain. These have certainly now 

disappeared, and the absence of ancient objects at Anavryté would argue 

against the importance of any religious site in the neighbourhood. 

The discoveries of von Prott,> and the excavation conducted in 1910 

by the British School at the Kalyvia tes Sochas,? have fixed without doubt 

the site of the Eleusinion.*. About ten minutes above this point is a small 

ruined mediaeval watch-tower of rectangular form, built of small stones and 

mortar, with tiles between the joints. An hour-and-a-half further up the 

gorge on a peak above the road leading to Socha, are extensive remains 

of a mediaeval fortress. 

This has been examined both by Ross and von Prott.° On the 

summit are the remains of a small tower, built of small stones and mortar ; 

round it lie ruined houses of similar construction, and to the north-east a 

rectangular cistern. The whole is surrounded by a wall built of large and 

small stones without mortar. On the western side towards Socha is a 

lower, outer wall built of larger stones without mortar, and in part well 

1 OP. cit. il, p. 203. Of; ταῖς Pe τὸ. 5. B.S... αν, pps ΤΟ συ: 4 Paus. iil, 20. 5. 
5.1 cannot follow von Prott (pp. 8 sgy.) in regarding this peak as the ancient Taleton. Curtius 

(ii, 204), Leake (Pelofonnesica, p. 164), and Tsountas (Eo. ‘Apx. 1889, p. 132) regard Hagios 

Elias, the highest peak in the main chain, as Taleton. Bursian (Geographie von Griechenland, ii, 

p. 104) rejects this view. The argument of von Prott depends on two hypotheses :— 
1. The sites of the Eleusinion and Bryseai, over which was Taleton, are both to be sought at 

the Kalyvia tes Sochas, the shrine of Iionysos at Bryseai standing in some sort of relation to the 
Eleusinion. 

2. The goddesses Lamia and Auxesia, worshipped together with Zeus Taletitas (Collitz- 
Bechtel, 4496), are identical with the goddesses of the Eleusinion. Accordingly it is necessary to 

find a hill near the Kalyvia tes Sochas, and this is the most suitable. 
We may fairly urge that Pausanias nowhere says that Bryseai and the Eleusinion lay together, 

nur gives any hint of a connection in cult between the shrines of Dionysos at Bryseai and of the 

Eleusinian goddesses. Secondly, though the origins of the divine pairs Damia-.\uxesia and 

Demeter-Kore were due to a similar tendency (cf. Farnell, Cz/ts, iti, p. 113), and their later 

identification was obvious, it would be remarkable that Pausanias, who is usually careful about 

such matters, should make no mention of Damia and Auxesia in the Eleusinion. 

If we are to interpret Θῆραι as the ‘ hunting-ground’ of the Laconians, as von Prott suggests 

the ravine to the sonth of the hill on which the A@sfro stand» is wholly unsuitable. I would 

suggest that ‘Therat’ lay in the depression between the two parallel chains, in which case we 

should perhap> look for Taleton in the main chain, probably at Hagios Elias, and Evoras in the 
lower line of hills. 
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preserved. Von Prott speaks of remains of a Greek wall below this Aastra. 

This I could not find, unless he means the lower wall I have described. 1 

should however regard this as contemporaneous with the rest, and the 

whole as mediaeval. A wall of similar construction exists at Palaiokastro 

near Chrysapha, where are also remains of similar buildings and a cistern. 

In the latter place however, the finding of Greek sherds and obsidian 

shows that the site was inhabited in classical and perhaps prehistoric 

times. There is no evidence of this kind at Socha. 

The village of Anogeia has for some time been known as a source of 

small antiquities! I saw in I9g!o an archaic Aeginetan stater, some half- 

dozen lead figurines (wreaths and warrior with shield), and a seal.? With 

the exception of the coin, the provenance of which was unknown, all the 

above objects were said to have been found on the peak in the outer 

chain of Tajygetos immediately above Anogeia, called ᾽στὸ μολύβι. The 

name, I was told, was derived not, as one would at first suspect, from the 

discovery of lead figurines, but from the fact that there existed previously 

an enclosure (μανδρίτσα), built of squared blocks and clamped with lead, 

the materials of which had been removed for building purposes to Sparta. 

The peak, which rises 850 feet above the plain, is now bare except fora 

thin line of broken stones. In the gorge to the south, graves are found. 

I was shown Hellenistic vases from one of these. 

The argument of von Prott,> that Pausanias, after leaving the 

Eleusinion, took a southerly direction, seems convincing. According to 

Pausanias? Lapithaion was fifteen furlongs from the Eleusinion. Von 

Prott, therefore, would place Lapithaion at Anogeia, and comments on the 

similarity of the name to the spring Anonos, which, with Dereion, was 

near by. He finds a difficulty however in Pausanias’ remark that 

Lapithaion was in Taygetos, and is doubtful whether the phrase ἐν τῷ 

1 ΚΞ... a bronze spear-head in the Sparta Museum (SIC. No. 533). Cf. also von Prott. 

op. cit. Ὁ. 13. 
ὁ See Nolte, below, p. 70. 

OAC, Ds ΔΖ, 
4 Paus. in, 20. 7. Πεντεκαίδεκα δὲ Tov ᾿Ελευσινίον σταδίους ἀφέστηκε Λαπίθαιον καλούμενον 

ἀπὸ ἀνδρὸς ἐγχωρίον Λαπίθον. τοῦτύ τε οὖν τὸ Λαπίθαιόν ἐστιν ἐν τῷ Ταυγέτῳ, καὶ οὐ πόρρω Δέρειον, 

ἔνθα ᾿Αρτέμιδος ἄγαλμα ἐν ὑπαίθρῳ Δερεάτιδος, καὶ πηγὴ παρ᾽ αὐτῷ, ἣν “Avovovy ὀνομάζουσιν. μετὰ δὲ 

τὸ Δέρειον σταδίους προελθόντι ὡς εἴκοσιν, ἔστιν Ἄρπλεια καθήκοντα ἀχρὶ τοῦ πεδίου. 

Leake (Zrazvels an the Mored, tit, 5) would place Harpleta αἱ Mistra, mn which case it could 

hardly have been desertbed by Pausanias as καθήκοντα ἀχρὶ τοῦ πεδίον. Curtis (ti, 251) follows 

Leake in making Pausamtay’ direction northerly from the Eleusinion, Butsian (u, 132) rejects 

Curtius’ view. 

F 
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Tavyérw is to be interpreted ‘in Gebirge’ or ‘am Abhange des 

Gebirges.,”! 

If we can trust the account of the provenance of the objects I have 

mentioned and the tradition of walls on the hill oro μολύβι, the difficulty 

connected with the fact that Lapithaion was in Taygetos disappears, and 

we can place it on the peak above Anogeia, and perhaps follow von Prott 

in taking Xerokampi as the site of Harpleia (καθήκοντα aypi τοῦ πεδίου). 

Twenty minutes from Sotira in the direction of Socha, Ross’ speaks 

of eighteen blocks of bluish marble beside the road, which were afterwards 

used for building the village church. I could find no trace of these in the 

new church at Sotira, although the top slab of the altar consists of a large 

worked limestone block with dowel holes. As Ross suggests, there was 

probably a small shrine here in antiquity. 

ἢ 2.—WESTERN BARDOUNIA AND NORTHERN MAINA. 

The main chain of Tajygetos to the south of Hagios Elias (above 

Koumousta and Xerokampi) is continued by a series of lower peaks, still 

keeping a southerly direction. As I have said, an important road passes 

over the cof between Hagios Elias and <Anina, above aArkines.? The 

position of Arkines, although the hamlet now consists only of two or three 

rude huts, had clearly a certain importance in antiquity. Close to the 

village Tsountas discovered and excavated a small tholos tomb,* and in 

March 1910 the dromos of a similar tomb was uncovered by the owner 

digging for stones. When I visited the spot in the following May, the 

dromos walls, built with small stones and roofed with larger slabs, were 

visible toa height of "75 m.° 

Ysountas speaks of later sherds being discovered at a place called 

ὁ Σπαρτίας, to the west of Arkines®; but the only classical remains 

I saw consisted of a small relief of late date representing a naked man in 

three-quarter face. The work is poor, the proportions bad, and the 

' Elis alternative suggestion that we might look for Lapithaion at Sotira is untenable, because 

of the distance from the Eleusinion., 

= Op. Ctl, Ny Pe 209. 
' For this road see Tsountas (Eg. “Apx. 1889, p. 132), Who points out that while Sparta and 

the northern villages we the Langada route to Kalamata, all the southern villages use the route by 
Arkines. 

4 OS ctf, p. £32 and Πρακτικό, 1889, p. 22. 
* The tomb has since been excavated by Dr. Sotiuniades, and was found to contain nothing, 

" Of. tt p. 132. When 1 enquned for this at Arkines the name seemed unknown. 
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whole much worn. It had been found in the bank of a small stream near 

c\rkines, and was being kept at Gorani, in order to be sent to the Sparta 

ATuseum. 

Arkines may be reached by two routes; by a road leading up the bed 

of the Gorani river, and by another leading from Xerokampi by way of 

Koumousta.} 

The second road ascends the gorge of the Rasina,? in which may be 

traced an ancient water-channel, cut in the rock above the left bank of the 

stream. At the mouth of the gorge near Xerokampi is an ancient bridge 

of polygonal construction, but assigned by Leake to a Roman date.® 

From Koumousta the road leads to Arkines by way of the monastery of 

Gola,* near which are found graves, probably of mediaeval date. Ross” 

mentions the discovery of a hoard of Hellenistic coins, and Dr. Komnenés 

possesses a Hellenistic vase from a grave in the neighbourhood. 

A road leading southwards to Gorani crosses the ridge to the upper 

waters of the Arnidotiko or Bardounia river at Arna, which, rising in a 

ravine close to Arna, flows by way of the villages of Hagios Nikdlaos, 

Archontik6 and Limperdon, and reaches the sea to the south of Gytheion.* 

The country drained by the Arnictiko and its tributaries is now well 

populated, and the large castle of Bardotnia close to Hagios Nikolaos 

testifies to its importance in the middle ages. Classical remains are 

however, scanty. 

Hellenic graves and coins are reported from Arna.’ The coins which 

I saw in the village were however, with one exception, Byzantine. There 

is nothing further to record until we come to Stronza. In the school of 

this village I saw the head, bust, and right thigh of an archaic statue of 

1 The village of Koumousta has recently yielded two terracotta heads now in the possession of 
Dr. Komnenos of Xerokampt. 

’ Identified with the ancient Erasinos ; see Bursian, li, p. 132; Curtrus, li, p. 265. 

’ Leake, /evofornesfaca, p. 117 (§ The walls being indeed of the polygonal species, but not of 

avery massy kind’), A drawing in Mure’s Journal of a Tour mn Greece, (i, Pl. VU) ts reproduced 

by Leake. Cf. also Ross, ni, p. 2433 Bursian, it, p. 1323; Curtius, 11, p. 265; Tsountas, of. ε 76, 

py 132: 
+ Gola may be reached by an alternative, but more difficult route hy way of the monastery of 

Serbitza, The relief, mentioned by Ross (ii, p. 243) at Serbitza, is said to have been removed to 

Sparta, though 1 find no mention of it in the Museum catalogue. 

WOR FI Me pe 212. 

» Leake (Wore. i, pp. 255, 266 sy.) Ross (i, p. 216), and the lvcal antiquarians identity 

the Ainigtiko with the Smenos of Pausanias (11, 24, 9). Curtius at, p 275), Frazer (fave. 11, 

1. 392) and Forster (B2.S.4. xvi, p. 233) suggest the river of Passava, which Forster calls Turkuvryst. 
τ Cf, Tsountas (ef. c¢.), who thinks that the name Arna is probably ancient. 

F 2 
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the ‘ Apollo’ type. The face was almost completely worn away, but the 

arrangement of the hair and shape of the thigh left no doubt as to the type.! 

I could ascertain only that it had been found in a garden near by. 

Below Stronza, some ten minutes above the bridge on the road to 

Archontiko, are the remains of the aqueduct discovered by Ross? It isa 

rectangular cutting through the rock above the left bank of the stream. 

At either end was carved a small figure in relief. That at the upper end 

has been destroyed by a peasant; the other figure is a small, naked man 

(Herakles) resting on a club. Some hundred paces up stream is a Roman 

structure of stone and mortar originally spanning the stream. Two piers 

are visible on the left bank and in the river bed, and further traces are to 

be seen by the river between Stronza and Archontiké. Ross? thought 

that this aqueduct led originally to Gytheion, and this perhaps influenced 

his identification of the Arnidtiko with the Smenos. 

There is nothing further to be seen until we come to the village of 

Limperdon, near which stands the church of Hagios Demétrios, built 

mainly of ancient blocks and containing two Ionic capitals in the nave. 

This has already been described by Mr. Forster, together with the remains 

at Palaiochéra on the other side of the river, identified with the ancient 

Aigiais 

§ 3—EASTERN BARDOUNIA. 

This last section deals with the eastern extension of the Bardounia 

mountains which shut in the Spartan plain on the south and are them- 

selves bounded by the lower course of the Eurotas. The principal village 

is Levétsova, the capital of the modern deme of Krokeai. 

The site of the ancient Krokcai has been fixed at Aldi-bey,® a small 

village twenty minutes to the south-east of Levétsova. Here, in a field 

some hundred paces to the east of the village, Ross saw large marble 

blocks.® The ancient quarries of Krokeai are situated in the hill called 

1 The thigh measured *58 m. from knee to hip, 

* Op. at. u, Ὁ. 221; ASA, xi, pp. 226, 227, where no mention is made of Ross’ account. 

3 Of. cil. ii, p. 222. Cf. Paus. i, 24. 9, ὕδωρ πιεῖν ἡδὺ εἴπερ ἄλλος τις παρασχόμενυς 

ποταμός. The course down to Gytheion 1s desertbed by Forster, ALS. cf. doc. εξ, 
τ δ δ Di 234. 

° Ross, i, p. 241 

" Ross, foc. τό When I visited Alai-bey in May, the ground, where these blocks are said to 

exist, Was covered with corn. The man who undertook to show me the remains, was accordingly 
unable to find the exact spot. 
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Pseph{, one hour to the south-east of Levétsova and to the left of the road 

from Alai-bey to Stephania.1 Onthe summit is a ruinous modern structure 

of brick and blocks of porphyry, beside which lies a Doric capital. 

Pausanias speaks of bronze images of the Dioskouroi at the quarries, but 

makes no mention of any shrine. The relief representing the Dioskouroi, 

mentioned by Ross, ts still to be seen at Levétsova in the fountain, which 

has been recently rebuilt.2, Another small marble of poor, late work, which 

was brought from Alai-bey, is built high up into the wall of the house of 

Mr. Konstantinos Panteleakis. It represents the forepart of a horse of 

small size, and beside it in much larger proportion, is a human foot. The 

whole originally represented one of the Dioskouroi.2 In the house of Mr. 

Strategarchis at Levétsova I was shown the torso of a marble statue of a 

boy. The head, legs (below the knees), and most of the arms are missing. 

The boy is nude, except for a mantle round the shoulders which leaves the 

arms free.* It seems to be Roman work, and is said to have come from Psephi. 

At Vigla, about an hour-and-a-half from Levétsova, Ross speaks of a 

church containing ancient blocks, and built probably on the site of an 

ancient temple.® There is a ruined church with fresco-paintings to the left 

of the road from Sparta to Gytheion by the A“axs of Vigla, but I could see 

no ancient blocks, and certainly no sign of the Doric and Ionic temple- 

remains mentioned by Curtius. 

Pausanias gives no hint of a sanctuary here in his account of the road 

from Sparta to Gytheion. 

The ruins mentioned by Curtius® on Lykovouno above the Eurotas, 

1 On the quarries of Krokeai and the ‘ Lapis Lacedaemonius’ (Pliny, Αἰ A. xxxvi, 55) cf. 
Curtius, ii, p. 266; Bursian, it, p. 106; Boblaye, Accherches svographiques sur les ruines de la 

Moré, p. 85; Frazer, Pausanzas, vol. il, p. 374. For the geology of the district see Axfcd. 

Scientif. de la Morée, Géologte, pp. 114, 129-137 ; Philippson, //oep., esp. p. 215. 
The quarries were clearly worked at an early date; cf. Bosanquet, /.//.S. xxiv, p. 320, who 

calls attention to the discovery of blocks of the porphyry at Knossos and Palaikastro. I have seen 

a large block lying to the south of the grave-circle at Mycenae. 

2 It is a small gabled stele, measuring “39 πὶ. » ‘59m. (including the gable). The figures, which 

measure "36 m. inheight, arealmost in full face. The faces of both are much worn, Each raises the 
left hand above the head, the figure to the left holding a statf in the raised hand, while the 

figure on the right extends a fatera in the right hand. Between them are two urns, and behind 

appear two horses’ heads. Below is a Latin inscription (τ΄, Forster, 4.S.4. x, p. 187, No. 19). 
3 Cf. Reinach, Acfertoire de la Stafuaire, p. τοῦ, No. 3. 
4 Mr. Wace tells me that this probably also represents one of the Dioskouroi, comparing 

SWC. Nos. 92, 513. The height from knee to neck is "65 m. 
> Ross, il, p. 343. Cf Bursian, ii, p. 132, and Cuntius, 11, p. 266. 

8 ii, p. 266. 
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are those of the church of Hagios Georgios and of modern Greek houses. 

Neither here, nor at Daphne and Palaiodaphné, where is a ruined monastery- 

church, did I find ancient remains, though to Curtius the name suggests an 

ancient cult of Apollo. 

H. A. ORMEROD. 

NOTE ON A GEM FROM ANOGEIA. 

The gem of which I publish an illustration (Fig. 2) is a chalcedony 
scarabaeoid. Its interest lies in the device, to the significance of which 
Prof. P. Gardner! first drew my attention. The gem is unfortunately 

much damaged, but there seems no doubt as to the 
type. It represents a bearded figure wearing a tunic 
which reaches to the knees, and holding a bow in 
the outstretched arm; in the other hand which 
is lost, he holds a javelin pointing downwards. 
Although most of the head and face are wanting, 
the pose is exactly that of the Great King on 
Persian coins. On the impression, from which 
the photograph is made, the figure is advancing 

FiG. 2.~CHALCEPOSY ἐρ the left, on the coins to the right. Apart from 
MCARABAEQOID, . . 
(Selene. this there is a complete correspondence between the 

two types. Besides the arm holding the bow and 
the javelin pointing to the ground, we may note the beard, the semi- 
kneeling position, the bared arm and tunic just clearing the knee of the 
advanced leg. Both Babelon and Furtwdngler? derive the coin-type 
from the archaic Herakles figures. The style of the gem is closely 
parallel to that of a Graeco-Persian cylinder in the British Museum 
published by Furtwangler,s who notes the strong Greek influence. 
The execution of the present example is not so good; the feet are 
carelessly drilled and the muscles of the arm not indicated. The 
dress again, is without fringe. A seal of similar shape and material. 

1 T have to thank both Prof. Gardner and Mr. L. W. King of the British Museum for advice in 

the publication of this gem. 

2 Cf. Babelon, 7) arteé is monnaics, iy Ὁ. 2513 Mr. Hill compares the type of the staters of 

Mallus (B.M. Cat. Zy,aonza, Pl. ΧΧΉΙ, 4, 5). 

” sint. Gemmen, iil, p. 98. 

ὁ OP. cit: Pl. I, τὰ. 

* Eig. Furtwangler. of. cet. Vi I, 14 slaying an animal; τό, vol. in, Fig. $4, in combat with a 

Greek warrior. 
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published by Perrot and Chipiez,! represents the king standing alone, as 
an archer shooting with the bow, but without the spear. These two 
examples are the only gems that I know representing the king standing 
alone as on the coins, and not as one of a group. 

H. A. O. 

1 Vol. v. p. 852, Fig. 499. 

CORRIGENDA. 

LACONIA, TOPOGRAPHY. &4.5S.A, xv. 

Page 175, Fig, 11. “or TOWER AT PLAKA, LEONIDI, read WALL AT NEOTRIVI, See page 165 

Page 176, Fig, 12, For WALL AT LEONIDI, read TOWER AT PLAKA, LEONIDI, sec page 174 
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II—EARLY POTTERY FROM GERAKI. 

DURING the trial excavations carried out on the acropolis of Geraki 

in 1905 a certain number of fragments of interesting prehistoric pottery 

were found, as announced in the report published. It was hoped that it 

might be possible to examine the site again, and to obtain further inform- 

ation about its occupation in early times. This hitherto has not 

been possible, and therefore there seems no reason why the fragments 

should not be illustrated, since they seem to be the earliest pottery yet 

FIG. 1.— MONOCHROME HAND-MADE WARE, (Scale 2:5.) 

found in Laconia. The fragments found, fall into the following classes :— 

(4) Monochrome, hand-made ware: the biscuit is grey, and well 

polished with a brown surface. To this class belong three pieces in 

Fig. 1 6-d; the first ts from a narrow-necked bowl, the second from a jar that 

had a rim inside its lip to support a lid, and the third (47) is a broad ribbon 

handle on the lip of a large, open, flat bowl. The fourth fragment (Fig. 1 @) 

is unpolished, but of the same clay as the other fragments, and is decorated 

with incised lines. 

BS AL sy pip. 96 ft. 

-2 = 
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(6B) Hand-made painted ware with matt black patterns on a pinkish 

biscuit. To this class belong the three pieces seen in Fig. 2 a-c, and 

there are a few other fragments similar to ὦ 

(C) Wheel-made painted pottery with matt black patterns ona pinkish 

biscuit: there is one complete vase of this class (Fig. 3), a Jar with a loop 

handle on the rim, and one small piece of a similar jar. Two other frag- 

ments are seen in Fig. 2d,e, The clay, paint, and fabric are the same as 

in class (8), the only difference being that these sherds are wheel-made. 

(D) Local Mycenaean ware (?): two pieces of dull pink clay with matt 

black patterns, which include curvilinear designs. These are similar in 

Fic. 2.—HAND-MADE PAINTED WARE. (Scale 2: 5.) 

technique to the last class, but differ in the patterns. It is possible that they 

are local imitations of imported Mycenaean ware. 

Finally, in Fig. 2,7, is figured a sherd that is hard to classify. It has 

dull black patterns on the same pinkish biscuit, but on the broad belts at 

the top and bottom are white lines and a zigzag surcharged on the other 

colour. There are two similar pieces with lustrous paint. The fragments 

resemble Geometric ware, and may possibly be a local variety, but the 

paint has no resemblance to that on the Geometric pottery from the 

Amyklaion, the Menelaion, and the Orthia and Chalkioikos sites at Sparta,! 

though the patterns recall each other. 

1 B.S.A, xiii, pp. 118 ff. 5 cf. δία, p. 120, Fig. 1 y. 
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Fic. 3.—WHEEL-MADE VASE OF CLASS (C), (SCALE 3: 4.) 

Fic. 4 —ContrLsis oF Crisp Town AT GLRAKI. (SCALE 1:2.) 
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The first class (4) would, if found alone, be classed as neolithic, but 

this is not certain, although as far as fabric is concerned, they seem to be 

very primitive. In the excavation three cist tombs were found, built of slabs ; 

two contained nothing but one skeleton each. The other contained one 

skeleton and the two pots and the bronze pin figured in Fig. 4. Of the 

pots, one isa hand-made and polished jug, similar in many ways to the sherds 

of class (A), the other pot is exactly similar to the complete pot of class 

(C), Fig. 3. Are we then to assume that the two styles are contem- 

poraneous? It is impossible to give an answer in the present state of our 

knowledge. It is to be noted that the sherds of classes (8) and (C) resemble 

the so-called J/attmaleret ware of early Mycenaean times, which occurs at 

Aegina, Argos, Mycenae, Eleusis,! and many other sites. In fabric the 

Geraki sherds most resemble those from the Argive Heraion,? but vases 

like the two seen in Figs. 3 and 4 occur at Steiria in Attica and at Sésklo 

and Diméni in Thessaly. The bronze pin found in the tomb is very 

remarkable. Its head, which seems to represent a horned duck, is similar 

in many ways to the bronze birds of the period of Geometric pottery found 

at Sparta’ and elsewhere. 

Till further finds of early objects are made in Laconia it is useless to 

discuss these sherds from Geraki in detail, for they have no context. But 

the exploration of Helos, when it comes, will probably throw more light on 

this subject. 

A. J. B. WACE 

1 Eg. ’Apx. 1895, pp. 235 ff. ; A.C. A. 1906, pp. ὃ ff. ; Schliemann, WWjrevac, pp. 146. 162, 
163; Furtwangler-Loschcke, J4%. Zhongefusse, Pls. I, 6, IV, 13, 16, 17; ‘Ep. “Apx. 1898, 

pp. 49 ft. 

~ Waldstein, rgeve Meraceum, ii. ῬΊΟΝ, ᾿ "Eo. “Apx. 1895, p. 201 

+ Τσούντας, Διμήνι καὶ Σέσκλο, p. 133, Fig. 33; p. 151, Fig. 66. 

Sd αι; ie ἀτὺ Pe By ey ae 



A JOURNEY IN SOUTH-WESTERN ASIA MINOR. 

(PLATes VIL., VIII.) 

PART I.—ITINERARY AND TOPOGRAPHY.! 

[TitIs paper describes the results of a short journey in South-Western 

Asia Minor undertaken by Messrs. A. M. Woodward and H. A. Ormerod 

of the British School at Athens, in June and July of 1910. Its main purpose 

was to search for prehistoric remains in the district lying to the west of 

Adalia (Attaleia in Pamphylia), namely in northern Lycia, south-western 

Pisidia and southern Phrygia, and to this end Mr. Woodward was in 

receipt of a grant from the Oxford Craven Fund. The prehistoric sites 

which were noted and the objects which were found, together with the 

circumstances which drew attention to the existence of prehistoric remains 

in this district, are dealt with in detail in the second part of this paper by 

Mr. Ormerod, who contributes also a special study of the pot-fragments 

collected. The first part describes the route followed, with notes on 

such remains of classical antiquity as seemed to merit discussion; the 

inscriptions found, and the coins obtained are dealt with by Mr. Woodward 

in Parts ITI. and IV. respectively —Ep.] 

δ 1—Adalia to Terimessos. 

We left Smyrna on June rth, and arrived at Adalia on the r4th2 

' The map (Fig. 1) is baved on that in BIL. Corn Catalozue, Lycra, ete. 
τ It is our pleasant task to offer our grateful acknowledgments to the following gentlemen who 

rendere 1 us assistance in various ways: Mr. G. A. Keun, H. B. M. Vice-Consul at Adalia: 
If. Ε. The Mutessarif of Adaha; Their Excellencies the Governors of Istanoz, Elmali, and Tefenny. 
To many unknown friends for spontaneous and cordial hospitality and help, and particularly to 
Mr. Nikolas Michael Ferteklis of .Adalia, an indefatigable epigraphist and numismatist, who 
accompanied us on the first portion of our journey, and whose local knowledge was most helpful 
to us, 

ris) 
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After making our necessary arrangements and copying two inscriptions! 

we left on the 16th for Yenije-Boghaz-Kahve, which is within a short 
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Fic. 1.--SKEICH MAp uF Lycra, PIsIDIA, Εἰς 

distance of the site of Termessos. Our mid-day halt was made at Ouzoun- 

Gouyou-Kahyve, a few minutes to the west of the ruined town first described 

1 The one, published in this volume (p 185) by Mr. F. W. Hasluck, who called my 
attention to the existence of the stone, records the capture of Adalia on August 24th, 1361, by 

‘Pierre .Roy ..dTerusalem e de Chipre.’ The other is known already (C.7.2. ul. Suppl. 6737), 

but see note below, p. 127. The fullest list of the inscriptions at Adalia is given in Lanckoronski, 

Stadte Pamphyliens und Pridiens, αν pp. 153 th (quoted henceforward as Lanck.]. 
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by Spratt and Forbes! and by them called Lagon. The modern road no 
longer passes by Evdir Khan,” but diverges to the left about a mile before : 
a track still leads to the Khan, which seems, in the matter of preservation, 
to be in the same condition as when Spratt and Forbes saw it in 1842. 
We did not attempt a complete examination of the site, which is summarily 

~~ Saban. =F 
δι Re SE eden ς ee 

Fic. 2,—ToWrr ON THE S. SIDE oF THE ENTRANCE TO YENITE-Booit 17. 

described also by Hirschfeld? Count Lanckoronski’s expedition, and Rott, 
but one of the two inscriptions which we copied seems to be new.* Owing 

' Tracts in Lyeia, ete. i. p 228 [quoted henceforward ay S PL]; Lanck. i p. 19, and other authorities quoted there. Cf Τὸ, J. Davis, daatolna, pp. 220 ff, who went over the first part of “αὶ route, but did not collect any archaeolozical material of value. He alludes to the site here mentioned near Uzumkoyou’ Kahve, and calls it Artassus (as = Aarassos in Strabo, xn, 7), thouch he adduces no evidence. See the notes that follow, 
- Evdir 1s the spelling adopted by HI, Niepert, Specralkarte vom UWestlichen Ak tnasion, (4890-91 : ~cale E=250,000). In Lanck. it 15 spelt Ewdir yt as called both Eski Khan and Evdeer Khan in s.F. 1. pp. 226, 330. ‘The interior 1s fizured in Lanch. 1 p 123. Fig 97. VOY lel aban ings By Bern, 1874, pp. 716-718. 
“belawe Nei τῶν No. a had heen copted aheady, together with some others, by Rott, see Melon ore ee, SC TG 1341 τς 4,6 Were copied here by Seheonborn. 
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to its proximity to Adalia it would be an easy task for some future traveller 

to copy fully the inscriptions, mostly on sarcophagi, which abound on the 

site. One might thus perhaps discover its ancient name, for Lagon, which 

is the name given to it by Spratt and Forbes, is based on a misunderstanding 

of the route taken by Manlius in 189 B.c.,! and seems to bea perverted 

form of the name Lagbe* which is now given to a site near the north- 

western corner of Lake Karalitis. Ramsay identified the ruins at Evdir 

Khan with Trebenna,? but the latter has since been located beyond doubt 

further to the south-west,? at the mouth of a gorge which opens eastwards 

towards the Pamphylian gulf; and so the site still lacks a name based on 

epigraphic evidence,? though Rott’s recent suggestion, Jovia (Eudokia), 

seems to suit best the evidence from the Nodctzae,® which I will not attempt 

to discuss here. 

Continuing in a westerly direction’ we crossed the dry bed of a stream 

and entered the pass, the mouth of which is guarded by two well- 

built towers of ‘regular Hellenic’ masonry standing at the foot of 

the hills on each side, at a distance of about a mile from each other. 

Ie.) 

In the narrower part of the gorge, after riding for about an hour, we 

1 Cf. Livy, xvxvii. ο 16. Lagon, as Hirschfeld points out (4c. ct.) is not In| Pamphylia, 
whereas this site certainly Is. 

2 For the true site of Lagbe see below, p. $8 and note. 
> th, Milt. x. (1885), p. 343. 

ὁ Lanck. ii, pp. 78, 223, 224; Heberdey-Kalinka, Beri ἀξ uber siver Rewsen tn 5. τυ. 

Rletnasien, (Denkscnrviften der Rais. Akademie der Wossenschaften cu Mien, xiv. (18975), pp. 36, 37 

+ The phrase ποταμὸς Λαγόνων in the inscription (Kaibel, ApZyranmata Gracca, 808) found 

here by Spratt and Forbes 1s not a clue to the name of the site. In Lanck. i. p. 19. it Is suggested 

that the town was a deme of Olbia or Attaleta, e.g. Uhambos or Kanavra, but Ramsay (Ath. .Wr¢e. 

Joc, ett.) thinks the former name merely a mistake for δήμου "OABiavod. 

8 Alemastatische Denkmaler aus Pamphylien, Prsidicn, etc. (1908), p. 30. He has no real 

evidence in support of his contention that Jovia was the earlier name of Eudokia: the latter name 
he supposes was substituted in the time of Eudokia (wife of Theodosius 11., 421-431 4.p.) That 

it survives in Ew(vjde, the name of the Khan, does not seem convincing ; we understood the name 

to be Evdir, as did Spratt and Forbes. 

τ By the direct road now practicable for wheeled tiaffic from Adahia to Yenije-Boghaz-Kahve 
and Istanoz: this follows at first the route taken by Spratt and Forbes, S.F. i. pp. 225 ff, but, 

after passing Y.-B.-Kahve, zig-7ags up the left side of the pass. The old bridle-track, which is 

steep and stony, lies in the actual defile ithe Yenye-Boghaz), and is still used as a short cut, 

3 S.F. 1. p. 2313 Hirschfeld, 4c. εἶ, Dimensions of that to the S , 6°25 x 6°25 (only about 

three courses standing); of that to the N., 10°75 (N.S. walls) \ 8°40 (ELW. walls). The latter has 

a door ‘96 wide with square hole for bolt, near the middle of the S. wall. At one corner as many 
as seventeen courses of masonry are still standing. A view of that to the south is given in 

ΕἸσ, 2 
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came upon the striking line of fortification! about a quarter of a mile in 
length (Fig. 3), which extends right across the pass, and is strengthened 
with towers, ca. 5 metres square, at more or less regular intervals. A mile 
further on, after passing two other ruined towers on the left of the road, 
we found comfortable quarters at Yenije-Bochaz-Kahve. 

e 
t Ὧν» 4 dite 

ki A UG γ 

FIG, 3.—WALL IN YENIJE-BOGHAZ LOOKING N. FROM 1HE Roap 

S$ 2.—Termessos to Isinda. 

The magnificent site and remains of Termessos? have been so well 
described and illustrated by the Lanckorénski expedition ® that we need 

S.F. 1. pp. 231, 2403; Hirschfeld, 2x. ΟἿ; Among the sketches made by the Rey. E. T. 
Daniell, who accompanied Spratt and Forbes on their journey in 1842, and now preserved in the 
British Museum, is one (unfinished) showing the valley and the wall running across, made from a 
point high up on the northern side of the pass, inside the hne of the wall. (Cf Catalogue of 
Diawingys hy Britesh Artasts,..presevrved in the Dept, af Prints and Drawengs in the British 
Aluseum, vol ii., p. 15, No. 41.) No. 40 isa view of the site of Termessos, from the hills above 
the city to the W., and No. 441s an unfinished view of Elmali. Mr. F, W. Hasluck kindly called 
my attention to these delightful sketches, the majority of which represent scenes and 

ὶ 
sites in Lycia. 

No other diawings in th is series illustrate the route deseribed in these pages. 
; * First identified by Spratt and Porbes Ἐς py. 232 ft, 

Fic. 4. 

* Lanck. 1, pp 21-122, and I'late. L-XXI, 

A view of the theatre is viven here. 
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not enter into a description of them here, nor could we hope to add 

anything to the knowledge of the antiquities of the site from a short day’s 

visit. The inscriptions! and the northern group of grave-monuments? 

have been the subject of special study already, but there can be no doubt 

that systematic excavation would add still further to our knowledge of the 

site. There has been apparently no subsequent occupation since the 

Fic. 4.—THEALRE AT TERMEssOs. 

city was deserted, and no stones have been removed elsewhere for building 

purposes. We were fortunate in finding, half-buried in the rubble close to 

the ruined street with the numerous statue-bases,? the remains of a statue, 

illustrated herewith (Fig. 5). «As the photograph shows, it is the lower half 

of a female statue draped round the hips and below, with a figure of Eros 

on a dolphin beside her right foot. The work, which is of life-size, seemed 

on superficial examination to be Roman, and represents a well-known type 

of Aphrodite and Eros, of which a copy, smaller but more complete than 

Lanck. ti. pp. 196-223 ; Cousin, δὶ ΟΝ. A. xxii. (1899), pp. 165 ff, 280 tf. 1 

2 Heberdey-Wilberg, Jazresa. it. (1900), pp. 177 ff. 

3. Lanck. tt. plan facing p. 21, L°5. 
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that here described, was found at Cyrene and is now in the British Museum.! 

There is a small difference in the motive as the drapery knotted round 

the hips of the Cyrene statue is held up with the right hand, but in 

the new replica with the left, so far as can be seen by the traces of fingers 

remaining on the upper fold. We also saw at the bottom of a pit recently 

* 

oe 

bi 

. 
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Fic. 5.—GRoUP OF APHRODITL AND EROS FROM TERMLSSOs. 

excavated beside the smaller temple marked N 5 in the Austrian Plan, a 
headless draped female figure, which seemed of poor Roman workmanship 
and unworthy of further study. In the position which it occupied it was 
impossible to photograph it. 

ASH. Smith, 8... Sculpture, ii. pp. 237 ἢ, No 14183 Nos. [410, 1420, 1421 seem to 
be small fragments of similar groups; see also Bernoulli, Aphrodite, pp. 245, 263, 300; Reinach 
Rép. de S.ulpt. ii. p. 357, No. 9. 
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The road from Yentje-Boghaz-Kahve to Istanoz, though it does not 

pass any ancient remains of importance, more than atones for this 

deficiency, especially in its earlier stages, by the picturesque and varied 

prospects which it affords. As the traveller ascends the valley he passes 

through forests of well-grown pine-trees which alternately hide and reveal the 

rugged crags of limestone forming the mountain-zzasszf of north-eastern 

Lycia, and an occasional backward glimpse down the valley shows the 

converging hill-sides through which the defile is entered ; behind them is 

the shimmering haze which masks the Pamphylian plain, and in the far 

distance are the wild mountain tops overlooking the middle waters of the 

Eurymedon and the frontier of Cilicia. When the summit of the pass is 

reached there is a short drop to the little valley, clearly a dried up lake- 

bed, in which is Gioljuk-Kahve!; a sharp ascent out of this depression 

at its south-western end, and a gentle descent at first over a rich and well- 

watered ‘alp’ and then (bearing slightly to the right, 2.5. almost due west), 

through more pine-trees, brings one to a small plain, in which is Kekliek- 

Kahve?; we skirted this plain on the northern edge and then, still descend- 

ing, reached the south-eastern corner of the great upland plain watered by 

the Tauros (Istanoz Tchai), A détour by Yazyr, where Kiepert’s large scale 

map indicates ruins,? proved fruitless, and we struck the high-road again 

close to the enormous mound which rises beside, and gives its name to the 

village of Euyuk.t From here it is but a few minutes to the new tron 

bridge over the Tauros, and a little over an hour's riding brings one to 

Istanoz. 

1 Ata 7ehistirk close to the foot of the hills on the western edge or the valley (ten minutes 
fiom the Kahve) is a square tower of regular masonry with drafted angles, standing to the height of 

two or three courses only, and measuring about ten metres each way. On etther side are traces of 

two parallel lines of wall running N.-S. at the base of the hill. 
* A few minutes before one reaches the Kahve one sees on the right, a short distance above 

the road, another square tower, standing to a height of about seven courses, and similar in 

construction tu the others. It has an opening on the side towards the road. This seems to be the 

building noted by Cousin, 4.C.//, xxiii. (1900), p. 332, who calls ita tomb. Mr. Ormerod writes 

(March, 1911) after a second visit, that it is one of a walled line of towers, like that at the E. end of 

the pass, of which he counted three. We did not see the inscription built in above the entrance, of 

which he gives an incomplete version (7é/d.). I hope to obtain a satisfactory copy of it before 
long. We saw no water in the small lake marked in Kiepert’s larger map immediately to the 
west of ‘Giokhidje’ (st) Nahve. 

ὁ Called there IsionpA? We could neither see nor hear of any ruins here. For the correct 

site of Ixi(o\nda see below, § 3 ad frit, 84. 

ὁ Called by Kiepert, ἐῤέῥώ, Eyub. The mound, which we examined subsequently and found to 
be a prehistoric site, can hardly be all artificial, Cf p. 90, No. 5. 

G2 
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ὁ 3—Ssinda and adjacent Sites, 

The site of Isinda has been fixed by Ramsay at Kyshlar,' a village 

adjoining the picturesque ‘town of Istanoz? at the south-western corner 

of the large plain which is watered by the Tauros (now called Istanoz 

Tchai). No inscription gives the name of the site, but an interesting, if 

indirect, confirmation of the correctness of this identification is furnished 

by an inscription® built into the wall of a large Turkish building in the 

village of Kyshldr. This alludes to an ἀγὼν Κλάριος, which it is natural 

to connect with the cult of Apollo Klarios which had its centre at Kolophon 

in Ionia, and points to an Ionian settlement at Isinda, which exactly bears 

out the claim of the coins of Isinda that it was an Ionian colony.* We 

saw no remains of antiquity of any note beyond the ‘ancient cuttings, 

and a single uninscribed rock-tomb’ noted by Spratt and Forbes. Three 

other inscriptions of little importance from the same site are published 

below. 

We spent in all six days in exploring Isinda and the plain which 

lies to the north of it and extends in that direction for a distance of about 

twenty miles, [t is divided by a chain of hills running roughly north 

and south, into two unequal parts, of which the larger, that to the west, 

is watered towards its northern end by the Andya Tchai and the smaller 

streams which join it, whereas the eastern part is watered by the Istanoz 

Tchai, which runs N.N.E, and is Joined by the Andya Tchai at the north- 

eastern corner of the plain. The prehistoric mounds discovered in this plain 

by ourselves are dealt with more fully below (p. 90), where their positions 

are indicated on a map. There is little to add with regard to the classical 

sites in this plain, namely, Andeda, Pogla, Verbe, and Komama, the sites 

of which were fixed by Ramsay.’ But Yerten-keui, a village a short 

V Ath, Mitt, x. (1885), p. 340. 

“ Called in S.F. i. pp. 242 ff. Stenez. The site at Kyshlar is by them identified as 
Mandropolis. 

> Below, No. 4. This was perhaps copied by Spratt and Forbes,-but has not been published ; 

they mention the building into which it is built as ‘a large well-built Tuikish edifice, used as a 
Khan, and of the same age and style as that at Lagon’ (Evdir Khan), i. p. 246. 

* See BM Cat. Lycta, Pamphyla, and FPisidia, Introd, pp. xeni. ff.; pp. 225, 226, 
Nos. 16, 17, and 18. 

Pel x das Ps 910; 

6 Nos. 3, 5, 6. 
‘ Andeda at Andya, Ath, Jott. ». (1885), p. 337; Pogla at Fugla (Foula, Fochla), 2 

p 335 (first suggested by Kiepert); Verbe at Zivint, χόρω, pp. 338, 339; Komama at Sherif- 
(Shehir-, acc. to Ramsay) euyuk, A.J. 41. iv. (1888), Ps. 263; 
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distance to the south of Andya, the site of Andeda, yielded the interesting 

harvest of inscriptions comprised under Nos, 7-15 below. I suggest there 

that they represent an ancient site, possibly to be identified with Verbe, 

which was placed by Ramsay at Zivint, a few miles further east, at a point 

not far distant from the western foot of the chain of hills spoken of 

previously as dividing the plain into two. There is, however, also a 

possibility that if Verbe is correctly placed at Zivint our inscriptions may 

represent the site of Kodroula,! but our evidence for its position is so 

uncertain that I have little faith in the suggestion. 

We copied a few fresh inscriptions at Andya, of which the most 

interesting gives another instance of the ethnic ᾿Ανδηδεῖς,; and records an 

agonistic victory. In Fugla we saw a fragment of a marble sarcophagus of 

the ‘Sidamara’ type, consisting of the remains of two standing figures, one 

on each side of a spirally-fluted column.? 

At Komama the Turkish cemetery, in which Ramsay found the 

inscriptions which enabled him to identify the site, occupies a large mound 

which is partly, at all events, of artificial construction, and certainly dates 

from prehistoric times.t. This was in all probability the acropolis of the 

classical site, but the only architectural remains visible are not on the 

mound itself but in the plain to the south-east. These consist of a large 

rectangular altar of solid masonry, enclosed in a femenos-wall, of which 

the accompanying photograph gives an illustration (Fig. 6). The style 

of the construction points to the Roman age.” 

We may conclude our notes relating to this plain with a reference to 

an unornamented rock-tomb * excavated in the hill-side, close to the track 

which crosses from one part of the plain into the other and not far from the 

village of Boyuk-Ali-Fakhreddin (about two hours north-east of Istanoz), 

1 Ramsay, C.-2. i. p. 327, points out that the site of Kodroula is uncertain, but may have lain 

to the S.W. of Lake Kestel. 

2 Cf. BUM. Cat. γιία, ete., pp. 074, 175. 
* To left: draped female figwe turned halfleft : head and τ, arm missing ; 1. arm supported 

acioss breast in a fold of the veil which presumably covered the head as well; 1. knee bent, weight 

being enthely on r. leg. To right: draped male figure turned three-quarter-right : left side broken 

away, and head missing ; long chiton reaching to the feet, over which is thrown a mantle which 
passes round the waist in heavy horizontal fclds: r. hand (missing) rested on hip. For sarcophagi 

of this type see Strzygowski’s article, 7. 4..S, xxvii. (1907), pp. 99 ff. and authorities there quoted. 

4 See below, p. 92, No. 12 

> The peribolos-wall measures about 30 yards each way. The altar itself is about 30 feet long 

and 18 broad, the greater length being N.-S. It stands about 4 feet 6 inches high. 

6 Perhaps that seen by Spratt and Forbes. S.F. 1. pp. 245, 246. 
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and to another pair of such tombs on the right bank of the Andya Tchai 

just above the village of that name. 

δ 4.—The Plain of Elmali. 

On June 25th we struck southwards from Istanoz, at first up a narrow 

stony gorge, and later across well-wooded slopes, to the small bare plain in 

which lies the village of Samanderd, and thence descended gently to 

Fic. 6.—RoMAN ALTAR AND Trexrsnos AT Kowawa. 

Gilevgi, which lies at the north-eastern corner of the plain in which we 
noted the two prehistoric mounds mentioned below (Nos. 13 and 14). 
The summit of the mountain-spur which projects into the plain to the 
west of the village is crowned with the ancient fort, of which a plan and 
photographs are given by Petersen.) At the southern extremity of this 
plain the ground falls away sharply to the level of the large and well- 
watered plain of Elmali; the town of that name is situated picturesquely 

' Reisen in Lyhin, ete., il. p. 165, and PJ. NNITI. 
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at the foot of, and on the lower slopes of the precipitous mountain which 

bounds the plain to the north-west. Our examination of this plain was 

rewarded only by the discovery of a large prehistoric mound” close to the 

prominent hill called Tchatal Tepeh about two hours to the south-west of 

Elmalit. A striking group of Lycian rock-tombs tn the village of Armoutli 

near the southern extremity of the plain, has been described already by 

Benndorfss expedition.*? In connexion with the mound at Tchatal Tepeh 

Mr. Ormerod suggests that in antiquity the plain was probably much more 

water-logged than it 1s to-day. [It must, however, be borne in mind that 

although it can be traversed in mid-summer in almost all directions, its 

condition in winter or spring, and particularly when the snows melt on the 

Ak Dagh, can be little better than a swamp. 

$5—Lake Karalitis. 

Ketracing our steps from Elmali we turned westwards before reaching 

Gilevgi, and struck over the hills so as to reach the eastern end of Lake 

Karalitis. At this season the water in the lake recedes to a smal! patch at 

the western end, and the dried up eastern part forms an attractive and 

healthy ‘yaz/a’ (summer-pasture) for many Turkish families, several of 

whom migrate here from sAdalia every summer.*’ There are numerous 

remains of antiquity in the shape of column drums and other architectural 

fragments, in the Turkish cemeteries dotted along the northern shore of the 

lake-bed. We did not search extensively for inscriptions, knowing that 

this district had been traversed by Heberdey and Kalinka® not very long 

before, but we copied one (No. 22 below), which seemed from the absence of 

weathering on the stone, to have been recently unearthed. It had in fact 

1 A good view of Elmali is given by Benndorf- Petersen, of. cz. ii. Pl. X XI. 
2 No. 1§ below. This is presumably the mound noticed by Spratt and Forbes: ‘a small flat 

hillock or mound, on which were the foundations of ancient buildings, many loose blocks, and 

much broken pottery.” There are traces of an apsidal building, of which not more than two courses 

are preserved above ground, and of a small cistern, both probably of Byzantine date. Besides the 

prehistoric sherds were many of Roman, and of more recent times, and some fragments of 
Byzantine carving. 

3 Of. cit. ii. p. 1613 cf. S.F. i. p. 290. 

4 Its height above the sea is about 4250 feet : that the situation is healthy we can endorse from 

personal experience, as we passed a night there in a shepherd's hut during a heavy rain-storm, 
without evil effects. 

5 Op. cit. pp. 7 ff. 3; some had been copied previously by Benndorf, ἀρῶ in Lykien, il. 
pp. 166-167, Nos. 193-203. 
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been copied by the Austrian Expedition under Benndorf more than twenty 

years before, but our copy is more complete than theirs ;! if it was re-copied 

by Heberdey and Kalinka it has, at all events. not been published by 

them. Shortly before reaching the cemetery where this stone is, we 

had examined a prehistoric mound (No. 16) rising on a slight outcrop 

of rock from the lake-bed close to its northern edge, at a point where 

the vround is too marshy to be used as a "γα It yielded typical 

prehistoric sherds, and is interesting as being, so far as we could see, the 

only mound of this type in the bed of Lake Karalitis. Proceeding ina 

north-westerly direction by the village of Manai we climbed the steep 

slopes behind that village and reached the lofty plain (4750 feet, in which 

is the village of Ali-Fakhreddin, near where are the inscribed rock-tombs 

and sarcophagi which mark the site of Lagbe.* 

From .\li-Fakhreddin we pushed on to Hassan Pasha without further 

delay, being anxious to negotiate the difficult track over the Rahat Dagh 3 

before daylight failed, and the next day reached Tefenny, stupping ev route 

to examine two mounds in the plain, of which the former yielded a large 

crop of prchistoric pot-fragments.* Time did not permit of our searching 

Tefénny and the neighbourhood for fresh inscriptions,’ and we left carly 

the next day for Adji Badem," which lies in the north-western angle of the 

great plain stretching from Kibyra on the south to the foot of the Kazyk 

Bel on the north, noting at a distance of about two miles to the south-east 

of the town a mound No. τὸς which yielded a few prehistoric sherds, and 

represented the ‘furthest north’ of the primitive sites of this class which 

we examined. The large tumulus, which is distant some three or four 

miles to the north-east and gives the neighbouring village its name of 

P Or. cit. in p. 166, No. 195. 

“ON. HE. Smith. 2. 11 δ. vin (1887), p. 253, No 34 (6 Abu Faradin Yala’): the ancient name 

is there given as Laghon: ef Kamsay. 4 /.d iv. \1888), p. 16, who follows Kiepert and 
Waddington tn identifying this site with Lagon, which is mentioned by Livy in his account of the 
march of Manlius.  ‘Polybias may have used the form Aayen or Λαγούη to represent the Pisidian 

name ; and the text of Livy ought to be Lagoen. [tas also possible that AdvBos οἱ AdyBor 1s the 

proper form, and that the text of Livy should read Lagbon.” {Ramsay} 

* Height of the summit of the pass, 5400 feet. 
* See below, p. a3. Nos. 17 and 18 
* The inseriptions from Tefenny ani district. published since the original C.7.G. (Nos. 

4366 zw. 1, and 4367), are scattered over many publications, cf. A.C.H. ii 1578), pp. 53 mm, 
170 ff. 243 ft. . Sterrette, Ess. Journcy, pp. 38 ff. : BCH. wi. 18921, pp. 418, 419: Ramsay. 
(.-δὲ i pp. 304. ff * Inscriptions of the Killanian plain.’ 

" Adn Badem =" hitter almond tree” Rameay, 4 J 4. onion 362. Note 45. tis 
ι ; There seems 

some unceria nty as to the correct 8 e.uing: it appears sometimes as Hadj: Parim. 
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Kara-Euyuk-Bazar, is in all probability likewise of prehistoric origin. Its 

existence has long been known,! and we did not think it deserved a visit, 

since firstly, we had located another prehistoric mound close to, and secondly 

we did not wish to lengthen further, by this détour, the long day’s ride from 

Adji Badem over the Kazyk Bel to Denizli, where we arrived on July 3rd 

The next day we spent in seeing Hierapolis, and the following evening 

were once again in Smyrna. 

ARTHUR M. WoopWARD. 

1 Ramsay, foc. cit. ; Murray's Guise Book to Asia Minor, pp 120. 

PART ITE.—PREHISTORIC REMAINS! 

‘Prarn VET.) 

The Sites and their Distribution. 

The figurine published by Professor Myres” from Adalia first drew 

attention to prehistoric remains in this part of Asia Minor. In 1g09 

Messrs. Hasluck and Woodward obtained two figurines of rather different 

type at Adalia, which were published by Mr. Pect.2. They were reported 

to have come from a mound at Tchai-kenar, some twelve hours to the 

north-west of Adalia. The fact that the figurines were said to have been 

found at a depth of two metres, offered considerable possibilities. when 

Mr. Woodward and I, in company with Mr. Nikolas Michael Ferteklis 

of Adalia, visited the site in Junc, I9IO. 

1.1 have to thank Mr. H. R. Hall of the British Museum for various sugge-tiens in the 

writing of this paper, also the Rev. G. B. Cronshaw of Queen’s College. Oxford, who very kindly 
undertook the chemical analysis of some of the pottery. The Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum 

allowed me to have the photographs illustrating this part of the paper (Pl. VIT) taken at the 
Museum. Above all, I would acknowledge my indebtedness io Professor J. L. Myre for many points 

suggested by his articles in the duthrofological Journal, and for much advice given in the writing 

of the paper. I trust that I have stated his views correctly, more particularly those concerning the 

black- and red-faced technique in the pottery. 

The sketch-map of the Istanoz Plain was drawn for me by Mr. Ἡ Η, Jewell. «Fig. 7.) 
2 TF. AL. xxx, p. 253 

3 Annals of Ar: hacelo.y ana Anth:ofoieg, u. p. 146, and Pls. NNVI and NNVIL 
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The village of Tchai-kenar is situated about nine miles to the north- 

east of the small town of Istanoz, in the south-west of Pisidia. Istanoz 

lies at the southern end of an alluvial plain, about eighteen miles long and 

ten broad, divided by a low range of hills. The eastern half is drained by 

the [stanoz Tchai, the ancient Tauros, the western part by the Andya 

Tchai, which joins the other river in the north-eastern corner of the plain. 

The ground immediately to the north of Istanoz is broken and _ hilly. 

but with this exception the plain is remarkably flat. Apart from a small 

flint knife picked up in the hills near Boyuk-Ali-Fakhreddin, we found 

prehistoric remains only in the plain. The mounds, which resemble the 

Thessalian Wagoizlas, and are locally called Eujywk, may frequently be 

recognised at a distance, but in no case have we described a mound as pre- 

historic unless sherds of definitely early date were found on it. In many 

cases €xamination was somewhat difficult owing to standing corn, but 

where the site had been newly ploughed, as near Fugla, a large quantity 

of potsherds were frequently to be obtained. The plain of Istanoz, in 

which are the classical sites of Komama, Pogla, Andeda, Verbe, Isinda 

and another not identified, at Yerten, would seem to have been thickly 

populated in prehistoric times also. The absence of any site in the part 

immediately to the north of Tchai-kenar is probably due to the presence 

of the marsh, which may have been more extensive. In the Istanoz 

plain we found in all, twelve prehistoric sites, all characterised by a species 

of hand-made pottery described below. These sites are :— 

a In the eastern half of the plain :— 

1. Tchai-kenar, Site I.; on the left bank of the stream (see below). 

2. Tchai-kenar, Site II.; a large flat-topped mound, an hour to the 

south-west of the village of Tchai-kenar. 

3. Garkyn ; a small conical mound, much overgrown, twenty minutes 

to the south of the village. 

4. Bayut; a mound close to the village, but on the right bank of the 

stream. On the top are a few worked blocks and later sherds of Roman 

date ; the mound itself was originally a prehistoric settlement. 

5. Euyuk-keui, on the right bank of the stream'!; a mound over 
100 feet high, and steep towards the river. From this point it is an hour- 
and-a-half to Istanoz. 

* Kiepert and Lanckoronski (Stadte Pamphylicns und Pisidiens) place the village too far west. 
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In the western half of the plain :— 

6. At Kyshlar (a ‘suburb’ of Istanoz); a large flat-topped mound 

overgrown with corn. 

7, Ak-kilisse ; an hour-and-a-half to the north of Istanoz. 

8. Kevzer-alteu-euyuk, an hour to the north of Ak-kilisse. On the 

top is a rectangular enclosure built οὐ megalithic blocks of coarse 

undressed conglomerate (see below). 

g. Rames, a large high mound about half an hour to the south-west 

of Zivint, on one side thickly grown with corn. <A few pieces of obsidian 

were found, 

10. Belem-keui ; to the east of the village is a free-standing hillock, 

the lower part of which is perhaps natural, with a settlement above. 

If. A large mound, one hour to the east of Fugla, which had been 

recently ploughed and ytelded a large quantity of early sherds, both plain 

and painted. 

12. Shehir- or Sherif-euyuk, the site of the ancient Komama, about 

half an hour to the east of Urgudlu. On the top is a Turkish cemetery 

with various inscriptions.’ here is a large amount of Roman pottery and 

glass, but at the foot of the mound we found prehistoric sherds. 

Many of these mounds fe.g¢. Komama: yielded Hellenistic, Roman, or 

Byzantine sherds, proving that they were inhabited until a late period. 

In the discussion of the pottery below [ have confined myself to the 

Bronze-Age and Early Iron-Age fabrics. 

6. In the plains of Elmali, in northern Lycia, we discovered three sites, 

two on the higher level to the north-cast, and a third at the foot of the low 

hills which divide the lower part of the Elmali plain. 

13. -\ mound by the village of Gilevgi, situated at the mouth of the 
pass leading to Istdnoz, which is distant about six hours to the 
north-east. 

14. A large flat mound overgrown with corn and weed, about forty’ 
minutes to the south of Gilevgi. From this point it is about three hours 
to Elmalt. 

Seesp.O85.. 
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The southern end of this part of the plain is marshy, and afterwards 

falls away over broken ground to the lower level of Elmali. 

The wide, open plain of Elmali proper contains only one prehistoric 

site. In view of the large number in the Istanoz plain, this calls for some 

explanation. The plain at the present day is inclined to be marshy and 

contains much subterranean water. Everywhere in the plain, and more 

particularly in the south-western corner, we noticed the existence of 

numerous wells beside the road, of an average depth of fifteen feet. The 

plain is drained in the southern part by a broad, sluggish stream, which 

falls into the Avlan Giolu by Podalia, in the northern part by a stream 

which finds its only outlet in a swallow-hole (marked “ Duden ” on Kiepert’s 

map). The position of the only prehistoric site is significant, being 

situated at the foot of the hills which divide the plain. We may there- 

fore fairly conclude that at an earlier date the greater part of the plain 

was uninhabitable owing to the wider extent of the marsh. The higher 

ground at the foot of Tchatal Tepeh was alone occupied, possibly because 

on it converge the two roads leading into the Xanthos valley on cither 

side of the Ak Dagh, the ancient Massikytos.! 

15. Tchatal Tepch, a large high mound two hours from Elmali. It 

is apparently that which is mentioned by Spratt and Forbes,” and seems 

to have been occupied from prehistoric times onwards, 

c. On Lake Karalitis, the modern Stigut-Giolu, we found one site :— 

16. A solitary mound, at an altitude of 4250 feet above sea-level, to 

the north of the village of Mahmudlar. The ground is marshy all round, 

and the base of the hillock is of natural rock. It seems to stand on the 

dried-up lake-bed and probably at one time was surrounded by water. 

ad. In the plain of Tefénny, the ancient Ormeleis, to the north-west of 

[stanoz, we examined two mounds :—~— 

17. Hassan Pasha, in the south of the plain, at the foot of the high 

pass leading over the Rahat Dagh to Lake Karalitis. A large mound 

stands about a quarter of a mile to the north of the village. It had been 

recently ploughed and yielded a fair amount of painted pottery. 

18. Euyuk; a mound beside the village, which lies between Hassan 

Pasha and Tefenny. 

1 Spratt and Forbes, 7raze/s 72 Lycia, i. p. 290. 

2 Of. cet. i. p. 288; see above, p. 87, note 2. 
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To the north-east of Tefénny we saw a similar mound some way 

distant across the plain in the direction of Buldur. There are probably 

others in the neighbourhood. 

ἐς Ἃ mound has been known for some time at Nara-Euyuk-Bazar, the 

ancient Themisonium, at the northern end of a plain which reaches south- 

wards to Kibyra (Khorzum). We were unable to visit this mound, but 

examined another in the neighbourhood :— 

19. To the east of Adji Badem (S.W. of Themisonium . 

We saw two other mounds in the neighbourhood, but could not reach 

them: 

The Mound at Tchai-kenar. 

The civilisation represented by these early settlements, so far as can 

be ascertained without excavation, is of a uniform character. The painted 

ware of Fugla in the Istanoz plain is closely paralled by that from the 

sites near Tefénny, and on all sites, as I have said, we found traces of a 

similar red-faced, hand-made pottery. 

The mound at Tchai-kenar, Fig. 8, which may be taken as a typical 

example, had been partially excavated on the north side for brick-earth, 

and we obtained a rough section of over eight metres, In it were 

exposed three burnt floor levels :— 

A. Ata depth of 3°30 m. 

B. ᾽) ᾽) ” 7 OO 88} 

Ce τ ᾿ » 8:20 m 

There was a large amount of the earlier hand-made pottery lying at 

the foot of the cutting, but it was unfortunate that we were unable to dis- 

cover sherds zw szfz, so as to obtain stratigraphical evidence for the date of 

the pottery. The only note of this kind we were able to make was of the 

discovery of a piece of the red-faced ware (“‘ A 2”) immediately below ὁ. 

Further, on level & were remains of a large jar containing burnt seed 

resembling lentils, of which we brought away a sample. 

The excellence of the material of this mound for brick-making is 

doubtless, as Professor Myres points out, due to its consisting mainly of 

decomposed bricks from the successive settlements.! We would emphasize 

1 A celt seen by us in the bazaar at Elmali was said to have been found in a modern house- 
wall, the cath for the bricks having probably been brought from a similar mound. The owner 
would not part with the celt, which was the only one we saw. 
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the fact of the burnt floor-levels at Tchai-kenar in view of Korte’s explana- 

tion of the mound, called Boz-Euyuk (Ujuk) near Eskishehir in Phrygia. 

When the earth was removed by the railway company, Korte observed 

burnt layers as at Tchai-kenar. He regards the mound however, as 

artificially created at a given time as a grave tumulus, and the burnt 

jayers with earth between, as evidence of funeral feasts held on the spot. 

He does not however realise the difficulty caused by the finding of weapons 

of pure copper and also of iron,” and does not allow for the corresponding 
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bic. 8.—NORTHERN HALF OF THE MOUND AT TCHAI-KENAR, SHOWING A MODERN CUITING: 
ABOVE, TURKISH TOMBSTONES, 

development of culture during a long process of accumulation on the mound. 

We saw no sign of house-walls of stone in the section exposed at 

Tchat-kenar, but on other mounds we frequently observed heaps of small 

stones, possibly from the tops of stone walls below the surface disturbed 

by the plough? 

Vth, JMitt. xxiv. p. 13. ® Jbid, p. 19. 

* It is noticeable that these stone-heaps are not a feature of the ploughed lands in the 
plain itself. 
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The Pottery’. 

A. Unpainted Wares. 

The best series of unpainted pottery was obtained from Tchai-kenar, 

and is supplemented by the finds from other sites. As a whole this 

pottery must be assigned to the Bronze Age, although it contains pieces 

which probably belong to a somewhat earlier date. In attempting a 

classification, we are at once confronted with the problem of the nature 

of the black-faced and red-faced techniques in the early pottery of 

Asia Minor. 

The earlier views and experiments with regard to the Hissarlik 

pottery are given by Schliemann. According to one view the penetration 

of the walls of the pot by the smoke of the open fire was enough to 

account for the black surface, which was afterwards hand-polished.* 

The alternative theory was that this process was not sufficient to 

account for the lustrous black surface, but that the vases were dipped 

in or coated with ‘pine-soot’ or melted pine resin, before the second fring, 

the resinous or vegetable substance being thus carbonised in the clay. 

Doulton’s experiments showed that lustrous black fragments from 

Hissarlik when submitted to a red heat, turn yellow ; those submitted to a 

white heat take a brick-red colour. 

Professor Flinders Petrie, in discussing the ‘ black-topped’ pottery of 

predynastic Egypt,®? points out the exact agreement of this pottery and its 

facing with the contemporary red-ware. The surface of both is covered 

with haematite or ferric peroxide and highly burnished. The difference in 

the ‘black-topped’ pottery is due to the firing. The ‘black-topped’ vases 

were stacked mouth downwards in the kiln and the lower part covered with 

1 Itivs, p. 2193 7γογα, p. 33. 

* We may compare the experiments of M. P. Marguerite de la Charlonie on fragments of 

Hellenic pottery (Reaue des Etudes Grecques, xx. p. 232, cf. Myres, Year’s Work in Class. Studies, 

1908, p. 42). When the fragments were exposed to a wood fire it was found that the blackening 

caused by the smoke, which at first affected the surface only, spread gradually through the clay. 

On the temperature being raised the blackness again disappeared, as in Doulton’s experiment 

( Troja, p. 33). As will be seen below, when a glaze is not used, a black-faced or red-faced result 
probably depends on the regulation of temperature in firing, a high temperature burning all 

carbonaceous matter out of the clay. M. de la Charlonie’s experiment shows that a blackness can 
be again produced by smoking the pot, after it has been fired, over a slow fire. This process, 

however, as Myres points out (of. ἐλ. p. 43), needs very careful regulation ; the culour moreover 
tends to be grey rather than black. 

3 Nagada and Ballas, pp. 36-7 ; Diospolis Parva, p. 13. 
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ashes. Where the vase was exposed to a draught of air the red peroxide 

of iron was preserved, but so far as the ashes and charcoal covered the 

vase, they deoxidised the iron from red peroxide to black ‘magnetic’ 

(ferrous) onide.! 

Professor Myres in his discussion ot the early pot-fabrics of Asia 

Minor* quotes a modern instance of a primitive potter from Borneo 

definitely blackening his pots with a vegetable fluid which carbonises in the 

clay. He points out that while in the case of the ‘red-and-black’ 

Egyptian or Cypriote wares it is possible to transmute black to red and 

red again to black by the action of fire, in the case of the Hellespontine 

wares the second experiment fails, the black (being carbonaceous and not 

due to ferrous oxide) having been burnt right out of the clay. Further, 

only in cases where the clay is very ferruginous does any great redness 

supervene in Doulton’s experiment, the majority of sherds turning pink, 

yellow, or pale red. 

From the results of the above experiments it is clear that we must carc- 

fully distinguish those fabrics which show signs of having been treated with a 

slip compounded of ferric peroxide, which it is possible to change from red 

to black at will, from vases not so treated, where the black colour depends 

upon the amount of carbonaceous matter left in the clay after firing, that is, 

upon the temperature of the fire. It is possible however, in the latter case 

to reproduce the black either by smoking the pot over a slow fire or by a 

process of anointing. 

The evidence afforded by the fragments from Tchai-kenar and kindred 

sites supports the above view. Among the unpainted pottery from these 

sites we may distinguish three varictics :— 

Αναν A finely burnished black ware, the black of which goes 

right through the clay. 

1 As he says, the remarkable mirror-like brilliancy of the black part of the surface would be 

assisted by the presence of small amounts of carbony! resulting from imperfect combustion. Korte, 
of. cit, p. 24, states that some of these vases in the Bonn Museum are touched with graphite 

* JANN. pp. 369 ff. 

3 Alan, 1901, p. 99, where the locality is wrongly given as Torres Strait ; cf. SAL. loc. ett. 

An interesting case is recorded among the Malays (L. Wray, Zhe WValayan Pottery of Perak, prAdd 

Xxxlil. p. 28). The clay of these pots, which afte: firing is of a light red colour, is blackene:l by 

burying the pot, while still hot from the kiln, in a mass of ‘padi husk.” We clearly have here a 

method of recalling the black culour after firing, alternative to the smoking process described above 
(p. 96, note 2). 

ὁ See above, p. 96. 

{I 
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A, 2. <A ware with red glaze, the clay of most pieces being 

buff with a black core. 

A. 3. A ware of similar clay to No. 2, but with a black 

glaze.’ 

The Revd. G. B. Cronshaw, of Queen’s College, Oxford, very kindly 

made a chemical analysis of specimens of all these varieties and on the 

results obtained by him the following conclusions are based. 

1. The black-polished ware, the clay of which is of a uniform dead 

blackness, turns buff when submitted to a red heat. The high polish of 

the surface is due to burnishing only. The clay 15 very carbonaceous, 

being perhaps taken from a lignite bed or peat bog, or more probably 

being mixed with ash to give consistency. The temperature at which this 

ware was baked cannot have been very high. 

2. The clay of the red ware is similar; it contains iron and quartz 

and was mixed with chopped straw in the kneading. The central black 

core contains carbon; the buff colour of the surface of the clay is caused 

by a higher temperature than that to which the black-polished ware was 

submitted. The heat however was not sufficient in most cases to 

penetrate right through the clay, but left a central carbonaceous core. 

This seems more probable than the explanation of the early red ware of 

Hissarlik proposed in 7vroja und Llion.” It is there suggested that the buff 

or red surfaces of the clay with a grey core, are produced by contact with 

the slip, the clay absorbing some of the colouring matter; but on our 

potsherds we find a buff surface on both sides, even when one face only is 

covered with red colouring matter. 

This colouring matter takes the form of a red glaze of ferric peroxide 

put on asa slip, and fired at a high temperature and with a good draught. 

It is sometimes, as we have seen, applicd only to the exterior of the vase, 

the inside in such cases being merely hand-burnished (in the case of open 

bowls:, or left plain. The red glaze, Mr. Cronshaw thinks, may sometimes 

have been compounded with oil to heighten the gloss, but many of the pots 

show signs of polishing after firing, 

A few pieces of the red ware are better fired, so that the clay has 

* We ought perhaps to include a fowth variety. which appeared in small quantities Pat os of 

later date—a grey polished monechrome ware. parallel in form and fabric to the sub- Mycenaean 
wares of Pissarhk vii, 

-, ]".- 246. 
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burnt right through to a buff colour. One of these pieces has no true glaze 

but has been merely polished with haematite.’ 

3. The clay of the ware with black glaze is in all respects similar to 

that of the red ware. It has a central black core turning buff on the 

surface. Chemical tests show that this glaze, which is a lustrous black, 

does not contain carbon, but iron only. According to Mr. Cronshaw, this 

colour could be obtained only by baking the pot in a muffle or closed kiln 

to which there was no admission of air. The pot would have to be 

cooled completely inside the muffle after the fire had died out” It is 

interesting to note that at Tchai-kenar, in a separate smaller cutting to the 

north-east, we saw in section a bechive-shaped object of clay which was 

probably such a muffle.’ 

Professor Myres* connects the advance of the red ware in Asia Minor 

with the first knowledge of copper, both depending, for Asia Minor at 

least,” on Cyprus. The red ware appears at Hissarlik in small quantities 

in the lowest (chalcolithic) stratum." In the second city there are large: 

quantities, with an increasing prevalence in the succeeding strata, although 

the manufacture of the black-faced ware never completely disappeared. 

It seems therefore, right to assign its first appearance at [chai-kenar to 

the beginning of the Bronze Age, where it would seem to be of local 

manufacture, but definitely imitating by its red glaze the red-faced wares 

of Cyprus. Both Dr. Mackenzie and Professor Myres have suggested 

independently, that the black-polished ware “A. 1) ts an carlier fabric 

than the red ware, and this is borne out by the results I have described 

above, the black-polished ware being clearly of a date when so high a 

temperature as is attested by the red ware was not to be obtained. 

The use of the muffle or closed kiln in the case of the black-glazed ware 

(A. 3.) probably again postulates an advance on the earliest of the red 

1 The object Hlustrated, Pl VII, No τος which resembles a small unbored hammer-head. was 

obtained by us in the bazaar at Elmali. [tis of pme haematite. and ifused as a burnisher on the 

damp surface of the pot would give the effect described above. 

2 It as probable that the mottled black and red surface of some of the pots from Boz-Euyuk 

(Karte, of. ez. p. 24) was intentionally caused by withdrawing them trom the kiln οὐ muffle before 

they had completely cooled — For the motded ware from Vasiliki in Crete and other parallels. see 

Seager (af. Boyd-Hawes, Geuws nuit, p. 50.). 

3 Unfortunately there was no evidence in the cutting to show to which stratum the object 

belonged. 
4 ΔΗ͂ 1 XNX. pe 255. ar foo σι rae We 
υ Cf. Schmidt in 77 γα wad έτος i. p. 240. 

H to 
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ware, The absence of the wheel in this Bronze Age pottery is paralleled 

in the Bronze Age civilisation of Cyprus.' 

The fragmentary condition of most of this pottery does not permit 

much to be said about form. The commonest shape seems to be that of 

wide open bowls, together with which were found fragments of large 

pithoi. There is no trace of a foot on any of the pottery of this period, 

the base being merely flattened. Incised patterns are rare, and consist 

only of rude scorings, thus forming a contrast to the clay figurines from 

Tchai-kenar, which have a highly elaborate ornamentation. The wide 

open dairy-bowls, with or without handles, the occurrence of burnt seed 

and the remains of a saddle-quern at Tchai-kenar, and the general nature 

of the Istanoz plain suggest a pastoral and agricultural people, as is the 

case with the Bronze Age settlements of Cyprus. 

B.—Painted Ilares. 

The painted pottery illustrated on Plate VII was almost all obtained 

from the mound near Fugla*® The parallel specimens obtained from 

other sites were as a rule, not so good. The mound near Fugla, in 

addition to the recent ploughing, seems to have suffered some amount 

of denudation, which accounts for the large number of both painted and 

unpainted sherds on the surface. The types of painted pottery and 

schemes of ornament call for a bricf discussion. We may note at once 

that it is all wheel-made. 

I. The commonest type is that illustrated on Plate VII, Nos. 1-5, 

the ‘red Cypriote’ ware of the Early Iron Age. It is common on many 

of the Cappadocian and Galatian sites Mr, Anderson describes, on 

sherds from Turkhal in Galatia, concentric circles in brown or purple 

matt paint on a red or buff ground, and triangular hatchwork in purple on 

a red ground.” The hatched triangles of No. 1 appear on a sherd from 

Boghaz-Keut in the Ashmolean Museum. The frequent use of concentric 

circles (No. 4) is, as Professor Myres points out, a commonplace of 

sub-Mycenaean ceramic from Hissarlik, through the Aegean to Cyprus. 

1 Myres, Cat, Οὐδ᾽. Museum, p. 15. 
~ Lhid, Ὁ. 14. 

’ With the exception of No. 7 from Karalitis, and 15 from Hassan Pasha. 

* Cf. Crowfoot, J. 7Z.S. xix. pp. 34 ff. ὃ 2; Anderson, δέμνια Pon'eca, i, p. 71. 

* Cf, Welch, uf. Myres, Jie. 2. swagi p 379, Who describes this wae as of Geometric 

Cypriote type. It appears also in Hissarlik vin. (7 vaya τε ὦ Léon, 1. pp. 309) 
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The ornament on No. 3 is closely paralleled by a Cappadocian sherd from 

Kara-Euyuk.! I do not know of any exact parallel to the main ornament 

of No. 2, but the careless step-pattern below the rim is a common 

sub-Geometric ornament in the Aegean, where it appears to be a 

degeneration of the maeander. This ornament is particularly common on 

the pottery of this area. 

Fragments of this type (e.g. No. 5) sometimes show a broad band of 

red paint edged with black, a characteristic, according to Professor Myres,* 

of Cappadocian ceramic. The pattern on the piece in question. the 

‘concentric question-marks, is a typical Cypriote pattern. 

I]. A ware of similar reddish clay but more finely worked and 

covered with a thin glaze of ferric peroxide before the second firing 

(Plate VII, Nos. 6, 7, 9). The designs are in a bluish-grey paint, 

occurring occasionally on both faces. This ware is the most widely 

distributed on the present sites, occurring at Tchai-kenar ‘Sites I. and IT), 

Garkyn, Fugla, Karalitis, Hassan Pasha, and Adji Badem. The Ashmolean 

has sherds of a similar character from the ‘Midas-City. Professor 

Myres explains the design of No. 6 as a degenerate form of the 

Mycenaean iris; it is the only design which has any approach to 

naturalism. We may note the common appearance of the step-pattern 

on this ware. 

No. 8 is of similar ware but without the red glaze. Mr. Forsdyke of 

the British Museum, pointed out to me the exact agreement of the design 

with that on the neck of a post-Geometric fragment from Ephesus, in the 

British Museum." 

III. The wide, open bowls (PI. VII, Nos. 11, 12) are of pinkish, finely- 

worked clay with polished slip. The paint is a silvery grey with broad 

1 Chantre, Afission en Cappadoce, Pl. XII. 5. 
2 E.g. on the Burgon lebes. 
“ Eve. Pl. VI, Nos. 2, 6, 7, and on other pieces not Hlustrated. It 15 interesting to note its 

appeaiance at Moussian (Gautier et Lampre, Deléguteon en Perse, vii, Fig. 165), where it does not 

appear to have the maeander as a prototype. 

4 Of: wil. pe 200. 
5 Professor Myres gives me the following note: ‘In irehef, for har of terracottas, seventh 

century, Cyprus; in paint, Cyprus, eighth and seventh century, especially at Tamassos.’ The design 
occurs also on a sherd from Gordion (Korte, Gorden, p. 178. Fig. 160, No. 2). Korte compares a 

‘Cypriote’ sherd from Hissarlik (Schklenann-Samiméuny, 3482), and an amphora from Caere 

(Pottier, Pases antiques du Louvre, Pl NNIX Ὁ), 18), 

6 BW. Excavations at Epnesus, p. 219, Fig. 45. No. 10 = p. 223, Fig. 49 © Leal 

Ephesus fabrt). 
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bands of crimson (No. 12) or orange “No. 11). As for their decoration, as 

Professor Myres points out,! the use of single broad bands with systems of 

numerous narrow bands, may be taken as a characteristic of all fabrics 

which have undergone a Mycenaean influence to any considerable degree. 

The common wavy line “Nos. Io and 11) edged by two straight lines, 

occurs on a vase from [drias-Stratonikeia in Caria and finds parallels also 

at AI ycenae.* 

IV. A ware of gritty buff clay, illustrated by three fragments from 

Fugla “,¢. No. 16} and one from Hassan Pasha(No.15.. It has a fine slip 

of the colour of the clay, usually polished. The ‘basket-pattern’ of 

the design occurs in Cyprus? The panelled arrangement of No. 16 may 

be compared with a hand-made fragment from Boghaz-Keui, in the 

Ashmolean Museum.’ where the panels contain figures of water-birds. 

Mr. H. k. Hall compares the common decoration of the Moussian and 

Susa pottery." 

\V. The fragment illustrated on Pl. VIL. No. 13 is perhaps of rather 

earlicr date than the rest. It is of somewhat coarse clay, with brownish 

paint on a creamy white slip. The design is fragmentary, but its nearest 

parallel is to be found in Palestine.’ 

The above analysis would lead us to assign the whole of this pottery 

‘OA, i p. 385, with reference to the similar Cappadocian bowls. 

- Perrot-Chipies, v. pp 328, Fig. 232 = Winter, 444. J/eét, wii. p. 226, Fig. 3. 

* Furtwancler-Lozcheke, Wye, Zhou fos. 3. 17.3 Wye. baw, xxii. 168. 

Cryer Mu. Cat. p. 48. No 328, on the “white ware’ (Fuadrn, τὰς ἃς p. 35). 

~ Myies. of. ες Fig. 10, p 385. 

"Ch Del&vation en Perse. vu yn. 142 The eatly date assigned by the excavators τς not 

universally accepted (see {411} in Povcecdiny, of Soctely of Bibl. Archacology, sxx. p. 311). The 

comparison cannot be pressed in view of the distance. We have yet to learn the full extent and 

iniportance of the wide Geometric areas recently revealed in Western Asia, at Anau in Turkestan, 
and Neurthern Persia. Their influence seems to have been felt by the Geometric Cappadocian 

fabnics and cven in Cyprus and on the Syrian coast (ef. Efall, ef. czt. who developes certain 

suggestions made by Professor Myres, δ. 1... x\sii.). Mrs. Boyd-Hawes (Ομ, p. 33) claims a 

comnmection between Anau and early Minoan Crete, based on a trade in tin with Khorassan. The 

spividing across Asia Minor of decorative influences foreign to the Aegean, might perhaps be due to 

the trade in obsidian. The fragments of obsidian which we found at Rames have been examined 

by Professor Myres, who pronounces them definitely to be not of Melian origin. The source of the 

obsidian found on the Black Sea litoral and in Northern Assyria, ay is suggested by Professor 

Bosanquet { PAylakopt, p. 229), 1s probably the Caucasus and Russian Armenia, as is also the case 
with that found in Cu/tere ui. at Anau in Turkestan (cf. Schmidt in Pumpelly, /ehestori 

Crvvltsations of Anan, South Kurgan, i. yy. 151). Further evidence however is needed from these 

and other sites 

* Bliss and Macalister, Eviavations in Palestine, 41, No. 149, belonging to the ‘later 

pre-Israelite period, 
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to the Early Iron Age, although some of the schemes of ornament are 

cescended from the ceramics of an earlier date. 

The strongest influence to be observed is that of Cyprus, and next 

perhaps in importance, a survival of Mycenaean tradition in a degencrate 

form, while certain schemes of ornament point to a non-Aegean original, 

perhaps ultimately to be derived from the Geometric areas of Western 

Asia, working in this case through Cappadocia. 
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Fru. πο ἊΝ ΟἹ THE MbGaLirnte Wovust Ar NReV7ER-ALTLU-PUYUK. 
icile 2: 5} 

The Megalithic House αἱ Kevrer-alten-euyuk (Figs. 9, τὸ. 

To the Early Iron Age we would also assign the house of megalithic 

construction discovered on the mound Kevzer-alteu-euyuk. The walls, 

at the best preserved point, are not more than two courses high; of the 

enclosure wall only the outer face can be traced. The narrow passacc! 

at the western end of the house may once have contained a staircase, 

implying an upper storey. There seems to have been a tower or 

outwork at the south-western corner of the enclosure, probably guarding 

| The ground-plan of a watch-tower at Sigri in Lesbos as published by Koldewey (Dre antedon 

Bauwerke der Insel Lesbos, Pl. XXVU, 1, and cf. p. 62) shows a similar anangement of interior 

wall-. 
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the entrance ; the wall however, is much destroyed at this point. The 

wide gap in the northern wall of the house seems to be the entrance, but 

this leaves the house unconnected with the courtyard, unless all that 

remains of the house-walls within the court is foundation, the covering 

earth having been washed down. The mound on which the house stands 

is covered with large fallen blocks. 

& οι μεν. 

We found in IgIo, on the mound at Fugla, the torso of a small clay 

figurine, of the type published by Mr. Peet from Tchai-kenar.! Except 

Fic. 10.——N.E. ANGLE OF THE Housrt Al KEVZER-ALTLU-EUYUK. 

that it has not the punctured bands across the breast and is somewhat 

thicker, it resembles the smaller of the two published (the so-called male), 

being without breasts and having no incisions on the back. The width 

across the chest is exactly the same in both cases (41 mm.), and the close 

agreement points to the fact that we have to deal with a fixed type. Long 

exposure on the mound would account for the loss of the burnished surface, 

and the absence of white filling is easily explained by the width of the 

1 Annals, it. p. 146, Pl, XNVIT. 
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incisions, the white filling having largely disappeared on the other examples. 

Mr. Peet assigns the figures to a neolithic date; possibly, by comparison 

with the pottery, we ought to attribute the firmly-baked, brownish clay to 

the Bronze Age. 

\We obtained in Adalia two new figurines (PI. VII, Nos. 18, 1g) for the 

type of which there seems to be no exact parallel. They are said to have 

come from a mound at Kutcherdiler-yaila! They are of a coarse- 

grained white marble, quite flat on both sides. The heads of both 

are unfortunately missing, as are also the lower limbs of the smaller 

example. We may note the rounded shoulders, and the sharp angle 

formed at the elbows, the arms of the larger figure (No. 1g) being 

apparently held to the breast. For this reason we may perhaps consider 

that a female is represented by both figures, although the sex-mark 

appears only on the smaller example ‘No. 18). The most curious feature 

is the single foot of the larger figure, which gives the impression that the 

legs are swathed. 

As to the makers of these objects and the limits of the civilisation 

described above, it 15 impossible to speak with any certainty at the present 

time. The discovery of an early civilisation in the Aenterland of Lycia 

may eventually prove to have a direct bearing on the question of the 

ethnology of early Lycia. The influence of Cyprus on the pottery is 

important in view of the close trade relations (probably overland) between 

Cyprus and the Troad, while the relations suggested between Cappadocia 

and south-western Asia Minor need further evidence for their support. A 

journey which I hope to undertake in the course of this year may throw 

further light on these questions. 

H. A. ORMEROD. 

ParRT ITIJ.—INSCRIPTIONS, 

τ. At Quzoun-Gouyd-Kahve on the road from <Adalia to Istanoz, 

a few minutes west of Evdir Khan.- Block of coarse brownish marble with 

white veins, built into the arched entrance to the cistern beside the 

1 About two hours from Kosagatch, on Lake Karalitis. 
+ See above, p. 78, note 2. 
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Kahve! Dimensions +33 x 58 x ‘31. Letters Ὁ293 -- Ὁ3 high. Complete 

except on left. 

CI.G. 4341 e. Cis apparently, a bad copy by Schonborn, of 1. 1 only. 

Rott-Weber, Avei‘nastatische Denkmater aus Pisidien, Pamphylien, οἴς,, 

p. 364, No. 59." 

POKONAOYA KTEOY EXPYZOXON 
4PAKANEIAO A IOAOTOY TIFINIT 
PMAIOZ KAIA?? AD TA OIATIEAE Y 
ἜΣ ae EPI SIE NELEN 

[- τ - Tlpoxovdou ᾿Ακτέους ypucoyor, 

[καὶ - - - [ἰΗρακλείξου Διοδότου τὴν γυ- 

[ναῖκα I ρμαῖος καὶ ᾿Αρ[μ)]άστα οἱ ἀπελευ- 

[θερωθέν͵]τες τ[ῆς 2. . | εὐεργεσίης ἕνεκεν. 

Presumably about seven letters are lost on the left, judging by |. 4, 

though in this line they are slightly larger than in the preceding lines, 

Hence we should perhaps insert τοῦ after γυναῖκα) in 1. 3: there can 

hardly be room for αὐτοῦ. 

This is clearly a dedication by two manumitted slaves to their master 

and mistress, and is of no particular interest. ΝΧρυσοχὸν must be for 

χρυσοχόον, the master’s profession. I have no solution to offer for the 

missing letters in the middle of the last line, unless we suppose that owing 

to a flaw in the stone two spaces were left vacant, in which case τί >| will 

be certainly correct. The letter after the T was |-i or | (note that the 

cross bar of the e¢a does not touch the verticals), and the next letter or 

next but one, had an oblique stroke. The other marks indicated on the 

squeeze here may be accidental. 

The names of the lady’s family are Greck, in contrast to the local 

character of those of her husband's family. For the common name 

Τροκόνδας see No. 3 below. ᾿Ακτέους is no doubt from ”"A«tys which may 

1 A previous traveller, bk. J. Davis, whe passed by here in 1872, alludes to this cistern, but 

failed to notice the inscription built in, dorudedeca, 1» 222. 

° Weber, who publishes the inseription from an inadequate copy by Rott, treats it as incomplete 

on the right, anc laching only one letter on the left, except in lq: this is certainly incorrect, and 

leal- him to a different restoration in IL 3 and 4: οἱ ἀπελεύ[ζθεροι, ἀρε]τ[ῆς καὶ εὐ]ε[ρ]γεσίης 
ἕνεκεν. 
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be compared with ‘unless it be a mistake of the engraver for; “Arrys, 

though I know no other example. 

‘Eppyaios is particularly common in this district,! and “Apuaota is also 

frequently found.* 

2, Ona sarcophazus standing by the road-side, a few minutes from 

Ouzoun-Gouyou-Kahve in the direction of Adalia. The side on which the 

inscription is cut is broken in halves, the left-hand portion remaining 27 sztu, 

and the right-hand portion being split into small fragments. We failed to 

find the lower right-hand corner of the panel.’ Letters 035 high. To the 

left of the inscription is a thick curved stick in low relief, clearly the 

caravpoy alluded to in il. τ and 35.+ 

EIBOYAEIFNQNEINQSKHE! IKAITIKAAAYPOY 
ENOAAENTETYMASTEETHOYE \EKAITAAEPNQLCH 
TOSKHTITPONEPMOYTIPOKAO OYESTITMOPEION 
TOYTOFAPKATATEILYYXAZS EPOMQNYTIOPAIAN 
OYTOSAEZETOKAAAYPOYBPOTONMEIMHMATEAE τ᾿ 
MIAENACTAN®@PONZEINITA;  BIOSKAMTITE! 
TOYSEF AAITTAIZEN | ~ AHSONH 

STHEEAETHNAP — imissing: 

HOPZIANOSEPMA: < 

KAIBAPFXOYTEA/ |) ‘i 

AYTOKATA ‘AA ἃ 

( | acat. 

tds ἀν Termiess6s, A.C. 7. ile. -TS90%, pis: TOOT Nos 14. 26, 354. gts 3. Thal 

occurs in Nos. 3, 10, 18, and 22 of the imscriptions contained in this article Por all these names 

cf. the index to Lanckoronskhis work. 

2 Ee at Termessos, C.d6G.. 4366 7 = at Pugla.J δὲ vii. 1). 256; No. 41: τὴ the Kibsratts, 

Ileberdcy-Nalinka, Pert ἀδ wher cicer Refsen eoviiditestdnhen Atetnasten, p. 54. No 78. and in 

No, 20 below. 

* The right-hand portion is made up of four fragments which fitted together exactly. and, as 

the reproduction shows, very little is lost between them and the left-hand portion, We were unable 

to squeeze or photograph the latter, as a stont tree was growing dnectly m front of it. which made 

copying a laborious business. But the copy i. ar far as it goes, complete, and substanually 

correct, 

4 Twish to acknowledge the kind help of Pao L. R. Farnell. of Exeter College, Oxford, and 
of Ma. AOS. F. Gow, of Trimty College, Cambridge, who have gieatly assisted me towards the 

restoration and interpretation of this inscription ; and particularly of Mi. A. B. Cook, Reader m 

Archaeology at Cambridge, who has given me, at the last moment, many valuable suggestions 

and references. Nor must I omit toe mention Miss J. Ε΄ Harrison’s kind interest in the 

inscription. 
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Ei βούλει yrove: πῶς) σκῆπ[,τρουν) καὶ τί καλαῦροψ, 

‘Er@ad’ ἐντετύπαστε. στηθυρᾳ-«ε; καὶ τάδε γιωσὴη: 

Τὸ σκῆπτρον ᾿Ερμοῦ προκαθ[ ηγέτ]ου ἐστι πορεῖον, 

Tout ῳ͵ γὰρ κατάγει ψυχὰς μερόπων ὑπὸ γαῖαν" 

5 Οὕτως δ᾽ Est w καλαῦροψ 3ροτ ὦ v μείμημα τελε[ζυτῆς 

λΙηδὲν ἄγαν φρονέειν: παᾳίντων) Stas κάμπτει [ἐν ἄκρῳ") 

Τοὔνεκα δῖ παίξε᾽ι v [? μετὰ σπου]δῆς θνη[τον ἐόντα 71. 

Σ γῆδε δὲ Τὴν δρὶ οἰτὴν ae | 

Mopatavos ‘Eppualiou ? - - - - - 1 

10 Καὶ Bayyou τελ[ετὰς μεμνημένος ὃ -ος.-.-} 

Αὐτὸ κατὰ . ΛᾺ - - - - - ᾿ 

The mutilated condition of this inscription is ἃ inatter for regret, as it 

has no close parallels, and thus we have no clue to the exact restoration of 

the last six lines. Our difficulties are increased by the carelessness of the 

engraver, and by the fact that the author was somewhat uncertain of his 

metre, and allowed word-accent to affect his scansion.! The symbolism of 

the καλαῦροψ and the σκῆπτρον tend to raise this inscription in interest 

above the level of most contemporary metrical epitaphs. 

The date can hardly be earlier than the second century A.D., and 

should very likely be placed in the third. Under the circumstances the 

use of such forms as γνῶνει for γνῶναι, and the influence of word-accent, 

are not surprising. 

Inl. 1 1 am certain that the stone has TQSKH, followed by a letter 

which I thought to be FP; but in view of ]. 3 the restoration σκῆπ[τρον] is 

certain, and suits the space. {ὦ is presumably for ros), with the meaning 

‘in what sense is the σκῆπτρον carved here?,” though it might 

conceivably be for ποῦ, without affecting the sense. We must imagine 

that the σκῆπτρον also was represented somewhere on the sarcophagus, 

though it was not on any portion which we examined. For the opening 

words Es βούλει γνῶνει we may compare several epigrams in Kaibel’s 

collection.* 

1 In]. 1 πῶ for πῶς, and in] 5 βροτον (if read aright) for βροτῶν, are due to careless COGIAVING 5 

in l. 4 τοῦτο for τούτῳ ; in}. 5 οὗτος for οὕτως, and ore fur ἔστω to indifference tu the spelling of 

the unaccented syllables. In 1]. 2 ἐνθάδ : τη]. 3 τὸ σκηπτρὸν Ἑρμοῦ; in|. 5 καλαῦρῦψ βρύτ(ῶιν : ἢ 

1. 6 Biés κάμπτει; and ἴῃ 1, 9 Μορσιανὺς Ἑραα[ιόυ 2] (unless we sean the first name as ἃ ει yc are 

due to the other causes mentioned, 

2 Episrarimata Graeca, 186, Et φίλε muvOaveat; 270, Εἴ ue θέλις ἀνιχνεῖν : gOS, EY μου θέλις 
VVave. 
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I know of no other representation of a καλαῦροψ on a grave 

monument.) The word is generally taken to mean a shepherd’s crook, 

which is certainly the natural explanation of the object represented here, 

and is used in the “ας and the Anthology." In the first of these passages 

it is said to be used as a missile by the βουκόλος ἀνήρ, who hurls it 

ἑλισσομένη διὰ βοῦς ayeXaias; and the suggestion has been recently 

made* that the object referred to was not a mere wooden crook, buta 

bola, 1é. a stone or piece of metal attached to a cord and used as a missile 

in rounding-up cattle, as it still is in parts of South America. But the 

καλαῦροψ' represented on our sarcophagus, though not proving the 

correctness of the traditional interpretation of the Homeric καλαῦροψ, 

at least furnishes strong presumptive evidence in its favour, and it is hard 

to believe that the word could have had two such different meanings as a 

crook and a 4o/a4 

L. 2. ’Epteturacte is no doubt ἐντετύπασται, from ἐντυπαΐζω "“ 

(=éyturow. Strictly speaking we should have expected the preposition 

to be ἐκ, not ἐν, ἐκτυπόω being the correct word in classical authors for 

to represent in relief, as the καλαῦροψ' is represented here, as opposed to 

ἐντυπάξω, to carve in intaglio.. The next letters are puzzling for we have 

the choice between és τὴΐν) Ovpa(y , and στῆθ(ι) followed by some short 

word, possibly ἄρα. In either case the efsz/on immediately before the 

next word καί is inexplicable, as there is no room on the stone (or in the 

verse’ for any expression such as ὦ φίλε. There is no difficulty about the 

omission of ν from τὴν and θύραν, and, though the inscription and the 

relief are not cut in any sense on the door of the sarcophagus, θύρα is not 

1 Mr Cook tells me of the employment of a somewhat simular symbolism on a mosaic table-top 

f.om Pompen, which shows a butterfly resung on the Wheel of Fortune with a sceptre to the left, 

and a begyar’s staff to the right: cf Niccolini, Le care ede momumente di Pomsor. nw. PL XALVITL, : 

Mau, Porm feee', p 399. 
ὁ J? wvni. S452 ἡ), Pal. viv τοῦς ath. Plain. 74. Eustathius, 1332. 45, defines it as 

ῥόπαλον ἐπικαμπὲς ἐν ἄκρῳ. Arvanitopoullos, “Ep ᾿Αρχ. 1907, p. 121, restores καλ]αύρυπια) in a 

Tevean inscription copied by Ross, 7... 2d Now 3. 
by Professor J. L. Myies; οἷ, Εν, Norman Gardiner, Greet Aihhte Sports and Festivals, 

PP: 24. 383) 515 
4 A wooden καλαῦμυψ has the further advantage that one could net only throw it ἑλισσομέϊ ἢ 

διὰ βοῦς ἀγελαίας to round-up stragglers, but use it simply for driving the herd, which not even the 

most skilful of shepherds, in Homeric times or modein, could do with success with a stone on the 

end ofa string. The wolf-hunter, 4/4, Pal. vi. Too, TH. 3, 4, dedicates tu Pan " καὶ τὰν ἐκ 

κοτίιοιο καλαύροπα. τάν ποκα THOS πολλάκι ῥομβητὰν ἐκ χερὺς ἠκροβύλειο" 

> 'Εντυπάζω docs not, 1 Τα ον ον occur elsewhere: bat cf the use of τυπάζω by Oppian in this 
sense. Ch 455, The uses are often confused τ ch TP. and Sy τὸν 
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an inappropriate word if the sarcophagus was regarded as the door leading 

to the next world.) I certainly tried, while copying the stone, to read these 

letters as és 77)"v) Ovpa’v), and this may have misled me, but if we read 

στῆθ᾽ apa it only involves the alteration of one letter, 2.6. EXTHOAFAE for 

ESTHOYPAE: in any case the final Ε is apparently superfluous. 

L.3. The word after “Ἑρμοῦ is presumably δὴ epithet, and 

προκᾳβθ͵ ηγέτ]ου is by far the most likely restoration.2 The word 15 

found only twice,? so far as I know, but it is a natural variant of 

προκαθηγητῆς. on the analogy of προηγέτης from προηγητῆς. Hermes 

rod in the earlier poets is called ῥώβδος and not σκῆπτρον. 

L. 4. Is a reminiscence, in a condensed form, of Od. xxiv, ll. 1-10, 

which tell how Hermes conducted the souls of the suitors to Hades. 

L. 5. Ἔστο must be for ἔστω, just as οὗτος for οὕτως, as it is hardly 

fair to assume that our author did not know the gender of «aXavpoy to be 

feminine. In any case the second omfron in βθροτον ‘for βροτῶν shows 

the indifference of the engraver to the use of omega, whether in accented or 

unaccented syllables. The last word of the line is clearly τελ[ευτῆς}, and 

the meaning of this and the next two lines is: * Thus let the καλαῦροψ 

represent the end of men: be not wise overmuch: every man’s life bends 

at the end of its course. Therefore being mortal play at will “or, with a 

will (Οὐ. The symbolism of the crook and of life’s race-course which 

curves towards its goal is somewhat far-fetched and expressed rather 

crampedly. 

That the curve at the end of life’s course is suggested by the καλαῦροψ 

is evident, and I have no doubt of the correctness of the restoration 

παϊντων) βίος κάμπτει [ἐν ἄκρῳ], and, as Mr. Cook further suggests. the 

representation of the καλαῦροψ may have struck the poet as resembling 

PAS Mi Cook sagyests tu me. 

2 J owe this restoration to Dr. Parnell. 

 Iailiel, 2h Gr. ¥o23.. ἢν 55. Nestoredy; 2.0 7/. Wee (IGO1), p.- 276,. New 17s on a 

boundary stone from Tegea, inscribed Πανὸς Δυκείον προκαθηγετοῦ (so the editor accents the word: , 

date, 2nd century Aw. To am indebted tu Mia. od for this reference, and for that te the 

καλαΐροψ In a Tegean inscription. For such ttles of deities as πρυηγεμών, προηγέτης. προκαθη- 

γέτις, ete, see the imstances collected by Grappe, Ge Itheloge and Necivtdinge cid ate. (in 

Iwan von Muller's Af (ead αν ὃν, 3205. Note br. Add to them the phrase im an ΔἸ τα 

herameter-fragment published by Professor Goulspeed. JAAS. wu '1903), p. 240. A. 117, 
[ἀ]θανάτων mookabny|nrnp | 

4 As Mr. Gow has convinced me. 

Suggested by Mr. Cook: cf bur. 44. τοῦδ tel ἃν Munay, 190g), bray δὲ κάμψῃς nas 
τελευτήσῃ» βίον. 
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the view of half a stadium, or rather of one straight side and half the curve 

at one end. 

In 1}. 7, though the precise restoration 1s uncertain, we cannot doubt 

that the advice given was ‘play while you can and may.’ [am inclined 

to read δὲ (-ὸ δεῖ) watfe'r\v, though δὴ 1s equally possible: the difference 

on the stone is only between AIM and Atm. If we read δὲ the last two 

words of the line will be θνη[τὸν ἐόντα] ; if we read δή, perhaps θνη[ τὸς ἐὼν 

σύ]. The missing words may be restored, e.g. as [μετὰ σπου]δῆς,1 or 

(as Mr. Cook suggests) [πόσ᾽ ἂν θέϊλῆῇς ; it is hard to avoid a false 

quantity, but there is no ground for supposing that the poet was blameless 

here in that respect. 

The last four lines are beyond hope of complete restoration, and 

probably stated whose the sarcophagus was, followed by a statement that 

the occupant was initiate in some Bacchic rites, and finally perhaps by a 

word of farewell to the reader. Line ὃ should probably read Στῆσε δὲ 

τὴν δρ[οίτην ---; the rare word δροίτην can sometimes mean a sarco- 

phagus.*. L.g contains the name of the deceased Mopocavos ᾿Ερμα[ίου ?], 

followed perhaps by the names of his ancestry.» L. τὸ states that he was 

a member, perhaps a priest, of some Dionysiac society. This may lead us 

to see a further symbolic meaning in the καλαύροψ, for it was the 

habitual attribute of the βουκόλοι. the name given to certain priests in the 

celebration of the Dionysiac mysteries in Asia Minor, Crete, Thebes, and 

other places. Thus if the occupant of the sarcophagus was himself a 

βουκόλος it would not be unnatural for him to represent a καλαῦροψ' on 

his tomb, and the presence of the ‘sceptre of Ilermes” would be in 

keeping (cf. ll. 3 and 4) with the chthonic aspects of the Dionysiac 

ritual, 

The last line is beyond recovery. 

3. Ina Turkish cemetery close to Kyshlar, about 35 minutes W. of 

Istinoz, Columnar stele, inserted upside-down, measuring “43 in height 

| Tf we may credit the poet with a reminiscence of the Classical contrast of παίζειν and σπουδή, 

εἰς. Plato, Lewy. 557 D, μετά τε waidics καὶ μετὰ σπουδῇ ς 

- Cf Stephanus, /aesaurns, 37° this Eowe to Mia. Cook, 

~ The name Mopotarys does net seem to occur elsewhere. 

ἘΞ ΟὟ (ἡ). Kern, in Jiaey- PP essetea, a. pep. 1013-1017. To am indebted to Mai. Cook for this 

leference and interpretation. May we see in this use of the καλαῦροψι in Asia Minor at least. an 

mdneet survival from [littite practices? Cf, for instance, the cadatpod-lke staves carried in the 

precession in the Peraktin rehef. Garstang Δ να 7 tue Hittites, p. 150. ΕἸ, NLVIT. 
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and ‘44 in diameter. Letters ca. ‘03 high, much weathered at the beginning 

of the lines. 

EA: NKAIATTAS ‘BE... Kat” Attas 

KAITPOKONAAS καὶ Tpoxovdas 

K fi TEIMAZAZAI κί αἱ Ap|tetuas ᾿Ατίτ)ι 

Ϊ TPOKONAOY .... Τροκόνδου 

RPIN / EYANTAKAI πρὶν [θρ]έψαντα καὶ 5 

TTATPQNAKAIMAT πατρωνα καὶ May- 

ΝΟΥ ANATIOAE vou... av’ AmoXe- 

AP 1. (@YPATE Sel aves ae onde. 
PAZ QIN AZEKAICHN ow Conriases= haat ΤΩΝ 
EPMAIOYTENOME ᾿ρμαίον γενομέ- 10 
NASTYNAIKEZTOY "ας γυναῖκες TOU 

ATTAMNHW'; ΝΕΙΚΕΝ "Arra μνήμ[ης ἕνεκεν. 

Many of these names are known elsewhere: in fact some are so 

common that 1t would be unwise to assume that any of these persons can 

be definitely brought into connection with other families known from 

inscriptions of this district. I am very doubtful as to the first name; 
it should perhaps be a man’s name ending in N, but I have none to 
sugcest. 

The name Tpoxoréas is common in eastern Lycia! and in the region 
of Termessos :* it is found as far aficld as Iconium? (Konia). Αττας is 
also found as “Attys. In]. 3 [Αρ]τείμας ᾿ is presumably to be restored : 
the last sign but one is strange, and I can only suggest, as both of the 
downward strokes scem intentional, that the engraver used it to represent 
TT. The sense requires a name in the accusative but I can offer no 

likely restoration, unless we suppose that the last letter of I. 3 was 
originally H, and read “Art[yy υἱὸν] 1.5, for θρέψαντα without an 
article, cf. θρέψαντι in a similar context, /.H.S. xxv. (1905. p. 59, No. 16 

'eCh CLG, add. $300 me: 43216, 63 434r- 
° CE CLG. 4366 4. 2 (Abp, Tpoxdvdas) + 4367 2. There ws an epitaph of a Tpoxdrdas of 

Termessos in Athens, 7.G. in. 2, 2937. 

OF TS Sl Pe 1343 NG. SS: 

* Ey. αἱ Tefenny, Ο. 1} Ο, 4366 τοῦ the genitwe “Arréovs at Pola (Foghla). af 7.1. 1888 
Ὁ. 10. may come from either form. 

“Cf C./ ts. 4226, 4248: ᾿Αρτίμας is «ὖὶ more commen: cf CLG. 777 45 05 25 4320 ate 
"ἤν the name of which the cenitive is containe Lin l. rz. 

* Orrather ες af onty four letters are Jost 

᾿ 
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(at Cyzicus). This word together with wutpwva in 1. 6 would seem to 

imply that the names in Il. 1-3 are those of θρεπτοί, who dedicated this 

stele to their master and his wives.’ 

LI. 6-9 are unintelligible as they stand: the first ten or eleven letters 

ending in AN perhaps conceal a name, though ᾿Απολεδρ- or ᾿Αποδεὸδρ- does 

not sound like a recognisable name for her father, ZQOQUMAZSE is not 

much more hopeful; ΖΩΙΝΑΣΣ = ζῴώντας, which is grammatically awkward, 

is perhaps the real reading. Γῆ “Epparou is clearly the name of the second 

wife, the name ἢ being known.’ Vevogeévas γυναῖκες shows the ignorance 

of the dedic tors.’ 

4. Built into the wall at the western end of the ruined Z7efshe at 

Kyshlar. Ona block of brownish marble measuring ‘69 x 50. Letters 035 

high. Three lines in the middle of the inscription have been almost 

entirely chiselled out, and a few lIctters are lost on the right, except in the 

last two lines. 

“HEZYNETEDANO, «| [Ojo συνστεφανοωζθέντ |- 

' SATONAKAAPI s [εἰς ἀγῶνα ΚΑαρι[00} 

' /ENTAETHPIKON . ἢ [7 JerTaeTypexor .. 
b ae a ] ΤΙ x . Φ ST PAO Tks 

car 2: 4 rr τ᾿ Π πτπτπττσττον εἰς αδ κω τί 3 

noel, tof ᾿ λος - - - -[ἐπὶ 2. ἀγῈ 

GNOOETOYNT |... ωποθετούντ[Ἕος] 

DTPOIAIANOYAP Φ, Τροιλεανοῦ ap- 
ΧΙΕΡΕΩΣ ΔΙΑΒΙ χίερέως Cla ,30- 

OYATIOAAGENOS ov Απολλωχνὸος. τὺ 

This is the first mention of games in honour of Apollo Klarios in this 

neighbourhood. We know that they were celebrated at Kolophon in 

+ For aliusions to θρέπτοι in SSW. Asta Minos at. Pieberdey-Ralinke of, ap. 20. Ne, 22 
(a may-oleuin at Patarais burt by two peo, Je ἑαυτοῖς καὶ τοῖς Teavubpertas ἀπελευθέι ins 

ΝΟ, 26. |}. 13-|5 tal-~o at Patars. is δὲ τὰ ὑποσίηΐρια κατατεθῆται τοὺς θρεπτους κα. Opettas are 

These privileges to θρέπτοι are eldom found insuuibed on sarcopigd +0 we may asscire thee ἢ ΟΝ 

Ἐπ said Al mig Pe awa ee, τὴν Ἐν 

inétanue-qutotel. above at Ὁ χοῦς cf Akane ἢ oy on G4 Tee 4566 th πῆ Shin Eng Stet 

ally Pin. et ira, bpicts dav, Τὰ Arkens. ἡ τὰν Gewese oP τ OG Fe aes ae Colas 

were comparatively rorcly given. Fer θρέττος met. εἰ 

indetted tu Mr Andersen for these and a few ether referees, ard te. das helo anew cd. 

several points. 

“ See helow, No. 22. 1. 5 

SoA similar confusion may be opdeted ono 
Ieberley-Kaltaka. of. cz Pe 7. NO Ec. 

ἊΣ ΜΗ a Lan ere - 
ἢ πε} cosa! Τὸν ae αὐ πες, κακοξ χιίεςξς, 
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Tonia.’ the headquarters of the cult, and there is eptgraphical evidence for 

the worship of Apollo under this title at Sagalassos* The present 

inscription is therefore interesting in view of the fact that Isinda ‘which 

clearly was situated on the rocky hill overlooking Kyshlar? was an Ionian 

settlement, as we learn from its coins, which sometimes have the legend 

ICINAEWN EIWNWN.t 
In 1.8 ® seems certain: it can hardly stand for ®’AaPlov,. Possibly 

we should complete the name as Fabius, P’aSvov . 

- 5. Built into the σαγάοη-ν 4}}, close to the gate, of a house about 

50 yards to the north of the above. Squared block of soapy limestone, 

measuring ‘17 x°23. Letters ‘o15 high. 

AAATEAABAS ᾿Αλάτεα 'ABuc- 

KANT OOTOOAN κάντῳ τῷ ἀν- 

ΔΡΙ δρί. 

The name ᾿Αλάτεα is unknown: possibly it is for ᾿Αλαάθείαί τ ᾿Αληθεια", 

in which case cf. the use of T for Θ in No. 22 below. 

6, In front of a house on the left bank of the Istanoz Tchai about 15 

minutes above Istanoz. On the rectangular upper part of a base of white 

marble, of which the lower half is in the shape of the base of an Ionic 

column.’ Height 11; breadth ‘70; thickness ‘yo. Letters ‘o2 high. 

/,/'\NHE- AC TPIEKTA/ Aciuil./. 

AAAOYTOLATIOAAQNIOYKOYAAATIE 

MEQCAAAOYTIKAINAND ἡ THE YNAI 

KIAYTOYKAIATIOAAQN/) Te 

τηθυγατριαυτουτοι 4... 1. /N/4/ 
TAYTQNTOMNKAEIQNKATAAIA 

''ULHNTOYAAAOYTOL 

. VNEATTPLEKTA . O€..0..... 

᾿Αλλοῦτος ᾿Απολλωνίου Κουδλαπέ- 

μεως ᾿Αλλοῦτι καὶ Ναν[νῆλι] τῇ γυναι- 

1 Ditrenb. υνῶ, 676. 
2 Tr πανί res Rom, pert. m1. 342, 1. 1. 

3 Cf Ransay, Ath. Wets. x. (1885), p. 340, and above, p Sy 
EBM, Ch Lycia, ete., αι, pp. seit. ff. 5 pp. 225, 226. 

* In the upper surface three holes are cut, as though to receive the feet of a tripod 
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Ki αὐτοῦ καὶ ᾿Απολλωνίίᾳ 2---7. | 

τῇ θυγατρὶ αὐτοῦ το - -- - ν᾿ 5 
x / - > aa) w 4 ὃ 

TavTwy τὸ μν(ημεῖον ?) κα[ὶ ]εἴων κατα δια- 
, ΠΥ) ~ 

[@nlanv τοῦ Δλλοῦτος. 

In 1. 1 no letter seems to be lost between the first E and A. The dot 

indicated in the copy can hardly be a stop, though that after the [ may 

be. I prefer in cither case not to attempt a restoration of the line, which 

may be full of abbreviations. 

The name ᾿Αλλοῦς is not known elsewhere, to the best of my 

knowledge. It seems to be akin to such Cilician names as ᾿Απολλῶς, KXods, 

sobs, εἴς. which occur in the Corycian cave inscription.! Κονδλαπέμεως 

(the fourth letter might be A or A) seems also Cilician in origin (the 

nominative presumably was Κουδλαπέμις) and suggests such names as 

Kovas? or Κούαλις :9 it is unlikely that the latter half of the name 

conceals an ethnic, and the ending -πέμις is quite possible for a proper 

name.* The name Ναννῆλις, of which both the spelling and the declension 

vary, 15 common at Termessos.” 

I have no suggestion to offer for completing Il. 4 and 5, nor can 

I make sense of |. 6, even if we accept the abbreviation MN for μνημεῖον. 

The other letters are beyond doubt. Tavtwy can scarcely be for τούτων :" 

perhaps then we should divide thus: τ᾿ αὐτῶν, but this hardly helps us much. 

σι In a Turkish cemetery about 40 minutes to the east of Yerten- 

keui. Ona large fragment of an architrave block of hard white limestone, 

measuring 35 x 1'26x°27. Letters ‘og high with practically no efzces. 

IAIONKAIOEACAPTE - ὃ τὸ να]ίδιον καὶ θεᾶς ᾿Αρτε[ίμιδος - - 

We cannot be certain that -ἐδιον is the end of a diminutive such as 

vatotov, though it seems probable. Another possible restoration would 

be ἐκ τῶν] ἰδίζω)ν, «.7.r., though the Ο 15 plain and cannot be Ω. 

1 T owe this suggestion to Mr. D. G. Hogarth. Cf. Heberdey-Wilhelm, Aeeseve ἀν Aver een, 

p. 77. No. 155, vill. lL. 6, ᾿Απολλῶτος (gen.); L 8S, Mas; 1. 94, Πλῶς ; 1. 108, Κλοῦς ; 1. 151, 

Aovs; |. 152, Kré@s. 
2“ Cf. C.7 G. 4402, 4410: the genitive was apparently Κούου. 

‘Cf, Weberdey-Wilhelm, ef. οὐ pp. 137 ff, Nos. 225, 228, 229, 230, 232. 

+ Cf. Heberdey-Kalinka, of c7/. p. 55, No. So, for the name Ορνεπεῖμις at Kadyanda. 

> BCA. xxiii. (i899. pp. 172, No. 17; 173, No. 18; 180, No. 34; 184, No. 44; 18, 

NO. 54. 

' The confusion of ov and av can be paralleled by Οὐολλαυσίας (= Volusiae), 7. οὖν ad ees Rov, 

te, é, in. 829, ay Mr. Tod informs me. 

[2 
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8, Joid. Ona fragment from the side ot a sarcophagus, ‘So in height. 

The inscription is cut in a sunk panel with bevelled edges; 1. 10 

is cut on the lower bevelled edge of the panel, 1]. 11 is on the flat outer 

edge, and Il, 12 and 13 in the plain field of the sarcophagus. Several 

letters on the right also stray outside the panel proper. Letters ca. 

‘03 high. 

AYP- ATIKINNI Δύρ. Δικιννι- 

ΑΝΟΓΜΑΝΙΕ avos Mavis 

KA ECTHCATOANT κατέστησα τὸ av y [1]- 

ΟΝ ΜΑΥΤΩΚΑΙΓΎΥΝΕ ον ἐμαυτῷ καὶ γυνε- 

KIMOYMELAIAMKE κί μου Δἰειδιανῇ κε 3 

ΥΙΜΟΥΛΑΙΚΊΝΕΙΑΝ υἱῷ μου ΔΛικινειανῷ 

KAITPOFONOIL καὶ προγόνοις 

ZSQCIMSQKAIP 2 Ζωσίμῳ καὶ Tpe- 

ΓΛΏΕΙΔΕΤΙΓΕΤ rw εἰ δέ τις ἔτί ε]- 

ΡΟΓΒΙΑΓΗΈΤΥΝ ρος βιάσητε, τυν- TO 

ΒὩΡΙΧΙΑΓΛΟΓΟΝ Bwprylas λόγον 
YDEZEICYNX &PHCAN ὑφέξει, συνχωρήσαι"- 
ΤΟΓΤΟΥΜΆΑΝΙΟΥΒΙ, "τος ΝΥΜ τὸς τοῦ ΔΙανίου κ[α]ὶ tine tw ταναξ,͵ 

In ll. 3 and 4 the word is presumably ἀνΐγ, ἢ]ον (= ἀγγεῖον", though I 

am pretty certain that the last letter is T and that there is no trace of the |, 

The spelling need not surprise us at this date (probably third century ..D.}. 

I had thought of ἄντ[ρ]ον, as being nearer to what is engraved on the 

stone; indeed the T might have been τί = TP), but this word never seems 

to be used to denote a sarcophagus, which ἀγγεῖον frequently ts. 

For the phrase τυνβωριχίας λόγον ὑφέξει as the penalty for sacrilege, 

we may compare (./.G. 2690, and τυμβωρυχίας [vou vel sin. ὑπεύθυνος 

εἶναι] in the Cyzicene district! For these prohibitory formulae see 

also S. Reinach, Trad d' Lpigraphie grecque, pp. 430, 431. 

L1.8,9. Τρώγλῳ is perhaps an error for Tpwir@, the formcr name 

being unknown elsewhere, whereas the latter is common ; but [| am 

certain that the stone has fr, None of these persons are known elsewhere 

in this district. 

The phrase in the last two lines is obscure ; it means apparently that 

Midim’o's approves of the prosecution for τυμβωρυχία if the tomb is 

YF LS, x80s, (1GO4); fle 325 NO. 43 9 XNVe 11905); 1s GT Noy 24, 
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violated. The letters that follow do not mean anything as they stand, 

and it is probable that the inscription is unfinished. We may perhaps 

complete it somehow thus: (καὶ τ[ὴ]ν ὑμ[ίσειαν (τοῦ προστείμου) λήψεται 

ὁ ἐλέγξας]. In this case we may compare, e.g. the following formulz on 

sarcophagi all at, or near, Aperlae in southern Lycia: Heberdey-Kalinka, 

op. cit. Pp. 31, No. 38, τῆς πράξεως οὔσης παντὸς τοῦ βουλομένου ἐπὶ τῷ 

ἡμίσει; bid. p. 33, No. 40, ἐξουσίαν ἔχοντος παντὸς τοῦ βουλομένου 

ἐλένχειν ἐπὶ τῷ τρίτῳ μέρει; bid. p. 34, No. 43, 0 de ἐλένξας λήμψεται [τὸ 

τρίτον] ; 014. No. 44 (metrical), χρυσοῦς εἰσοίσει φίσκω δέκα καὶ δέκ᾽ 

ἐλένχωῳ, Suc. 

g. fbid. Ona large base with a rough moulding above and below. 

The surface is much defaced, and nothing is legible except, near the 

bottom, the following four letters, which are about ‘o6 high: 

EYTY evTul yer >| 

10. At Yerten-keui, in a Turkish cemetery a short distance to the 

west of the village. Large rectangular statue-base with moulding above 

and below, lying on its side in the hedge by the road-side, and measuring 

1°55 X‘°42x°53. Letters 025-04 high. 

ATSNAOEMIAOSY ᾿Αγῶνα θέμιξος 

ENNEAETHPIKON EVVEAETHPLKCY 

AXOENTATIPS2 TON ἀχθέντα πρῶτοι 

ΧΡΧΗ Λα ΒΑΓΓΟΎΚΟΥ |. [ἀ]ρχῆς A. Βάσσου Kovlov >] 

MAPFNOY Maryrov, 5 

YTOAYPETAAIANOY ὑπὸ Ato . Σταδιανοῦ 

EPMAIOY “Βρμαίου 

ΕΚΦΙΛΟΤΙΜΙΑΣΤΟΥΓΕΝ, ἐκ φιλοτιμίας τοῦ γεν ο]- 

MENOYAAEAQOY , μένου ἀδελφοῦ 

AOYKIOY ΔΛουκίου IO 

\YPAHYHTPIANO SPIEL / Αὐρ. Δημητριανὸς Ue[ pd ?]- 
ΤΑΣΙΣ racts 

KAIAYPANTSENIOSYIC, ; καὶ Avp.’Arterios viols] 

UDKIOYAMAPANTOY [ AJovedou ᾿Αμαραντου 
NEIKH ANTES "εἰκήσαντες 15 

ΠΑΙΔΏΝΙΤΤΑΛΙ-ΝΕΝΔΟΣ  ; παίδωι παλὴϊ ἐνδόξως] 

KAI καὶ 

ΣΥΣΤΕΦΘΕΝΤΕΣ συστεφθέιτες. 
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The letters though carefully cut vary considerably in size, and we 

may note that in 1. 1 we have A, but elsewhere A, and in Il. 1 and 3 

©, butinl18 ©. Inl τὸ the last letter but one is not = but 5. 

In ll. 3-4 we should have expected ἐπὶ ἀϊρχῆς «.7.X., but there ts no 

trace of ἐπί at the end of 1. 5. After Βάσσου we have cither the genitive 

of the name Kovas, which occurs in Cilicia (((} α΄. 4402, 4410;, or just 

possibly Kov[aé], an abbreviation for Kovadparos (= Quadratus). 

The name beginning Ue in ll. 11, 12 1s hard to restore, and suggests 

no known name. I suggest tentatively ΠΠε[ρίήτασις, which might well be a 

by-form of the rare names Ilepitas or Περίτιος, but possibly we should 

read πε[ν͵]τά κὶὶις, in the sense that the same name had been borne by five 

gcenerations. The stone has 2, not K. 

In 1. 18 συστεφθέντες may be compared with συνστεφανω θέντε]ς in 

No. 4 above. We may also without hesitation restore the word in an 

inscription from Fogla (mod. Fugla, Foghla, or Foula) published by 

Ramsay,” who reads συστεθέντες, and explains that ‘it is due to a 

confusion between συντεθέντες and συσταθέντες. Συίν)στέφειν occurs also 

at Tlos (Doover) in Lycia ((.λ 6. 4240 ¢), at Balbura in the Kibyratis 

(zhid. 4380 ¢), and at Sparta (4.S.d. xiil. p. 197, No. 63) 

For the phrase ἀγὼν θέμιδος, which corresponds to the term θεματικὸς 

ἀγών in inscriptions on the Greek mainland,* a note by Waddington,> 

in which this phrase is discussed, should be consulted. In the present 

instance the victors were crowned (1. 18) as well as rewarded with a 

prize of money. Examples of the phrase are frequent throughout Asia 

Minor. 

11. {ῤτα. Similar base lying almost prostrate in the cemetery a few 

metres away from the previous stone, and measuring 46 Χ 48 Χο. The 

surface is very badly weathered, and only a few letters are now legible 

{ΠῚ Te, 

US CERE ΝΞ; 2 [υὐ]σέβειον Elvtixeoy ἀγ]ῶ- 

ΠΣ A re. Ohysbos 2) == - 
' See Pape-Benseler, Per terbach dei or, Etgennanen, 6.77. 

2 ALJ doay. (1838S), p. 12. No. 9. }. 7. Fugla is only about two hours distant fio: she 

village of Yerten-keui. 

31 am of course in enor in saving there that * σνιστέφω is not hnown elsewhere.” 

that this imaccurary has remained so Jong uncorrected, 

4 7G. 128, le 302 PSAs MPs. 406, N19 O'S Vive De 106 Το Nie 5 and τες wd ὦ, 

~ Le Bass Waddington. Piyace dr ἀρούο φησι ut. Lr ripticns ἢ 1.1 Mineure), yp. 297-8. 

I ἐστὶ 
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The remainder of the stone is quite illegible. The second word | 

restore Εἰ ὑτύγειον͵ on the analogy of No. 15 below, as this seems to have 

been a similar agonistic dedication, and we should expect this to be 

followed by ἀγῶνα θέμιδος, which suits the scanty remains of letter~ at the 

end of 1. 1 and in |. 2. 

12. /é¢d7. Built intoa wall a short distance to the east of No. to, 

Similar base, broken below, measuring "7.2 Χ 35. Letters cz, ‘025, roughly 

cut. 

KOPNHAIAN Κορνηλίαν 

~AASENEINAN [Σ]αλωνεῖναν 

CEBACTHN Σεβαστὴν 

HBOYAH aro. 
KAIOAHM%,'/ καὶ ὁ δῆμ[ος.] 3 

Dedications to Salonina are rare in Asia Minor: for examples from 

Phrygia, cf. /.77.S. xvii. 1897), p. 423: from Galatia, 201. xix, (1899), 

p. 107; from Lycaonia, A?@zo, x. (1910), p. 234. 

13. 7014. Inthe garden of the house of Ak Bajaq Achmeda Effend1. 

Base of white limestone measuring 1°30 ‘42x ‘52. Letters ‘o4-045 hivh, 

well cut, with apzces. 

AvuToxpatopa 

Καίσαρα Mapxov 

ΔΛύρήλιον Ἄντω- 

νεῖνον ᾿Δρμενι- 

[αἸκὸν Σεβαστὸν 5 

[σ]ωτῆρα τοῦ Koc- 

[μ]ου ἡ βουλὴ 

[κ]αὶ ὁ δῆμος. 

Letters: AHI KMS 9, Inl. 5 οὐ pu. ᾧ. 

14. J/é¢d. Similar base, found near to the previous number, and now 

serving as doorstep in the house of Ifushem Faffas Effendi. 130 Χ 45 Χ 55, 

Letters ‘036 high, as in preceding number. 
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Αὐτοκράτορα 

Καίσαρα Δούκιοι 

Δύρήλιον Οὐῆρον 

᾿Αρμενιακὸν Ne- 

βαστὸν σωτῆρα] 5 

τοῦ κόσμου ἡ Slov]- 

X27) καὶ ὁ δῆμος. 

In ll. 2 and 3 ad χη. the reading is @, In 1. 6 ad fix. ©. 

These two bases weie almost certainly engraved at the same time 

and by the same lapidary, and the two statues presumably stood together. 

They must have been erected after 166 A.D., when Verus returned from the 

Parthian Wars, and before 169. 

15, /é:d. Similar base, more than half buried, face inwards, in the 

pavement before the door of the Mosque, 1320 Χ ‘60x ‘fo. Letters ca. 

Ὁ2 hich, neatly and carefully cut. 

CEOYHEION , tPAIKAEION 

EYCEBEIONEYTYXEIONALS: NAQE 

MIAOZTAXOENAYTIOALSNOOET 

KAIAPXIEPALAM:NOKAIHEPES2C AIABIO: 

ETIIDANEETATOYOEOYHWAKAESLA/ | 
POYEIBIOYTETPSNANOYAOXKIO: 

ES YMOCXECESQCEKTSNIAID ὁ 

AYPTITIANODMAPKOLKA AY 

AABE@NYIOCASES2NOCMAPKO 

CAIOYAABESENOCNEIKH.A ΄, 

ECTTANKPATINNAOZ&OE 

4 , ΖΥ ’ ΄, 

Σεονήρειον Τ᾿ Αλεξάνδρειον., ᾿Πράκλειον 

Εὐσέβειον Εὐτύχειον ἀγῶνα θέ- 

μιδος ἀχθέντα ὕπο ἀγωνοθέτ[ ov] 

καὶ ἀρχιερασαμένου καὶ ἱερέως διὰ βίο[υ] 

ἐπιφανεστάτου θεοῦ ᾿Ηρακλέως Ald ]- 5 

ρ. OverBiou Llerpwimavod Aoveto[vu] 
ἐξ ὑ 4 ΕΣ » “ ὃ ? 

ποσχέσεως EK τῶν ἰδίων] 

’ Wuling hands quickly removed the earth which hid the rest of the inscription, so that we 
were able to read every letter preserved on the stone. 
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Avp. Τιτιανὸς Μᾶρκος καὶ ΔΑὐ[ρ.] 

A\aBéwv υἱὸς Λλαβέωνος Mapxolv] 

Taiov λαβέωνος νεικήσα] ν]- 10 

Tes πανκράτιν ἐνδόξως. 

Letters: AB LZ EK Σ ὦ, 

There is little doubt that the second word was ᾿Αλεξάνδρειον and that 

it was purposely erased after the murder of that Emperor.t ‘Hpaxdeor ts 

striking, as being inserted before Εὐσέβειον Εὐτύχειον as though it were 

part of the Emperor’s title. But we have no reason for supposing that he 

ever assumed, like Commodus, the title Hercules. That Commodus 15 not 

referred to here is proved by the word Σεουήρειον. 

The explanation may well be that the giver of the games associated 

with the Emperor’s name that of Herakles of whom he was priest, and 

that the words Evoe3ns, Evruyns, were no longer associated directly with 

the Emperor, but rather with the contest in his honour. But it is perhaps 

hypercritical to treat the order of the words in such an inscription too 

seriously. 

In ll. 8-10 there seems some confusion as to the name of the second 

victor’s father, the first AaSéwvos appearing to be superfluous, though 

perhaps we are to infer that the father's name was Labeo alone, and the 

srandfather's MI. Gaius Labeo. The ligatured A in 1, 9 is striking, and YK 

appear twice as Ὲ, Ilavapatiy for πανκράτιοιν need not surprise us in an 

inscription of this date, Δὸς the reign of Alexander Severus. Tor instances 

of the erasure of his name in Latin inscriptions see Dessau, /usecrr. Lat. 

Sele AI Oe 100 4 82, δ. 

It is not very likely that these last nine stones can all have been 

brought here from some other site or sites. But if Yerten-keui is an 

ancient site, it is hard to see what its name can have been, as Ramsay ὁ has 

accounted satisfactorily for all the ancient sites in this neighbourhood. It 

is. however, just possible that we should place Verbe here, and not, with 

Ramsay, at Zivint, some two hours across the plain to the east. We know 

that Verbe had relations with Andeda,as an inscription’ at the latter 

1 As, for instance, C./.G. add. 4554, and probably C.7.G. 4997, thouch the editois note that 

the latter may refer perhaps to Elagabalus. 

° Titles and name of hi- mother Juha Mamaea erased as well. 

3 His titles have been crased and subsequently re-inserted, 

4th, Mitt. x. 1885, pp. 334 fh; ao/.4. 1888, pp. 13 ff. ; see als above, p. 84. 
* Ath. Mitt. x. 1885, p. 338 (No. 3}; see Ramsay's notes ad fo... 
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place honours a man who is described as ἀρχιερασάμενον δὲ καὶ ει τῇ Ovep- 

Siavev πόλει, which indicates that Verbe was not far away. And it is 

perhaps significant that Yerten-keui is nearer than Zivint to Andya, which 

1s undoubtedly the site of Andeda; and moreover, though there are no 

ancient remains to be seen there apart from the inscriptions,’ Yerten- 

Keui Which is backed up against the hills to the west, exactly like the 

sites of Andeda and Pogla further to the north, seems a more likely site 

for a town than Zivint, which hes in an exposed position in the plain, with 

no natural protection such as all the other ancient sites in this neighbour- 

hood possess. It is under the circumstances the more to be regretted that 

none of our new inscriptions give us the name of the town. The inscrip- 

tions at and near Zivint might have come from the site at Yerten, if my 

surmise is correct.- See also above, p. 85. 

16, At Andya (Andeda) in the Turkish cemetery on the τ. bank of 

the Andya Tchai, close to the inscriptions copied by Ramsay “th. 421, 

loc. cit.). On a diminutive altar with a moulding above and reliefs on the 

three uninscribed sides (to 1. Helios facing, radiate ; to τ. head of Artemis- 

Selene on a crescent; at back, uncertain subject, perhaps two female 

heads). Dimensions ‘44 Χ 26 Χ΄23. Letters Ὁ2 high. 

lOYALAAIKINI Ιουλία Διεκιννί- 

AMAPKOYAIKIN a Μάρκου Δικιν- 

ΝΙΟΥΘΥΓΑΤΕΡ νίον θυγάτηρ 

ΙΕΡΕΙΑΕΡΑΣΕΚ iepeta” Epas ἐκ 

TANIAILQNANE τῶν ἐδίων ἀνέ- 5 

OHEN θηκεν. 

The spelling “Epa for Ἥρα is striking There is no doubt about the 

Ε. These persons are not known elsewhere. 

1 We were told that Nos. 13 and 14 were found together in a neighbouring building. though 

we saw no ancient masonry. 
° Tf Zivint is an ancient site and is not Verbe, could it be Ξυλίνη Κώμη Cf Livy axavua. c. 1 δ, 

where Manlius ‘ex Pamphylia rediens ad fluvium Taurum primo die, postero ad Xylinen quem 

vocant Comen posuit castra,  Profectus inde continentibus iuneribus ad Cormasa urbem pervemit.’ 
If he crossed the Tauros (Istanoz Tchai) near Enyuk and halted there. a day's march ina NUN.W, 

direction would have taken him close to Zivint ; but Ramsay (.1 J... iv. p. 273) may be right in 

placing Xyline Come further noth, near Pogla: two years before he had placed it further south, 
near Ali-Fakhreddin (44.7.4. ἢν pp. 130. 131). 
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17. τα, On a battered architrave-block from a building of Roman 

date. Height above ground ‘40; breadth 1°13. Letters ca. ‘10. 

IANO -- ὖ, ‘Aépl|avoly - - 

The inscription was originally continued on to the adjotning blocks on 

each side. 

18. load?., close tu the Mosque, on a moulded base built upside-down 

into the edge of a dung-hill beside the street. The top, which is much 

broken, is buried and a large fragment is missing from the upper right- 

hand corner. Dimensions: °83 X°57x°‘55. Letters ca.‘03. The last three 

lines are on the moulding below the inscription proper. 

' 

— ami ia? 

\PICEIMENTHE® 
KAITOYCEMNOT:, / 

CYNKATAOQECEIZ:, | 

TENOMENOYAAN |, 

OYINAIKIANOY, .,// 

AYPATTAAIS. Ala//’ 

QNYIOLCOLA APTE 

EIEPMAIOYONH. = ATOPAN/:/ 
10 MOY ANAHAEILCNEIKHELAL;/; 

TECENAOZQALCANAPQAN 

AIAYAON—EYTYXEITIH 

KYATEYTOAMIEYTY, /:,/ 

ATTAAIQN 

ει 

---(?) κατα]- 

[χ]ρίη ὃ)σει μὲν τῇ σφ] ετέρᾳ] 
καὶ τοῦ σεμνοτί του πατρὸς 032] 

συνκαταθέσει δὲ - - - - | 

γενομένου λαμ - - - -τ-- - 
wr 

Οὐινδικιανοῦ - - - - - - 

Atvp. ᾿λτταλί- ( Palm , AWA - - - 

ons ᾿Αρτείμωνος (2) | 

et Ἑρμαίου ‘Ovnol[é]- ayoparlo|- 

ων υἱὸς Oca- 
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10 μου ᾿Ανδηδεῖς νεικὴσα[ ν7]- 

τες ἐνδόξως ἀνδρῶν 

δίαυλον- εὐτύχει πη- 
> “7 

κυλγευτοαμι εὐτύχει] 
é 

᾿Ατταλίων. 

It is impossible to say exactly how many lines are lost from the beginning. 

L.1 is hopeless. In L. 2, if the third letter was sofa, according as the first 

letter was K or X, we may restore κ]ρίσει or χ]ρίσει. Neither is easy to 

parallel exactly, as κρίσις is usually employed in such phrases as βουλῆς καὶ 

δήμου κρίσει rather than with reference to individuals, and χρῖσις seems 

to be unknown with the meaning of providing oil for the competitors at a 

festival. Perhaps we should read [καταχ]ρήσει (HE, not IL, . Ze. at his own 

expense; but even this is difficult to accept as a variant for ἐκ τῶν ἐδίων, 

which we should expect if this was the sense intended, though it seems to 

give point to the antithesis συγκαταθέσει δὲ (τοῦ δεῖνος) better than either 

of the other alternatives. The latter phrase appears to have no parallel 

in the sense of contribution to the expenses of a festival, though it is known 

in a more general sense.” [ prefer to leave the point undecided. 

The size of the letters varies, so it is hard to say exactly how many 

are missing on the right in each line. But there might be room at the end 

of 1. 3 for the obvious restoration σεμνοτί άτου πατρός), if we assume that 

ligatures were employed and that the letters were crowded together. This 

gives a total of twenty-two Ictters to this line, as against nineteen in 1. Io 

and sixteen in 1. 11. In ll. 4-6 it is not easy to arrive at an cxact 

restoration, though the general sense is clear. In Il. 7-9 the names, 

obviously of the two victors, are written in two columns, divided by a 

palm-branch symbolical of victory. The left-hand column is slightly the 

wider of the two ; we can establish the original width of the stone in |. 11, 

where both edges are preserved. Jn 1. 9, where the letters are very much 

cramped, there are thirteen to the left of the palm-branch, and therefore 

not more than twelve to the right of it. In the two previous lines they are 

more widely spaced, at any rate on the left, and we may infer that there 

were not more than ten, or at most eleven, in the right-hand column here, 

and there may have been only eight. There is no doubt as to the name 

1 E.g. at Oenoanda, Heberdey-Kalinka, of. ἐτές p. 49, Nu. 65. 

this context. 
2 ΞΕ... at Pergamon, Dittenb. 0.6.7. 484, |. 32. 

Δόγματι ts still commoner in 
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and descent of the victor in the left-hand column, Avp. ᾿Ατταλέων υἱὸς 

Ὅσα εἰ Ἑρμαίου ᾿᾽Ονησ[ζί wou, but we have much less to guide us towards 

that of his fellow-victor. It is just possible that it began at the end of I. 6, 

but we cannot be sure. If not, then it began with Ava(é or δ), and the 

father’s name began with “Apre-. L. 9 may presumably be completed 

ἀγοραν[ὀμου} either as a title or a proper name. In 1. to we have the 

ethnic, which is known already both from inscriptions and from coins.’ 

Ll. 12, 13, after the word δίαυλον, seem to lapse into sheer nonsense. 

There is no doubt as to any of the letters which are contemporary with 

the rest of the inscription, nor is anything lost after the ἡ at the end of 

]. 12, and that they have some connection with the rest of the inscription 15 

proved by the name ᾿Ατταλίων in 1.14. I restore the last word of |. 13 as 

εὐτύχει] (bravo 1), addressed to ᾿Ατταλίων, but the meaning of the letters 

πηκυλγευτοαμι is beyond my comprehension. We should have expected 

the name of the other victor. 

19 /éid. Supporting a wooden pillar under the balcony of a house 

close to the previous stone. Base with funerary reliefs on sides: *52 Χ ‘55 Χ 52. 

Ietters ‘02 high. L. 1 is carved on the cornice, separated from ll. 2 and 3 

by a band of moulding. 

wit 

τ 2MIAASMOAEZSESQZETIA [Τε]ρμίλας Morécews Σ πάνου 

(moulding) NOY 

EAYTS2ZS2NKAIAPTEMEI ἑαυτῷ ζῶν καὶ ᾿Αρτέμει 

THEAMETHAYTOYZS251 τῇ γαμετῇ αὐτοῦ Cwat. 

The name Τερμίλας occurs also at Korinasa a few miles to the north 

Afi iS, Pe 2654.80, 5, but is I believe otherwise unknown. It is 

natural to connect it with the name of the Τερμίλαι, whom, according to 

LIerodotus i. 173, vil. 92°, Sarpedon introduced from Crete into Lycia. 

MoXeors is not a rare name, especially in the Kibyratis.* Xaaros 

L For this name we have a large choice : Διλιτριανός, which is known at Pogla. is rather too 

lone for the space. The name of his father may have been ᾿Αρτέμων or ᾿Αρτείμας, which aie 

common in this district, 

2 The letters μου at the bemnning of 1. τὸ seem to do double duty, as the end of both 

ονησίμυν and ayopavepov. 

lth. ἄς x. (1885), p. 33) On coins, B.C. pert, ete, pps 174, 175- 

4 Aig. MoAAeots at Bubon, C4. add 4380 ὃ, 1. 4: Μύλεσις at Oenoanda, Heberdey- 

Kalinka, of. of pe 40. Now 575 pe 50, No. O55 Pe 54 No. 78. Μόλλισις at Chairmylessos 
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seems hitherto unknown. ᾿Λρτέμεις is very common in $.W. Asia Minor 

(cf. No, 22 below . 

20. At Bayut, ca. three hours to the east of Istanoz, in the village 

square outside the Mosque. Pilaster-base slightly broken on the r,, 

measuring “45 X°50x°50. Letters 025 high. 

TPOKONAOYTIIAA Tpoxovéov Πιλλ - - 

FPOKONAANKAI Tpoxovéar καὶ 

APMACT, | ‘Appauotap. 

The inscription perhaps began on a companion block which 1s lost, 

though the required nominative may possibly be contained in the second 

name in line 1. 

Not more than four letters are missing on the r. at this point. I have 

no suggestion to offer for a name beginning IIA or πλᾳ, and Ita 

followed by ’A[vp.] seems an unlikely alternative; I am almost sure that 

the third letter of the name was /amwtda. For the names ἍἌρμαστα and 

Τροκόνδας see above, Nos. I and 3. 

21. At Euyuk (wrongly named Eyub-Keui in Kiepert’s map), ca. 45 

minutes to the south of Bayut. Large marble block, complete below only, 

lying on the outskirts of the village close to the track leading to Istanoz. 

Letters ca. ‘035 high. 

- - - - - - - - - - - ἘᾺΝ 

PP. PATRAS: ΒΥ. piro) p’ietate) patris sui. 

(vacat.) 

55, In a Turkish cemetery near the north shore of Lake Karalitis, 

about halfway between the mound mentioned above (p. 93) and the 

village of Manai. Columnar grave-stele with dowel-hole above. In a 

panel above the inscription is a poor relief representing a draped female 

figure. Height 1:03; diameter -4o. Letters ca. ‘025 high. 

Published incompletely by Benndorf-Petersen, Recsen zu Ly kien, ete. 

ii, p. 166, No. 195. 

(Levisi) in Lycia, C..G. 4224 f. Compare also MéAns, Heberdey-Kalinka, af. ezt. }. 47, No. 62; 

B.C UH. xxiii. (1899), p. 171, No. 11, and Μολλιανός at Termessos, Ο ἢ εὐ 904. 
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APTEMWNEPM ᾿Αρτέμων Ἕρμ- 

ΑἸΟΥΚΑΙΑΡΤΕΜΕΙΓ αίου καὶ ᾿Αρτέμεις 

ΗΤΥΓΑΤΗΡΑΝΕς ἡ τυγάτηρ ἀνέσί τησανὶ 

ΛΑΜΑΝΕΡΜΑΙΟΥ Δαμᾶν “Eppatov 

ΚΑΙΓΗΝΤΗΝΓΥΝΑΙΚΚΑ καὶ Τὴν τὴν γυναῖκα 5 

AYTOY αὐτοῦ 

ΜΝΗΜΗΓΚΑΙΦΙΛΟΓΤΟΡΓΙΑΟ μνήμης καὶ φιλοστοργίας 

ENEKEN EVEKET. 

The copy made by the Austrian expedition is deficient on several 

points. “.g. 1.6 1s omitted, as are the last two letters of ]. 2, the last four 

of 1. 3, the last three of |. 4, and the last eight of |. 7. 

The first letter of |. 4 is given there as A, which is probably the real 

reading, though it seemed to me to be ΛΔ. Nothing is lost at the end of 

1.3, where we have presumably an abbreviation for ἀνέστησαν]. I thought 

there was a dot in the middle of the last letter, but it is perhaps accidental: 

at all events ἀνέστησαν] is more likely than ἀνέθηκαν]. The spelling 

τυγάτηρ can be paralleled elsewhere in Asia Minor,? eg. in Lycaonia, 

J.H.S. xix. (18993, pp. 291 ff. Nos. 198, Τιμότις ( = Τιμόθεος, 200, 

τυγατράσιν, Τέκλη (= Θέκλη), and note on No. 201. We have perhaps an 

instance in No. 5 above. 

The following inscriptions which we copied are already published, but 

in one or two cases noted below our copies are more exact than those of 

our predecessors. 

(23) 1. At Adalia, now in the garden of a house outside the walls 

close to the well-known gate of Hadrian. The stone is broken in half just 

below the last line of the Latin inscription (0.1.4. ILI. Suppl. 6737) and 

nothing remains of the Greek version except the top of the Τ in 1. 1, 

ad init, The published copy ts correct,* except that in 1.6 ad fix. the 

stone has SVOM not SV[VM]. 

1 Aauas is a common name, ef C7.G. 2302 (Crete); ted. 2869 (Didyma); 2422. 2880 
(Branchidae) ;_ 7.77.8. vii. (1887) p. 257, No. 42 (RKambtche in Pisidia), But Δαμᾶς does not 

appear to exist. 

- Vor these references 1 am indebted to Mr. J. (τς C. Anderson, 

* Minute differences merely in the legibthty of a few Ictteis are not worth citing here. Though 

eur copy had to be finished by candle-light iis slightly fuller than that originally published by 
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(24) 2. «At Kai-keui, in the Turkish cemetery (between Fugla and 

Zivint;. Dedication to Hadrian “Ramsay, A./.d. 1888, p. 13, No. 12. 

(25) 3. Jfbid. Columnar grave-stele (A. H. Smith, /.H.S. 1837, p. 255, 

NO. 39°. L. 2 seems to read ZA7 ~ OA, and the last Ietter of 1. 3 

was apparently 5, 

(26) 4. At Urgudlu, concealed in a hedge beside a large house, near 

the northern extremity of the village. 0.12. ili. Suppl. 6886=/.G. ad res 

Rom. pert. iii. 399.) 

Fic. YI.—~—LAiin INSCRIPLION AT ΚΟΜΆΛΔΕ Δ, 

(27) 5. At Sherif-cuyuk called wrongly by Ramsay Shehir-cuyuk’, 

the site of Komama, in the Turkish cemetery «CZ. iii. Suppl. 6885). As 

the photograph shows ‘ig. 113, 1. 1 is much damaged, and in |. 3 the first 

letter is plainly N, though Ramsay’s copy gives PI, which indeed we should 

have expected. After the ΔΙ is an elaborate double leaf-ornament, which 

perhaps conceals an erasure. 

Ramsay 3}. A. vu. (1883). pp. 258-9): in fact { could see (completely or in party every letter 
except the third and fourth letters of the word Aruntius, where a piece has gone from the 
surface, 
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(2ὃ, 6. S61 (CLL. 1. Suppl. 6887 =7,.G..ad τὲς Koni, pert, ili 401". 

The engraver had great difficulty in adapting himself to the use of the 

Roman alphabet, and, as Berard points out in connexion with a companion 

inscription from Komaina,' wrote A for D, and in some cases A for A, and 

in I. Ὁ my copy gives VALEPIAE. 

29 7. Lbid. (Rainsay, d./.d. 1888, p. 263=L.G. ad res Row. pert. tii. 

402. Stone very much worn, and our copy made in an unfavourable light 

is less complete than Ramsay’s. 

The following list of names which occur in Nos. 1-22 will perhaps be 

helpful. 

᾿Ἄβασκαντος, 5. 

“Ants, 1, 7° 
- ove 

‘E---, 3. 

‘Eppatos, 1, 3, 10, 18, 

᾿Αλάτεα. 5. 

᾿Αλλοῦς, 6 Ler. 

Aovatos ᾿ἌΆμαραντος, 10. 

‘Eppalios ?], 2. 

Zeocipos, ὃ. 

Αὐρίήλιος͵ ᾿Αντώνιος, 10. | 

᾿Απολλων[ία ?], 6. 

᾿Απολλώνιος, ©. 

᾿Δρμάστα, 1, 20. 

Ἡρακλείδας, I. 

Κού[ας 2], Το. 

Κουδλαπέμις (2). 6. 

Αὐρίήλίος, Λλαβέων, Pucos «λα ϑέων, ᾿Δλρτείμας, 3. 

AaSéwy, 15. ᾿Αρτέμεις. "Ὁ to ἴω 

to Ny ᾿Αρτέμων, 

᾿Αρτέ-, IS. 

Ἰουλία ΔΛικιννία, 16. 

ΔΙῶρκος Λικίννιος, 10. 
' ἢ τοὶ ' de 4 ῷ re oy , κ᾿ t 
Avg! NALOS, Ατταλίων, [ὃ ozs. Αὐρί(ηλιος; Αικιννίανος ΔΙάνιζο ς. S. 

De = a orn) 
ἢ , 

Ἄττας. 3 018 ©). Atkivecarvos, ὃ, 
- _ Λούκιος, 10, 15 (perhaps only a 

A. ούκιος͵ Ἰβάσσος Kovlas 9]. 10. 
pracnomen®. 

Τὴ, 3, 22. 
Mayvos, ΤΟ. 

δα τες, 22. 

Anntptaros, lO. 

Διὰ - - 18. 

Διόδοτος, I. 

Mavyrov[ - ὃ], 3. 

λΙειδεανη), 8. 

ΔΙόλεσις, 19. 

Mopciaros, 2. 

AC i A902 Po τὸς NOS. 
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Ναν[νῆλις], 6. Σ πάνος, 19. 

ae , Atp.7Atos, Xtadsavos, 10. 
Ονήσζευ)μος, 18. 

‘Ocaeis, 18. 

va ε]ρμίλας, τ΄ 
Οὐενδικέανος, 18. ['Te]ouiras, 19 

Avp Atos, Teteavos Mapeos, 13. 

Ile[pe|tacis 2., 10. Φ aBros 2. Γροιλίανος, 4. 

Δύὐρ΄ήἡλιος, Ove’ Bios Πετρωνιαιὸς. 15. Τροκόνδας, 1, 3 b2s, 20 bry. 

THAN -- 7. 20. Τρῶγλος 2 Tpweros , 8. 

ARTHUR Mo WoobpwWarp., 

PARE τὰ -- τ τ  ὰὰ 

(Praik VIIT} 

THE following list of coins purchased on our journey may perhaps be 

instructive, as several seem to be unpublished.t Adalia is a centre to 

which come coins from all the district of Pamphylia and southern Pisidia, 

and, especially in my earlier visit with Mr. Hasluck, we were shown 

a remarkably large number. Every money-changer in the Bazaar, 

most shop-keepers, and many peasants and onlookers had coins for sale, 

genuine and otherwise.” In the larger villages in the interior, Istanoz. 

Elmali, and Tefénny we saw a few coins, and a hoard of Roman ‘ Ist 

Brass’ from the second of these places, which is alluded to below, was 

of considerable interest. 

1] describe as unpublished those coins which [ have been unable to find in the following 

works: retish Miseum Coins, Asta Jina: Wy provinces) | = 4..34.C.]: Imhoof- Blumer, J/onsre 

Garecgttes αὶ τῆς ΟἹ νι ὰς Mnnren ; td Khana αι ἦς ἰδέτε, Zur gr undron, Muncie , 

1908; Babelon, /utentaire ai fa Collection Waaddiarston | = Coll. Wadd. Tne.|s Macdonald, 

Huntertan Colkction τ Waddington, Babelon et Remach, Δεν ἡ gecndral de. Mornnates ore: ite 

εἰ «ἐς meaner [=Wadd. λέ μα], Where a coin is represented in /.I7C. no further reference- 

ας νον, Mr. G. PF. Phil has kindly helped me with identifications and references. 

ὁ Forgeries, some of good workmanship, abound IT saw, in 1909, several specimens of th 

Themustokles-stater of Magnesia, and of the silver alliance coms of Kremna and Kerattac (Head, 

flict, Niu? ys. 707. which could not inspire contidence. ὦ signed Evainctos-dehadiachny of 

Syracuse Was a merely lamentable production, berg thin and having a sauccr-likhe flan. Even 

Cacek copper coins are forged to a small extent, notably the ‘large brass’ of Gordian TET struck ot 
Patara, with the Apollo Parareus on the reverse + of this forgery Thave seen at least three separa > 
~pecimens. 
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ΒΙΙΗΥΝΙΑ. 

. Apameia. 

Nicaea. 

PHRYGIA, 

Keretapa. 

Hierapolis— 

Cyzicus alliance 

Lavdicea. 

Laodicea— 

Smyrna alliance. 

PAMPHSIIA. 

π᾿ Attaleia. 

’ Pethaps intended for Aeneas, Anchi-cs, and Ascanius, as on the coins of Daidanus 

1.1 

R, 

17 Oe 

Rk 

δ 

Ν. 

ὦ 

R 

1 ὦ. 

i 

73 

Ix. 
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Lyfe. here published, 

» IMPCALSPLICUALLIENV5PF AVG. Wadd. Recwer’, 1. p. 264, 
Head of Gallienus r., radiate. No 118. 

. COLIV LCS as ec 

. 
D 

Armed figure advancing 1., and ecanying 
small child on 1. arm, followed 'y 
emall draped figure.} 

Legend worn away. 
1686 of Emperor (young Commodus ?) r. 

NIK AIEQN (in exergue). 

Young male figure (the Emperor?) in 
short chiton, with sceptre in |., stand- 
ing 1, before an altar at which he 1s 
sacrificing. 

(2) Unpublished. 

BOY AH 
Young male head τ, laureate. 

of dots. 

Ἄς ας; 

Borcer 

. KEPETATIEQN 
Tyche st. 1. in long chiton. 

AAIP BHNOC See 

Head of Efelios Lairbenos τι, radiate 

KY ZIKHNOQNIEPATTOAEITON 

NEQKOPQNOMONOIA 
Clasped hands. 

NE |PQN KAISAP 
Hlead of young Nery r. 

YC. 161-163. 

. ΠΙΟΛΕΜΩΝΟΙΣ 
YIOYZHNQ|[NOS | 
AAOAIKEQN 
Tripod. 

ΝΕΡΩΝ ZEBASTOS 
Head of Nero r., laurcate. 

ALC. 265 -269, 

.2- AAOAIKEQN 

|ZMYP JNAIQN 
OMHPOS 
Two draped figures standing with clas; el 

hands. 

Hescd-of Palas fa. 

A |TTAAEQN 
Zeus (? seated LL, 2. 

resting on sceptte. 

in Curinthian helmet 7) Unpubhshed. 

outstretched, Τὶ 

Head, H2st. Num.? p. 544. 

HHierapolis) IS5. 
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Purchased at 

Adalia. 

Adaha., 

Kacyk-Bal-Nahve, 

Pambuh-kalessi 
(= Mie:apolis). 

Avy, Badem. 

᾿ 
at, Ue 

> ef, 



IO. 

_ wr ἴω 

Perge., 

(PEON Β, 

᾿ sully: mr, 

PIsrp0s 

κοι, 

(PEN Mise 4 

: 
. [sine 

(Pi Χ ΕΓ τἱ 

Urrmesst. Ια} “4ἅ 

. 
beat | [2 

~ 

"OS. 

~ 

. 

bed | 

RK. 

kk. 

A. M. WoopwWwakb 

Type. 
Cult-nmage in distyle temple. 

.[APTEMIAOS| 
PEPPAIAS 
Artemis alvancing y., clad in long 

chitun. 

KOPNHAIAN CAAQNINANCE 
Hiead of Salonina r. 

TEPPAIQN NEQKOPOQN 
Artemis advancing r., clad in long 

chiton; bow m 4,1. diaws arrow 
flea quiver. 

AY.KA....0YA®D.PAAAON 
Head of Velusian i. 

.TTEPP A IQN 
Vyche ΞΕ 1, rudder in τὸν comucyptae 

in I, 

----CEYMAKPi - 
Hflead of Macrinus r. 

CIAAV [EQN] 
Athena (0) seated tol., diupping a peblile 

intu an win with. 

-- MAAN TQNINOC - 
[lead of Antoninus Prue 1. 

ΚΙ KOAPOV AEQN 
Dionssos st inclined to Ly by αν foot 

panther, in] thytsos. 

KT AIIOV.OVHMAEZ=IMON CE 
Bast or Maxnnus τὶ 

ΙΓΙΝ ΔΕΩΝ 

City Τλ οί st. L. with σογητουρίας ard 
ridden 

Re Peete oe ANT - - - 

Head of Coracalie 3} ¢r 

. TIE ANHA ICCE AN 
Zeus semtel] . holding eagle.! 

Bearnted Read of Zeus Solymeus 1... 
peieate, 

KA Pice borse vallopaing b 

TEP 

Maire Cn Ae Na, oy tol Ὑενόὶ ty an Tiida δή αν δὶ 

Where purdished. 

Unpublished. 

Rev. =A.I7.C. 18. 

Key. =/) 1/.C 1. 

(?) Unpublished 

αν ts 

. ἢ} cllrit, 

Purchased at 

Adaha. 

Elmah. 

Adah. 

Tefénny 

Adalia, 

Tstanoz. 

2,1, 
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Ly pe. here Publishet. Lier ad. εὐ αὐ 

16, Termessus Major. 4}. 12 TEPMH CCEQON Revi =f. Ο 41. T~ranes. 

Bearded head (Zeus Solymeus) vr. 

Below QO, 

R. TONME IZONQN 

Armed female figure st. 1, Viophy 

behind ; in field ©, 

17 Termessus Minor. ,, ‘72. Head of young Apollo r., border of AL οὐ 6,7, vanety?. A aha. 
dots. 

R. TEPMHS 

ZEQN 
Lyre. 

SYRIA : 

1S, Laodicea. 50, AYTOKP.NEPTPAIA|NONT jEPMA SWC. 41,42. iefenny. 

Tfead of Trajan r., laureate. 

R. LOYAIEWN TWN ΚΑΙ AAOAIK[ EQN | 
Draped and tunieted head of City Tyche 

r ; infield A, 

CARIA. 
19. Antiocheia re τ; Legend indecipherable. (7) Unpublished. timah. 

ad Maeandium. Head of Hadrian (9) r. 

R. ANTIJOXEQN 
River-god Maeander (?) reclining to |., 

holding branch τῇ 1, 
[Surface much worn ] 

I add in an abridged form a list of the more interesting among the 

coins acquired by myself in Adalia in the previous year. Nos. 2 and 12, it 

should be noted, were acquired at Makri Telmessos) in Lycia. The 

legends of the commoner coins are omitted. 

t. ASIA MiNoOR. uncer- 
tain mint. sR 07. NERONI. CLAVD. CABS. DRVSO, GEE M, ohe, mT. ἃ ΜΑ͂Σ 

Diaped bust of youthful Nero |. ἈΠΟ 
(1. VIEL δι Cos. DES 

PRINC On around buckler within a Δ καῖ ! 
IVVENT 

Zi LYcIA ‘2H vendo). aD ὃς. ΤΙΒΕΡΙΟΣΚΑΑΥΔΙΟΣΚΑΙΣΑΡΣΕΒΑΣΤΟΣ { fo SNE Os, Medea. 

Head of Claudims 1 ee ee 
‘ $353) Nee het (PL VITE a Rk. --[AY|TOKPATQPTTATHPTTAT|PIAOS | - - : 

Draped figure st. L, holding uncertain object in cut- 
stretched σὸς bo hangs bs side ἀν. holding uncertam 
object - 

PAMPHYLIA. 

3 Aspendos 1, ‘67. sridled hetse αὶ ἐπ σῶς, Sree. 
Ν WE sin: TE. 

[Legend seems new | 

1 The specimen in the British Museum is fiom the same sues Phis τόσην a rare cum. 
'} * τ 1 . 
“ Formerly attributed by Svorono-, πον ζῆν and other. τς Crete. this series is now shown 

Imhoof-Blumer to belong to Lycia, Zur or madi εις Ven ate yp 28 ff. [1908]. Ν 



Lyre. Where published. 

4. Aspendo- JE 55 Gallienus 1. BAC. τοι. 

R. ACTTENATON 
Wreath with projections, enclosing δ οἱ εἶς Θέ usdus τὺ εἰ, 

5. Attaleia, iy, Θὰ; Faustina jun, r, (5) Unpublished. ' 

(Pl VIIT 3) Rk | ATTALAEQN | 
Tyche st. 1 with sceptre. cornuceniae and steenmy-oar, 

ν Masvdes τὸν BOR Commodus r., laureate. Stnular coin in Β M. 

k. MALTY A€| W N | facquired 1903] 

Kiver-god rechning | 

7. Pere "62 Head of Artemts 1. B.ALC. 5-7. 
ἵν, Artemis st. 1. Greek legetel. 

De. 7: Sphinx seated Τὶ A. ALC. 15-20. 
RK, Artemis st. 1. Pamphylian legerd, 

Gg. . “ἡ. Domitian r., laureate. BMC, 23. 
RK Artenus advancing r. 

1G, «Aig Ὁ Otaciha r.. wearing stephane. (9) Unpublished. 

Kk. TIEPPAIAC APTEMIAOC Ke as on B.C. 56. 
ACYAOY 

Simulacrum of Artemis Pergaea in distyle temple 

τὰ Ὁ. Philip jun. ... laureate, Δ᾽ 2, C08, 
R. Plepharstos seated τὶ 

12. 78, Maxims 2... laureate. Che Bal Cog," 
R. Veiled head of City Tyche weaing turreted crown 

13 . AZ (saihenus 2. Bill. C. ps 292, 
RK. Thice purses on three-legved chest No. 82 A. 

4. 7, Galltenus σὸν laureate (92) Unpublished in 
R. Srnilar te above. this 126,3 

5 9 119 Saloninad, wearing stephanc. L.M.C. 96, 97. 
RK. similar to above 

16 Side gun OS. Tfead οὐ Athena. in Corinthian helmet. ©) Unpublished 3 
K. Pomegranate and dolphin. 

I. " τς 369 Similar to above. B.A.C. $9 
Ko Pomegranate. 

Is. , (ΡῚ ELAS: 43 Ὅ. [Πα πὰπι 1.4 laureate. Cf. BAL Ὁ, 80 
KR Apollo standing to front, θη 1. pomertanate 110 

The only coin, which 

Ao Mi WOODWARD 

spear ind. In field to ἐς laurel-branch. 

[ liow, of Attaleia, struck under Tau-tina. 

Legend on Ἀν ts ΠΕΡ ΓΑΙΩΝ ; on B, VM. specimen ΠΕΡΙΓ ΙΗ. 

3 Now in BLM, 

+ There are several points of ditturence: the legend on the obv is different, and that on R. is 

differently divided, on the BLM. specimen and the laurel-branch there is underneath Apollo's left 
arm. The K, type more nearly resembles Inshoot-Blumer, AZ eas. Aho: il, p. 336, No. 13, but 

is not otherwise known on coins of Hacitan 
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DT yife. here published, 

~s ade Hie Sept. Severus τς laureate. PAC. 812 
K. Athena seated I. within distyle temple. 

PosiSia 
eeretsee ΤΕ Les ge ΕΝ Bust of Getar , bareheaded. Cf. C070, Wadd. lnc. 

R. Hermes standing to front, looking ᾿ς in r. purse, in I, No. 3635 ° 
caduceus. 

we Bust of Geta r., bareheaded. (0) Unpublished. ? 
R. Draped figure standing to front; τ. lowered, 1. extendert. 

selva, eo τπ Head of Herakles τὶ 8 11 Ὁ, το. 
R. CE 

Winged thundeibolt and bow. 

ἀ τι δϑϑας Mator, <a ἰδ, Bearded head of Zeus r., laureate. οὐ ee AL OW δ. 1 

R. Forepart of bridled horse, galloping to 1, behind KB. 

es So SSA Bearded and helmeted head r f.1L0G,.. 38. 

Rk. ΤΩΝΜΙΕΙΖΊΟΝΩΝ 
Solymos standing to 1., armed 

- τς OOS Bearded head of Zeus 1.. laureate & ILC. 44. 

k. [TQNMEI|ZONON 
Male figure standing |., in r. branch. in 1. curnucopiac 

with branches. In field ©, 

a, Tuy ssdue. wg ἘἾ35, Head of L. Verus:)2?) r., laureate. or AN Oh Die, 3 
(th. VII. FF R. Zeus seated 1. on chair. (Antoninus P.us *) 

LYCAGNIA. 
πὶ eaten, be “55. Head of Sept. Severus 1, laureate. Similar coin in BLM 

Ph VELL. ΟΝ; R. 1VL AVGC[O]LPARLAIS. facquired 1900] 
Men in Jong chiton and Phrygian cap standing, with 1. on 

a bulls head; in], spear, in τὰ pine-cone.” 

[ inay perhaps mention in this connexion that at Elmali we were 

shown a hoard of Roman Imperial ‘rst Brass’ recently discovered in the 

neighbourhood... They numbered 134, and were almost all of the 

third century A.D. Time did not permit of our making a detailed list, 

but we noted that very few indced belonged to the 2nd century (Antoninus 

Pius 1, Faustina 3, Commodus 1), while the great majority were of Severus 

' Apparently from same dies as my specimen. 

- For the R. ef. a coin of Timbriada in Pisidia, δι Δ ΟΊ, 2, Pl XLII, No. 8. 

’ Now in BM. 

4 There 1s no specimen of this type in the A.34.C with an earher date than K € (= 46 B.c., the 

era of Termessus being 71 B.c., cf Head, Hast. Mure > p. 712) 

* For another specnmen, Οὐ [Pudd. Inv. No, 4034. 

* Cf. Imhoof-Blumei, J/ovw. Gr, p. 347, No. αἰ Τῆς legend should read IVL AVG COL- 

FARLAIS. IT obtained in Athens a coin of this city struck under Commodus, of which the R. legend 
begins LOL AVGHA CO—: the same form occurs on one published by Imhoof-Blumer, Za 57. το ταὶ 
rum. Munchunde, p. 200. The letters HA point to a re-founding of the colony by Hadrian 9 Cf. 

also Coll, Hadd. (nz No. 4792. and Head, of. 70.7 p. 714. 

* The owner would not give precise details of the fnding-place. 
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Alexander, Gordian ITI. and Philip sen. Less common were those of 

Maximinus, Philip jun., Otacilia, “3), and Julia Mamaea ‘3°, while there 

were only single specimens of the coins of Pupienus, Trajanus Decius, 

and Etruscilla.! There seemed to be no specimens of a date subsequent 

to the last-named Empress, and we may take A.D. 250 as the ferminus 

post quem for the deposition of the hoard. That it cannot be placed much 

later is rendered likely by the absence of coins of Gallienus, which would 

have been in circulation very soon after A.D, 253. 

ARTHUR ΔΙ, WoOoDWARD. 

' [secured these three, among vthers, The types are as follows: Pupienus, Rev. Comecraza 

Augs. Cohen,? 7; Trajanus Decius, Rev. Genius Axer. 7 yrt-tani, Cohen,” 53; Etruscilla, Rev, 

Ferunditas, Cohen, 12. 



THE LATIN MONUMENTS OF CHIOS. 

(PLATES IN...) 

δ 1.—INTRODUCTORY. 

THE following is an attempt to present in one view the Italian and 

other western antiquities of the island of Chios. Some of these, as will be 

seen, have already been published, though for the most part in works not 

generally accessible: the others are the results of my own investigations in 

the island (1907-9). Like most other travellers in Chios I owe much to the 

kindness of residents and especially of MM. Const. Kanellakes, who placed 

his unrivalled knowledge of his native island unreservedly at my disposal, 

and directed my attention to many points of interest which must else have 

escaped me. I am also indebted for much practical assistance and support 

to Messrs. L. and N. Zitelli. Since I began my collection of material 

the contents of the museum at Chios and some other monuments of 

the Latin period have been published by the daughter of the late 

eymnasiarch Prof. G. Zolotas!: references to this publication are inserted 

in brackets with the initial Z. before the inscriptions concerned, but 

I have thought it unnecessary to republish fragmentary texts to which I 

have nothing toadd. An asterisk denotes stones I have not myself seen. 

The monuments in question naturally date chiefly from the period of 

the second Genoese occupation (1346-1566), during which Chios was 

governed by a Genoese mercantile company controlled to some extent 

by the home government. The shareholders of this company (‘ Maona’), 

many of whom resided in the island, took almost without exception the 

1 ᾿Εἰπιγραφαὶ Χίον ᾿Ανέκδοτοι in ᾿Αθηνᾶ, xx. (1908', pp. 28977, cf. Βραχεῖαι ᾿Εἰπανορθώσεις 
καὶ Προσθῆκαι, τότωώ, το Ὁ Prof. Zolotas was engaged, at the time of his death, on a general 
history of Chios, and the above publication was prepared from his rough notes. 

137 
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surname of Giustiniani, with the coat of arms which appears so frequently 

on the monuments described below. This period has been treated in detail 

from the original documents in the monograph of Hopf! to which little 

material has been added by subsequent writers. For the succeeding 

period the Niaxa of A. M. Viastos* remains the best compilation. The 

chief dates are as follows :— 

1566. Taking of Chios by the Turkish Fleet under Piale. 

1399. Florentine ‘ Knights of 5. Stephen’ land under Virginio Ursino but 

are unable to keep their footing. The Latins are henceforward 

excluded from the citadel and the garrison increased.t 

1 Published first in Gserman as art. εν in Ersch and Grube s Enyopath (Leipeig, 

1859), afterwards translated into Greek (XpuoaAXis, i, Athens. 1864. pp. 577 τ. Italian by 

A. Wolf Geernace Ligustno, 1881, p. 27, ete) and Sardagna «ἱνι τ. Tenet, xxni.), and French. 

without the nutes, by E. Vlastos: Paris, 1888). The genealogical tables of the familhes concerned 
are given by Hopf in Céronigues Gréva-vananes, pp. 503-25, and Rhodokanakes, ᾿Ιουστινιάναι-Χ los 
(Syra, T9001: the latter work, though written from the point of view of a family chronicle. contain- 
much on the genera] history of the island in the lengthy footnotes, but isso msutficiently indexed as to 
wake this almost inacessible. The best σοῦ zen’ of the period in English is Fimlay’s (Ast, of Greece. 
v. ΤΟ a short article by J. T. Bent appeared in Any fit. Ac. iv. (188q). 467-8o. The 
economic history of the ον has been treated by IL. sieveking (Gorteser Fananiwesen, 1808. 

Ital. trans. in 4éé2 Sa. Lig. xxav. [1906-7]). As to detail, Andriolo Giustiniant’s contemporary 
versified Reluszone dell Atfacoe Difesa di Sctv nel 1431 has been edited lw G, Porro-Lanbertenghi 
and published by the Deputazione di Storia Patria (Mesce/aned. νιν 541, 358, Torino, 1865), while 
much has been added τὸ the numismatic de Ly V. Promis (Za Za εἶν Seto. Torino, 1865), 
P. Lambros [Μεσαιωνικὰ Nopicpara τῆς Χίου, Athens. 1886) and F. and E. Gneechi (Ave. Sta’. 
dt Nun, 1 1885, 10). 

~ Χιακά, ἤτοι ἱστορία τῆς Χίου ἀπὸ τῶν ἀρχαιοτάτων χρόνων μεχρὶ τῆς ἔτει 1822 γενομένης 
καταστροφῆς, Hermoupolis, 1840. 

* The best accounts are given by ὦ. A, de Thou. Hat, vee Zemporns (Generar, 1620), 
ῃ, 368-70; G. Bosio, At della Sacra Relogione. . dt 8. Grovannt (Roma, 1594), <Xxv1. 7373 and 
Bizaro, ad ann, 1566. Cf, also A. Morosint, //zs¢. Fenet, (1623), P- 3353 ΚΝ. Dapontes in Sathas, 
Meo. Βιβλ i. 4. For the state of the city after the conquest see J. Palaeologus (1573) τη Reusnet, 
Epist, Tere. Wi, 142 7}. 

* May 1, 1599 is given by PF, Fontana, the historian of the Order, as the date of the landing 
(1 Preyt della Toscana, Firenze, 170%, p. 90), and 1§99 by the Turkish historians (tflammer-Ifellert, 
Vil. 363, quoting Naima} as by the Chian authors, cf M. Justinian, Scvo Sacra, 163 (quoting records 
of the monastery of S. Nicolas) and the Chronudle of Nenita (Kancllakes, Χιακὰ ᾿Ανάλεκτα, 380-1599, 
bTay ἦλθαν τὰ φερεντήνηκα στὴν Χίον With these avree M. Baudier, Hat. des Tues (1642), 
Pp: 443-4, A. Morosini, Hat. Tenet, 616, P. Garzoni, δὲ δα Republica, 541. Others give the 
date as 1545 (Deshayes, Fepaze (1615) 346, followed (9) by Dapper, 224 and Finlay, v. 80), 1598 
(sathas, Tovpkoxparoupévy “EAAas:, 1600 (Lithgoa, 7ruze/, [1609], p. 93, G. Savredo, Wen, de 
Mon. Ottoman: [1673] p. 766), and 16 1 (note in an Athos MS., Lambros. 3 200). Dappen 
(p. 214) further menuons an assault on the castle by the Latins in 1601 and C. Contanm (Δ. ρα 
Guerra (1710), I. 439) Chat they were suspected of plotting with the Florentines in 1606. 

Fontana alone describes the Florentine attempt in detail: the landing was effected at midnight 
to the N. of the town and the citadel surprised without difficulty : according to Baudier the Sea-gate 
was blown in and the walls escaladed simultaneously. The garrison rallied in the morming, and 4 3 
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1681. Duquesne bombards and burns eight Barbary ships in Chios harbour 

and incidentally damages the fortress.' 

1694-5. Venetians under Zeno hold Chios, abandoning it at the approach 

of the Turkish fleet. The Latins of the island deprived of 

their rights for complicity. 

1822. Attempt to liberate Chios by the Grecks of Samos, followed by 

massacre of the Chiotes by the Turks and Kanares ewnploit with 

the fireships.” 

*N 1827, Second unsuccessful attempt of the Greeks under Fabvier.* 

1881. Chios devastated by earthquake. ’ 

selzing an outwork on the harbour, fired on the Florentine galleys, compelling them to put to sea. 
The Florentine landing-party aided by the crews of three Turkish galleys, who deserted to them, 

held their own till a storm compelled their ships to abandon them, when they laid down their arms. 

1 This action, which gave rise to much friction between the French and Turkish government-, 

is related at length by the contemporary Comte d Arvieux (vi. 197 7) and mentioned under the same 

year by the Nenita Chronicle (1681. ὅταν ἦλθαν τὰ καραβια τὰ φραζόσηκα καὶ ἔριξαν κομάτια ἄμετρα) 

See also G. di Burgo, I vagy, 1. 322; Sudstance Cune Lettre Ecrite δα θὲ Officer ἐμ Grand Visir.. 
touhant Fexpéditron de Monsr. du Quesne a Chie, Ville Franche, 16833 Aelation TVritable de». 

gut sest passé ἃ (οποία πα ποδί, ete.. ‘A Chiv. 1683: Av decownl of Monsteur De QOuesmes Lat 

Expedition to Chro, ete., London. 1683 ‘all in B.M.). The date 1691 is erroneously given by 

Guys, Leth es ser ἐὰ Gree’, mM. 352 and quoted by Vlastos. 

The engagement of dHoquincourt, a young kmight of Malta, single-handed against thnty 

Turkish galleys was fought not in the harbour of Chios, but at Porto Delfino, 27 Nov. 1665 

D'Hoquincomt ways surprised inside the harbour of Pandoukeios stowing away plunder. He gave 

the Turks a broadside and escaped through the smaller of the two entrances, opening hre again 
outside and driving the Turkish fleet into the port of Chios. He then challenged them again, but 
they refused to come out (dal Pozzo, Storia dee Catz. dt Malta, it. 329. Vertot, Arsh. av 

Jalte, iv. 190: Nani, Hest. Acf. Ten. un. 586; cf. Randolph, Archipelago. 50, 51. Tournefort, 
Toyage, letter 6. 

“ Sept. 15, 1694-Feb. 21, 1695. For accounts of this expedition (Ὁ marks those I have found 
inaccessible) see Πρ ὁ μία Relations dell Operato dell’ Arme Venete, ete., Napoli e Roma, 

1694 (B. MI. 1193 m. £ (123), double flysheet) ς 1 Pera edistinta Relatione del! Acquaste... del? Lsola 

ὁ Fortéza dt Sceo, im Venezia, 1694 (Valentinelli, “ὁ, dela Dalmazia, No. 784): +B. Contarini, 

Relaztone dll overso uel combattimento sotto δεῖ von CT Armata marittima Turca Panne 1094 17 

mese dt Febbrate, Venezia, 1848 (A241. Rhodokanakis, 1238, 2): Τα. Albrizzi, Distentissima Deserit- 

teone della Crtta, Porto, & ἤοία di Sciv, 18° in Venitia, 1694, last pages contain Drarzo del 

Assedia« Kesa dt Sito (Bibl. Rhod. το}: and the anonymous Lf acyursto « del Retiro de Venet: 
aall’ foola di Scro nell! Anne 1694. 4to, 1710 (‘Francfort. library of M. J. Gennadios; *‘ Norim- 

berga,’ library of the Boule, Athens; tin Trento, 4747. Ahed. 5). The events are also described 

by C. Contariny, 54 della Guerra, it. pp. 436 48377 + Giatianus, “fist. Venet. ii, 5877, 610/77 : 
Garzoni, Jit. Aes. Ven. xin. 539 77.3 Diedo, im. 476-489; Locatelh, Cowfsn. 15-17 3 Guglielmotti, 

Storia della Marina Pontificia, vir. 455 3 Rycaut, Hist. of the Lurks, iti, 518, 525, ete. 

ὁ Gordon, Ast. of the Revolution, 1. 3507. Finlay, Hist, ef Greece, Vi. 251-263: Stamatiades, 

Σαμιακά, if. 176: for an eyewitness’s account of the town after the massacre. R. Walsh, 
Constantinople, tic, ch. 3. 

* Gordon, it. 450-473 \ with a plan). 

> S. Καὶ Paganeles, Ot Σεισμοὶ τῆς Χίου (evewitness’s account of relief work). Athens, 1833. 
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S$ 2.—THE TOWN AND CASTLE. 

By far the larger proportion of the Italian monuments of Chios come 

from the town (‘ Chora’> and its immediate surroundings. The Giustiniani 
/ 

had their town residences chiefly in the citadel,’ while the plain to the 

south, called Κάμπος, par excellence, was studded with their country-houses. 

So late as 1677 Covel writes ‘ Here, as at Galata, he is no Gentleman that 

hath not his vineyard and tower,’ 

Of the fortifications of the town “as apart from those of the citadel), 

which form so prominent a feature in Martelli’s (the earliest?) view of 

Chios Civitas? (Pl. UX. A}? we can say little, as nothing survives. Thévenot 

speaks of eight gates existent in his days and town-gates are certainly 

shewn in Braun and Hogenbureg’s view.' It is probable that the town was 

enclosed only in the rough-and-ready style common to the -sAegean 

1 Cf. Thevenot, |. 298, quoted below, p.176. Latins were prohibited from residence in the 

citadel after 1599, and many of the palaces lay deserted and in ruins even earlier (cf. the letter of 
J. Palaeologus). 

“ Amsterdam, 1727, i. 297, cf. Jerome Justinian (1606) p, 21: ‘Le Bourg n’est point entouré 

de murailles: mais il ne laisse pas puurtant d’estre bien fortific, a de belles portes et de bons 
DHoulleuars.’ 

ὅ PL IX.A BLM. Add. WSS. 15760, Κ 35 vso. A similar plate is reproduced by Rhodokanakes 
with the erroneous date ‘about 1500 (Ρ]. 1). 

ὁ Coratates Orbis Terrarum, Vol. iv. (1617). This is the basis of the more modern plate in 
Dapper's Archzpel. Other early views and plans of the town are to be found :— 

(1) In G. F. Camocio’s series of island maps (8vo. Venice, about 1571; B.M. Wass, 6.b. 41. 
Λ 50). The fortress is drawn almost circular and two gates, the Ῥ, Maggiore and the N. postern, 
are indicated, as are the churches of 5, Nicolo and S. Rocco: there are no signs of Turkish 
occupation or of town walls. 

(2) In G. G. Rossi’s 7vatro della Guerra (fol. Roma, 1687: B.M. Alaps, K 4, Tab. 50). This 
charming plate shews the town and environs frum the sea, marks three gates (N., W., and water- 
gate), churches of 5. Nicolo, S. Rucco, and S. Sebastiano, Bazarro, Palazzo del Cadh, Lavareto, ete. 

(3) In Coronellr’s fr hipelago (Venice, n.d.): 14) Pl. 61, fanciful view of the town and 
citadel from the sea, reproduced in the /so/arto (1696) p. 269; (4) Pl. 62, unrecognisable engraving 
probably related to Martelli’s drawing, of a fortified harbour; (.) ΓΙ. 63, careful plan of town and 
citalel, interesting as shewing the extent of Venetian information previous to 1694 and, by 
vompatison, of the alterations carried out duiing their occupation. 

(4) In the fegeesto (1710) plans of (a) town and citadel (reproduced by Rhodokanakes), and 
(6) Citadel (Fig. 2, below). 

(5) In Le Bruyn’s Voyage (Delft, 1700, p. 169) folding panoramic view of the town frum the 
land side. 

(6) In F. Fontana’s Preg? della Yoxana (Firenze, 1701), Pl. xi., Plan to illustrate the 
Florentine raid in 1599. 

(7) In Choiseul-Gouffier’s Vopuye Pitleresygue (Paris, 1782) HE. (a) Pl, 35, View of Vounaki, 
(6) Pl. 36, View of the harbour. The furmer has been frequently republished. 

The Jatest map is an inset in Admiralty Chart, 1645 (893) from which Fig. 1 (below) is taken. 
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islands and surviving in many Chian villages ; houses were linked up, out- 

side windows avoided on the ground floor, and the outlets of streets barred 

with gates: this was sufficient protection against a sudden raid and 

afforded some control over traffic. The defences were supplemented by a 

wall along the quay and a block-house at the entrance to the moat. 

The elaborate fortifications shewn by Martelli probably indicate nothing 

more than a conventional walled town. 

The harbour was defended by two small forts at the end of the 

lig. 1.—-CHlos: SKLICH PLAN OF 1HE TOWN AND HARBOUR, 

northern mole (Molo: and at the base of the southern (Diamante’.! The 

latter fort was demolished in 1695, the former, called Castello del Mare. 

della Catena, and later Aurd7, rendered great service to the garrison in the 

siege of 1827, when it was severed from the land by the destruction of the 

mole. <A fragment of it is incorporated in the modern harbour-oftice. 

The gvalley-harbour was at the entrance to the moat, which was protected 

by the guns of the S.W. bastion of the citadel and by the fort on the 

town side. (Fig. 1.) 

i tor the name cf. A. di Millo. νι ἑν vive 341) and G. Sandys’ Zoazeds, p. τὸ 
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The castle or citadel 15 situated at the northern end of the port, which 

originally extended to its southern wall. The eastern side fronts the sea. 

the northern and western being of extra thickness and defended by a wide 

artificial moat, now dry! Fig. 2... The building though low and unim- 

pressive is solidly constructed of reddish-brown local stone; it dates from 
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the Genoese and Venetian periods, the earliest date given by inscription 

being 1404 and the latest before the conquest, 1522. The walls were 

evidently patched up again and again throughout the Genoese period, 
and a considerable reconstruction ‘alla moderna’ was carried out after 

1 When Thevet visited the i-land ce. 1550) this moat was full of water. It. state an 1N94 15 
shewn by the Venetian map (Fig. 2), In 1677 the ‘eraff’ was ‘for the most part diy, yeta strong 

casterly wind chives the -ea in soinetimes’ (Covel). It is now cut off fromthe port by the new quay. 
- Between 1346 1556 Chios was definitely besteged by the Genoese under Cortado d’Oria in 

1409, and by the Venetians in 1431, while for the last hundied years of the Genocse occupation 

It Was in continual apprehenston of Turkish attach. 
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the siege of 1433.1 This evidently included a refacing of the N. and ἈΝ, 

walls, the inner towers being anterior to the process, while the perpen- 

dicular sea and harbour walls were untouched. The isolated tower E, 

which was left intact by the Venetians, shews characteristic detail Fig. 3). 

The gates were 1 Porta Maggiore on the site of the present entrance, 

a triple gate according to Thévenot?; 2; the northern postern, built or 

rebuilt in 1322: 4) a water-gate on the harbour near tower E, only 

Fic. 36= Cross Tub CIranin, Powirs ον AN 1): 

known from prints and the description of Thevet!: it was probably 
superseded at the rebuilding in 1694 of the S. bastion, where there is now 
a postern approached by steps. 

The Venetians, on taking the place in 1694, found that the Turks had 

done nothing to keep the fortifications up to date during their occupation, 

Std Saray 45 : Cf inscription (10) quoted below 

πὰ he Nes Ae SS: 

* The north postern was closed in 1604, pethaps after the attempt of 1599. but was used for a 
sally during the sieve of 1827 (Gorden, 404). Pwo cates Were Open in 1503 according to Jacobus 

Palaeologus. 

Y Grand εν έσες quoted below, Pe 183. 
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though artillery had made great strides in the interval. They accordingly 

strained every nerve to reconstruct the defences. Beyond necessary repairs 

(they had breached the wall near the S.W. corner), accommodation had to 

be provided for heavy artillery, tor which only tower H was then adapted, 

the other four ferrzonz and the curtain being too narrow to allow for recoil. 

The towers at the N.E. “ Torrione Zeno’ Fig 4: and S.W. were recon- 

structed, the parapets of the N. and W. walls elevated and strengthened 
᾽ 

and the main gate rebuilt. The latter probably preserved its original 

ve 4 ar 444 
ΕΥ̓ ri a ᾧ fea of " 

ARS Old eee 

Pic. 4.—Caos: Tre Criadpir, TorRIONE ZENO 

lines; it is still a triple gate, the passage turning sharply left after 

the first gate and right after the second, where it opens on a small 

court, commanded on all sides by the platform of the wall, and closed 

by the third gate. A further scheme for a series of earthworks beyond the 

moat, indicated on the plan, appears to have been abandoned for lack of time. 

After the retirement, which the author of the Acygaiste pleads was 

rendered necessary by the incomplete state of the defences, some further 

works were undertaken by the Turks in 1693,! and tower D bears the date 

1 Gratianu-, Hast. Pesd, it. 638. 
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1146 A.H. (1748)! About this period the space to the S.W. of the 

citadel was cleared as affording cover for an attacking force.* 

The inscriptions and armorial bearings in the castle are as follows :— 

1. Main entrance, over outer door, large slab of bluish marble with 

erased inscription. This recorded the Venetian occupation of 1694-5. 

Van Egmont deciphered the name of the doge Silvestro Valerio, and the 

date 1694.2 ITreadin 1909... SILVESTRI VALERU VENETORVM DYVCIS.... 

Near the inscription was a relief of the lion of 5. Mark, which appears 

to have survived till the fifties.* 

2* \ small marble fragment, said by Z. (292 .26 PI. Χ 11.) to have 

been in the Museum, is evidently by the date ‘1693 for 1695 ?) a relic of 

the same period. It bears the letters ? VIN]C — BLRAGADINUs ? beneath 

a shield bearing, apparently, the arms of Riva (ar, ἃ bend gu. charged with 

three stars of the first). Giustino Riva was appointed Proveditore of the 

island and city and Vincenzo Bragadino, Rettore. 

3. Left of entrance, low down, three kite-shaped shields much 

weathered. I could read only that on the left (Giustiniant). 

Above the shields are two marble blocks with five lines of in- 

scription, much worn and overgrown. Zolotas (p. 300 (30), PL VII.) 

read :- I read (1909; :— 

NO3VIRICMINI ANT ONINI IQGVIR . . - ANTONIN! 

NOSTRIEQVISSIMITRIENNIO = @ 4 OSTRIEQVISSIMITRIENNIO 
OSTETIAMOEREVGILHVIVS .. ETIAMT EREVGILHVIVS 

προς @ oo... .. INSIGNI.DOMIN: 

νος Ay 

Both copics evidently contain many errors due to the worn state and 

1 Below, No. 5: the polygonal casing of the originally round outer tower and the marble work 
of the postern adjoinmeg are clearly Turkish. 

2 Choisewl-Gouther, IL. 36, cf also Coronelli, Pl. 63, which shews the space occupied by 

houses. Diedo (Sforia Ac pf. Ten, ut. 485) says the Latin inhabitants in 1694 * offerivano spontanea- 

mente le proprie habttazioni per atterrarle.’ Karavas (Tomoyp. τῆς Νίου, p. 33) says that houses 

were destroyed here and the open space much enlarged after the disaster of 1822. Cf, Viastos, ai 

112. The Prazsa de Puna hr (Bovvaxt) is mentioned about 1639 in Size Sacta, pp 201, 220. 

3 English ed. i. 245. Zolotas (p. 300 (16)) read VENErVsS Vv... and Mbpuxery. 
+ Fustel de Coulanges in γε, Jess, Scent, 1856, 496. 
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awkward position of the stone. The inscription probably refers to Antonio 

de Montalto, Podesta in 1471.7 

4. Inner tower B; four kite-shaped shields :— 

1. Giustiniani 2. [blank] 3. Genoa 4. Giustiniani: below :— 

— 

VW CCCC XX ν᾽ 

Shield 2 probably bore the arms of Visconti of Milan, erased from 

patriotic motives after the recovery of Genoese independence in 1.36." 

5. Inner tower D; Turkish inscription on bluish marble panel ; 

probably recording repairs, dated A.H. L161 =A.D. 1748. 

6* Marble slab formerly over inner side of N. postern (where it was 

seen by Finlay in 1853) figured by Rhodokanakes,? who gives the 

dimensions as 083 xo'56m.,_ It fell down during the earthquake and came 

into the hands of M. Ignazio Pascua of Chios, who tells me it is now in the 

Gyiustiniani palace at Rome. 

Arms of Giustiniani 

with helmet, eagle- 

crest and lambrequin, 

- PRETORE - BERNARDO - 

* IVSTINIANO : P+ BPTE 

ΔΙ XXII - 

Pretore Bernardo | Iustiniano q’uondam) Bfa)ptiistje | 1522. 

7. (2. p. 300 (15) and Pl. IV. 15) Tower J, high up, white marble 

block broken at left end, with four shields in relief within sunk panel 

Fig. 5}. 
The block has evidently been removed from its original position : 

it may have been the lintel of the old water-gate. This portion of the 

wall was damaged by Duquesne in 1681. 

1 Rhodokanakes, Ext. Zyp. p. 13. 

ὁ This was certainly done at Amastris and probably at Pera (cf. 447 So.. Lig. xui. Pl, NIT). 
« Of, ett. ἐκτενεῖς σημειώσεις, p. 8, text of inscr. at Ὁ, 24. 
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The shields are: 

1. Giustiniani 2. Genoa 3. [erased] 4. de’ Marchi. 

The shield of Giustiniani shews the earlier coat, gules, a castle of three 

towers, arg. to which was added in 1413 by a grant of the Emperor 

Sigismund,! a@ chief, or, charged with an imperial eagle displayed issuant 

sable. The bearing of Genoa appears from the weathering to have been 

indicated only by paint. Shield 3 probably bore the arms of France or 

of Boucicault, which were later erased as in Inscr. (4). 

The inscription is as follows: 

NEDOMINEAMEN: 
— ------ -τ 

4 

Fic. 5.—CHIos CITADEL: HERALDRY AND INSCRIPTION (No. 7). 

(above) In nojmine Domini, amen. 

(right side) M | CCCC | V p(rimo) Ian(ua)r(ii). 

(below) ἐἨἰϊδῖα tur(r)is futt (szc) edificata t(em)p(o)r’e) diomi\ni Nicolai, 

d(e) Marco Pot(est)a(tids. 

In nomine Domint, amen and similar phrases are used in = such 

inscriptions by the Gattelusi® and by the Genoese colonists of Pera? 

and Caffa.® 

The Podesta Nicolo de’ Marchi is elsewhere unknown": the arms are 

given in Coronelli’s Gexovesato.' 

’ Hopf, art. Grustiniant, Ὁ. 341. 

- The document is reprinted from J. Justinian by KRhodokanakes, p. 26, note 53. 
’ Thasos, Conze, 7.2... Jiaseln. Pl. I. 4. 

7 HS Ale χὶ 61. 

% Memoirs Odessa Soc. vit. 276. 

"ON full list of Pode ste is given by Rhodokanakes. of. cit. ἐκτενεῖς σημειώσ εἰς, pp. 10 7. 
ce i fae 

3 
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reyish is: 8. (Z.p. 301 τὸ Pl VIL Same. tower low down, coarse « Js 

marble block much worn 1°45 XO 83 m., letters O06 Fie. 6 : 

“F$SEA MMIRASCOAA AVR A PSONA SIGOMOG: 
DE TRACHO: Tha sR AVNAPSONA DE Aha: 

ΡΤ [ΠΟ GRROGCOVELI PREP POSARPOSA 
2 BV AREF BYVMADGENGR O-OGLOPORTORAVRNA 
ὶ ἘΠ TOSHORGRUFEMO SOG nual ep 
Ὶ CCdIN RBIGRIO-OMESEAR 
2 SURAT ASIGRPIAOR SHIEO. LO 
| OPC TO  GEAORGIVS: PROSRIVS 

| 
UVS αν ΒΘ ΟΠ SARIPSIT 

Fic). 6:—C His ΟἼΤΆΙΕΙΙ ἢ IN ΒΙΡΊΤΟΝ (Νὰ, δ, 

+Sea manifesto a caura persona sicomo e | decretao che arcuna 

p’er,sona de che | naiglio grande o veli (σὰ prepposa ni osa | bu[tja ni 

far buta dentro delo porto arcuna ' sporc]ita e de saora n‘izeto sot[am- 

e]n ‘da? de per peri, ;...CC [i]n arbitrio de Meser [il Pod]esta e | 

dai g}Jouernani asignai alo r[e}vairo [dejlo  dettlo po[r]to. δος; 

Georvius Panormius [no|tarius curie Chit seripsit. 

The inscription is in Genoese dialect ! except for the signature of the 

notarius curtae? It prohibits the throwing of filth or ballast into the 

harbour on pain of fine, and must therefore be written in language 

intelligible to seamen?: soa Chian decree in Latin of 1488, is ordered to be 

proclaimed: ‘ publice vulgari sermone in platea bancorum ct allis loci» 

consuetis.» The harbour of Chios was constantly in danger of becoming 

1 For the chalect see Casaccia, Docahulario. Notable here are the infinitive in -@ of a-verbs, 

butd for bithee = cfare) and omission of ¢ between vowels (derrefaa mod, deaetow for deeretato,, 

Specimens of Sina date are given by Pagano, Geozest nella Grecia, Ὁ, 310, Alte So. Lig, Xun, 

125 doc xVvin. 

2 For this officer see Hopf-Vlastos, p. 95. The sovername are the twelve gabermatleres, 24, 

Pp. 95 
' bor the perper {ὑπέρπυρον) see Mas-Latriv, Brill δι. Chartes, ser. i νὼ] τὶ tar fh About 

this perio it seems to have been equivalent to two y7 esse, 

* Pagano, ties. αν De ΖΈΜ, 

5. 7ῤχεί. 
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silted up, partly owing to a torrent which debouched into it: the silting 

became so serious in 1488 that ships loaded by preference in Porto 

Delfino and legislation was necessary to divert them. The process 

continued in Turkish times, and in the seventeenth century the torrent, 

which had been canalized and diverted by the Genoese, again flowed into 

the harbour It is now cut off by the new quays, though its bed (dry 

except after rain’ can still be seen in the picturesque quarter of the town 

Pits: $.—CUSSPANTINOPIE . RL (N0).9) PROM Chis. (2) 

called “AABar«a? where it runs underground and is conveyed outside the 

harbour by a channel built by the Compagnie des Quats. 

9. Grey marble block, 0 50 x 0°65 X 0 22 m. now in the Imperial Muscum 

at Constantinople,’ bearinz reliefs of 7) standing figure of S. Dominic with 

nimbus, holding in right hand branch of lily Ccew¢re}, column, (7. arms of 

Giustiniani in garnished shield: all within a moulded frame (Fig. 7). 

1 S.20 Sacra, p. 5. Where the harbour is spoken of as ‘riempito da una torrente che vi shocca.’ 

A recent attempt to restore the παλαιὸς ὀχετὺς τὸ mentioned by Karavas, Toroyp. τῆς Νίου, 1556, 

P. 33: 
= The * Fainers’ quarter,’ from ᾿Αλβάνης, a shocing smith. 

> T owe the illustration to the never-failing courtesy of the Directors, 
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The exact provenance is unknown, as the block belongs to the anczen 

fonds of the Museum and has no inventory number. The arms are, 

however, sufficient to assign it to Chios or one of the dependencies of 

the Giustiniani!; the date, from the arms, must be later than 1413 and 

should probably be placed as late as the middle of the century, the 

coarse ‘native 2?) workmanship notwithstanding, on account of the treat- 

ment of the shield. S. Dominic was probably the patron not only of 

the church in the citadel, but of one of the towers. Similarly, reliefs 

of 5. Nicolas, 5. Bartholomew, and 5. Michael record the dedication to 

them of towers at Galata.” 

10* The following inscription is given by Targioni-Tozzetti in his 

account of Cyriac of Ancona with the comment ‘2m w/timo del mio Codtce 

st leggono 1 seguenti verst forse dettate di Ciriaco’? and reproduced by 

Rhodokanakes * as copied from the walls of Chios by Cyriac :— 

Inclitis J/aonensium Amplissimo ex Ordine Viris, 

Chit Asianae huius in Egeo insignis Insulae 

Clarissimis fortissimisque Principibus, 

Qui Tropaeophori Georg7, Hysidorique SS. Martyrum 

Numinibus auspicantibus Divis, eximia eorum 

virtute, Insulam hanc ipsam, & Civit. praecl. 

plurifariam dudum a Barbaris lacessitam, 

hodio® demum Raphaele JJontalto Dictatore Cl. in- 

festissima l’enefust Classis incursione fortiter 

strenueque propulsando, sublata, non modo 

tutarunt, quin & melius restitutam, turrit.” 

& triplici vallo munitis ampliatisque 

moenibus insigniter propugnarunt, C/ienses voti sui 

compotes A.D. MCCCCXXXI1. XVI. Kal. Febr. 

Eug. {Π11. PP. Anno Primo. A.A. 

That the above is indeed a composition of Cyriac’s is clear both from 

the signature A.A. and from the style, which is exactly that of the Galata 

i {his 1s not, however, absolutely final, since members of the family might be appointed to 
forergt) consulate~, as Battista Giustiniani to Caffa in 1473, where his arms occur (J/em. Odessa 

So.. vir 281, Figs 5). 

2 Atte Soc Lig. xiii, 323, S. Nicolas ; 330, 5. Bartholomew, cf. E. D. Clarke's 7razeds, τι. 149. 
* Prayer in Toscana, Vv. 427. 

ΣΡ, 77 and ext onu. 12. ΣΟΥ 
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inscription composed by him for Baldassare Marrufo and still extant,! and of 

the Thasian inscription now known, like the present, only from the papers of 

Cyriac.”” Whether the Chian inscription was ever set up must remain obscure. 

The siege referred to is that celebrated in verse by Andriolo Giustiniani, a 

personal friend of Cyriac’s. S. George is the patron of Genoa? as 5. 

Isidore (martyred here under Decius) of Chios: the church of S. Isidore is 

still a venerated place, though the body of the saint was stolen by the 

Venetians in the twelfth century.* 

The old guns in the castle (exclusive of Turkish, which are mostly of 

the cighteenth century) are as follows :— 

(4) Near tower G, fine brass gun, broad spiral flutes on chase, no 

dolphins, crowned L and arms of Milan and France quarterly, in relief on 

reinforce, figure subject in relief on breech, no cascable. 

The arms refer to Louis ΧἼΠ. of France, Duke of Milan (and G:noa) 

1 500-12.° 

*‘6\ Long brass gun inscribed CAPITAN. ANDRONICO DESPINOSA 

NATVRAL DE RODI MDLII. (Seen by Newton in 1853.) 

(¢) On tower A, brass gun (now broken in two) with relief-work, 

trees, etc., at chase, reinforce and butt. On reinforce, arms of Spain in 

relief: below, engraved in cartouche, IN NAPOLI | a.D. 1573; on base- 

ring (engraved) P δ (Pesansa Centinaia?) XXX R 40. 

(4) On tower Εἰ, iron pzerrzer with lion of S. Mark, date WDCLXXXIV, 

and founder's initials T—-W.' 

(e) Near tower G, two brass Venetian guns, one dated 1689. 

(41) and (6) are evidently part of the armament abandoned by the 

Venetians in 1695. 

(σὴ) Iron English gun with script cypher G.R., possibly from the 

δ Soo. Lig. xi. 330, Insei. 27, cf. τό. p. 951. 

2 Colucci, eft. Preene, XV. cxxxiil. 

' See below, p. 171. Chiote vessels flew the flag of S. George even after the Turkish conquest 
(Fynes Moryson, /énerary, 11, 86 (1596), *This Island hath Saint George for their protecting 
Saint, and beares his crosse on their Flags as England doth’; and Stochove, in 1631, writes that 
by ancient privilege the cross was still flown from the castle at that date ( Voyage, p. 201). 

* See below, No. 33. 

> Coins struck by him for Chios have recently come to light (Avv. Lta/. dz Num. i. 13>. 
® Travels, i. 215. ‘The gun was probably Maltese. 

“ Cf. Woolwich Museum, No. 80, Tower, 112, 113. Marion, Reese] des Bouches ἃ feu, 
Pl. τοῦ. 
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Greek brig under Capt. Thomas. which took part in the sie 

5... 

$ 3—VARIOUS ECCLESIASTICAL AND DOMESTIC ΔΙΟΝΌΜΕΝΤΟ, 

11. Z.p.299 6, PI. 11.6, On the citadel wall above tower J lies 

white marble sarcophagus, 2°07 xo7oxo7O m. Fig. ὃ : the face is 

~ 

bordered by classical mouldings, inside which 1s a curved panel 

o'72x0'30m., flanked by defaced eagles ‘crest of Giustiniani 2. On the 

panel is an inscription in Latin characters pierced at their extremities 

for keying in metal :— 

6). i ς 
pet 1 t 7 3 Γ P| yc Ce oy 

WAllrera L κα σον , 
Be ἡ ἢ re 

bg . 

lie. 8.—~Crtos: INst RIPLION ING. £0). 

+ Sepulerum spectabilis | et evregi domini Octobe ni Tustiniani ex 

dominis ; Maonensibus Chi qui de- (continued below panel 

[|| Ty ie TM aie] 

-cessit 

The M in the date has been cut away to adapt the sarcophagus for 

the trough of a fountain. An incomplete copy of the inscription is 

given by Vlastos.2 Ottobuono Campi-Giustinianit commanded for Genoa 

against Ventimiglia in 1410. He is probably the Capitaneus “1401) and 

Syndic (1402) of Pera mentioned in Rew. Or. Lat. iv. 89-96. 

12* (Z. p. 299 (7) PL IL) The family chapel of this branch of the 

Giustiniani is commemorated by an inscription seen by Zolotas in the 

* Finlay (Mo>, Journal), ‘The Turks can boast of some guns of the Greek brig commanded by 
Captain Thomas that went on shore during the vege . . . they are now [1853] mounted on the 
rampart.’ 

ἜΝ 227 {3105 also in: Bent, “p. 476. 

+ Lop, 339: 
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castle, built in, reading Cap eljla spectabilis domini | Ottobont Justiniani 

et heredum suorum MCCCC eee 

13* Fragment of marble sarcophagus, Paspates, Neaxov Γλωσσάριον, 

py 24763). 

VS MDXXNII ...us MDNNNIIL. 

VS’ DBA TL TIsr ες quondam) d omini) Battis“te’. 

In line-(2 read 4 for Sand 12 for F. 

14 . en L500 ee: (O65, OPVS PETRI 

14 12). ye Ose DE PLOREM Ack, 

These inscriptions were engraved on two white marble blocks 

“137 X60 m. , perhaps originally supports of a balcony, now used as vate- 

posts at the new barracks ‘Tig. 9). 

The letters have been defaced but can 

be traced by the punch-marks. <A 

Piero da Firenze worked at Perugia 

iy tao 

By the courtesy of the Governor 

I was this vear allowed access to the 

chief Mosque  .Eski Djami: in the 

citadel, which was formerly a Genoese 

church. Practically nothing, however. 

remains of the church except possibly 

the campanile, now used as a minaret. 

The tloor 1s boarded over, and the 

only recognizable Genoese remains 

are the lower part of an octagonal 

pulpit and the two southern of the four 

columns? which support the roof: 
Fic. 9.—CHios: ARCHELECIURA 

these rest on high square bases with (NOL Tah 

panels carved in low relief with deli- 

Drivin. 

cate leaf designs, but much painted: one panel has conventional crossed 

torches. A fragment of a similar base exists in the Museum. In the 

porch and in the court of the mosque respectively, are the two following 

fragmentary inscriptions :— 

! Burekhardt-Bode, Cuerone (1904), ll. 135. 

° ‘The noithern pair, and, 1 suspect. the capitals of all, are of wood. 
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15. Marble slab, 0109 ΧΟ΄ 43 m., letters O'055 m., triangular stops :— 

ETV34P> 4. 7*4*FEBRIL41 5 
.? Carrjetus posuit 4 Feb rua)ri ij... 

16. Blue marble slab, formerly cover to vault, 0°69 x 0°67 m. Inscribed 

round edge in thin, badly-cut letters 0055 m high (Fig. 10). 

DI Fix ἣν Ἐν Ῥ 

ee Ώ --- .».»....-....--.---... et te 

IMMONS HATIY IH 

Fic. 10.—CHI0s: INSCRIPTION (ΝΟ, 16) IN THE CLIADEL Moseur 

16 (4). Left of the door of the mosque is the following inscription 

in Turkish which may be thought worthy of this admittedly imperfect 

publication! for its historical interest :— 

Nida yp Bring! Lehn jor job (4 da 4.2} are ad, eye 

ws λυ, ἷ οὐδ] Can je om λυ (2) py x 3 5 XI! εἰν 

jp hiss 5 (ple » dale abl ae) πα daze ott y $ ddwwd dd 

rte δ (Maks (Je sab stl! pe de, cere! Οὐδὲ ip 
4 

eu Ww abl ἀεί ϑ vaca Ly So glow GS κα op 

αὐ vas!) 50d fli Gayiyl pee MK Soe τ γον 

1 1 took it down phonetically from the dictation of my guide, a Cretan sergeant. Dr, Karl 

Sussheim has since been kind enough to transcribe it, correctins obvious etrors, 
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“In the year of the birth of Jesus (on whom be peace) 993 the 

foundation of this church was laid, and in the year of the aforesaid 1566 

the seventeenth of April, which is the year of the zeal [? prophecy] 

of Mohammed Mustafa (on whom be blessing and peace) 973 the twenty- 

sixth of Ramazan, Piale Pasha, the admiral of the glorious Ottoman 

Sultan Suleiman Khan, son of Selim, came with seven satl of galleys and 

took Chios; and the church aforesaid became a mosque and prayer was 

made. Praise be to God.” 

April 17 is the date given by Bosio; 1566 is the year Suleiman the 

Magnificent died, and many authors’ assign the taking of Chios to the 

reign of Selim IJ., his son. At the taking of the city all the churches in 

the citadel except that of the Dominicans were turned into mosques.” 

17. Opposite the smaller mosque (Bairakli Djami), which is now a 

shapeless ruin, is a fragment of white marble broken all round (extreme 

mcasurements 0°25 X 0°28 m.), and inscribed in letters ‘03 τῇ, high :— 

This mosque, shewn as a church in the Acguisto map, probably 

occupies the site of the church of 5. Dominic, later 5. Maria di 

Castello’: the Cathedral was dedicated to 5. Antony. 

18. *Inscription formerly in the church of S. Dominic in the citadel, 

now known only through Jerome Justinian’s copy ὃ :— 

Hic jacet Joannes Justinianus, inclitus vir, ac Patricius Genuensis, 

Sciique Maonensis, qui in Céstantinopolis expugnatione a Principe 

Turcarum Mechemet Serenissimi Constantini Orientalium ultimi Christian- 

orum Imperatoris magnanimus Dux electus, vulnere accepto interiit anno 

a partu Virginis M.UILV.VIIL Kalend. August. 

This is the tomb of the famous Giovanni Giustiniani whose wound 

was the immediate cause of the fall of Constantinople. His life is given 

at length by Rhodokanakes. 

1 Eve. Thevet, Cosmog. Unit. τι 237. - J. Palaeolog? epistola (457 3). 

᾿ Deser. ae δίς de Scio, 1606, τ. 96; Sev Sacra, 48: copied with shght variations by 

A. \lastos \Xtaxa, il. 96), Paspates, Χιακὸν Γλωσσάριον, 422 (62), who had it from Dethier, and 
Rhodokanakes, p. 146. 

Ὁ Seto Sua, 21. * (bed. p. 18, quoting Lupazzolo, 
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19. 2. p. 289. Plt. 5. [} Museum: two fragments of white 

marble slab, oog m. thick, 064 m. high, said to be from the castle. The 

fragments bear portions of an inscription in commonplace lettering, the 7s 

dotted, within a deep moulded frame. There ts no point of contact. 

a) HICIACETL δ΄  RINVSEPS 

CHIENSISOV IEXNTRVNIT 

ORNAVITDO TEN oe 

DODICAVIT:. I 

A probable restoration Is :—~ 

Hic jacet Lieonardus Balsa]rinus ‘episcopus: 

Chiensis qu[i hance capellajm extrunxit 

ornavit du[navit et Sancto | Leonar- 

da dicavitamios:.. «.« «, .7.} 

J.eonardus Balsarinus, a native of the island. was bishop of Chios from 

τότ till the occupation by the Venetians. and fled with them on their 

retirement. He afterwards became Archbishop of Corinth and actually 

died at Nauplia in 1700, so that the present monument must have been a / 

cenotap h.t 

20. Modern Latin Cathedral S. Nicolas. The Tabernacle ‘Pl. N,: 

is a block of srey marble 1:20 x@62xo050m. The back ts inscribed :— 

tHOCSACR EVEARISTIETABERMIVLY FIERIEE 
(UTIOHNESHTONSIS TINANNS' DEARTH ACI 

[foc sacrae cucaristie tabernaculu’m, fiert fecit Toha’nn es Antonius 

[ustinianus q(uondam) d’omini, Barth olomac yt MCCCCLATIZ 

The dedicator is Giovanni Antonio Campi-Giustiniani.’ 

The front of the tabernacle is sculptured in relief with an ocival 

crocketted niche flanked by twisted Corinthian columns, which stand on 

a projecting sillsupported by corbels and foliage. The centre of the space 

δ Lequien, in. Soo; cf. G. B de Burgo, Pag ee, 1. 3253 Garzoni, 541; cf Rhodokanakes, p. 692. 

Φ The insoiption iw given in Zolotas’ Προσθῆκαι, p. 521 and Fig. 5. 
Hopf, Caron. G.-A. p. 515, tab. 2, see below, no. 28. 
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thus framed is occupied by a modern silver repoussé door: above and 

below are cherubs, at the sides standing anzels. The tvmpanum is filled 

by a throned Christ with a background of radiating late-cothic panels. 

Above the arch, which is not cut free, are small vertical panels, the columns 

being surmounted by erect figures, left, the angel of the Annunciation. and 

richt, the Virgin. A very similar piece of work is to be found in the third 

north chapel of 5. Maria del Castello at Genoa. 

21. Ina vestry of the same church is a low relief in marble of poor. 

flat work. representing the Virgin half-length seated with the Child on her 

lap, under a shell canopy Fig. τα. The donor 

kneels at the lower left-hand corner. The influence 

of Byzantine painting 13 marked:! the relief may 

have been executed by a local artist at the end 

of the Genoese period or later. 

22. \bove the outer gate of the church are 

low reliefs of cherubs in bluish marble, apparently 

taken from a building of the late fifteenth century. 

23. Inthe Museum. Circular boss or roundel 
ic. rrh—RKLLiIfF OF THE 

thickness TN. ΙΝ TAS 
CALHLDRAL, 

of marble Pl. XX. diameter O50 m 

O22 m., with relief of the Virgin half-length, 

three-quarter face to |, holding Child on right arm: the whole within a 

cable border. The figure of the Child especially is ill-proportioned, the 

Whole work clumsy and without charm. 

24. .2. p. 297, 43, PL IX.) Built into ruined (Latin® church of 

S. Michael ez Paroecea or L ᾿ igaridis, opposite cathedral, fragment of white 

marble 078 m. long, with inscription :— 

- OLAYDVANTIVETVIEREDV 

NN, de Am?jigdola dcomini) Anti et heredu.m’ 

‘Tt is interesting in this connection to note the counter-influence of Genoese sculptuie on 

Chios. Not only dues the island possess (like the other Aegean islands and coast-towns) many 

elaburately carved wooden chancel-screens, but relief sculpture in marble is much practised. Many 
private houses have marble tablets with more or less elaborate devices built mto their fronts, and 
even in churches, more latitude than ix usual in oithodosy is shewn towards reliefs of reliious 
Subjects: of these the local efforts are, needless to say, entirely devoid of artistic merit, being merely 
Byzantine eikon-types rudely translated inte flat relief. 
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25. At the opening of road from Karyés into Βουνάκι, west side of 

street, built into wall supporting railing, front of sarcophagus, I 61 x o'40 m., 

decorated with two kite-shaped shields, bearing Giustiniani arms, flanking a 

circle with ‘revolving star’ pattern (Fig. 12). 

26. Built into same wall, round corner: panel 0°50 X 0°43 m. with 
shield of Giustiniani (Fig. 13). 

2 Poe ee 1 - 
.- * 

Fic, 13.—ARMS OF GIUSTINIANI (No. 26). 

27. (Z. p. 295 (1).) In the Latin archbishop’s garden; white marble 
slab broken in the middle: a small piece only is lacking. Left half 
measures 0°53 X0°38 m.,, right 0°52 x 0°38 m.: letters oo45 m. (Fig. 14) 

A ASVOBARC ἘΤΟΜ. 

i iF FECT FERMONS RA τῷ 

FIG. 14. —INSCRIPIION OF NICOLAUS DE TUDERTO (No, 27). 

1 When Z. saw the stene it was unbroken 
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Hoc pilastrum cum suo arcu et cum | residuo totius cappelle fecit fieri 

d’omi)n(u)s frater | Nicolinus de Tuderto episcopus Foliarum amore Dei 

et | sante crucis [M]CCCCXLVII | de mense Mart[io]. 

The bishopric mentioned is that of Old and New Phocaea; both 

towns (especially the latter) were closely connected with the Genoese of 

Chios. 

Nicolaus de Tuderto of the Order of Preachers held the see 1427-1450." 

28. /bid. Seven large fragments of a white marble grave-relief with 

inscription below (Pl. X.). The monument, which measured when entire 

[Ὁ ΠῚ. X 0°94 m., represents three half-length female figures beneath a round 

arch with leaf decoration 1n spandrels. The elegiac inscription in letters 

‘025 τῇ. high occupies a panel about 0°70 in height below the figures. The 

left-hand lower corner of the relief and the corresponding upper corner of 

the inscription are missing. Beneath the inscription are the arms of 

Giustiniani. The work is evidently Italian. 

... peregit 

...qiue) qui(n)q(ue) [omnes abripucre ?] dies 

Gracia Garor(um) cl[ara? de sanguli(n)e creta 

[ustinia(n)o oli(m) ju(n)cta [Ma l]ria viro. 

Domi(n1)ci antistes Divi ven(e)randa soror(um) 

Co(n)didit hoc tum(u)lo la(n)guida me(m)bra brevi : 

Qui 5101 p(er) cu(n)ctos sociisq(ue) sororib(us) annos 

His certa titulis lege dicatus erit. 

Iustinia(n)e, tua, Antoni, e(st) pia cura, Iohannes 

Marmor(e) quod tegimur hoc, Catocina, tua. 

The inscription? probably commemorates three members of the 

Campi-Giustiniani family. Giovanni Antonio Campi, dedicator of the 

tabernacle, married Catochina Longo, and had a sister Maria who also 

marricd a Giustiniani* The date is probably about 1475. 

29. The tricks of Iettering are so similar to those of the Museum 

fragment (Z. 294 (33) Pl. VIII.) that the inscriptions must be ascribed to 

1 See Hopf, Grustinzan7, and Papadopoulos-Kerameus, @wratka. 

* Lequien, Oréens Chrestianus, iti. 1079. M. Pierre Agius, the archivist of the Latin 

community, Informs me that the family of de Zod: is known to the Chian records and survives in 
Smyrna. 

ἡ Zolotas, Προσθῆκαι, 519 and Fig. 4. 
+ Hopf, CAron. G.-R. 515. 
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the same hand. The inscription of the fragment was also in elegiac 

verse, and a few words can be made out: (1. 1 ...usq τς Tohfannes, 

fay WORE ia ye ete, ee wt ROCHA ee Se oe. 3. CER Ces ee τς oh 

Cotta os 

. ΟΣ 
5 . 

30. Zp.295 4 PII... White marble slab, o40 x οὐ x ΟὍΟ m., 

with arms of Giustiniani twice and inscription in mixed letters 0325 hich. 

This was seen and copied by Z. at the Latin archbishopric but has been 

damaged by being built into a well-head in the garden. Some letters are 

now concealed Fig. 15. 

FHEC ΖΔ ΑΘ CIMITERESTD FRANC ETIO 

TVS TINIANFOS MULITIS: DFRANCVT LAC OSTA 
INZZS8T OROCATO- MANV: LA/ETNARI 

Seem .PALO'NOTARIIL ἥ ἢ; τὰ 
Pye. XXVMEXVITTLV Ἧ ἔρειδε του, 

͵ ce Wi, Ss yy oe COS) S TRVC T Noes 

| 0G/ @scT cop svEs@o 

Fin. 15.—INoCRIPrIUN (No. 30). 

+ ΗΓ ec capella -cum, cimiter’io, est dfominorum] Franc ‘isc.i et Io | 

h’ann is .\n[to]nit f[ra]trum, filioru(m; α΄ τὸ nda‘m) s‘pectabilis; d’omini: 

Barth olomae i | fustiniani, q’uondam, s pectabilis, militis Fran‘ciscji uti; 

ac ‘con;stat . instr°umentjo rogato! manu Lazarini [de RJapalo notarii 

M | cec{[CX]XXXV dic XVIII Iunti | et ecodem an(njo (con)structa pro eis 

et eor’um) successoribyus). 

The persons referred to are Francesco (ὦ, before 1495} and Giovanni 

Antonio “εἶ 1511) Campi-Giustinianl, sons of Bartolommeo, and grandsons 

of the Knight and Count-palatine Francesco (1371-1435).2. The notaries 

Genesio and Ambrogio da Rapallo are known from documents,® L. de 

Rapalio in one of Pera.* 

1 ovate 15 Italian rather than Latin for ‘signed,’ ‘attested Ὁ 

ὁ Hopf, 515, Rhodokanakes, 755. 
ΡΣ, Leb, My 227. 

A Atl: So, Lig. xia. 334 (<xxI), 
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31. 02. p. 292. (27; PI. VIL.) In Museum: fragment of white marble 

‘0°26 X 0°53 m.>) bearing in Latin characters 0'025 m. high, the inscription :— 

CAPITIS SS EPHIP TOSI 

. capitis S’ancti) Steph’an.i Ρ τὸ jtom ‘a)rt ‘yris) 

Below is a roughly carved cherub (Tig. 16), 

This fragment is the lower portion of the framing of a tabernacle: the 

inscription was probably completed by 

some such words as floc est religuiariuim } 

on the upper part of the frame. 

The skull of S. Stephen was sent 

from Italy by Cardinal Vincenzo Gius- 

tintani to the Dominicans of Chios on 

their expulsion by the Turks from their 

church in the citadel’ and consequent 

removal to that of S. Sebastian ‘in 

Paleo Castro.’ 
; é Fic. 16.—FRAGMLNT OF RELIQUARY 

92. (Z. p. 298 (51), PIX.) <Atthe (No. 34). 

Government House, white marble cover 

to vault o'54 m. square, broken at two corners, bearing the arms of 

Lercari+ on polygonal shield within wreath of olive (Fig. 17). Round 

the border runs the inscription (letters ΟἽ. m.) :— 

Fic, 17.—INsSCRIPrPION AND ARMS OF LERCARI (NO. 32). 

Sep(ulcrum Francc(isc)i | Lercar[ii et | he]redu(m) suofru]m. mpxvitl. 

1 A similar tabernacle at South Kensington has /7% est docus religuiarum, 

* Probably after 1599, since we have seen that they had still a church in the citadel in 1578, 
* Seto Sacra, 145, ef, Rhodokanakes, 441. 1 On, Mee bars, eu, 

M 
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38. (Z.p.290(13), PLI1L.13.) White marble block ΟἽΑ x o4OxXOolIm, 

with left half of ¢adu/a ansata bearing inscription in plain letters (17th c. ?), 

with dotted 7’s, 0°02 m. high :— 

OV-E PRIVS EXTITER: 
LENTISCI LACRYMI 

NEC MIRVM SERVIRE 
LVX ANIMI HIC ORII 

Quae prius extiteri[nt per campum umore carentes 

Lentisci lacrymils delicuere novis. 

Nec mirum: servire... 

Lux animi hifn.c orit[ur. 

This stone was found according to Z. near the tanneries to the north 

of the town. In this neighbourhood is the church and sacred well of 

S. Isidore of Chios, martyred under Decius, to whom the fragmentary 

epigram refers. It was said that the mastic of Chios, once an important 

article of commerce, first liquefied at the martyrdom of the saint... I have 

attempted to restore the general sense of the first couplet. 

The body of the saint was carried off by the Venetians in the twelfth 

century and is now in 5. Mark’s. The head remained in the island till 

1627, when it also was stolen by a Venetian and deposited with the body.’ 

The church in Chios, now ruined, is described by J. Justinian (1606) as 

‘tout rond par le dedans, & faict a la Mosayque.’ ® 

34. (Z. p. 295 (1) and PI 1.3, cf. Προσθῆκαι, 573., Marble slab 

‘front of sarcophagus) with inscription in faduda ansata (Vig. 18), built into 

house of Patronas in street called ᾿Ατσική, and copied by Kanellakes for 

1 Cf μὰ SS. May 15th, p. 446... pedibus equo alligatur et per asperas et montanas 

civptitudines distrahitur: moxque virtute divina in ipso loco per quem tractus est aculei et spinac 

in arbores gummi mastiches diffluentes conversae sunt: et in testimonium eius martyrii manant 

usque in praesens, etc. A later version of the legend. that the mastic first solidified after the 

martyrdom of 5. Isidore, is cited as current at Chios in his day by M. Giustiniani in 

Δ. Chiensis, De Vera Nobrlitate, p. 111, cf L. Allatiil, de Graecorum Opinationthus, xxvii 

H. Blunt, Voyage, 1637, p. 29, Rhodokanakes, 532-3. 

2 Scio Sacra, 195, Rhodokanakes, 66, 183, 376. 

3 Hist. de Chio, i. 47. 
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Paspates (of. cit. Ὁ. 425, No. 68) and by Finlay (1853) in his Journal: 
the latter apparently saw it in a church.! 

D-O-fN 

ISVMMACORPOR| SETIN GEWNII 
| /DEX=ERITAE VIRTVEETSVAPRE € SSOROQ 
— SVORNOBIL KE DITATOIOANN| APLE CE 1 O 
| BORGONIERIEDNOCOHORTLS PE DI T VM: 

| aMLTV PFECT PAATVRE EXREMVIE SVA 
IDIEFVCTo ANONivs ESCALNVSASE IAARIY 
| GRDIEBROBINE MERITYS VICES REGIAS-IN- 

IMOETERRESRIGEREN S 

Fic. 18.—INSCRIPTION (NO. 34). 

D(eo) O(ptimo) M(aximo) 

Summa corporis et ingenil | dexteritate virtute et sua precessor(um)q(ue 

| suor(um) nobilitate ditato, Ioanni a Pleceio | Borgonierie (2) d(omi)no, 

cohortis peditum | militu(m) p(re)fecto, p(re)mature extrem(o) vite suae 

| die fu(n}cto, Antonius Escalinus Aseimarius (szc) | Gardie baro b(ene) 

meritus (522) vices regias in | exercitu maritimo et terrestri gerens. 

Antoine Escalin des Aimars, Baron de la Garde, was captain cf the 

galleys of France under Francis I. and Henry [12 Concerting with a 

Turkish fleet under Dragut, he wintered at Chios with 26 French galleys in 
“ν᾿ 

1552-.Ξ.2 I can find no mention of Joannes a Pleceio (Duplessis ?).4 

35. In Museum (Z. p. 290 (9), Pl. Π1} White marble 0-24 x 0°45 m., 

with inscription in rough Roman letters 0°35 τὴ. high :— 

CAPELLA O SEPVE Capel(l)a (cum) sepul- 

CRO+9° DANTONITI cro (quondam) d(omini} Antonii 

DE BOSOLO:7:° ERE de Bosolo (et) ere- 

DV SVO4 oe du(m) suo(rum) 1.492. 

Cf. below, No. 59. 

1 f. St vse. ‘ Visited Greek and Latin churches, see Latin inscription on opposite page.” 
- For particulars of his life, 1498-1578, see Firmin-Didot, Bregr. Oniverselle, sv. Paulin; 

J. Chesneau, Joy. de JZ. ὦ dramon, ed. Schefer, p. 154 note. 

* De Thou, est. Suz Temporis (Genevae, 1620’, p. 373; E. Charriere, Weévectations de la 

France dans le Levant, ii. 237, 2533 Voy. de Wd framon, p. 153. 

4 Other Frenchmen, who died of wounds and sickness incurred during the Duke of Cleves’ 

unsuccessful assault on Mytilene (1501) and were buried in the Franciscan church at Chios, are 

ἍΪ 2 
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86. Z.297 “45. PL IX.) Garden of ΔΙ. Harémis: coarse marble 

block 1:08 x 0'36m., probably fragment of sarcophagus ‘Fig. 19. It bears 

the arms of Giustiniani on a_kite-shaped shield and remains of an 

inscription in Gothic letters :— 

+ Estregius et reveren-.?) 

dus 

Nicolfaus .. 
pie te taney 

p are nt 5) 

{τ cet laid: 

Fic, 19 —FRAGMENT OF SARCOPHAGUS 
(NO. 36). 

The uate was probably continued in a second line, the arms datinz 

the inscription after 1.415. 

37. The three fragments (Z. p. 290 (10, 11, 12), Pl. III.), now in the 

Museum, but said to have come from the castle, read more correctly :— 

12. Llanffr)ancus [et] (10) Rafael Pat-(ti,eri Mcccc... 

The R in Lanfrancus is represented by an abbreviation mark over 

the A. The persons referred to flourished 1416-36 and 1416-61 

respectively. 

38. In private possession: Gothic capital white marble weathered 

brown, 0°225 m. square on abacus, 0°20 m. high. To one side is applied a 

shield bearing a lion rampant with a fesse over all (Fig. 20). 

Fic. 20.—MARBLE CAPITAL WITH ARMs (No. 38}. 

mentioned in the Chronigues of Jean d’Auton (ed. Paris, 1889, 1. p. 196), ‘Six jours entiers v 

[τὸν a Syo] demeurerent pendant lequel temps moururent le messire Jehan de Porcon seigneur de 

Beaumont. .. . La mourut pareillement Blanquefort, Arzelles, et plusieurs autres, lesquelz furent 

enterrez dedans leglize des Cordelliers de Syo et sollempnellement servyz. Auquel leu est 

pareillement ensepulture feu Jacques Cueur fof Bourges, mimoter to Charles VII, d. 1456] dedans 
le mibeu du cueur de ladite eglize,’ 

| See above, p. 147. “ Hopf, Chron. G.-R. Ὁ. 525 
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38+. In private possession : large wooden crucifix of rude local work 

and late date: on foot :— 

MIJE | SUCH | RISTE' CORRO | BORA | ILLUSTRISSIMUM | 
NICOL AUM | IVSTINIAN EM δὸς 

39. Kampos, garden of ΔΙ. Karavas: white marble slab, 1°05 Xx0'53 m., 

broken at right edge and badly at right lower corner; letters 0°0325 m. 

(Fig. 21}. 

| SPECTATVS-ET GLARVS VIR LEONAR DV} 
MARRVFEVS CHI! PRETOR AVLAM HANG 
MAIOREM PLATEA-ATQ= VRBIS-VICO 
SVOIN REMP STVDIO STE RNEND 

CVRAVIT 
ANNO SALVATORIS: NOSTRI 

LXXXVII 

Pig, 21.—JNscRIPIION OF 1. MARRUEO (NO. 39). Fic, 22,—AkMs OF MARRUILO 
NO 415) 

Spectatus et clarus vir Leonardu[{s}] | Marruffus Chil pretor aulam 

han[c | maiorem platea.m) at(qu)e urbis vico[s | suo in) remp_ublicam ) 

studio sternend[os ! curavit | anno Salvatoris nostri Mfeccc | LXNNXVILL 

The inscription was published incorrectly by Paspates, ef. εὐ p. 426° 69 . 

For L. Marrufo cf. N. Reusner, Epest. Tureic. i, p. 230, and No, 40 below. 

There is in the Museum (Z. 294 (34, Pl. VIII: a fragment of similar 

character and apparently referring to the same person, or to one of his 

family, to judge by -FV5 in line 2. 

40. Built in over door of house near the Greek cathedral opposite the 

Record Office (Myyoretoyv) ; marble panel bearing arms of Marrufo, ev. 

a roundel arg. charged with a bend az., with helmet, crest (demi-angel 

holding palm and scroll), and mantling (Fig. 22). 

The Marrufo family intermarried frequently with the Giustiniani, and 

three of its members Oliverio (1423),) Guglielmo (1462), and Leonardo 

1 Rhodokanakes, "Ext. 2np. p. 12. 2 7614. 
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1488)! held the office of Podesta. The arms occur also at Pera, where 

Baldassare Marrufo was Podesta in 1446.° 

41. (Z. 291 (17), Pl. V.) Marble slab in Museum (0°72 x 0°375 

ΧΟ Ι m.) with relief of squat and ill-proportioned draped female figure, 

three-quarter face to |., holding a snake in either hand (Fig. 23). The head 

and the greater portion of the shell-niche by which it was covered are 

missing Below in sunk panel is her name in letters of diminishing size. 

+ DIALES Diale(cti)ca. 

This relief evidently formed part of a series representing the Seven 

Liberal Arts. The theme is derived ultimately 

from the allegory of Martianus Capella and 

was used not only in the Renaissance period 

: but in the Middle Ages The short stature 

of Dialectica is prescribed by Capella, as is 

, the snake in the deft hand*: the symbols borne 

in the right by his Dialectica (tablets concealing 

a hook) are not adapted to sculpture and are 

generally replaced by a second snake or other 

reptile symbolizing the tortuousness of dia- 

lectic. The relief may be a panel from the 

᾿ , octagonal pulpit® of which the lower part 

survives in the mosque; the side measures 

o°531m., thus allowing a margin for framing the 

panels. One side of the octagon would naturally 

ee re be omitted to give access to the pulpit; this 

rica (NO, 41). leaves the other seven for the figures of the 

Liberal Arts. 

~~ τῷ 

“«. --“.».. 

42". “Ἔν τῷ φρουρίῳ ἐπὶ παλαιοῦ προπυλαίου, Vlastos, ii. 227 
[ é 

30). 

1 See above, No. 39. 
2 Atte Soc. Lig. xin, Pil. XVIL, ἈΝΤΙ, 

3 See E. F. Corpet in Ann. rch. xvi. 89, 103 (cf. 2ded. xiv. 30), who publishes a ninth- 

cen.ury commentary on Capella, and P. d’ Ancona in LZ’ Arte, Vv. 1902, 137 Sf. 

4 P. gg, l-yssenhardt. 
> ἃς at Siena and Pisa (d’Ancona, pp. 146, 213). 
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BOMBARDIS DOCTUS LEONARDUS DIDIT ALTHAEI 

LIMINA ET HUNC CLARUM CLARA RAGUSA TULIT 

1427 

This stone seems to have disappeared. By comparison with No. 
43 below it is obvious that the date should be 1527, the occurrence 

of the mistake suggesting that the date was written MDXXVII, and that D 

was confused with A’. Hopf! takes the stone as evidence of Leonard’s 

activity as engineer before the siege of 1431, presumably reading 

AETHALAE?” for ALTHAEI, but if fortifications are meant, MOENIA is more 

appropriate than LIMINA ; like No. 48 this stone probably belonged to a 
private house. On the analogy of the other stone ANDREAE may 
possibly be substituted for ALTHAEI though neither fits the verse. 

A Chian artilleryman, Joannes Mastroleonardus, is mentioned by 
Viastos (who does not quote his authority) as having killed Dragut Pasha 
before Malta in 1566.3 The family of Dandree Ragusini, M. Agius 
informs me, is mentioned in the Latin registry of Chios.t 

43. (2. 289 (δ), Pl. III.) Marble base in Museum, 0115 x 0°32 
x 032 m.: the front is worked as a base with projecting mouldings top and 
bottom, but these mouldings return only o'05 m. along the sides, as if the 
block was designed to project that distance from a wall. On the face is 
the inscription in rough letters o'02 m. high :— 

+DOMS MEOMRDI DERAGVXIA 

BONBARDERI\ 9. DADREEMDXVI 

+ Domus M(agistri) Leonardi de Raguyxia 

bonbarderit q(uondam) diomini) Andree 1516. 

On the upper surface of the block is an irreeular sinking for the 
insertion of sculpture: the shape of this sinking suggests a seated animal. 

perhaps a lion, in punning allusion to the owner's name. For JT.eonard of 
Ragusa see above. 

1 Pp. 321, note 65. - CR Steph. Byz. vz. 

' Χιακά, p. 74  [ have consulted the chief authorities on the sieve οἱ Malta in yam, to check 
Viastos’ statement, which may of course depend on local tradition. 

* A family Dandtee is cited by ὦ. B de Burgeo in his list of existin Genoese families in Chios 
( Prage?, 1686), 
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* Se 

4.— SCULPTURED DOORWAYS. 

The beautiful series of reliefs now to be described falls naturally into 

its place among the monuments of Genoese art.) The reliefs are all 

sovraporte or overdoors such as are common in the mother-city from the 

middle of the fifteenth century onwards. The later σοτ γα οχίο of Genoa, 

which are carved with friezes taking up the whole block, are associated 

with the name and school of the Gaggini, a family of Lombard artists who 

executed much architectural and decorative work in marble at Genoa, 

notably the chapel of S. John the Baptist in the Cathedral, which was 

carried out by Giovanni and Domenico Gaggini between 1448 and 1457. 

Giovanni and his family remained in Genoa, Domenico migrated, probably 

by way of Naples, to Palermo, where he and his descendants of whom the 

most famous was Antonello, worked till Jate in the following century.- 

The reliefs now in Chios, which we are naturally unable to attribute 

with certainty to any individual member of the Gaggini family, are as 

fotlows :— 

44, At Santa, 14 hours from Chora on the Nichori road, built in over 

W. door of church of 5. George Nar Δουκῆ: white marble” relief o-45 

x 160 m. framed by mouldings on top, left, and (originally) right sides, 

representing 5. George in combat with the dragon: the left lower corner is 

damaged and restored in plaster, the relief has been slightly cut down at 

this end. The Saint is on horseback to left and wears Gothic armour: he 

attacks the dragon with lance. Right and left of him is a pictorial rocky 

background conventionally treated: on the Icft, above the drazon, the 

1 TTopf sp. 337, ed. Vilastos, p. 152) mentions that architects were imported from Genoa and 

that the arts generally flourtshed in Chios under the Maona. A contract. dated (464, between 

Michelozzo Michelozzi and two members of the Giustinian: family, ts published in Grorn, Ley 1883, 

457-60: it lunds the architect to work for not less than six months in Chios at the rate of 

300 sequins per annum. Cf. also below, p. 174. 
“LL. A. Cervetto, 6 Gayytnr da Pissom, Milano, 1903; G. dt Marzo, 7. Gaggia eta 

Seultura at Stetta, Palermo, 1880-4; L. Filippim, ἔλα Gagyine da Bessone in Lo lite, xi. 1908, 

17-29. 
3 The marble generally used at Chius in the fifteenth-sixteenth centuries seems to have been Parian, 

the local marbles being coloured = C yriac wiiting in 1446 to his friend Andriolo Giustiniani Says, 

Pade ipse en Lari forty onutam yam navim erpolitis plerirque Parte ipso de lapide ἀνέ Ch ens 

Pracchy ad Colonie Vestrac ingentt devoré et ornamento futie ts (Targiom-Tozzetti, v. 425): Thevet 

in [531 says that Partan was the only marble used except the local (Cosmey. du Levant, Ὁ. 29). 

But Francesco da Bissone (see below, p 174) seems to have biought marble (fiom Carrara 9) 

with hia. 
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rescued princess kneels in profile to right: on the right are represented 

the king and queen and their castle, below them the shepherd piping, 

with his dog and flock. Flanking the central composition are two standing 
hgures in Roman armour supporting shields with arms of Giustiniani : 

outside of them are conventional trees. (PI. XI. 

45. Built in above the gate leading to the churchyard is a fragment 

from the right side of a similar relief of rather poor work, carved on a very 
thin slab of bluish marble .Fig 24). The fragment includes only the arms 

of Giustiniani with crest a “demi-angel, and mantling. ΔΙ. Kanellakes, who 

saw many fragments of this relief which have since disappeared, and vainly 

’ } ‘ 
-κ " f ae 

Vic. 24 --VRAGMENL OF LINIVL ἈΓΠῚΕ Fig, 25. Urrrr Block OF LINTEL 
(No. 45). IELIEE-(NO.. 47. 

tried to preserve them,' writes in the Hayxraxy of Ieb. 1908, that the 

subject was the Annunciation. Two independent witnesses at Santa, 

however, declare that it was a S. George, and from NKanellakes’ wording it 

seems that he may have mistaken the crest above the arms for the angel of 

the Annunciation." 

46. Two other reliefs of the same subject are preserved in the Museum. 

The first of these has been published (but not illustrated: by Zolotas 

(p. 292° 32), Pl. VITL.. It is of white marble and very large, measuring 

073x200x005m. It was built into the Greek Cathedral® before the 

™ T now hear that the fragments have reappeared and that they are to be replaced. 
2 Τῶν τριῶν τετάρτων ἀπουλεσθέντων ὑπολείπεται μόνον ὁ ἄγγελος. 

" Witmann, in 1802, noticed ‘sculptures of Genoese workmanship in front of the churches’ at 

Chios (77 azels, p. 451). 
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earthquake, and is damaged at the left upper corner: the head of the horse 

is also mutilated “Pl. XI. A break in the framing in the centre of the 

upper edge was evidently intended, as in many Genoese examples, for the 

addition of a small supplementary panel containing the crowned cypher 

of Christ. 

[47. Such a panel in white marble, but unfortunately not belonging 

to this relief, exists in the Museum and is here figured (Fig. 25). The 

dimensions are 0°37 X0°37 XO'1l2m.] 

At the two ends of the relief are narrow compartments containing 

scrolls folded in conventional zig-zags about staves which are held at the 

top by hands. The scrolls are inscribed: (1, reading upwards) HINI svc) | 

DNS .EDI FICAV/ERIT D{OMVM; (1, reading downwards, IN VANV | 

LABORAV:ERVT . QVI | EDIFICAT | EAM—‘Nisi) Domi,nfu.s_ edificaverit 

domum in vanu(m) laboraveru(n;t qui edifica’njt eam (Ps. cxxvii. 1). 

Abbreviation-marks, except in DNS, are omitted. 

The centre of the relief proper is occupied by the figure of 5, George 

attired in a corselet with quilted skirt, and loose trousers, helmet fitting 

closely to the head and flying cloak, and armed with shield and spear: 

he gallops to left stabbing the dragon ‘overhand’ with the lance held well 

forward. Before him the princess kneels full-face on a rock. 

On either side are notched shields slightly sloped, bearing the arms of 

Giustiniani and surmounted by helmets and demi-angel crests. The angels 

hold scrolls inscribed (.)..... DOMVI (τ) Z OIBQ* HABITANTIBVS I° LA :— 

[pax δεῖς] domui (et) (omnibus, habitantibus i’n) ea. 

The main design is separated from the heraldry by perpendicular 

bunches of mantling: between these and the shields are the initials 

(.--τ-. in relief, which, C. being a common initial, give no cluc to the 

member of the family for whose house the relief was executed. The nearest 
Genoese parallels seem to be the relief of the Kann Collection and a relief 

(PI. IX. B) still δὲ széz at Genoa (Via Cannetto il Lungo). 

48. The second of the Muscum reliefs was in a church of S. George 
till it was thrown down by the earthquake: it is complete, though broken 
into five picces, and of white marble (Pl. XI). The measurements are 
054x182 Koll m. 5, George, in very mixed armour, charges to left, 
thrusting at the dragon with the lance held well back, so that the right 
elbow appears behind the head. Before him, on a prominent rock, the 
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princess in profile, kneels on one knee, behind, a shepherd, crosslegged 

on a corresponding rock, pipes to his flock below. The main composition 

is flanked by two standing figures in debased Roman armour, holding 

spears with their outer and shields with their inner hands. The shields 

bear the arms of (1.) Giustiniani and (r.) Castelli (Ὁ) The composition is 

similar to that of the relief (44) though the work is very inferior, resembling 

in the lifeless clumsiness of the figures the South Kensington relief 7255. 

The family of Castello bore gu., @ tower arg., but seems to have 

intermarried infrequently with the Giustiniani. I can find in Hopf’s! table 

only one instance, that of Bartolommeo Castello who married c¢. 1440, 

Caterina Garibaldi-Giustiniani: this seems too early for the sculpture. 

S. George, as the patron saint of the city, is a favourite subject in the 

Genoese series, the type being ultimately derived from the seal of the Bank 

of S. George. It is said that admirals who had distinguished themselves 

were privileged to set up such reliefs in commemoration of the banner of 

S. George, which was publicly presented to them at the opening of a 

campaign. Of the S. George type Cervetto enumerates sixteen reliefs 

from Genoa and neighbourhood? There are, further, two in South 

Kensington,t one at the Friedrich-Wilhelm Museum in Berlin,’ and one 

formerly in the Kann Collection.6 An altar-piece with the same subject, 

executed by Antonello Gaggini in 1550, is in the Palermo Museum.‘ 

Two distinct types are recognizable in this series of reliefs, (4) the 

earlier (¢.c. the more Gothic) being represented by the fragment (45) and the 

Museum relief (46), and (0) the later by reliefs (44) and (48), which differ 

widely in workmanship but little in design. The characteristics of the 

earlier group are (1) great height in proportion to length, (2) addition 

of upper block with cypher of Christ, °3) development of heraldry at 

the expense of the main subject. In (6), the later group, the block is 

narrowed (to conform with the requirements of a classically-proportioned 

LP, 508, table F. The family was, however, definitely connected with Chios and was 
represented there till late in the seventeenth century. 

2 A. Wiszmewshi, West, de fa Banque de S. Georges, pp. 39-40, cf. Cervetto, document NV. 

(payments ‘ pro lapide em veatllo S. Georgtt’). 

4 T found one not enumerated in kis list, εμέ at Genoa, Via di Pie, 68. 

4 Nos 7235, 7256, ‘attributed to Giovanni Gaggini’ ; the former is of very inferior workman- 

ship. No. 7256 15 illustrated in the Burlington Magasine. March, 1911. 

YW. Bode. Lat, Plastik. (Hdbh. Ag? Mus ) p. 051. 

ὁ Les Arts, 1903, 2; Calal, Aann Corl. 1. Pl. 43. 

* Cervetto, of. .°¢. p. 217. The work gives its name to the Sala di S. Georgio at Palermo. 
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doorway ?', the cypher of Christ is omitted, and the heraldic detail 15 

limited, allowing more space for subsidiary figures in the main design. In 

detail, the heraldry of group (a is exuberant, the shield is generally of the 

notched form (ἃ douche} and the crest is an important feature: in group ὦ 

the crest and mantling are either cut down or dispensed with altogether in 

favour of a full-length figure supporting a shield of the ‘ festa ad? cavalo’ 

shape. 

All the characteristics of group (ὦ, are exhibited already in the linte! 

relief of the Palazzo Quartaro at Genoa, which was executed in 1457 

by Giovanni Gaggini. 

49. Built into the churchyard wall of 5. John the Baptist in Chora: 

white marble relief, 0.35 x 1°80 m., framed at top and sides by moulding 

(Pl. XI!. The subject is the Annunciation: the centre of the field is 

occupied by a two-handled Jar of lilies ; left of this an angel kneels to right 

holding scroll on which ts ΤΑΝΕ GRATIA PLENA DNS TEC; aboveis a halo 

and Liles. Right of the jar of lilies the Virgin kneels to left before a Gothic 

lectern ; above her is the dove flying, behind a Renaissance throne. Left 

and right of the composition are shields bearing the arms of Giustiniant 

with helmet, eagle-crest, and mantling. In the field of the shields are the 

letters S.A.1., perhaps the initials of Simone and Argentina Longhi-Ughetti 

Giustiniani (¢. 1510) The sculpture closely resembles that of the S. 
George at Santa (44). 

50. At H. Phanourios ‘a chapel Icft of the road to Nea Mone a 

quarter of an hour below the monastery), over the west door is a stone 

relicf of the same subject, but inferior in workmanship and preservation 

(Fig. 26, It measures 0°33 X 1°46 m. and has been broken across. The 

sculpture is in low relief on a slightly sunk field. The centre of the 

composition is occupied by a jar of threc lilics flanked (1.) by the angel 

kneeling and (τι, by the Virgin also kneeling before a plain desk. Both 

heads have been defaced. Late inscriptions have been carved in relief 

in panels sunk in the field, (@) between angel and lilies ἀνεκενίσι | ὁ Bios 

xe | ἱερὸς ναὸς | Tov ἀγίου ἱερο μάρτιρος | Pavoupiov, (ὁ, between lilies and 

1 OA”. ert, PI. UX. cf. also PL X. which ts decidedly more Gothic in feeling. 

* Hopf, Chron. G.-#. p. 5173 the initials are a rare combination: the only other suitable 

mated pair in Hopf’s tables are Simone (dl. 1472) and Argentina Longhi (p. 518, Tab. R), which 
seems too early for the sculpture, 
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on desk 1..3 [[Δεκ͵εμ βρίον 10. The composition is flanked by shields 

bearing griffins rampant ‘Fig. 27). That on the left is of very inferior 

work and bears the incised initials M-B in field. A griffin rampant was 

borne by several Genoese families, notably Castigliona, but none that can 

be definitely connected with Chios. The initials are probably no guide, 

as they seem to date from a late recutting of the left-hand shield. 

desk διὰ δα πάνις | xe κόπου ; Κλιμέντος | ἱερομονά χου  Μπαχαλίρι, (6) 

Fic. 27.--DETAIL FROM Fic. 28.—FRAGMENT OF Fic. 29. —FRAGMENT OF CHIOTE 

No. 50. HIERALDRY (NO. 51). RELIEF (NO. 52). 

51. A fragment of a white marble panel in the Museum (0°55 \ 0°20 «ΟΠ m.) preserves ἃ 

portion of a shield with a similar bearing, beside it the letter C in relief and in the lower right-hand 

corer a cruciform monogram - K POH. «(Κύριε βοήθει P for B is 2 common error in 

Byzantine monograms on seals.) (Fig. 28.) 

Cervetto quotes two examples of this subject at Celle-Ligure, and a 
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relief in Genoa (Vico 5. Sepolcro) is figured by Caesart!: there is another 

in the church of S. Maria di Castello? Genoa, and a fifth at South 

Kensington.® 

The Chian Annunciation relief (49; seems to be by the same hand as 

the S. George (44). A lack of crispness in the cutting (perhaps due 

partly to the coarse grain of the marble) is notable in both. The Annun- 

ciation, as we have seen, can be dated to 1510 or thereabouts, by the initials. 

Two of the documents printed by Cervetto are contracts dated 1513 

and 1514 between various members of the Griustiniani family and a 

marble-worker Francesco, son of Antonio da Bissone* The latter may 

have been the son of Antonio Gaggini (and grandson of Domenico ; 

certainly his surname connects him closely with the Gaggini workshops. 

In the second of the contracts mentioned, Francesco da Bissone engages 

himself to work for not less than a year zz C/zos for a certain Domenico 

Giustiniani, receiving a salary of three seudz per month and free lodging. 

It is at least possible that the Chian reliefs (44) and (49) are the outcome 

of this agreement. 

52. In the gymnasium of Mytilene is preserved a plaster cast of a 

fragment from a similar relief, probably, to judge by the arms, from Chios * 

(Fig. 29). I was unable to find the original." The fragment measures 

0°34 x0'26 m. and shews a shepherd in a short tunic leaning forward on 

his staff to left before a background of rocks: his left hand and arm rest 

on his staff, his right being raised to his face as if to shield his eves 

In the triangle, formed by his legs and the stick, is a dog standing tu 

right and looking upwards. At the right lower corner is the upper part 

1 Rassegna ad Arte, 1908, p. 74. 
“ Filippini, 25. 

3 No. 725-4 (in patra neva), illustrated in the Aurdington Magasine, March, 1911 

4 foc. εἴ. 165-7. The (Giustiniant palace at Genoa on which this artist worked was 
unfortunately pulled down about 1850. 

” The considerations brought forward on p. 150, note 1, have less weight in the case of domestic 

sculpture. The Maona never had much to do with Mytilene, the only connection I can find 

between the two islands being the maruage of Domenico Gattelusi: of Lesbos (1455-8) with 
Matia Longhi-Giustiniani. The Archbishop Leonard (though the contiary has been affirmed) wis 

ceitainly not a member of the Giustiniani family, as he himself confesses (‘humilibus parentibus 

egenisque ortus ) in his De Vera Nobiletate Tractatis, p. 59. 

> It was given to the gymnasium by Zacharias Altiparmakis, a master-mason of Ayasso, who, I 

am informed hy the gymnasiarch, Dr. Εὖ. David, says that the orginal was found by Mr. Paton at 

Molvo (Methymna): Mr. Paton, however, knows nothing of it. [While this paper I» in the press 
[ find that the stone was seen by Conze built into the chuich of Panteleemon at Mohivo (“esdes, 

Ρ. 23, ΕἸ. ΧΙ, 1ὴ} 
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of a shield bearing the arms of Giustiniani, which conceals the feet of the 

shepherd. The upper extremity of the shield is grasped by a hand (the 

arm is broken off at the elbow) evidently belonging to the right-hand 

‘supporter’ of the composition. The central subject was probably the 

Nativity, the shepherd being a subsidiary figure on the upper level The 

subject is treated, apparently by a native artist under Genoese influence, 

in a coarse bluish-marbile relief now built into the campanile of the 

hospital at Chios, possibly in (53) a very small and coarse fragment at 

the Museum shewing three figures, one holding a sword (the Magi ?), 

advancing to left against an architectural background. This is figured in 

Zolotas’ Pl, ΧΧΊ. (3) 

54. Chalkios, village one hour-and-a-quarter south of Chora, over 

south door of church (Panagia): relief representing the Triumphal Entry, 

flanked by arms of Giustiniani with helmet, eagle-crest, and mantling * 

(Pl. XII). The dimensions of the relief are 0535 x2:17m, It was ori- 

ginally executed in two pieces* as is shewn by the bluish tinge of the 

left half. The central figure is that of Christ riding on an ass to right. 

Above the head of the ass two figures watch the procession from a tree. 

Left of the central figure is a small group of followers, balanced on the 

right by two figures who lay their garments in the way and a second 

group of elaborately dressed persons who advance to meet the procession. 

Behind these again a rocky background with castle indicates Jerusalem. 

The asymmetry of the composition is marked, and the break in the 

wing of the left eagle shews that a fragment of the left-hand half (the 

join has been patched together) is missing, and that the panels at the 

extremities of the relief have been introduced to fill the frame. 

This, the last of the series of reliefs, is of rather inferior work and 

preservation, but represents a subject unknown to the Gaggini sovraporte 

of Genoa, and has the special interest that it is at least approximately, in 

its original setting. 

The door-frame measures 2°00 m. to spring of arch, 2:90 m. to top of 

spandrel and 2°30 m. extreme breadth. Above it is a projecting cornice 

1 Cf, the attitude of the shepherd in the ‘ Nativity’ overdoor (No. 221, ‘Genoese of 1472”) at 

South Kensington. 

“ Cf. p. 531, where it is described as τεμάχιον ἀναγλύφου ἀρχαίων ypioTiarinay χρόνων. 

ὁ A photograph of the doorway and relief with notes by Zolotas, has been published by 
Khodokanakes, ᾿Σουστινιάναι, Exreveis Σημειώσεις, pp. 25 ff. 

4 The first ends with the left coat of arms. 
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with classical mouldings. The door-frame is ornamented with a series of 

mouldings running continuously round the sides and top of the doorway 

and returning inwards over the bases of the jambs. These bases are 

decorated with classical figure-reliefs in sunk panels: that on the left 

represents a satyr with thyrsos, that on the right a satyr and nymph. 

Inside the classical outer frame runs a continuous band of vine-tendril 

pattern. Inside this again are inner jambs not original, up to the spring 

of the arch which defines the round-headed doorway. The spandrels are 

decorated with conventional classical heads in low relief, on the right that 

of Hadrian, on the left possibly a dim reminiscence of Alexander. The 

doorway taken as a whole, is unlike any Renaissance work known to me in 

Genoa, though the chief features, panelled jamb-bases, emperors’ heads in 

spandrels, and the ugly return of the mouldings occur there! The 

over-florid design lacks the sobriety which characterizes most Genoese 

work of the period. 

As to the history of the doorway and relief we are comparatively 

well informed. In 1656 Thévenot saw in the castle of Chios over the 

doorway of a private house, a relief representing the Triumphal Entry.* 

Pococke, in 1739, notes the existence of the relief in its present position at 

Chalkios, and gives drawings of the reliefs on the jamb-bases.® Local 

tradition holds that (1) when the Church was in building a Greek servant 

of a Turkish family resident in the castle begged the doorway as a favour 

from her master: (2) that it was miraculously transported by the Virgin 

from the castle to Chalkids®: (3) that a party of ‘ Pallikars’ stole it by 

night from the castle.® The date is naturally vague in the tradition. 

Assuming that the reliefs mentioned are identical, the removal of the 

doorway to Chalkids must be placed between 1659 and 1739. Within 

! Cf, Reinhardt, adast-Architectur v. Oberitalien, Ganua (1886), p. 40. 

2 Poyage, ed. Amst. 1727, 1. 298, ‘Ce chateau est fort beau et bien Lati. Toutes ses maisons ont 

éré baties du tems que les Chrétiens en étoient les maitres, aussi sont-elles τὸ» bien élevées, et de 

belle pierre de taille et ornées de plusieurs armoiries et figures fort bien faites : entr’ autres il y en a 

une au dessus de la porte, qui représente en bas relief l’entrée de Notre Seigneur en Jtrusalem sur 

Yanesse.’ Thevenot, or his authority, was copied by Piacenza (ΚΞ ρέο, 375) and Albrizzi (cf, 

Rhodokanakes, of. céf. p. 25). Hopf (ed. Vlastos, p. 145) mentions the same subject in fresco over 
the door of the church of 5. Antonio, but refers to this passage in Thévenot. 

3 Deser, of the East, ii, 2, p. 5. ‘At a village called Carchiose I saw over the church a very 

antient alt-relief of our Saviour’s triumphal entrance into Jerusalem; the sculpture is but im- 

different.’ 
4 Rhodoxanakes, of. c7f. “Ext. Σημ. 26 (from Zolotas), 

> Orally from Kanellakes, ὁ Orally at Chalhics, 
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this period fall the Venetian occupation and retirement. This ts a 

likely date for the removal, since 01) much ruin was caused among the 

houses within the citadel by the Venetian bombardment,' and (2) the 

Turks after the retirement, notoriously favoured the Greeks at the expense 

of the Latins. It is at least possible that the house to which the Chalkios 

relief belonged lay in ruins after 1694 and that the first version of the 

legend is substantially correct. 

In 1822 the church was burnt by the Turks.” The date 1834 

on the block above the keystone presumably records the subsequent 

restoration. 

There remains the difficult task of apportioning the various parts 

of the much-tried edifice to their proper dates. Firstly, is the relief of 

the same date as the doorway? Though they cannot but be both of 

the Genoese period, the entirely Gothic treatment of the former inclines 

one to consider it slightly earlier than the latter: this does not exclude 

the possibility that they were combined in a single portal of two periods in 

the castle. Secondly, various repairs are to be remarked in the doorway : 

obvious are (4) the clumsy inserted central block of the lintel, with poor 

acanthus ornament; (@) the plain vertical strips between the spandrels 

and the jambs ; (ὦ the horizontal course between the spandrels and the 

lintel, dated 1835; (4 the sofht of the arch, which is added in plaster ; 

and (e) the inner jambs.’ Most of these repairs are probably due either to 

a desire to adapt the proportions of the doorway to a new environment or 

to make good the waste caused by breakage and recutting in order still to 

fit the cornice and relief above. But some sort of inner jamb 15 predicated 

in the original building by the plan of the base-blocks of the jambs which 

are single stones and undoubtedly original? 

55. Δ small° but complete Genoese doorway in white marble remains 

—s 

in 1573 J. Palaeolugus speaks of the ‘ palatia ampla (δε. m arce) olim habitacula Principum et 

Dominoium dnuta et inhabitata . . . facta praeda militum,’ ete. 
2 Zolotas ap. Rhodokanakes, ec. «ft, p. 27. 

' Cf the blocks of houses (marked \) destroyed in the Venetian plan, Fig. 2. But already 

3 Zolotas recognized these as of a different period, but considered them (ienoese and the outer 

jambs and door-fiame Roman. To me they seem to be ordinary island work of the seventeenth 
century at earliest, Inspired to some extent by the outer jamb to which they were to be fitted. 

4 These stones end of comse at the upper step: the lower base-blocks on which they stand 

betiay their late local onigin. 

* The dimensions of the opening are 1°70 .o’91 m. The dvor is the principal entrance of the 
villa, and as is usual at Chios opens on the terace. 

N 
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in sett at the house of ΔΙ. J. Mouniodes in the Kampos. The lintel 

measures 0°35 X I'40 m. and is decorated with a relief: the device is a pair 

of putt? supporting a wreath, within which is the monogram of Christ. 

In the field are the initials A—V and below the wreath the date MDNIUII. 

The work is coarse but the general effect not unpleasing Tig. 30). 

Fic. 30.—Tintit Riiinr ine, 55. 

56. The white marble dooiway of Genoese origin, now rebuilt as 

the entrance to the Turkish Girls’ School ‘PI. X.\, deserves recording 

for its curious design. The door-frame is a plain band, studded at 

Fite, 31.—DLANiL] RLLIEE (Nu. 57}. 

intervals with strongly-projecting double rosettes or conventional flowers 

of cight points, each with a hole in its centre for a metal stud. Outside 

this runs a projecting moulding returning over the plain bases, and 
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decorated with simple linear zig-zag pattern formed by a juxtaposition 

of lozenges. The opening of the doorway measures 2°50 X 1°35 m. The 

jambs are o'185 broad and the base-blocks 0°345 high x o'21 m. broad. 

57. A fifteenth-century lintel of plain but pleasing design is built 

inte a house adjoining that of the Giustiniani in the Frank quarter. On the 

shield which decorates its centre the initials P A have been rudely 

scratched, replacing probably an erased coat of arms ‘Fig. 31). 

58. The series is closed by a dark grey stone . μυλόπετρα) lintel 

17 Χ Ο᾽36 πἴ, still zz sztu at the old tower called Kapeévos Tvpyos at the 

entrance to the town from the south. Its sole decoration is the arms of 

Giustiniani in a shield of festa dz cavallo shape. 

S 5.—MONUMENTS OF THE VILLAGES. 

59. (4. p. 300 (14, PL IV, cf. Προσθῆκαι, 514. At Sklavia: white 

marble block 037 xX 1:07 x or4m. with inscription in Gothic Ictters 

oo4 high, beneath which three shields in panel: rough work (Fig. 32). 

MCCCONNVI die prima Madi hoc opus fiert | fecit Antonius de Rozolo 

pro se et suis | eredibus 

This stone is preserved in one of the cottages of the hamict of Sklavia, 

an ancient country-seat of the Lords of Chios. The text of the inscription 

has been published with some inaccuracies by Khodokanakes.) The 

provenance given by him—the chapel of Uarayia Ppayxinn—is, however, 

undoubtedly correct.2. The chapel is a plain square-apsed building without 

1 Tovoriviavat, p. 742. 

2 Zolotas speaks of tt as > built into one of the towers of the castle,” but this is corrected in the 

ἸΠροσθῆκαι, 

ποῦ 
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architectural interest and now roofless: the former position of the stone 

appears to be indicated by an oblong sinking in the outer wall left of the 

west door: the surrounding country with its fine sea and land vicws, 

ruined towers, old trees and running water, is one of the most delightful 

spots in Chios,and amply justifies the choice of the Genoese patricians. -A\s 

to the armorial bearings flanking the shield of Genoa, a coat similar to the 

first is attributed to de Bozolo by an inscription dated 1529, formerly in the 

church of S. Hieronimo de Quarto, at Genoa, and recorded in the heraldic 

MS, of Pasqua (Library of the Societa Ligure di Storia Patria) f. 200. An 

entirely different coat is, however, assigned to the family by Fransone. 

The other shield may well be that of the founder's wife’s family, but in 

default of tinctures cannot be identified. As to the family of de Bozoio a 

notary of that name ts mentioned in a Perote document of 1387.) 

60. (Z. p. 295 {18;.) At the monastery church of the Archangels 

near Néenita: white marble block, 0°34 x0'57 m., broken at right side, built 

in high up left of W. door. Lettering and sculpture rough and careless. 

Arms of +HOC:’OPVS' FIERIFE + Hoc opus fieri fe[cit 

Giustinit- TOHANNES‘IVSTINIANY — Johannes Tustinian[us q’uondam* 

anion D°*BAPTISTE:*OLIM:DE-  d‘omint) Baptiste olim de [Roc- 

kites HA:‘AD:*MEMORIAMS ha ad memoriam s[uam 

shaped ETHEREDVM:>SVORV et heredum suoru[m 

shield M-:CCCC-LXXXV MCCCCLNXAXY: 

The inscription is published by Paspates (of. czt. 425 (66)): it was 

found during the rebuilding of the church after the earthquake and probably 

came originally from one of the village castles. Johannes Baptistae Rocca- 

Giustiniani died in 14882 

Gl. *Near Pyrgi, stone 0116 x O26 m. (Paspates 425 (67, ? Z. 30 
| ΚΑ ΣΕ 

p. Ζοῦ, Pl ΤᾺ "ἐν τῷ ναίσκῳ τοῦ ayiou... Θεολόγου τοῦ Képov’) ---- 

ΠΟ ΟΡ FECIT Ifoc opus fecit 

FIERT:MDIVSTININ ert MD. lustinia- 

NVS nus 

I was unable to discover this stone, which is said, however, still to 

exist at the monastery of S. George, Ano-Phana.! 

Y hdl Stes Lee RU TAS (Ret, * Wopf. Chron. G.-A. p. 507, Tab. C. 

5. Tt may be the stone which was seen ae sede over the gate of a small castle near the sea 
beiween Mesta and Pyrei by van Egmont: ‘the substance of it was that im the sixteenth century 
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62. Built into the church are two circular marble plaques scuiptured 

in relief: an inner medallion bears the letters YHS in Gothic (black-letter, 

characters, around which is a star composed of alternating flames and 

triangular rays. Such devices are common over doorways in Verona and 

I doubt not elsewhere in Italy. 

63. Another with the inscription DOMINICVS*SEPs1 | 155(3) from 

Nénita is figured by Zolotas (Προσθῆκαι, p. 522, Fig. 1). 

64. (Z. p. 296 (5), PLIT.5.) At Armolia, built into the school house : 

rough block of white marble o'70xo'24m., right end broken, centre 

damaged: carving rough and letters irregular: flanking the inscription 

are the arms of (1.) Giustiniani and (τ) Genoa (Fig. 33). 

OD VTEGREGIN DNS 
ee, NYS | 

ono} sTSoOD OT 

PS oC AER TE 
| Oa AS TRY ONE- 
AT BIsMceCCy is ELENA A 

FIG. 33.—INSCRIPTION AT ARMOLIA (NO. 64). 

Egregifus] d(omi)n(u3s ITustinifaJnus  [ustGnianuss q(uondam) 

d’omi)[ni] Ottoboni unu[s ex] d(omi)nis Chii fier[i fec]it hoc castru[m 

annjo in(cia(r)nationis MCCCCXLV[I] (d)ie I Mali]. 

In the arms of Giustiniani the eagle is omitted, probably owing to 

the incompetence of the lapidary. The builder of the castle is the son of 

Ottobuono Campi-Giustiniani,!) whose sarcophagus is in the citadel of 

Chios. The date 1446 is attested by M. Kanellakes, who saw the stone 

before it was damaged over the gate of the adjacent castle of Apolychno. 

Both castle and inscription are mentioned by Thévenot,*® whose authority 

was probably Lupazzolo,* with the erroneous name Nicolas and date 1440. 

this castle was built by one Marcus Justiniani’ (i. 252), Zolotas’ copy should prubably be 
interpreted ‘Hoc opus fecit <Tustinianus> fiert Marcus (Iustinianus).” The first Zustzzanus 

seems to have crept in from the line below. 
| Hopf, Chron. G.-R. p. 514, Tab. P. * Above, No. Io, 

Ὁ LCs Cit 3s QU2s 
4 Cf. the quotation from L. in Sczo Sacra, p. 4, and Thevenot, i. 307. 
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The castle of Apolychno stands high above the village to the E. 

It is roughly oval in shape, lying N. and S., and preserved in some places 

toits battlements. The entrance was at the north-east and is defended 

by a low battering bastion. The circuit wall is low, about 1΄30--2 ὍΟ m., 

thick and has no towers: the battlements are pierced, and below them 1s a 

line of putlog-holes for the addition of a wooden gallery inside to serve as 

a chemin de ronde. The interior is occupied by a series of chambers 

abutting on the wall and several cisterns. 

approached only from the fortress. 

Thevenot mentions that the arms of Della Rocca were to be seen 

over the gate of the castle of Katharacti.! 

On the south side is a terrace 

ΔΙ. Kanellakes informs me 

that a Latin inscription was taken from the castle after the earthquake, 

when the inhabitants removed to their present coast-site, and was for 

some time preserved in the church of the new village: it seems to have 

disappeared.? 

65. \luseum, provenance unknown : greyish marbie slab in two pieces 

0°37 m. high x 0-47 and o'Som. long, o'12 m. thick, divided into three com- 

partments (Fig. 34). The centre panel is filled by a shield bearing three 

i <a been τ: pine. ae Ὶ δι 
{Μ{ἘῈΠΓ-.“"- : ᾿ gee . 

ES - ἃ τῷ VEN 
Raw *. ow - ~ - ~ 

eee ee + -@-< —_" =“ o 4 

Evry iste yet Se 
= + με a - a 

fs me τ ᾿-«--- 2) We 

/ Sy- is Sofa Sav 
- «αἴ Ἶ - + = iri a - 

τι aw = ev, .͵ 
a 7 fos ‘ Ὶ 

"yer Ty ws cies \ 

ath ἢ 

Fit. 34 —Hiratory ΕΝ tHe Mtsnua (No 65) 

bars, a bendlIct over all, with a chief of Genova. The outer panels contain 
three-towered castles in low relief. The whole is of poor, rustic work 

and probably comes from one of the village castles, 

b We ALASEUCR. 

1 313, “Ce chateau ctoit commande des seigneurs Della Rocca comme on voit par ters 
aimes qu y sent: the stone παν, however, be our No. 60. 

~ There was also an inscription at the castle of Volisso, but it has been buried in déores and 15 
NOW Inaccessible. 
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APPEXDEX., 

LHEVET-S DESCRIPTWIN: OF CHIOS, 

The following description of the town and harbour of Chios from the 

Grand ILnsulaive’ was written shortly after the Turkish conquest. the 

author himself having visited the island about 1350° It is the most 

explicit account that has come down to us and forms an interesting com- 

mentary on the contemporary engravings of the town. 

Au milieu vous avez la ville de Chios, qui fut autres fois pose¢e sur le 
mont, estant a present sur la marine, belle, marchande, et peu forte, 

comme je l’ay contemplee en tout son tour. ... Ceste ville est encores 
divisce en deux parties dont le chasteau fait Pune et le bourg lautre. 
Ce bourg nest enfermé de murailles et n’a que quelques ramparts avec les 
portes. Il y a dasses beaux et superbes bastimens surtout du costeé 
du quartier, quon nomme aAplotarea, ou les gentilshommes Grecs font 

3 leur retraite pour se separer | des francois et Latins. Τὰ au pres court le 
Torrent appellé Callopliti lequel s;embouche au Port, et y emmoncelle vne 
grande quantité de gravier. Vous voyez apres nostre Dame de l'Observance 
et puis Paliocastro. Quant au chasteau, c’est la ou vous auez la cite qui 
est fort bien murée, d'un coste elle est battue de la mer, de l'autre elle ala 
terre, auec un large fosse tout remply d’eaux, qui sert pour separation du 
chasteau auec le bourg. [065 murailles qui sont du σοί de la terre sont 
doublées par ce quelle est commandeée par le mont de S George. La les 
derniers seigneurs de Chios auoient designe d’y fonder vne Vniversite. 
Lestat en estoit desia dressé lors que Sultan Solyman vint Penuahir. Pres 
de ce fossé vous auez vne grande place qui prend des |’Echelle du Port 
jusques pres de Dichiotato, qui est un lieu ou se tient le bureau et la iustice 
de la police. Passant en droite ligne en ceste place d'une coste vous auez 
une grande Halle ouuerte pleine de plusieurs boutiques ot se vendent 
toute sortes de marchandises, de l'autre costé est le marche ot. on achapte 
les viures. Ainsy ceste place prend des ce fossé jusques a la mer. A 
ceste heure les Turcs ont attiré tout eau qui estoit du coste de louest 
et l’ont reduite en ceste place en telle abondance qu'elle bastiroit assceé 
pour faire moudre un moulin. La ils ont fait clever a leur facon vne haute 
fontaigne, d’ou les nauires qui abordent retirent vne tres grande commodite 
par ce qu’auparauant on nauoit de l'eau qu’ auec grande peine. Le 
chasteau a trois portes, deux desquelles ont leur issue a la place du marche 
avec leurs ponts, la troisitme garde le port avee un pont long faict de 

1 Bibl, Nat. MS. Fr. 15.453 [1580]. 
.} - . ~ » - ᾿ Υ 

“Τῆς account in the Grand Ζησιεέα γε 15. much more informing than that in the (Ὁ νέον wz 

Levant and may have come from Jerome Justinian or some member of the family resident in 
Paris. 
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gros poteaux qui le soustiennent sur des colomnes de marbre. [1] fut ainsy 
expressement edifié parce que les nauires chargent la a ce que par apres i! 
servit de doane. Le Palais seigneurial est faict a l'antique a deuant une 
belle place quarre€e, ou s’esbatent les gentilshommes et au derricre une 
autre petite, ou estoit le chancellerie, derriere laquelle les Juifs faisoient 
leur demeure pour leur seurte. [15 ont quelques synagogues et de scavans 
medecins entre eux. Quant aux edifices on ne peut dire quils n’ayent 
esté superbes et magnifiques et entre autres ceux des Seigneurs Justiniens 
de Gennes, bastis d’une forte matiere et de diverses sortes de marbres, 
auec de grands portiques οἵ magnifiques galeries. Maintenant le Turc 
laisse tomber en ruine telles singularités. I] y auoit trois religions des 
Jacobins des Cordeliers et des religieux de ordre de 5. Augustin; mais 
les Jacobins et Cordeliers servent maintenant de retraite et mosquées des 

(129) Turcs. | En la cite vous auez quatre sortes de religion les Latins, les Grecs, 
les Juifs et les Turcs qui vivent selon leurs devotions et ont chascun leurs 
Eglises, Temples, Synagogues et Mosquees. Le Port est faict fort 
industrieusement, capable de plusieurs grands nauires quoy qu’aujourd’huy 
les Turcs ne soyent soigneux de lescurer tenir net et rejeter les 
immondices que l’amasse du torrent entasse la}... Dessus ce port y ἃ 
plusieurs moulins a vent de pierre fort et gros comme tours, lesquelles 
ont huit voiles alentour. De la au pres vous voyez la Ladrerie toute 
fermée de murailles avec une piece de terre et quelques maisonnettes ou 
cabanes destinées a retirer les pestiferes. 

* There omit the story uf the construction of the port by Herod, based on a misapprehension 
of Josephus, At. Jud. xvi. 18. 



A FRENCH INSCRIPTION AT ADALIA. 

I AM enabled this year, by the kindness of my friends M. N. Ferteklis 

(of Adalia; and Mr. A, M. Woodward, to supplement my account of 

Frankish remains at Adalia (&.S.d. xv. 270) by the publication of a 

French inscription discovered and copied by Μ΄. Ferteklis and again by 

Mr. Woodward. 

The inscription is written on a slab of white marble about 1°20 m. 

square, in letters about Ὃϑ τῇ. high, built into the wall in the back yard 

of a shop about 100 yards S.E. of the Bazaar gate. A transcription 

cannot easily be made, as the stone is high up and weathered in the 

lower part. The proximity of a baker’s oven aggravated these difficulties 

in June for Mr. Woodward. 

The inscription records the taking of Adalia by Pierre [., the date 

being confirmed by the Cypriote historians. The text is as follows :— 

+LEPVISANTROYPI 

EREPARLAGRASED'DI 

EVROYD'TERVSALEME’DE 

CHIPREVINT:z: PRISTPAR 

5 SAPVISANCESATALIELE 

MARDIAXXITHIORSDAOVST¢ 

LEIORD’LAFESTED’S’B‘4LEME 

DELANOMCCCLAID’CRIST. 

+ Le puisant Roy Pi- 

ere par la grase (522) d(e) Di- 

eu Roy d(e) Terusalem e(t) de 

Chipre vint (et) prist par 

5 588 puisance Satalie le 

Mardi ἃ XXIItH iors d’Aoust 

le ior die) la feste die) 5. Bfarto)leme 

de Pan (de) MCCCLXI d(e) Crist. 

135 
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In 1. 6 the ἃ after J/ard is ‘uncertain’ on the stone but made certain by 

Cypriote parallels: in the last line Mr. Woodward read LANO, but the tast 

letter 1s evidently a worn εἶ 

In correction of my previous article I should note here ὦ that the 

arms of Pierre I. are still to be seen on the Palazzo Cornaroand ὦ that the 

sane shield occurs in Cyprus,amongst other places at Belapais. The 

second stone of the two published has been removed to the Imperial 

Museum. 

F, W, HASLUCK. 

ΟΕ Chamberlaynes Laur. fVir Ox. 226; 235). 243 2494, 27 3). 276. 291, ete. 



SOME NEW FRAGMENTS OF ATTIC BUILDING- 

RECORDS. 

Two of the three inscriptions here published are fragments of the 

Building-record of the Parthenon. and the third is from that of the 

Propylaea; they are not without interest as they contribute to some 

extent, towards furnishing completer texts and fuller restorations of these 

important σζείαί. The most ambitious attempt at a reconstruction of the 

Parthenon-accounts appeared recently from the pen of Δί. E. Cavaignac,’ 

but, as my notes will show, this cannot be the final exposition of the 

subject, since his version of the shape of the original sze/e is not borne out 

by the evidence of the fragments which have survived. I have to thank 

Dr. B. Leonardos, curator of the Epigraphical \[useum in Athens, for his 

permission to study and publish these fragments, which I found lying 

unnumbered, in the first room of the Museum. 

1. Fragment of Pentelic marble broken on all sides, except that the 

top has been roughly dressed. The inscribed surface measures ‘062 X ΤΙ. 

Letters ‘or hich. 

hie oY 

tho. Ἐπ Bers 
“CSAP KON 
TCL Owes 

This is clearly from the heading to some year’s accounts, and it is 

easy to restore holis ’Avr(or c[- - ἐγραμμάτενεν. ἐπὶ τὲς - -] Bors hée 
“- > ΄ ? τ Ψ " , a ’ - 

[-, - πρότος ἐγραμμάτενεν, ἐπὶ - - jos apyor[tos - - ᾿ λέμματα τὸ ἐνιαυτῷ) 

Etudes sur Vhistowe finaneacie αἱ λὸμες an viele bh Ties bd Athines ἃ 480 0 404 

(Paris, 1908). Introd. pp I. ἢν, and Pl. IT. 
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τούτο ta[ée|. Further examination shows us that {τ the name of the 

γραμματεὺς Sovrtys began with a letter which had a vertical /asta on the 

left (or was possibly zofe ,“2) the letter preceding the ΟΣ, at the end of 

the Archon’s name was apparently N, for there‘ are the remains of a /asta 

visible which seems to point to this letter, as it reaches slightly above the 

level of the other letters in the line. Assuming that the name was [Ev@uper Jos, 

I tried the experiment of applying the fragment to the upper left-hand 

corner of the new fragment recently added by Cavaignac to 7G. 1. Suppl. 

p. 37, 297 6, and found that, beyond any possible doubt, it had been broken 

off from here. This enables us to restore ll. 1-4 thus: [τοῖς ἐπιστάτεσι 

NOS AUT ἢ Lagden dou | ἐγραμμάτενεν | [ἐπὶ τὲς herdexates| βολὲς hee 

[Πε]ιθιάδες mpotos ἐγρα[μμάτενεν, ἐπὶ Kv@upévlos apyor[ τος ᾿Αθεναίοισιν"" 

[λέμματα τὸ évavto] τούτο τάδε. The restoration [Ile|:@cades* seems to 

me certain, as no other known name fulfils the requirements, P being an 

obvious choice for the first letter, from the asta still traceable on the 

stone. It may also be made in the first year’s record of the Propylaea- 

accounts (ΛΟ. i. 314, 1. 3 ad znit.}, which is likewise dated by the 

archonship of Εὐθυμένης (437 6.. 

The name of the γραμματεύς to the ἐπιστάται in |. 1 is a difficult 

problem, as we only know that it began with “Aw- or ’Avr-, followed by 

ten letters for possibly nine, if the missing letters were widely spaced and 

the στοιχηδὸν arrangement not strictly kept to, as we might infer to have 

been the case from the position of the AN,). I know of no name beginning 

in either of these ways which contained twelve or thirteen letters, and it 1s 

more natural to suppose that it was a shorter name followed by a demotic. 

It is, in these circumstances, tempting to restore ᾿Αντίικλες) followed by, 

e.g. Onder or Ὄαθεν, and to identify him with the γραμματεύς who occupied 

this post in two successive years soon afterwards (434°3, 433 2),' with the 

possible implication that he occupied the same post in the two intervening 

years, from which no headings are preserved. But 1 prefer to leave the 

point undecided. 

But I cannot leave this fragment without alluding to its original place 

© Op. «τὸς Introd. p. Ix. Fig. 26: recognized by Cavaignac as belonging to year XL, ὁ, ἐς that 
of Euthymenes. 

* The final ν ts omitted in Cavaignac’s transeript, Pl. [f., but it is plainly visible on the stone 
and in the photograph of his squeeze. 

* The name occurs once at .Athens in the 4th century : see Kirchner, Proof, Alt. νὸν. 
4 7G... 3c13 1. Suppl. 300-302, B. 
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in the sfefe. Cavaignac, in publishing the fragment to which this new 

piece joins as we have seen, places it low down on the back or reverse face 

of the slab, and indicates moreover that two lines are missing from above 

l. 1. He has failed to notice the really important fact that his fragment is 

complete above, as well as on the right, and therefore can only have 

formed the upper right-hand corner of the reverse face of the original stede. 

The upper edge has been roughly dressed with a blunt tool, and the marks 

are still clearly visible in spite of the fact that the surface is much worn 

and pitted by long exposure to the elements. Plainly then the record of 

year XI. did not occur anywhere near the place on the stone allotted it by 

Cavaignac, and in this respect at any rate his reconstruction cannot be 

correct. It is also incorrect in neglecting the fact (which is stated in the 

Corpus) that .G. i. 300-302 is likewise complete above, and therefore that 

the record of the fourteenth year was the first and not, as he thought, the 

second, to be inscribed on one of the narrow sides of the stone. Cavaignac’s 

neglect of these facts has led to his completely missing the important result 

wh'ch we obtain by putting these two facts together, namely that we have 

both the left- and right-hand top corners of the reverse face of the ste/e in 

/.G.i. 302 and his own new fragment. There is of course a large piece 

inissing between them, but enough is preserved to show that the words in 

1, 302 will not possibly combine with those in the other corner, and conse- 

quently that this face of the stone was drawn up in two columns. Further 

he has not noticed that /.G. 1. 308, 309 is complete below, as well as i. 327, 

and thus, as they both belong to the other face of the stone and do not 

combine together, we have clearly two columns on the obverse side as well. 

Finally, in the matter of 7G. 1. Suppl. 300-302 (the narrow face of which 

records year NV. of the work), Cavaignac is wrong in assigning it to the 

same narrow face as the record of year XLV., for, though he correctly points 

out that the writing on the left-hand side of the fragment corresponds in 

style to that on the reverse face of the s¢efe,' ze. to that of the fragment 

here published for the first time, it cannot be from the same narrow edge as 

LG. i. 300-302, which has been shown conclusively to form the upper left- 

hand corner of the reverse face, and moreover exhibits on its left-hand side 

the style of writing typical of the obverse face. Why the record of the last 

year should have been engraved on this edge and not on the other, and 

should begin some distance below the top, it is impossible to say, but that 

TOP) 2) pe 8}: 
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it was so is proved finally by the fact that the fragment (/.G, i. Suppl. 

300-302) which contains it, joins satisfactorily with the lower corner of LG. 

1. Suppl. 2974, as experiment showed. 

I do not propose to attempt here a full reconstruction of the sfede, 

as an exhaustive study of it will, | hope, appear before long from the pen 

of Mr. W.B. Dinsmoor of the American School at Athens,’ but I have 

indicated the main points on which such a reconstruction must be based, 

which show that Cavaignac’s restoration fails to satisfy the actual evidence 

from the stones ‘thoueh there is little fault to find with his attribution of 

fragments to purticular years', and therefore cannot be used as a basis for 

further study of the shape of the σὰς, ΔΙν criticism does not indeed claim 

to be cxhaustive, but contains only those points which struck me in 

attempting to place the two fragments published here, to the second of 

which I now turn my attention. 

“¥ 2 Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, measuring 

"22xK-19x 17. Letters ‘oog high. The surface is much damaged and 

several letters have disappeared. 

Or 

ΧΟ τὰ 

moro NELIOO 

VEY RES aoe ol © Ξ 

VIAL DT LVR PAA STERILE 

INATOTTIOIZENATETIC 

ΔΕ TOENIAYT 
oy ee ee a 

OO PL & ΓΕΦΕΥΖΙ" 

OLES PAX MATE 

This is clearly from one of the list. of payments made tn some year 

of the building operations on the Parthenon, for in Il. 7 ff. we have the 

entry of the gold Lampsacene and Cyzicene staters, which occurs in no 

PND) Dinsmoor had been studyine the Parthenen Buildingrecod befure IT began werk upon 

‘to two fragments here tscussed. bet as he had not previously sceu them 1 pubbsh them independ- 

ently, at his re yuest. wath my own conclusions only. theach [wish to record my acknowledement of 

rany helpful stgeestions made curing out point examingtinn of the fragments 

“uether that 1G 1 Suppl 297 puns 1 Sup. 

lees Were misc cd, ᾿ 
πὸ 

We discovered 

00-302, which preved finally that loth narrow 

ee 
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other Attic Building-record: these, as Cavaignac notes,! the commissioners 

never succeeded in spending. In the last line we have the beginning of 

the heading of the accounts of the next year ; nothing is preserved except 

-os ἐγραμμάτευε. It is unfortunate that the stone is so badly damaged, for 

some of the items are not immediately recognizable elsewhere in these 

records, ¢.g. ll. 3, 4, and 6, and the restoration is not obvious. 

It is to be observed that in the first six nes about four Ictters are 

lust, on an average, from the left-hand of the stone, besides of course the 

column containing the amounts paid. Cwing to the varying Ieneth of the 

lines it is hard to say exactly how much is missing on the right. But we 

may be quite certain that (1, this is from one of the broader faces of the 

stone, ΤΣ the style of the writing resembles that of the reverse face. te 

which the preceding fragment belongs. 

We may proceed to restore as follows: |. 1, [Acayloy[tas - - : 

1, 2, [Ac@alyoyta[s Herrere@er?]. There seem to be traces of letters where 

the second word would come, but I could decipher nothing either on the 

stone or the squeeze. In I. 3 we see that the Ictters are somewhat more 

closely crowded than in Hl. 1 and 2, and therefore it is probable that the 

second zoefa of the word - ποιοῖς}, which comes almost exactly under the 

wfa in the line above, was preceded by eight or possibly nine Ictters, 

as opposed to seven in the previous line ‘where there 15. no doubt as to the 

restoration [Ac@a}yoylals]. Tt seems that the phrase continues into 1.4 and 

that we have some allusion to conveying marble-blocks on rollers, since 

the letters KYKL in 1. 4 are quite certain. Presumably we may connect 

this with the words [tpJoyor κυκλιαίον ‘care? in lL t2 of the frasment 

added by Cavaignac toi. Suppl. 297 ὦ. 1 would suggest for the first word 

of 1. 3. fhoéo]rotwils], followed by [καὶ t]oXN ALAoly ἀνατιθέσι ἐπὶ Ta 

κύκλα [Lerten ]éeoe τὸς [es τὰ evacetia. Vhe word ὀξοποιὸς is not found 

elsewhere in inscriptions, so far as Tam aware” but the context requires 

some allusion to making or preparing the tracks along which the marble 

Was conveyed from the quarries to Athens. In 1. 4 we are confronted with 

fresh ditnculties, namely that the letters before and after KYKL seem to 

have been A (that before might be A. and that there is no accunative 

NC a Re ΙΥΡΑΙς ἥν 

- Tor the general arrangement we may follow that of the expression in AG 1. Suppl 2978, 

bog. 8. te which [refer again beuiow 

[τ astsed by Nenophon, Cys vi. 2. 36, to mean a paoneen. by Ne-chine-, 57, 1 27. to mean 

οσανϊντ νργι Here τὸ ιν ΠῚ not mean more than rocdi-mender. 
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plural recognizable to which τὸς can be in apposition. With regard to 

[τὰ κύκλα I can only suggest that this poetical plural of xv«Xos? may 

have been in constanc use at this time and in this connexion, as well as 

the normal word κύκλοι. Otherwise it is practically impossible to account 

for the A after the |, though it is conceivable, but extremely unlikely, that 

the stone-cutter wrote κυκλαιον for κυκλίαιον, ἴῃ which case my restoration 

would fall through ; but, as we shall see, κύκλα can be defended in other 

passages. We have still to account for the TOs at the end of |. 4, and 

I can only suggest that the engraver forgot that he had used Tod λίθον 

and not tos λέθος in the previous line. Such a slip 15 far from unlikely. 

I am sufficiently confident of the correctness of ta κύκλα to suggest that 

we should restore these words in the corresponding passages of the two 

other inscriptions relating to the conveyance of marble from Pentelicus to 

the Parthenon. [In the former, /.G. 1. Suppl. 297 a, 11. 10, I1 the 

restoration given in the Corpus is.......0t9* καὶ λίθους ἀνατιθεῖσι ἐπὶ 

τὰ | ὑποζύγια τοὺς ἐς ta [évacetia Ilevterjoe'|; 1 would make 1. ΤῸ end 

with ἀνατιθεῖσι, and insert ἐπὶ ra κύκλα at the beginning of |. 11 (where 

there are ten spaces vacant, whereas huvofvy.a would occupy only nine) ; 

and in i. Suppl. 297 ὁ, ll. 7, ὃ for ἐπἰ[ὶ τοὺς ὄνους «.7.X. I would substitute 

ἐπι|[ τὰ κύκλα, which thus will give us the same phrase on each occasion 

to describe similar items in the list of expenses. A similar restoration in 

a fragment of the Propylaea-record is suggested below.? 

L. 5: [AcOorA]|xias ἐς τὰ [ἐϊργαστέρια does not need further comment ; 

Cavaignac restores it correctly in Il. 13 and Io of the two other inscriptions 

just mentioned. In 1. 6 the following letters are certain: -ato " otots evateTio. 

Before the A I seem to see the remains of M, and the obvious restoration, 

which suits the number of letters lost from the beginning of the line, is 

[ayar )ματο[ π͵]οιοῖς ἐναιετίο[ ν], ze the sculptors of the Pediment groups. I 

think we are justified in restoring the same phrase in i. Suppl. 297 a, 1. 14, 

where only ΞΈΝΑ 1s preserved, for reference to the previous line shows 

that thirteen letters are lost from before the szgma. It is not at all 

impossible that in i. Suppl. 297 0, |. 12, where nothing survives but 

I~ MIZOOE, we should restore [ἀγαλματοποιοῖς evacet|iolv|] μισθός, as 

the number of letters missing would exactly accommodate it, apart from 

the resemblance of the other items in this part of the list. In fact it is 

I Seu Le απο ae Sic, “ T would restore [Πυδυποιοῖς here. 8 P, 216. 

- We may reasonably suggest the same resturation in 7,G@. 1. 306, Il. 1 and 2, which ws fiom one 
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tempting to suppose that in turn we should supply μισθός at the end of 

our present phrase and ini. Suppl. 297 ὦ, 1.14. It is regrettable that in 

all these three passages the inscriptions are incomplete on the left, for it 

will hardly be disputed that knowledge of the exact amount paid to the 

sculptors of the Pediment groups would be of quite exceptional interest. 

After |. 7 is a vacant space equivalent to slightly more than that 

occupied by a single line, followed by the entry of the Lampsacene and 

Cyzicene staters (which, as was noted above, occurs every year in these 

records), as being in hand at the end of the year. 

L. Io contains the beginning of a fresh year’s accounts, but the exact 

restoration of the missing part is uncertain, as we have a choice of 

formulz, namely ἐπὶ τὲς - - ἀρχὲς hé - - Jos ἐγραμμάτενε, [ἐπὶ τὲς βολξς hée 

ὁ δεῖνα πρῦτ]ος ἐγραμμάτενε, and [τοῖς ἐπιστάτεσι hols - - jos éypappateve, 

as in the fourteenth and fifteenth years of this record (7G. 1. 301, 1. Suppl. 

300-302 B), and as is restored above in the record of the eleventh year 

(i. Suppl. 297 ὁ plus new fragments). We have no exact indication, except 

by comparison with the last mentioned stone, of the number of letters missing 

on the left from our fragment at this point, but assuming that, since about 

thirty-one letters on the other stone preceded the word ἐγραμμάτευε, the 

same number are missing here, any one of these three restorations would 

suit the space equally well. 

We may now procecd to give in full the restorations of our fragment 

on the lines suggested in these pages :— 

λιθαγ]ογ[ίας - - 

ALGa |yoylals ΠΠεντελέθεν (?) 

Ὠοδο͵ποιοῖς καὶ τ]ὸλ ALGoly ἀνατιθέσι 

ἐπὶ τ]ὰ κύκλα [Πεντελ]έσι τὸς [ἐς τὰ ἐναιετία" (9) 

5 λιθολϊ]κίας ἐς τὰ [ἐ]ργαστέρια' 

ἀγαλ)]ματοί π]οιοῖς ἐναιετί[ον μισθὸς. 

περιεγένετο) τὸ ἐνιαυτίῶ τούτο τάδε' 

[FAA χρυσδ], στα[τἔρ]ες Λαμ[φσακενοίύ: 

[AARSS ypuad, ot jat[élpes Κυξικ] ενοί" 

[HEKTE | 
10 [Τοῖς ἐπιστάτεσι hots vel szm. - - -] os ἐγρ[αμ]μάτεϊΪνε - - - 

of the narrow faces of the stone, and read: [ἀγαλματοπο]ιοῖς [ἐναιετίον μι]σθύς, though there is nut 

the στοιχηδόν arrangement to guide us. 
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It remains now to attempt to find what position our fragment occupied 

in the original ste/e. It has been pointed out above that it belongs to the 

reverse face, and this means that it must be from the record of an earlier 

year than XIV., which was the first to be engraved on one of the narrow 

edges of the stone (7G. i. 301), and later than VI. or VIL, according as we 

assume that the obverse contained years I-VI. or 1.- 1. The latter alter- 

native seems by far the more probable, as the end of the first column on this 

face contains the receipts of year V.,! and the second column, which we know 

to have been full almost down to the bottom, could scarcely have been filled 

with the accounts of only one year p/zs the expenditure of the previous 

year. Moreover, if we allot years I.--VII. to the obverse, we have years VIII., 

IX.,and X. for col. 1 of the reverse and years XL, XII., and XIII. for col. 2, 

which, as we know, began with year XI. The present fragment contains the 

beginning of a second year’s record as well as the end of the expenses of 

the year before, and this is of considerable assistance to us in placing it. 

For, firstly, it cannot belong to years X. and XI., for they were in 

separate columns, and in the second place it cannot belong to years XIII. 

and XIV., for XIV. 1s engraved on a narrow face. Nor again can it belong 

to years XI. and AIL., for year XI. 1s almost complete and, as we have seen, 

does not lack the items contained in our fragment. We may thus conclude 

that if it is to be assigned to the second column of this face it can only 

belong to years XIT.and AIII.; but there is the possibility to be considered 

that it may belong to the first column, in which case it may come from 

years VIII. and 1X. or IX. and X. 

But there is also the evidence of the contents to be considered on this 

point. The allusion to the payment made to the sculptors of the 

Pediment groups which we have in |. 6 leads us to attribute it to a date not 

far distant from that of 7G. i. Suppl. 297 ὁ (which, as we saw, belonged 

to year XI.) and 1. Suppl. 297 @ (of which the date is not fixed), where a 

bold restoration gave us a similar allusion on each stone; and, apart from 

this, the general similarity in the other items points to a close connexion. 

In fact we shall not be unreasonable if we allot these three fragments 

to successive years. Their relative positions may on this hypothesis 

be assigned in three different ways, remembering that the position 

of i. Suppl. 297 ὦ is fixed to year XI. We may assign these three 

years thus: 

είς 200; 
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ace IX. = The new fragment. 

I = Year. -=7,6.1, SUpph.207.22 

oe ΧΙ, =/.G.1. Suppl. 297 ὁ, 

aes NX. =/.G.i. Suppl. 297 a. 
y 

2. 4<Year XI, =/.G.i. Suppl. 297 ὁ. 

Year XII. = The new fragment. 

fea ΧΙ, =/.G,1. Suppl. 297 ὦ. 

3. «Year AIT. =The new fragment. 

ce XIIL=/.G. i. Suppl. 297 a. 

In other words should these fragments cover years IX.-NXI., X-NXIL., 

or XI—NIIL*?) The problem does not in the present circumstances admit 

of a certain answer, but I am inclined to reject the first solution, on the 

ground that one would hardly expect the work on the Pediment sculptures 

to have lasted over as many as six years; and we have seen that a 

possible restoration of 7G. i. 306 alludes to this work as still in progress 

during one of the last two years of the building operations. May we 

then suppose that the work on the Pediment groups was postponed 

until the gorgeous statue to be enshrined in the Parthenon was finally 

completed and set up? This event is generally supposed to have taken 
place in 438 ΒΟ, but whether a start was made with the work on the 

Pediment groups in the same or only in the next year, must remain a 

matter for conjecture. If we suppose the latter to be the correct view, 
then the payment recorded, following the proposed restoration in year ΧΕ, 
will be the first which was made for this particular part of the work, and 
the third of the three alternative positions will alone satisfy the needs of 
the situation. If, however, we believe that the work was begun in 438 7, 

1 This fragment is incomplete above, and se much is missing fiom there that it might be the 
continuation of the record of which the fist line only is preserved at the bottom of the new 
fragment. This would not, of course, be the case if we follow Bannier, Aves. Was. LNT Ρ. 429, 
Note 2, in joining i. Suppl. 297 @ to the bottom of GC. i. 303, 304, for ΛΟ, i. 304, 1.1 contains 
the end of the name of the γραμματεύς. ‘There is no real join, but this is quite hkely to be 
correct. Cavaignac, of. cf, p. Ix. and ΕἸ ΤΠ. likewise connects them, but I am not convinced, and 
prefer to leave the point undecided. 

* If Bannier’s view, mentioned in the preceding note, 1s correct, the first and third arranye- 
ments are ruled out at once. 

3 Ina recent article (Rem. ἤπιε, 1910, pp. 271 f.) L. Paretti attempts to revolutionize the 
chronology of the career of Pheidias, and dates the commencement of the Athena to 439, and its 
completion to 434. A 1e-examination of all the evidence hardly comes within the scope of the 
present article, but the traditional view seems to involve a less violent treatment of the ancient 
authorities than Paretti’s. 

O02 
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the second position will also be possible, though this does not necessarily 

exclude the third arrangement, which would still be correct if we postu- 

lated that there was a lost record from year X. alluding also to the 

payments made to the sculptors of the Pediment groups. On the 

existing evidence either the second or the third arrangement is equally 

admissible, and in each case we find that our fragment contains the 

payments of year XII., with the beginning of the introduction to year 

AIT. 

But it is possible that an exhaustive study of the fragments composing 

the obverse face of the s¢e/e might settle the question definitely one way or 

the other with regard to the position of /.G. i. Suppl. 297 a, for the only 

point now left uncertain is whether it belongs to year A. or year 

XIII It might be found that its shape at the back would admit of only 

one possible position in relation to the fragments of the obverse face. Or 

again, some fresh fragments might yet be discovered which would put the 

matter beyond the region of doubt. In the circumstances it is safer to leave 

it undecided. 

In any case the evidence of the new fragment is incontestable 

on one point, namely that the Pediment sculptures were being made 

in the twelfth year of the work on the Parthenon, namely 436 5. And 

moreover the payment was made to the sculptors, and not to the sculptor : 

had the word been in the singular [ἀγαλ)ματοποιδιί τε ὦ) we should not 

have hesitated to assume that it denoted Pheidias himself, but as it is in 

the plural we must suppose that it alludes to those who worked in his 

atelier. But this raises another point of importance. It has generally been 

supposed that the Parthenon sculptures were completed at the time of the 

dedication of the chryselephantine statue in 438 B.C.,” and a recent writer 

suggests that they were in process of exccution at the same time as the 

great statue, and therefore left very much to Pheidias’ assistants, though 

‘we may well suppose that he supervised the execution of the pediments 

in person, that he even gave a finishing touch to some portions. But we 

see now that they were a later work, and that the chryselephantine statue 

being now finished it was possible for Pheidas to have had a larger share 

1 T regret that I had no time to make a fresh study αὐ ἐμέο of all the fragments of the obverse 

face, for it was only just before Ieaving Athens that 1 realized how httle reliance could be placed on 

Cavaignac’s reconstruction of the sée/e, which 1 had at first accepted without question. 
2Cf. E. A, Gardner, Handbook of Greek Sculpture, p 268. 

3 Op. cit. p. 288. 
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in their execution. The use of the plural shows that more than one sculptor 

was at work upon them, but that is in accordance with the accepted views. 

The evidence of the present inscription would certainly lead us to suppose 

that Pheidias continued to reside in Athens until his work in connexion 

with the Parthenon was completed, which would not have been till 433 2, 

if he was present throughout the building operations recorded in the 

accounts of the fifteen years (448-433 B.C.), of which we have remains, 

And on this view it would be natural to date his activity at Olympia earlier 

than his work on the Parthenon, Ze. to 454-448 B.c., though this explana- 

tion would not account for the difficulty attending the view that he 

continued to supervise the Parthenon operations after being charged with 

Stealing the precious material from the chrysclephantine statue of the 

Parthenos, of which accusation there seems no doubt.! 

Now, however, that we have the evidence from the newly interpreted 

papyrus fragment at Geneva’, no room is left for doubt that Pheidias’ work 

at Olympia was later than that on the Parthenon, and that when he was 

charged with misappropriation of the ivory for the statue of the Parthenos 

his bail was paid by the Eleans who were anxious for him to make their 

statue of Zeus. If the statement of Philochoros® is correct, and it is im- 

portant to note that the new papyrus bears it out (e.g. in the ‘stolen’ 

material being ivory and not gold) as against the story in Plutarch, 

Pheidias was tried in 438 B.c., in the Archonship of Theodoros, and being 

released on bail must have gone shortly afterwards to Olympia. But we 

saw that the Parthenon pediments were in process of execution in the 

years immediately following 435 B.c., and in the circumstances we must 

suppose either that he was in the habit of going backwards and forwards 

between Olympia and Athens to attend to their progress, which is almost 

incredible in view of his disgrace, or that he exercised practically no 

supervision over the last stages of the decoration of the Parthenon. His 

condemnation seems to have taken place between 434 and 432 B.c.°, and it 

‘Ct Philochoros, afd Schol. on Arist. Paa, 1. 605; and Ἐν A. Gardner, of. e2f. p. 251, 

Note 2. 

2 J. Nicole, Ze proces de Phadias dans les Chronigtues d’ Apollodore.... (Geneva, 1910]; 

ef. J. H#.S. xxx. (1910), p. 377, for a short notice of this work ; and Paretti’s article (Rom. JW2/4., 

foc. cat.) for a refutation of almost every point made by Nicole. 

3 Lae, cit. 

* Pericles, c. 31 (reprinted in Η, Stuart Jones, fczent MH reters on Greek Sculpture, pp. 74, 75). 

> Nicole, of. «74. p. 47. 
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is unnecessary to suppose that he was in Athens for the final stages of his 

trial; thus in the circumstances it is hard to see how he can have had 

any share even of the supervision of the work on the Parthenon pedi- 

ments. That he planned them before his arrest in 438 B.c. is likely 

enough, in view of their intrinsic excellence, and that his pupils carried 

out his designs in spite of the suspicion and unpopularity under which 

their master had fallen, may be assumed on the same grounds; but that 

they had for the most part little or no assistance from Pheidias himself 

seems beyond question in the light of the fresh evidence which we now 

possess.! 

I append a skeleton reconstruction of the ste/e, showing the positions 

of the more important fragments discussed here? 

FRONT SIDE 1, BACK. SIDE 2, 

(Years I.-VII.) (Year ΧΙ) (Years VIII.-NIII.) (Year XV.) 

eam πε ας Newhagy > | 

Introductory heading (?) 7.6. 1. (WILE) (XI) No. 1 and (Blank. ) 
300 301 302 1. Suppl. 297 

ὙΠῸ (V, cont. ) : . 

(II.) (VIL) ! ἌΣ Suppl. 
᾿ ΓΝ, ΝΠ, ὦ} ! 
[i. Suppl. 302. : ες :) ΤῈ) a 301. pe 
(III ) (Blank. -ἰ 

New frag 
{{V.) (VIT.} ae . No. 2 

“ιν 308. 16.3 aS (XIIT.) 
(Vo) 309 327 i. Suppl. 297 α 

3. The following fragment is from the Building-record of the Propylaea. 
[t consists of three small pieces which join one another exactly, found in 
different parts of the first room in the Epigraphical Museum at Athens. 
[t gives us in all the remains of fourteen lines, but unfortunately no line 
contains more than seven letters, while towards the bottom of the stone, 

1 Τ τις r a M eed Η ᾿ κε “1. Unless, of course, Wwe accept Paretti’s dates. But if, with him, we date Pheidias’ work at 
Olympia to 446-439, this precludes Pheidias from having even seen the Parthenon until it was 
more than half fimished ' The planning and execution of all its sculptures—.\thena, frieze, metopes - . 3 

and pediment»—would be an almost incredible task for one artist and his δὰ ce lier to accomplish 
within six years, Ze. by 433 B.C. 

° The séele is represented as opened out flat, so that the margins on the extreme right and left 
are really the same edge of the stone. Thick πὲς indicate where the edge is preserved, dotted 
lines where itis missing. The dimensions are not to scale. 
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where the surface has been badly damaged, we have only single letters 

preserved, and indeed one line has entirely disappeared. The dimensions 

of the united fragments are: height 32; max. width 14; the back is 

much broken, the max. thickness being about ‘10. The letters are ‘o12 

high, with ‘orr between each line. After 1.7 there is a space ‘035 high 

left vacant. 

t/POr 

HYPOPA 

KAILIO 

KATAME 

MIZOOMA 

ANE////) ΝΠ / 
TAPE AN: 

C2 

APXt//~ 

EBC////r - 

10 YEE l/i/ | 

ΕΙΣ Σ 

AUPE AL 

LET Θὲ 

Aye Olt 

[5 eens 1.) 

In ll. 1-7 no letters are lost from the left-hand side: in I. 1 the first 

letter, as in |. 2, was plainly H.andin1l,7P. But in the remaining lines 

several letters are missing on the left, for we may see that with 1. ὃ begins 

the heading ofa fresh year’s accounts: ἐπὶ τὲς - - | ἀρχ[ζὲς hés - - ἐγραμμά- 

τευε, Kal ἐπὶ TE|s BolA€s hée - - πρότος éypaypare lve ἐπιστάται - - -. 

In 11. 1 and 2 we may restore hvuaropyois, as in two fragments of the 

Parthenon Building-record (1G. 1. 301 ad fin., Ἀυποργ[οῖς] ; 1. 327.) 1. 5, 

tots huzopyois). In 1. 3, καὶ λιθοτόμοις). In 1]. 4 and 5 perhaps καταμέ- 

[via] | μισθόμ[ ατα] For l. 6 ave. ..p- - I have nothing to suggest. 

In 1. 7, [π]αρ[ ἐδο]μ[εν] : there is no doubt that the fourth letter was Ε and 

the seventh mM. I have indicated above how Il. 8-ro are to be restored, 

1 Attributed first by Bannier, 7h. 1’. xxvii. (1902), p 304, No. 4, 

2 Cf. nat jaueviov, (case ?), /.G. i. 311, 1. 5. 
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but the remains of ll. 11-15 are past recovery: the earlier part of them 

contained no doubt the names of the ἐπιστάται of the year. 

Before we attempt to discover to what part of the ste/e which records 

the building operations on the Propylaea our new fragment belongs, it will 

be necessary to describe the other fragments which survive from it. The 

uppermost part of the slab has long been known (/.G. i. 314, 315). It is 

inscribed on both sides, i. 314 giving us what 15 left of the accounts of the 

first year, and i. 315 those of the fourth year. Thus there is no doubt that 

the front or obverse face records the operations of the first three years 

(436 5-434 3), and the reverse those of the last two (433 2-432 1). A 

second fragment is /.G. i. 554, shown by Kirchhoff to contain part of the 

list of receipts from some year of a Building-record. It unquestionably 

belongs to that of the Propylaea. Two more small fragments from the 

same ste/e were recently identified by Bannier? and proved to belong 

together (7.G. i. 316 + i. Suppl. 331 @), though the disappearance of the 

former prevented this join from being actually verified on the stones them- 

selves. They likewise give us part of the receipts of one of the years: the 

items will be referred to again later. Two other larger fragments have also 

been published, both opisthographous (/.G. i. 312, 313, and 1. Suppl. 315 

abc, which Kirchhoff wished to assign to our stele, but decided not to, on 

the ground of the difference in thickness between them and the upper part 

of the slab. The second of these contains, nevertheless, the word 

Προπύλαια, and Kirchhoff suggested plausibly enough that this might very 

well be from the lower part of the same s¢e/e, if it decreased in thickness 

from the bottom upwards.* This suggestion apparently met with no 

approval, and we find that Bannier states definitely that 7G. i. Suppl. 315 

abe could not belong possibly to the Propylaea-records.t Cavaignac® 

follows him in this categorical statement, in which he includes also AG. i. 

312,313, 

In studying the fragments of Building-records in the Epigraphical 

Museum at Athens in the hopes of identifying, if possible, the stone to 

which my new fragment belonged, before I was certain that it was part of 

i Asis noted, /.G. i. ad loc. “ Op. ctt. pp. 302-3, No. 3. 

᾿ΕΝ, says finally: ‘Vix mihi tempero quin hanc particulam esse censeam monumenti operis 
Propylaeorum.’ 

4 Ath, Mitt., loc. εἴ. ‘iv.! S. 38, Nr. 315 a-c gehort sicher nicht zur Baurechnung der Propylaen, 
da die Dicke des Steines eine verschiedene ist, und auch die Anordnung abweicht.’ 

5 OP. cit. Introd. p. 1xxi. 
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the Propylaea-record, I was struck by its similarity, both in the shape and 

size of the letters and in the appearance of the surface of the marble, to 

i.G.i. Suppl. 315 ¢ It also resembled the right-hand fragment of the two 

put together by Bannier to which I have alluded, and this seemed to imply 

that all these three fragments might belong to the same record. In spite 

of the recent views as to i. Suppl. 315 adc, the simplest solution of the 

dilemma was clearly to agree with Kirchhoff and attribute it after all to the 

Propylaea-record. With this view I took a few measurements of the thick- 

ness both of this stone and of /.G. i. 312, 313, as well as of the unquestioned 

upper portion of the s¢e/e (i. 314, 315). I was surprised and not displeased 

to find that they αὐ tapered appreciably, although this important fact has 

nowhere been recorded, and to such an extent that it would be possible to 

gain some idea of the original dimensions of the s¢e/e, now that the con- 

firmation of Kirchhoffs suggestion demanded the attribution of these 

rejected fragments to the Propylaea-record. My measurements of these 

three fragments will show conclusively, I hope, that no further doubt ts 

possible as to the correctness of this attribution. Thethickness of 7G. 1. 314, 

315 is, at the top, 11, and 35 cmm. below the top!, 13. That of 7G.1. 312, 

313 is, at the top, ‘14, and near the bottom (about 30 cmm. lower”) ‘155. 

That of i. Suppl. 315 αὖος, is at the top, ‘17, and near the bottom (a7. 30 cmm. 

lower) ‘185. Thus the thickness decreases from the bottom upwards about 

‘Ol in ‘20 in the two lower fragments, and apparently ‘oI in 175 in the top 

fragment. This shows that between the two lower fragments, not more 

than 30 is missing, and about 1175---20 between the uppermost of these and 

the top piece of the ste/e. Thus the height of the whole ste/e was about 

35 +°175 +°31 + 30 + °30 = 1435 metres, with a possibility of its having 

been slightly more, as the lower fragment is not complete below. 

Now, of these three large fragments, 7G. i. 314, 1. 313, and 

i. Suppl. 315 αὖ belong to the obverse face of the slab, which was worked 

more smooth than the back or reverse face (which has moreover been more 

discoloured by weathering). The other fragments, namely /.G. 1. 554, the 

two joined by Bannier, and the stone which I am at present discussing, are 

smaller, and, as they nowhere preserve their original thickness, are harder 

to place, but we may hope to obtain further light from the evidence of their 

contents. It is noteworthy that among the fragments remaining from this 

1 The lowest point at which the thickness could be satisfactorily measured, 
” The height is wrongly given in the Corpus as 13: it should be 21. 
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record we have more items from the various lists of receipts than from 

those of the expenditure. Some of the former are peculiar to the 

Propylaea-accounts, and thus facilitate the restoration of the text where 

they occur. For example we have three allusions to receipts under the 

heading οἰκίας hiepas μισθός. Though the phrase is never found complete, 

there is no doubt as to the correctness of the restoration’, and we may note 

further that in the second of these passages it follows, and in the third 

precedes, the remains of the phrase wivaxoy Tipe. 

Here then is the reference to the rent received for the ‘sacred house,’ 

which I will not attempt here to identify, in two years’ receipts from the 

obverse of the stone, and in one from the reverse. Now we saw above that 

IG. i. 312, 313 occupied a space less than halfway down the s¢e/e when 

intact, and as there cannot be more than about nine lines’ lost between the 

top of this fragment and the bottom of G. i. 314, 315, we may be fairly 

certain that the λήμματα of year [V. (ΛΟ. i. 315) continue on into the top 

of /.G. i. 312, or, in other words, that 7G. i. 312 is from the accounts of the 

fourth year, and that consequently the inscription on the back of the same 

stone (i. 313) is from the second year’s record. It cannot be from that of 

the first year, as in .G. i. 314, ll. 9, to the expenses of that year begin, the 

receipts being apparently confined to the items in Il. 7, 8. 

We may note also the following phrase which occurs three times among 

the receipts of different years: παρὰ hedXevotapmiov hots - - ἐγραμμάτευε - -, 

τὸ χσυμμαχικὸ dopo, μνὰ ἀπὸ (τὸ, once Omitted) radavto.* The first of 

these is from the receipts of year IV., and the second apparently from year 

V.; the third can only be from year I]. or III., but between these two it 

is impossible to decide upon internal evidence alone. 

It will now be possible to discuss the position to be assigned to our 

new fragment. I have mentioned already that the surface of the marble 

resembles that of the fragments which I attribute to the reverse face of the 

stele, and as this contained only years IV. and V. of the record, our 

τ Bee BYZ, ΣΙ 313; be 25h τς 1. δὲ. “Cavaionac: af. εζς Introd. p.- ixx., restores 

[xwplas in the third of these passages, in order to correspond with the spacing of the letters in 
[ονη]μάτων in 1]. 9, ‘quoiqu’il faille supposer alors 11 de πινάκων en surcharge.’ 

2 Cavaignac, τ. crt, for the restoration [πινάκων τιμή compares i. 313, 1 8 without of course 

admitting this as a fragment of the same record, and therefore without seeing that in the following 
line οἰκίας points the way to the restoration oixfas and not χώρας in 1. 314, where we now find no 

difficulty arising from the I of πινάκων being ‘en surcharge.’ 

3 Nine lines occupy not less than 20cmm. 
4 7.G. i. 315, I. r1-12 3 i. 31641, Suppl. 331¢, 11. 7-935 1. 554, Il. 3-5. 
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fragment can only contain the end of the expenses of year 1V. and the 

introduction to the accounts of year V. Its position must have been 

below £G.i. 312, which seems fixed to year IV. without doubt, and moreover 

almost immediately below it, as the space missing between this fragment 

and the top of 1. Suppl. 315 adc is not enough to accommodate more than 

our present fragment and those joined by Bannier, which presumably record 

what is left from the receipts of the fifth year. In fact it is more than 

likely that the lower end of our new fragment overlapped with, if it did 

not actually join, these two.! 

In 1. 1 of 1. Suppl. 315 ¢ we have probably the remains of an item 

from among the payments, which is perhaps to be restored [Ac@oropots 

Πε]ντελέσι. The other two lines of this face of the fragment seem to 

contain, as Kirchhoff suggested, the final statement of the financial position 

at the conclusion of the building operations.” 

We may now give the restoration of our fragmentary inscription as far 

as 15 possible. 
[υ]πο[ργοῖς - 

huropy| ots - 

καὶ λιθ] υτόμοις 

καταμεέΐνια 

5 μισθόμ[ζατα (?) 

ἀνε. ..ν -- 

[π]αρ[ἐδο]μίεν - - 
aca’, 

᾿Επὶ τὲς πέμπτες] ἀρχ[ξς hé - - ἐγραμμάτευε - - 

ee ee καὶ ἐπὶ Tély Bolrés hee Κριτιάδες Τειθράσιος π- 

ΙΟ poTos éypaupate lve " ἐϊπιστάται - - - 

Ἴδε remaining letters are of no value for the restoration. Possibly the P 

of πρῶτος was inserted at the beginning of 1. 10, but this would break the 

στοιχηδὸν arrangement of the first few letters of the line, and moreover, if 

we retain it in 1. 9, we have forty-three letters to the line, as in the 

preamble to the accounts of year IV. I restore the name Κριτιάδες as 

γραμματεὺς βουλῆς from the Parthenon Building-record of this year 

T regret that Thad no time to test this point on the actual stones. 

“I venture to differ from Kirchhoff in not classing l 4 under the same explanation as 
ll. 2 and 2. 
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(ZG. i. Suppl. 300-302 A), and his demotic from i. Suppl. p. 30 (Note on 

f.G.i. 179), and the fact that these exactly fit the space is a further proof, 

were any needed, that this fragment belongs to year V. 

A difficulty which I have hitherto passed over is the arrangement of 

the entries in /.G.1. Suppl. 315 αὖ, They were clearly divided into two 

columns, and this striking divergence from the arrangement of the contents 

of the rest of the stone seemed to confirm, as Bannier pointed out, the 

apparently fatal objection of the difference in thickness, which led to the 

exclusion, noticed above, of this fragment from the Propylaca-record. But 

the following simple explanation seems the true one: when the stone- 

cutter saw that the accounts of years II. and III. threatened to overrun 

the space at his disposal, he divided them into two columns, of which the 

left-hand one was moved close to the edge of the stone, and the length of 

the lines was considerably reduced, though the size of the letters was 

maintained unaltered. Apparently the division into two columns did not 

begin at the beginning of the accounts of year II, for we have in /.G. i. 554 

the remains of a list of receipts which when restored contains about twenty- 

eight letters to the line,t as do the fragments of the receipts from years 

IV. and V. (2G. i. 3153; 1. 316+1,. Suppl. 331 @); and as we saw above 

that this fragment could only belong to years I]. or {Π]., and that moreover 

the accounts of year II]. are drawn up in double columns, there is no 

alternative to the conclusion that 4G. i. 554 is from the receipts of year II. 

and therefore must be placed above /.G.i. 313, which also contains different 

items of the receipts of the same year. It is quite possible, though 1 

cannot be certain at this distance from the stone, that the double-columned 

arrangement is used in /.G. i. 313, for the restorations do not demand so 

long a line as one of twenty-eight letters.” If this supposition is correct, 

the change from one column to two was made almost immediatcly below 

the bottom of the fragment /.G. i. 554, as it nearly occupies the space 

vacant between the bottom of 7G. i. 314 and the top of 7G. i. 312, after we 

allow the space of a few lines for the introduction to the accounts of the 

second year. In 4G. i. Suppl. 3154 we have apparently the heading 

introducing the accounts of year III. followed by the remains of three 

sums received (MM ~-- +MM - - +M- -) amounting to at least 

1 There could not be room for a second column on the stone in addition to one twenty-eight 

letters wide ῥέεν the corresponding figures in the margin and space separating them. 
2 Eg. 1. 8, mwaxoly time]; 1. 9, οἰκίας [hiepas μισθός]. 
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50,000 drachmae. We have no clue to the source of this income, but 

such large sums probably came rather from some state-treasury than from 

private generosity. The last two lines of the stone, in which only the 

letters -zrovo- and -xux- are preserved, were written across the whole width 

of the sfe/e. 1.5. a return was made to the single-columned arrangement. 

I am strongly inclined to restore some phrase like that which I suggest in 

ll. 3, 4 of the second of the two fragments from the Parthenon accounts 

published above, namely [ποδο]ποιο[ῆς καὶ λέθος ἀνατιθέσι ἐπὶ τὰ] κύκλα 

Πεντελέσι -, which gives us twenty-seven letters in the former line, but 

would bring the first kK of κύκλα under the second Q, not the NM, of 

[Ποδο]ποιοῖς. The explanation of this return to the use of a single column 

seems to be that the left-hand column stopped short above this point, and 

that the stonecutter wished to take advantage of all the space he had 

left him. 

It will perhaps be helpful to append, in conclusion, a skeleton- 

reconstruction of the whole sfe/e on the lines indicated in this paper. Our 

data are not sufficient for us to claim to replace exactly all these much- 

damaged fragments in the positions they originally occupied, but it will 

represent to within a very few centimetres, above or below, the positions to 

which they seem to belong. Further discoveries of fresh fragments are not 

impossible, which might enable us to fix more exactly the positions of the 

existing fragments, but the reconstruction outlined here will, I hope, be 

helpful for further study of this record. 

A.—(Obverse face, 436/5-434/3-) B.—(Reverse face, 433/2-432/1.) 

Year Ἰ. 6.1]. 314. Year IV. 70. i. 315. 

» 9 (A few lines lost.) » ow (A few lines lost.) 

Year II. 7G. 1. §54. a hs, ας ἀν 1. 

sc aye (0) ἃ [πὸ οἵ two: lost.) » 9 (A few lines lost.) 

» » LG. i. 313) 2 columns. Years IV. and V. New fragments. 

» » (A few lines lost.) 2 Year V. ZG. 1. 316 - i. Suppl. 

columns. 331 a. 

Years IJ. and III. λα. 1. Suppl. » yy ((2) A line or two lost.) 

315 a, ὦ. 2 columns. a: op aie OUppl. 315.4 

Years IJ. and III. (A few lines » 9 ((?) A few lines lost.) 

lost.) 

ARTHUR M. WooDWARD 



A PANATHENAIC AMPHORA FROM 

KAMEIROS. 

(Pirate NIT, 

WHEN travelling in the island of Rhodes some ten years ago 

Dr. Duncan Mackenzie picked up on the Akropolis of Kameiros a 

handful of sherds, which I recently had occasion to examine. I found 

that several of them fitted together, and formed portions of an 

Attic b.-f. vase. The remains of one side represented a draped 

female figure standing to the left, and bearing a shield, with a pillar in 

front of her, while the five fragments of which the other portion consisted 

represented three armed men running to the left. In other words, here 

was a fragmentary Panathenaic amphora, recording a victory in the Armed 

Race.* 

As the illustrations = show (V1. AIII.}, this belongs to the early class of 

Panathenaic amphorae, and since there are not many others of this period 

which represent the Armcd Race,’ it seems worth while to publish it, 
fragmentary though it is. The vase when complete was of small 

dimensions, the height of the painted panel representing the race being only 

135. m., which suggests that the original height was not more than "30. ΠῚ 

Such dimensions are not rare for these vases, though the larger size which 

* D1, Mackenzie, whom I informed of the interest of the sherds, kindly gave me permission 

to bring them to England. They have been successfully cleaned and mended and are now, with 

his consent, deposited in the Ashmolean Museum. 
~ From the biush of Mr. Εν Anderson. 

(1) BAL Fases, B 143 (from Gela) (=Von Brauchitsch, (Ver we Panathenaishen Pee: 

απ λογῆς. p. 30, No. 32). (2) Bologna, Pelleguini, Caé. Afus. Caz. 198, and ". 29, lig. 2(=Von br. 

op. tt. No. 17, (3) Naples, Heydemann, 2764 (=Von Br. of. c7t. No. 39). (4) (5) Stephani, 

Cumpte rendu, 1876, pp. 105 ff. Nos. 33, 34 (= Von Br. of. ct. Nos. 52, 53, present 

whereabouts unknown, but excavated in Etruria). 
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varies from ‘40-70 m. in height is that with which we are more familiar. 

The absence of the inscription τὸν ’A@evé0ev ἄθλον is characteristic of 

these smaller Panathenaic amphorae, and indeed leads the most recent 

writer on the subject! to class all the uninscribed vases of this class as 

imitations, and not as prizes from the Panathenaic games at all. But in 

the absence of certain proof of this statement, it is simpler, on the whole, 

to continue to regard the smaller uninscribed amphorae which actually 

represent victories in athletic contests as genuine prize-vases, and our 

present example comes under this category. 

Of the scene on one side nothing is left of Athena beyond a portion 

of her garment from the waist downwards, and the lower part of the 

shield. The vertical folds of the skirt are represented with alternating 

stripes of black and the accessory red, and on the black folds are 

alternate dots of red and small incised crosses. The treatment in the 

matter of plain vertical folds resembles in general that exhibited on 

Nos. B 131, B 134, and B 135 of the Panathenaic vases in the British 

Museum,” and is not unlike that of the fine amphora found at the 

sanctuary of Athena Chalkioikos at Sparta in 1907,’ though this has no 

ornament on the skirt. On the Armed Race amphora in the British 

Museum? the skirt is not ornamented, and the general effect is less 

pleasing. sAthena’s shield bears a design of four white disks, three being 

placed at equal intervals around a slightly smaller central one. This 

identical scheme does not occur elsewhere, to my knowledge, as a shield- 

device, though Von Brauchitsch mentions a device consisting of three 

white disks on Athena’s shield, on another archaic vase of this class.5 

The shield of the third runner on the Armed Race amphora in the British 

Museum exhibits the same design. The pillar in front of Athena is 

broken towards the top, and there are only the barest traces visible of the 

tail-feathers of the cock which it supported, and of the edge of the capital 

on the side nearest to Athena. 

On the other side is a representation of the Armed Race. Three 

ὁπλιτοδρόμοι, Clad in helmet and greaves and carrying each a round 

shield, race to the left, as on the archaic Panathenaic amphorae which 

| Von Brauchitsch, ef. «77. p. 159. Ele does not seem to me to prove his case, as it is hardly 

credible that imitations of the genuine article would have been dedicated in sanctuartes, 
“ B 131 has red dots; B 134 has a pattern of dotted crosses. 
BS. XU pp. 150, and PI. \. + B 143: 

5 No. 15 in his list (=Canino Coll. 1193, present whereabouts unknown . 
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relate to this contest The winner, if this is meant to represent the 

finish of the race, beats the second man by the same distance as he in 

turn beats the third, so far as we can tell from the position of the left 

leg of the last man, which alone ts preserved. It is more likely that there 

were three runners represented here than four, as the panel could hardly 

have contained room for a fourth, judging by the diameter of the vase, so 

far as we can recover it. Both numbers are known in these representa- 

tions, which cannot be taken as depicting the total number of competitors. 

which was sometimes as large as twenty.2. Three of the five archaic 

Armed Race amphorae mentioned above show four runners, while the 

other two show three? Of the two fourth-century vases of this class one 

shows three and the other four. 

The crests of the helmets are shown in white, and there are white 

devices on the shields: that of the foremost runner consists of two plain 

vertical bars parallel to each other, while that of the second runner is too 

fragmentary to be recognizable, being merely a shapeless mass of white 

paint. The greaves are what we should expect in representations of 

oTALTOSpouoe ON a vase Of this date, which cannot on stylistic grounds be 

later than 500 B.C., and may be twenty years earlier still. Hauser’ has 

established the fact that they disappear entirely from representations 

of this race after 450 B.C., but this fermznus ante quem is of minor im- 

portance in the present instance. 

The drawing of this side does not call for much comment, the work 

being careless, but not unattractive: the eye is represented by means of 

incisions as seen ex face, and there is no accessory red used for the beard. 

The outlines of the helmet are denoted by incised lines, as are the upper 

and lower extremities of the greaves. The artist has avoided the necessity 

of representing the trunks of the runners by hiding them completely with 

the shields, which cover everything between neck and thigh. The fingers 

1 As Von Brauchitsch points out, of. cz, p. 138, the ὁπλιτοδρόμοι run to the left (whereas the 

competitors in the other running events represented on the archaic Panathenaic vases run to the 
right), in order to exhibit the blazons on the shields. 

2 We hear of twenty shields and helinets being kept at Olympia for the competitors; at Athens 

there may have been as many competitors on some occasions, There was no limit, as in the 
~tade-race. 

¥ Nos. 3, 4, and 5 of those mentioned above (2.6. the Naples vase and the two that are missing) 

have four runners, Nos. 1 and 2 have three. 

4 3.11. Vases, B 608 has four, Von Br. of. cet. No. τοῦ (in the Louvre) has three. 
ὅ Jahrb. 1895, p. 199. 
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of the right hand project beyond the lower edge of the shield, but other- 

wise the right arm is hidden. We may contrast with this the treatment on 

the British Museum vase, B 143, where the shield is carried further 

forward, so that more than half the bodies of the runners are seen; to 

simplify the drawing their backs are turned three-quarters to the spectator, 

though the head 15 strictly in profile. We see there moreover that the 

runner swung his right arm well behind him as he advanced his left leg: 

in the case of the third runner the vase-painter has miscalculated the space 

for the right arm, which, if drawn in the position of those of the other 

two runners, would have extended right out of the panel, and so it is bent 

down closer to his flank, and for the same reason the right leg is cut off 

above the ankle, as the foot and ankle could not be worked into the panel 

without re-drawing the whole figure, or else utterly spoiling the action of 

the right leg. That the artist worked from left to right across the panel is 

also obvious from the right arm of the first man on the left being visible 

through the paint of the second man’s shield. We may further note that 

the runners take shorter strides in proportion to their height than the 

runners represented on the new example. Indeed in the latter there must 

be some exaggeration in this detail, as, I imagine it would be a physical 

impossibility to take such long strides when hampered both by the wearing 

of greaves and by the weight of the shield. On both these two vases 

they run well on their toes, in striking contrast to the flat-footed action of 

the ὀπλιτοδρόμοι of the fourth century in the British Museum vase {1} 6038), 

whose stride is much shorter. 

The present vase adds nothing to our knowledge of the conditions 

gvoverning the Armed Race, which are fully set forth by E. Norman 

Gardiner in his recent work!, accompanied by admirably selected illustra- 

tions. But the provenance of the vase is interesting, for we have already 

a Panathenaic amphora from Kameiros recording a victory with a four- 

horse chariot* ; and the curious amphora with the acrobatic scene’, likewise 

found at Kamciros, though its precise significance is doubtful, is at any rate 

a further testimony to the interest of the people of Kameiros in the 

Panathenaic festival in the sixth century. The only other point worthy of 

note is in connection with the size of the vase. If we are right in assuming 

' Greek Athletic Sports and Festivals, pp. 285 th; 7. AS. xxiii. (1903), pp. 280 ff. 
- BW. Vases, B 135. 

" Liid. B 145; E. Norman Gardiner, of. c7t. p. 245, Fig. 39. 
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that the absence of the inscription is not necessarily a fatal objection to 

seeing in this vase an actual prize-amphora, we have definite ground for 

concluding that the small-sized vases of this class were not always, though 

they may have been sometimes, given as prizes in the boys’ events, for 

there was no Armed Race for boy-competitors. This fact clears the 

eround to a small extent with regard to the smaller vases, and if there 

was a real reason, connected with the organization of the festival, for 

the prize-vases differing in size, the present instance (assuming always that 

it zs a prize-vase) seems to lend support to the theory that the smaller 

Panathenaic amphorae may represent second prizes! But in the present 

state of our knowledge it would be hazardous to claim that this was the 

only possible explanation. 

»" ἐξ 

Fic, 1.—FRAGMENTS OF FOURTH-CENTURY PANATHENAIC AMPHORAE FROM AILHENS. 

I may perhaps take this opportunity of recording the existence of 

two inscribed fragments of fourth-century Panathenaic amphorae which 
I obtained recently in Athens. Their dimensions are small, but they 

are Clearly from two different vases’ (Fig. 1). One has the letters \QAQN, 

* As has been suggested by E. Norman Gardiner, of. οὐδ p. 244; Von Brauchitsch rejects 
this explanation, classing them as imitations. 

) 

* (4) “If x ‘08 ~ 006 -- ὍΟ7 m.: clay of dirty greyish-brown colour: black paint which has fired 
dark-green near the edges ; (4) ‘10 - "77 x ‘oo§m. : clay of typical Attic pink colour: black paint 
verging on sepia near the edges : broken across near the bottom of the A. I could not hear what had 
happened to the rest of the vases. In the unlikely contingency of cither or both being preserved in 
some European Museum I will gladly supply these fragments to fill the gap, but I fear they were 
broken up on the spot by unskilful hands. 
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and the other =NAQAQN (ze. the end, in each case, of the inscription 

Τῶν ᾿Αθήνηθεν &Odov), written κιονηδόν down the space to the left of the 

column. To the right of the column is in each case a portion of the spear 

and of the drapery of Athena. The spear was held vertically, and the 

drapery is quite plain, without a trace of ornament. They were found 

near the Dipylon, I was told, and are worth recording as accessions to the 

not very long list of these vases found in Athenian tombs’, as we may 

presume that these were. In this connection the fragment with the name 

of the Archon Neaichmos, published by D. M. Robinson,? should be 

added to this list: from the appearance of the clay it seems to belong toa 

different vase from either of the two fragments here described. 

ARTHUR M. WOODWARD, 

1 Cf. Von Brauchitsch, of. cet. pp. 162, 163. 

ὁ AJA. xit. (1908), p. 47. 



A NOTE ON HERODOTOS VI. 83, AND THE 
HYBRISTIKA. 

HERODOTOS describes the straits to which Argos was reduced by the 

victory of Kleomenes I. in the following extravagant terms: Ἄργος δὲ 

ἀνδρῶν ἐχηρώθη οὕτω ὥστε οἱ δοῦλοι αὐτῶν ἔσχον πάντα Ta πρήγματα 

ἄρχοντές τε καὶ διέποντες, ἐς ὃ ἐπήβησαν οἱ τῶν ἀπολομένων παῖδες" 

ἔπειτα σφέας οὗτοι ἀνακτώμενοι ὀπίσω ἐς ἑωυτοὺς τὸ Ἄργος ἐξέβαλον: 

ἐξωθεύμενοι δὲ οἱ δοῦλοι μάχῃ ἔσχον Τίρυνθα. τέως μὲν δή σφι ἣν ἄρθμια ἐς 

ἀλλήλους, ἔπειτα δὲ ἐς τοὺς δούλους ἦλθε ἀνὴρ μάντις, Κλέανδρος γένος ἐὼν 

Φιγαλεὺς ἀπ᾿ ᾿Αρκαδίης: οὗτος τοὺς δούλους ἀνέγνωσε ἐπιθέσθαι τοῖσι 

δεσπότῃσι. ἐκ τούτου δὴ πόλεμός σφι ἣν ἐπὶ χρόνον συχνόν, ἐς ὃ δὴ μόγις οἱ 

᾿Αργεῖοι ἐπεκράτησαν. Herodotos is given to exaggerating catastrophes. 

Mr. Wells has drawn attention to the fact that in 491 B.c. Argos was 

sufficiently populous to allow rooo volunteeis to take part in the war in 

Aigina.| This extremity of odAvyavépia, which the historian depicts, must 

be a fiction. Even in antiquity the attention of critics was drawn to the 

passage. Plutarch corrects Herodotos’ statement about the story of the 

slave husbands, and gives a version which mitigates the glaring improba- 

bility of this part of the narrative by substituting περίοικοι for slaves” 

Doubtless he had Aristotle before him. The philosopher does not mention 

Herodotos, but it is quite probable that the version, which he gives, is 

simply a rationalised account adopted by post-Herodotean historians, who 

could not accept, as it stood, the tradition which Herodotos embodied.’ 

1 Hlerodotos, vi. 92, 7. H¥.S. xxv. p. 196. 

ὁ ἐπανορθούμενοι δὲ τὴν ὀλιγανδρίαν, οὐχ ws ‘Hpddoros ἱστορεῖ τοῖς δούλοις, ἀλλὰ περιοίκων 
ποιησάμενοι πολίτας τοὺς ἀρίστου», συνῴκισαν τὰς γυναῖκας —Vlut. οἸδες, Τ γέ. 245, F. 

ὁ. ἐν ἔάργει τῶν ἐν τῇ ἑβδόμῃ ἀπολομένων ὑπὺ Κλεομένους τοῦ Λάκωνος ἠναγκάσθησαν παραδέξασθαι 

τῶν περιοίκων Tivas,—Aristotle, Poletics v. 3. 
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But the story of the slaves who marry the wives of the dead or absent 

warriors is not merely an exaggerated account of a single incident in 

history, it is a regular myth-historical wzo¢7v. Herodotos has already given 

us a version of it in connection with the Skythian invaders of Asia,! and 

more familiar still is the story of the Partheniai who founded Tarentum. 

The passage in Plutarch contains further legendary elements. He 

tells how the women of Argos took up the arms of warriors in defence of 

their country, and proceeds to inform his readers that it is in memory of 

this act that they keep the Hybristika to this day, the women dressing 

themselves in men’s clothing, the men putting on women’s robes and veils.” 

He further connects the custom, which ordained that Argive brides should 

wear a beard, with the contempt of free born women for περίοικοι 

husbands.? History has become suspiciously like an aitiological myth.* 

It is a thankless task to evolve history out of the inner consciousness, 

where our authorities fail us. The historical facts, however, round which 

the tradition has formed, seem possibly to be these. (1) Some jerztozkoz 

may have been adrnitted to the citizenship after the disaster. (2) About 

472 B.C, the sack of Tiryns concluded a struggle which the mistress of the 

North-Eastern Peloponnese may well have represented as the chastisement 

of unruly slaves. The more picturesque features of the tradition are, I 

believe, to be derived from the existence at Argos of a festival at which 

men and women changed the clothes of their sex and slaves enjoyed a 

temporary freedom. There are analogous cases, where a ritual practice 

has inspired an historical narrative even of considerable circumstantial 

detail. To take one example, Aubrey narrates the following fact about 

the ‘ Parliament’s War’ in Ireland. ‘Near the same place a Party of the 

Protestants had been surprised sleeping by the Popish Irish, were it not 

for several wrens that just wakened them by dancing and pecking on the 

Drums as the Enemy were approaching. For this Reason the wild Irish 

mortally hate these Birds to this Day, calling them the Devil’s Servants 

and killing them wherever they catch them. They teach their Children 

to thrust them full of Thorns: you'll see sometime on Holidays a whole 

Parish running like Mad Men from Hedge to Hedge a Wren-Hunting,’? 

1 Herodotus, iv. 3. 4 Plutarch, of. εὐ, 245, E. 

3 Plutarch, ef, εὐ. 245, F. 

4 Cf. Herodotos’ account of the taboos observed by Milesian women, i. 146. 

© Aubrey, escellantes, Ostenta or Portents, p. 45. 
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Now Aubrey was born in 1625 and travelled in Ireland in 1660, where he 

may have witnessed the hunting of the wren. The creation of such 

legendary history then is not necessarily a matter of many years, and if 

in this respect Aubrey is as easily imposed upon as Herodotos, he is 

equally a sinner with Plutarch against the comparative method. The 

custom of wearing the clothes of the other sex, as will be seen, was not 

restricted to Argos and the Hybristika ; the hunting of the wren was 

commonly observed as an annual custom in many parts of Aubrey’s own 

island.? 

The temporary assumption of the clothes of the opposite sex is a 

custom which is widely spread. In certain circumstances individuals 

change the outward garb of their sex ; in some cases whole societies 

simultaneously effect the change. In the former category we find the 

practice observed at the great individual crises of life and the changing of 

social status. At circumcision Egyptian boys were dressed in girls’ attire ;- 

perhaps the story about Aristodemos, tyrant of Kymai, reflects a similar 

observance.2 Among the Nandi, before the boys are circumcised, ‘the 

young girls pay them a visit and give them some of their own garments 

and ornaments,’ and similarly the girls are given the clothes and ornaments 

of boys on a like occasion. The borrowed plumage is returned, when the 

girls and boys are respectively admitted into the new social status for which 

circumcision has qualifed them.* [τ may be suspected that the story of 

how Teiresias, the greatest of Greek seers, was temporarily changed into a 

woman*® may be connected with a similar element in the initiation of 

prehistoric medicine-men. There are of course countless parallels to the 

diviners of Skythia, who suffered from the θήλεα νοῦσος," in those magicians 

of the Lower Culture, who wear women’s clothes and are said to become 

women.’ When the Krotoniates sacked Siris, they murdered the son of 

1 See Swainson, Zhe Folklore of British Birds, pp. 36-43. Frazer, The Golden Bough,? ii. 

PP: 445. 
2 Crawley, The Jlystic Hose, p. 268. 
+ ἱστόρηται yap, Ort τοὺς μὲν ἄρρενας παῖδας ἐλευθέρους ἤσκει κόμαις Kal χρυσοφορεῖν, τὰς δὲ 

θηλείας ἠνάγκαζε περιτρόχαλα κείρεσθαι καὶ φορεῖν ἐφηβικὰς χλαμύδας καὶ τῶν ἀνακώλων χιτωνίσκων. 

Plutarch, ἐπε, Virt. 261,86... 

4 Hollis, 7he Nanwti, pp. 53, 58. 
5 Hesiod, frag. 162 (RKzach). 

5 Herodotos, i. 105, iv. 67. Aristotle, At#. NWzk. vii. 7. Hippokrates, περὶ τῶν ἀέρων, 22. 
For the meaning of the phrase θήλεα vovoos cf. Eusebios, Veta Constanting, ui. 55. 

* Many instances may be found in Frazer, Adonis, Attis, and Osiris, pp. 428 sy. Van Gennep, 

Les Rites de Passage, p. 246. Kroeber, Zhe Arapaho (Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. xviii, p- 19). 
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the priestess of Athena, who was dressed in female garb.! I suspect 

myself that some similar ritual phenomenon accounts for the μαλακία 

of Telines, the ancestor of Gelo.? 

The Lykians adopted the clothes of the other sex during the period 

of mourning.’ The Roman women offered sacrifice to Mutinus Tutinus, 

a deity connected with marriage and fertility, with veiled heads and dressed 

in male clothes* At Argos, as we have seen, the bride wore a beard: at 

Sparta the bride was disguised as a man.’ At Kos the converse practice 

is found and the bridegroom was dressed in women’s clothes.® With the 

change of clothes at marriage may be connected the stories which centre 

round the Lemnian deeds. Here the women kill the men, the men kill the 

women and children, and finally the Minyans of Lemnos are released from 

captivity by their wives changing clothes with them.’ And again, as in 

the case of the Argive marriage custom, we have indications of a connec- 

tion with a periodic festival.S 

Mr. Crawley has interpreted the custom of changing the outward 

tokens of scx at marriage in the light of his preoccupation with the ques- 

tion of sexual taboo. The Lykian mourning custom he regards as a 

disguise or a concealment of identity from adverse influences. A similar 

explanation has been offered for the story of Achilles in Skyros, and the 

myth that Zeus sent Dionysos under the escort of Hermes to Athamas and 

Ino, who brought him up as a girl? There is, however, a general motive 

which coversall these examples, and by no means excludes the coexistence 

of particular sub-motives. The rite is observed at circumcision, at marriage, 

1 Schol. Lykoph. 984. 

τ Herodotus says that the priesthood of the χθύνιοι θεοί was hereditary in Gelo’s family 

because Telines, by the sheer force of his religious prestige, succeeded in restoring some victims of 

stases to their native town, Gela. θῶμά μοι ὧν καὶ τοῦτο γέγονε πρὸ τὰ πυνθάνομαι, κατεργάσασθαι 

Τηλίνην ἔργον τοσοῦτο' τὰ τοιαῦτα γὰρ ἔργα οὐ πρὸς ἅπαντος ἀνδρὸς νενόμικα γίνεσθαι, ἀλλὰ πρὸς 

ψυχῆς τε ἀγαθῆς καὶ ῥώμης avdpyins: ὁ δὲ λέγεται πρὸς τῆς Σικελίης τῶν οἰκητόρων τὰ ὑπεναιτία 

τούτων πεφυκέναι θηλυδρίης τε καὶ μαλακώτερος ἀνῆρ. WUerodotos, vil. 153. 
ὁ Plutarch, Cows. ad Apol/. 112, F. Val. Max, τι. 6. 13. 

4 Festus, 154. Usener, Gofternamen, p. 327. 

5 Plutarch, Lycurgus, 15. 

® Plutarch, Quaest. Graec, 58. There may be a connection with the priests of Herakles who 

wore women’s clothes. In connection with this marriage custom M. van Gennep remarks ‘ Le flance 

agissait tout comme les ménages de shamanes Koryak, ou le mari est la femme et la femme le mari,’ 
op. ctt. Ὁ. 245. 

7 Herodotos, iv. 146, vi. 138. Plutarch, 2fu/. Pvrt. 247, B. Murray, Avse of the Greek 

Epu, p. 55. Cf. the story of the sons of Aipytos and the parallels in Frazer, Pausanzas, ii. p. 242. 
* Philostratos, ervte. 710. Farnell, Cults of the Greek States, iv. p. 302. 
9 Apollodoros, 111. 4. 3, 4. 
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in mourning, and perhaps at the initiation of seers. Even in the case of 

the Achilles story, the boy puts off his woman’s weeds to take his place as 

a full-fledged warrior. The wearing of clothes proper to the other sex 15 

in the instances we have quoted, a ‘rite de passage. The Nandi circumcision 

rite is the clearest example. When the boys put on the girls’ clothes, or 

the girls the boys,’ it is a rite of separation (to use M. van Gennep’s phrase) 

from their old life. During the period ‘ de marge’ the boy wears the girls 

clothes, until he undergoes the final ‘77te @agrégation’ and appears in 

warrior’s dress, the complete initiated man. 

Now in the lives of societies, no less than in those of individuals, there 

are stages or periods, and the passing from one to the other is accom- 

panied by rites of passage. There are, of course, the ceremonies of transition 

from winter to summer, and the festivals of the solstices. The belief in a 

series of cycles of varying duration is widely spread. The old becomes 

worn out, there must be a renovation, a transition to the new. The divine 

kings of Dr. Frazer reign for a season ; Minos is a monarch for nine years. 

Again froin the Nandi may be quoted an example of the simplest and 

least mystical form of this belief. Once every seven and a half years, some 

four years after the circumcision festival, the Saket-ap-eito ceremony takes 

place. The country is handed over from one age to another. At the 

conclusion of the ceremonies, the men of the preceding age take off their 

warriors’ garments and put on those of old age. The defence and well- 

being of the community are thereby handed over to their successors.) The 

same idea of starting a fresh epoch with a clear and unencumbercd opening 

is strongly marked in the Jewish observance of the year of Jubilee.* At 

Lemnos when the new fire was lit at the annual festival, ‘they say that from 

that moment a new life is begun.’* Mr. Crawley has collected examples 

of festivals whose motive is ‘to change the luck.’ Such feasts may be held 

in abnoimal circumstances, eg. after an epidemic or a catastrophe, but 

they are ordinarily celebrated at regular intervals.*. In the same category 

YHolhs, Zhe Mandz, 7». 12. 

“ Leviticus, xxv. 

* All fires were for nine days extinguished and new fre brought from Delus. 3 ‘ ‘ ¢ 

ἐπειδὰν δὲ ἢ 

θεωρὶς ἐσπλεύσῃ καὶ νείμωνται τὸ πῦρ * * * * καινοῦ τὸ ἐντεῦθεν βίου φασὶν ἄρχεσθαι. Philustratos, 

Hlerot:. 741. Similarly the lighting of the new fire at the Harvest Festival of the Creek Indians 

‘constituted a new period of time in their religious reckoning.’ Speck, Zhe Creeé Jitians of 
faskigt Town (Mem, Am. Auth, Ass. iis Pt. 2, p. 140). 

* Crawley, of. «it. p. 279. He gives examples from the practices of Zulus, Kuinai, and 
Esquimaux. 
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must be placed the Saturnalia, the Feast of Fools, and the Carnival. 

General characteristics of these ceremonies are a complete change of the 

ordinary social order, a period of licence, and the interchange of gifts or the 

observance of mutual hilarity. A kind of interlude of topsy-turveydom 

cuts off society from the past and ushers in the new epoch with the good 

auspices of mirth and jollity. And a common feature of these periodic 

festivals is the donning of the clothes of the other sex. Let us take one or 

two examples. An interesting survival is the ‘Geese dancing’ of 

Cornwall and the Scillies, where the maidens dress up as young men and 

the young men as maidens. They visit houses, where they dance and 

everyone [5 ‘told their own’ without offence.’ Men masquerade as women 

in the carnivals of Northern africa.” In the seventh century the Greek 

church laid down the canon that ‘no man 15 to put on feminine dress, nor 

any woman the dress proper to men, nor yet are masks whether comic, 

satyric, or tragic to be worn.’? [{ is significant for ancient Greece, that 

z\rtemidoros says that to dream of women’s clothes bears an evil prognos- 

tication, except on feast days when coloured robes or female garments 

mean no harm to anybody.* 

About these periodic festivals, besides the feeling of breaking with the 

past, there hangs the sentiment of unity, and society gathers itself together 

to launch into the new era in a spirit of harmony and goodwill. The 

interchange of presents or cards at Christmas or the New Year still serves 

in \lodern Europe, as in Ancient Rome, to renew old friendships and to 

confirm the ties of family association. Cockney lovers change hats and 

Homeric heroes cement their friendship by an exchange of armour. There 

is perhaps just a hint of the same idea latent also in these festivals, where, 

if we may so express it, all the members of the community don each other’s 

clothes. The treatment of slaves certainly bears this double aspect. At 

the Saturnalia’ slaves are waited on by their masters. It is a reversal of 

the ordinary social order, while, again, in this promotion to equality, there 

is also the idea of unifying the whole body politic and the promotion of 

Hunt, Drolls and Romances of the West of England, and Series, p. 182. 
Doutteé, Wage ef Religion dans [ Afrique du Nord, p. 502. 

Lawson, wodern Greek folklore and Anoient Greek Religion, p, 223. 

ἐν μέντοι ταῖς ἑορταῖς καὶ πανηγύρεσιν οὔτε ποικίλη οὔτε γυναικεία βλάπτει τινὰ ἐσθής. 

Artemidoros, μεσ, ii. 3, 84. He says above ἐσθὴς ἢ συνήθης πᾶσιν ἀγαθὴ καὶ ἣ κατὰ τὴν ὥραν 

τοῦ ἔτους, li. 3. 83. 

5566 Warde Fowler, Festivals, pp. 271 τ. 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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peace and goodwill among all men, the area covered by the phrase ‘all 

men’ varying of course with the size of the community and the limits 

of its social sympathies. The psychology is much the same as that which 

perpetuates the servants’ ball of the old-fashioned country Christmas. 

And the Saturnalia is not the only festival of antiquity in which slaves 

were given a temporary licence. Athenaios mentions five, the Saturnalia. 

the feast of Hermaioi in Crete, the feast at Troizen in the month Geraistios, 

in which slaves and masters play astragaloi toycther and the masters feast 

the slaves.the Thessalian Peloria, which Baton asserted to be the prototype 

of the Saturnalia, and the feast of Sakaia in Babylon.t Plutarch further 

mentions two festivals, the Eleutheria at Smyrna and a ἑορτὴ θεραπαινῶν 

at Rome, where the fact to be accounted for is again an interchange of 

garments: the slaves at these feasts dressed up as their mistresses. The 

legend, which in either case is put forward in explanation, is the story of 

the voluntary self-sacrifice of the slavewomen, in place of their mistresses, 

to the lusts of the enemy, and a resulting defeat of the invader.” In the 

Pithoigia at Athens neither slave nor hired man was to be debarred from 

enjoying the wine of the feast to his heart’s content. 

Our information about these festivals and the like is sadly fragmentary 

and dependent on the chance comments of classical writers. Of the 

Hybristika all that is known further is that it was held on the first new 

moon of the month Hermaios. The date of this Argive month is believed 

roughly to coincide with the Attic Gamelion, which would place the festival 

in our January.*7. Again it is only the glosses of Hesychios which inform 

us of the dances in honour of the goddess Korythalia in Laconia, and in 

Italy, carried there perhaps by the Partheniai. The parallel to the Argive 

data is striking. In both we have the story of the slave husbands, in both 

the marriage custom of dressing up the bride as a man, and in both the 

existence of dances in which men and women change the réles of their 

sex. Korythalia is a cult title of Artemis connected with a word which 

seems to have been the Lacontan equivalent for etpeat@vn. Her festival 

' Athenaios, xiv. 44, 639, B. His authorities are Karystios (7.47.G. iv. 358), Baton of 

Sinope (7. H.C. iv. 349), Berosos (2) #.G. ii. 498), and Ktesias. The festival at Cretan Kydonia is 

referred to in a quotation from Ephoros (/. 4G. i. 242}, Athenaios, vii. 84, 263, F. 

2 Plutarch, Puralle/a, 312, F, 313, B. 

3 καὶ ἐν τοῖς πατρίοις ἐστὶν ἑορτὴ πιθοιγία, καθ᾽ ἣν οὔτε οἰκέτην οὔτε μισθωτὸν εἴργειν τῆς 
ἀπολαύσεως τοῦ οἴνον θεμιτὸν ἦν, ἀλλὰ θύσαντας πᾶσι μεταδιδόναι τοῦ δώρου τοῦ Διονύσον. Plutarch, 

ex comm. Hes. 35, ογαίΐα (Teubner), vol vii. p. 69. 
ἐ Nilsson, Greechesche Feste, p. 373. 
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was a spring festival conforming to the regular type and characterised evi- 

dently by ritual obscenity. In her dances the men wore female masks and 

women’s clothes, the women wore phalloi! 

We have, unfortunately, no direct information as to whether slaves 

during the Hybristika enjoyed παρρησία, or a temporary freedom. The 

evidence of analogous feasts suggests that it is not improbable ; and if this, 

the weakest link in the chain, be passed, the suggestion that from these 

prominent features of the Hybristika ritual the legends incorporated by 

Herodotos and Plutarch are originally derived, does not seem to me too 

far-fetched. In the case of the story of the women warriors, Plutarch him- 

self connects it with the festival rites, and, if the story of the slave husbands 

has any fact behind it, it seems plausible to look for it in the same direction, 

and to find it in the temporary equality and licence of a periodic festival. 

W. R. HALLIDAY. 

' Hesychios, s.zz. κορυθαλία, κορυθαλίστριαι, κυριττοί, BopvaAcxiader, βρυλλιχισταί, AduBar. 

Nilsson, οὐ. εἶ, p, 186. B.S.4. xii, p. 338. 



TERRA LEMNIA. 

IN ancient medical practice several sorts of natural earths, found at 

various places in the Ievant and described in detail by Pliny and other 

writers, had recognised curative properties, being employed for the most 

part as astringents and desiccatives in the treatment of wounds and 

internal haemorrhages. Pliny’s list includes the earths of Chios, Kimolos, 

Eretria, Lemnos, Melos, samos, and Sinope. The use of many of these 

persisted into quite modern times,! but none was so generally esteemed 

either by ancients or moderns as the Lemnian, which was set apart in the 

first place by its alleged miraculous power against poisons (especially 

the bites of venomous reptiles) and later against plague, and in the second 

by the religious accompaniments and the various artificial restrictions of 

its production. 

Of the Lemnian earth Pliny, who happens to be our earliest 

authority, says it was highly reputed among the ancients,” but we have no 

' The earth of Chios is mentioned in modern times by Jerome Justinian, a Chiote Genoese 

(ff1.t, de Cizo, p. 6S) as found near Pyrgi: ‘En un autre terrouer du dit Pirgy se trouvo:t autre 
fois la terre dite Chia laquelle a le mesme vertu que celle qu’ion nomme Lemnia. Le (srand Ture 

sen sert maintenant en son seau (σε ν᾽ Theset (Cosmog. du Levant, p. 52) considered it as 

valuable medicinally as the Lemnian, which opmion was confirmed by Covel a hundred years later. 

The latter adds that the Chian earth was dug like the Lemnian at a special season (May, whence 

it was called πηλομαιότικο), but was not used medicinally but only for washing (MS. ddd. 22,914, 
f. 57v). It has now become almost unknown owing to the low price of olive-oil soaps, but is 
traditionally said to have been a government monopoly under the Genoese. ‘Kimolian’ earth is 

said by Dale (PAarmacolesia, 1693) to have been found in England. In Samos, Pococke (ii. 2, 29) 

notices a white earth which was eaten by children in his day. Melian earth is mentioned by 
Sur Thomas Sherley in his account of the island (4.5.4. xiii. 347, cf. Pococke, doc. cit.). Sinopic 

earth ‘see Robinson in 4. /. 211. xxvii. 141, 8 4) 15 probably the Armenian bole mentioned by 
Dale and his contemporaries as coming ‘from Turkey, and by others (Poullet, etc.) as a frequent 

ingredient in sophisticated Lemnian earth. It is presumably the Zerra Saraeniva used by the 

Arabs against plague, and the Az/ £rmenz which was foisted on me as Lemnian in the Eeyptian 

bazaar at Constantinople. 
2 aN. #7. XKX¥. 0: 
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means of ascertaining how far back the use of it extends. It 1s 

interesting to note that the hill Moschylos on which it was found was 

associated in legend with the fall of Hephaistos, and that one version of 

the Philoktetes myth attributes the cure of the hero’s wound, caused 

ultimately it will be remembered by the poison of the Lernacan hydra, to 

this medicine.! 

With Dioskorides we begin to be better informed: he tells us the 

earth was found in a tunnel-like aperture in Lemnos, prepared with an 

admixture of goat’s blood, and thereafter made up into tablets and 

stamped with the figure of a goat, whence came its popular name 

‘goat’s seal’ It had a singular virtue against poisons if drunk with wine, 

and acted as an emetic when poison had already been swallowed. It was 

also sovercign against the bites of venomous reptiles and for dysentery.” 

It will be seen that the chief use of it is here considered as antidotal. 

It is from Galen’ that we first hear of the ceremonies in connection 

with the digging of the earth, and his information rests on his own investi- 

cations in Lemnos itself, whither he went especially for this purpose. Ona 

certain day, he says, the priestess fof Artemis apparently from the sequel) 

came out of the city (Hephaestias), sprinkled a certain quantity of barley 

on the place where the carth was dug, and performed other ceremonial 

observances, after which she took a cartload of the earth and returned to 

the city. Here the earth was cleansed and sealed with the figure of 

Artemis.! These usages were said in the island to be very ancient. The 

earth was locally used for ulcers (for which it was employed with success 

by Galen himself), for wounds, as an emetic, and for poisonous bites: for 

internal use it was drunk in wine, for external applied with vinegar. There 

were three grades, of each of which the first might be handied only by the 

priestess, the rest, like so many of the other earths cited by Pliny, beinz 

used industrially. 

After Galen there is a complete silence among our authoritics as to 

what happened at Lemnos.’ The earth continues to be cited after the 

ancients and the use of reputed Lemnian Seal" or 7erra sigtMlata persisted 

1 Philostratus. Herezca, vi. 2. ce ταὶ 

' De Simpl. Wedte. ix, 246. 

4 The goat’s-blood story of Dioskorides was ridiculed ; it was probably an inference ftom the 
seal he saw. 

* The last of the ancients to mention the earth seems to be P. Aegineta, vil. 3 (~.v. Ge, terra). 
δ Lempnia frigdos in a mediaeval glossary quoted by Tozer, p. 260. 
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through the Middle Ages. Bartholomaeus Anglicus (13th c.) says of it :-— 

‘A serten veyne of the erthe is called Terra Sigillata, and is singularly 

cold and drie. And Dioscorides calleth it Terra Saracenica and argentea, 

and is somedeale white, well smellynge and clere. The chief virtue thereof 

byndeth and stauncheth. And powder thereof tempred with the whyte of 
an egge stauncheth bledynge at the nose. «nd helpeth ayenst swellinge of 
the fete and ayenste the gowte, if it be layed in a playstre thereto, as it is 

sayde in Lapidario.! 

It will be noted however that there is no evidence of first-hand know- 

Fic. 1.—SIXLEENITH-CENIURY SEALS. 

(From Belon.) 

ledge in the above account, still less mention of Lemnos. In fact the 

earliest first-hand mention of the Lemnian earth in a modern writer known 

to me is in the Bermannuus of Agricola. The author, writing in 1530, says 

that he had seen tablets of Lemnian earth brought from Constantinople : 

they were of a yellowish colour and stamped with Turkish letters. 

The Turks held it to be the only remedy for plague, using it as the 

Arabs used Armenian bole. At Venice it was ill known but sold dear. 

About the middle of the century we have circumstantial accounts of 

the digging of the earth written by two scientific men—Belon and Albacario 

—who like Galen went themselves to Lemnos to investigate it. The first 

of these began his researches systematically by gathering information at 

1 Lib. xv. cxxxix. Iaxxxvill. (ed. London, 1535). 
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Constantinople as to the various seals which guaranteed the quality of the 

earth, and these seals are engraved in his book for the benefht of the medical 

world (Fig. 1) Belon’s account of the digging (at which however he was 

not present) is full and interesting as reproducing almost exactly —mutatis 

mutandis—the ancient ritual. The digging still took place only once a 

year, viz. at the festival of the Transfiguration (Aug. 6), and was preceded 

by a religious service at the church of the Saviour (which would naturally 

keep this day as its dedication festival) not far from the hill on which the 

earth was dug. The Turkish governor (Soubashi) of the island and the 

Turkish and Greek notables took part in the ceremonv. A proclamation 

was made! and a sheep was sacrificed as courban, which was afterwards 

eaten by the Turks present, as the Greeks fasted at this time of year? 

The digging began at or before sunrise and continued for six hours, after 

which the hole was closed and left till the next year. It was a penal 

offence to dig it out of season. The earth dug was cleansed and stamped 

with a seal bearing in Arabic letters the words ¢zx zzachton (sealed earth), 

Soranzo adds that it was baked.? Certain officers were allowed to take a 

share of it, and the bystanders a small quantity each, but the bulk of the 

earth, including the whole of the first quality, was placed after sealing ina 

packet (also sealed) and sent to Constantinople by special messenger for 

the use of the Sultan.” A certain amount, presumably of inferior quality, 

was sold on the spot by the Soubashi to merchants." 

Our second authority, Stefano Albacario, was a Spanish physician’ 

1 This detail, with the text of the proclamation ‘ Le grand Dieu hault et tout puissant declare 
aujourd’hui l’effect et vertue de ceste terre a ses tres-fideles serviteurs,’ is preserved by Thevet 
(Cosmog. Univ. ii. 805), a bad authority, but his account seems derived from a good source beyond 

Belon. The characteristic dialogue with the Greek—F/yrang? thes nagorasis apo tin gimou? 

(φράγκε, θέλεις νὰ ἀγοράσῃς ἀπὸ Thy γῆν μου ;) etc. rings true. 
2 Till the 15 Aug. (Assumption). 

* Formansi delle tre differenti sorti di terra, tre diverse sorti di girelle, . .. 2 dando agl: unt 

ed agli altri una cottura per maggtor durata. 

4 Palerne. 

> The Grand Signor habitually drank out of a cup made of the earth (Palerne) and it was 

grated over all his meals as a precaution against poison (Crusius, 501). 

ἡ The merchants are spoken of as Jews by Thevet (Cosmog. Univ.) and very likely were at 

this date. A hundred years later von Rheinfelden speaks of Greets paying 18,000 dollars to the 

Sultan for the monopoly of it. From Belon’s account it appears that the Soubashi paid a fixed 
sum and made what he could from the sale of the earth: it was evidently regarded, like mines all 

over the empire and certain other natural products, e.g. the mastic of Chios, as a perquisite of the 

Sultan who farmed it as he thought At. 
* Probably a Spanish Jew with a Christian name; the surname sounds like Arabic. 
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commissioned to go to Lemnos to investigate the earth by the Austrian 

ambassador Busbecq, who sent his account to Matthioli! Albacario’s 

account in the main corroborates Belon’s. Interesting new details 

illustrating the religious aspect of the digging are (1) that the earth was 

supposed to have virtue only on the day chosen for the official digging, 

et 
. 

s 
." - 

~ 

ot 

Fie. 2.—THne DicuinGe ofr tun LEMNIAN. Bar rit 

(From Thevet. ) 

‘2 that a special washer had the handling of the earth up to the time of its 

exportation, and (3) that this washer appropriated a small bag of the earth, 

which however was not sealed. 

' Albacario made one attempt to go to Lemnos while Busbecq was still at Constantinople Lut 
wa: prevented. He must therefore have gone after 1562. 
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Both Belon and Busbecq probably owed their interest in and knowledge 

of the earth less to its repute in European pharmacy at their date than to 

the custom then current at the court of Constantinople of offering tablets 

of the earth as official presents to foreign ambassadors and other persons 

of quality. Thus we find recorded presents of terre sigillée to French 

aimbassadors at various dates from 1546 onwards ;' Busbecq, the patron of 

Albacario, was an ambassador and had moreover seen the earth success- 

fully used against plague”. Slightly later von Ungnad, an Austrian 

ambassador, was given 40 tablets of Lemnian earth and a cup made of it? 

by Zygomalas, who also sent some to Crusius. 

A long series of western travellers, as the bibliography below shows, 

subsequently interested themselves in the famous earth, none adding 

greatly to our knowledge but Covel, who appears to record a more super- 

stitious belief in it than his forerunners. Whereas Albacario distinctly 

says that the religious service was not supposed to influence the power of 

the earth, Covel reports that ‘several papas, as well as others, would have 

persuaded me that at the time of our Saviour's transfiguration, this place 

was sanctified to have His sacred earth, and that it is never to be found 

soft and unctuous, but always perfect rock unlesse only that day ... and 

at that time when the priest hath said his liturgy.’ Covel further gives 

minute particulars of the washing of the eartht; this was done at the 

fountain of the neighbouring village CAyéa “Taaty), which, merely 

to increase the miracle apparently, was supposed to have an underground 

connection with the place of the digging. At this period it was accounted 

‘an infallible cure of all agues, taken at the beginning of the fit with water ’ 

and employed also for fluxes, to hasten childbirth, and as an antidote: no 

vessel made of it would hold poison but immediately splintered into a 

thousand fragments. The latter superstition has survived till our own 

day and is recorded also by several writers before and after Covel.” 

1 Charriere, Méyotéations ae la Frame en Levant, i. 618, ii. 776, iii, 548; de la Vigne : 
cf. Belon, ch. xxii. 

* Forster’s Ausbecy, i. 164. 

3. Gerlach, Zageduch, 403 (1577). 

* See also the rather obscure account of Soranzo, which lays creat stress on a water-channel 

diverted on the day of the digging, the earth being found apparently in the natural receptacle 
into which the water normally flowed: ‘si devia Yacqua dal canale, acciO non scorra pitt nella 
fossa, dalla quale alzatosi il coperchio se ne leva con molta dihgenza tutta l'acqua rimasa con vasi 

ed in fine con spugne, poi se ne cava quel fango e molticcio (so BLM. Aey. rg A. xiti.) che ha fatta 

lacqua, il quale si mette a parte per la prima ὁ ptt perfetta sorte di terra... 
* Crusius, Soranzo, Benetti, Pococke, Tozer. 

Γαι 
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As to the history of the Lemnian earth in the mediaeval period 

it has been generally assumed that the export was continuous: de Launay 

even goes so far as to say that the constant bickering fur the possession 

of the tsland was duc to the value of the earth as an article of commerce! ; 

as a matter of fact the strategic value of the island is a quite suffcient 

explanation, and there is no evidence to show that the knowledve of the 

earth in mediaeval Europe was more than theoretical. This is borne 

out by Agricola’s statement that it was known to few and sold dear in the 

Venice of his day (vhich, be it remarked, had had constant relations with 

Constantinople for several centuries) and by the ignorance of Thevet, who 

at the time of his voyage (1549) thought the earth came from Athos.” 

Its excessive rarity about this time is attested by the same author,’ who 

says he sold four tablets of it in Malta for fifty-five ducats. The complete 

silence of the early zsodarzz including Buondelmonti’s and of such authors 

as the local Critobulus of Imbros and the traveller Cyriac of Ancona is a 

valuable negative argument. The only shred of evidence for the apprecia- 

tion of the earth before the Turkish period is Belon’s remark (repeated 

after him by several others probably drawing on his account?) that the 

custom of digging the earth on one day only dated from the Venetians : 

the Venetians occupied the island 1464-1477; how, if they organised 

the digging, as is alleged, for commercial purposes, was the Lemnian 

earth almost unknown again fifty years later? It is besides probable 

that ‘the time of the Venctians” like the modern ‘time of the 

Genoese’ all over Turkey, was only a vague expression for remote 

date, 

In reality the revival in popularity of the famous drug is most likely 

due to the appearance of the Spanish Jews in the Levant. It is well known 

that the Jews, expelled in 1492 from catholic Spain, flocked in the next 

fifty years to the dominions of the Sultan, where they found a relivious 

toleration unknown in Europe. During the second half of the sixteenth 

century the expelled Jews held a recognised position at Constantinople in 

the diplomatic and still more in the medical world. Several of the sultans 

| This ts evidently suggested by the anecdote of the taking of Lemnos in 1657 quoted by Tove 
from von Hammer. 

* Cosmog. du Levant 52. But in his Cosmoy. Uni. he represents himself as having visited 

the island. 2 σις LR W805. 

δ ἀὰ Loir, Coronelli: Covel was told the same thing in 1677, only twenty years after another 
Venetian ovcupation, 
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about this date had Jewish physicians,! who were recommended not only by 

their scientific attainments, derived from Moorish Spain, but by their loyalty 

to their adopted sovereign. It is possible that one of these, knowing Galen 

from the Arabic translations, was instrumental in bringing the Lemnian 

earth to the notice of his imperial master. It 1s, on the other hand, by no 

means necessary to consider that the use of the earth was at any time 

extinct in Lemnos: we should probably conceive of it as a local remedy 

consecrated by religion in mediaeval as in ancient and in modern times till 

quite recent years. 

Immediately after the revival of the Lemnian earth, and for a century 

or more after, a number of earths found elsewhere in Europe, begin to com- 

pete with it. These were probably either actually similar in composition or 

credited with similar properties. The date of their discovery, when it can 

be ascertained, is subsequent to the rediscovery of the Lemnian earth and 

possibly dependent on it. They are known generically as ‘ sealed earths,’ a 

local epithet being added, but most have no religious associations. The 

device of the seal is generally a coat of arms and the form of the tablet 

follows the Lemnian. 

Of these the German and <Austrian varieties are fully discussed in 

Zedler’s Universal Lexikon, sv. Stegelerde, and many varieties of seals are 

figured by Wurm ὁ and Valentini.* Cups were made of the Bohemian ἡ and 

Strigonian ® earths, implying presumably their use as antidotes on the 

| fe. Selim 1, Suleiman II, Selim I}: the body-physicians of the Jast two were Andalusian 

Jews (M. A. Levy, Pose Josep? Nave, Breslau, 1859, p. 6). For the position of the Turkish Jews 

at this time in commerce and finance, see Belon (11. 13), where also stress is laid on thei 

profictency in medicine and knowledge of ancient medical writers. derived from Spanish 
translations. They had already at this period a printing-press at Constantinople. 

- A parallel case of a medicinal earth which has never attracted the learned is to be found in 

the ‘blewish kind of earth hke fullers’ earth,” seen by Covel {p. 247) at Marash near Adrianople, 

which was mvistencd by a miracle on the day of the Assumption and bathed in by Greeks, Turks, 

and Jews ἢ for all hinds of infirmities.’ Covel thought it might be of value for cutaneous diseases 
but scouted the miracle. The British Consul at Adrianople (Major Rhys Samson, to whom I may 

here express my obligauons) tells me this mud is still used for rheumatism and the same day 
observed. A service Is naturally celebrated in the church of the Virgin but is now said to have no 
connection with the mud-bath. It will be remembered that the same is said by Albacaric of the 

service in Lemnos. 

» Musewn UWurmianien (1722). 

4 Museum Museorum (1704-16). 

* Warm, foc o74 p. 15. 

" Strigonian earth (Strigonium=Gran in Ilungary) was discovered as early as 1568 (Zedler), 
When Gran was Turkish. A specimen of this earth, the variety & Joule Aeuéo, is preserved in 
the museum of the Pharmaceutical Society (cf. F. Imperato, 77. ΛΔ (1 500} vi. χυχν 1) 

Q 2 
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Lemnian analogy: it is further significant that one varicty, found near 

Breslau, was used like the Lemnian for plague in 1633.' 

In France the earth of Blois seems to have been first exploited about 

the time of Belon’s book. It is mentioned by Thevct? and Palerne.® 

In Italy were exploited the earths called Sessana, Toccarese, 

Florentinat (stamped with the Medici arms), and Oreana.” The 

Toccarese variety was used as an antidote,” and as cups were made of 

terra Sinuessa the same may be inferred of it. A Calabrian earth is said 

by Pococke to have entirely superseded the Lemnian in European practice.’ 

Maltese earth (Pauladadum) is so interesting a parallel (or derivative, 

of the Lemnian as to deserve a longer notice. It was found in smail 

quantities in the cave of S. Paul near Citta Vecchia and appears not to 

have been in vogue before the Lemnian: our first notices of it are 

subsequent to the coming of the Knights, and the church on the spot was 

built only in 1606.3 The earth was used for small-pox and fevers, and 

particularly for the bites of reptiles, this magical use being associated 

directly with the incident of S. Paul and the viper, after which all reptiles 

in Malta became harmless. Numerous varieties of seals are shewn in the 

plates of Wurm and Valentini, including (1) the bust of 5. Paul holding 

staff and serpent (vez. a Maltese cross), (2) 5. John (vez. arms of the 

Grand Master), (3) a hermit worshipping the cross (icv. a threc-masted 

ship) and various saints. Images and vases were also made of the earth, 

the vases being thought, like the Lemnian, to crumble away when poison 

was poured into them.’ We have thus an almost complete parallel for 

the Lemnian earth.” 

Outside Europe the earth of Bethlehem scems worth mentioning in 

this connection. It is found in a cave still shewn as the refuge of the 

’ Zedler, dec. cal, 

Cosmos. du Levan’: Munster (ed Belleforest 1. 313) says it was disenvcred de γον, ὁ lems. 

Pivéyrinations, 361. See also Zedler, for. viv, 

Valentini, ὦσε. ceZ. πὰ. ΕἸ. 1. 

Wurm, Joc. c7t. 7 ft. 

‘Imperato. Joc. ct. (1599). Vi. ANXS 

τ Worm, dees ¢2f. 347. 

Brydone (1770). 

They were also used for fever, cf Carayons Aedaleons de la Compucniee de Jets, 1864, p. 129. 

i" Yor the Maltese earth see Thevet, Covwoy. Caimi. 273 Ἐς Imperato, 254. Mat. (1599) 6 

sav. Breithaupt, Heldentnsel Maltr, (1632) 39: EF. Francie, 7 styarten, (1668) Pl XLI. ; 

John Ray, 7rave/s, (1738) 1. 262; Zedler, do. 2%. 3 Brydone (1770). Wurm {p. 347) figures a cup 

of it with legend DIVINO HOC PAVEE ANTIDOrO ALTRA VENENA TVG BIS and reptiles moulded 

in rehef, 
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Holy Family and a place where the Virgin nursed the infant Christ. 

The cave is known already to Mandeville (1361)+: a Russian pilgrim 

Grethenios (¢. 1400)” says that pilgrims took a milky powder from the 

place ‘for remedy and benediction’ generally. Later it became specialised 

as a milk-charm, and was so used even by Mahometans.* The earth, 

which is chalky, white, and very friable, is now made up into tablets about 

an inch square, roughly stamped with the bust of the Virgin on one side 

and a monogram on the other (Fig. 3, 7). A second sort, much harder and 

Fic. 3. —EARIHS OF BELHNLEHEM, 

more like clay, is sold outside the Sepulchre church: this is made up in 

round tablets with a very rough device (on one side only) shewing the 

Holy Family in the stable, the beasts being quaintly represented by 

projecting heads (Fig. 3 ὁ). This seems to be an ‘ orthodox’ variety. 

The vogue of these rival earths naturally restricted the trade in the 

Lemnian. In the middle of the 18th century the traveller Pococke says it 

was no longer carried to Europe but used only in the Levant (and even 

here it was menaced by the export of the Maltese variety), while the 

1 Ed. Bohn, p. 163. 

“ Khitrovo, Veyages Russes, p. 182. 

’ Thevet, Cosmog. Lev. pp. 37, 52; cf. also Feyerabend, Aejsshachk, 220, 2743; Villamont, 

Mopave ; Lithgow, Ja. ¢i¢, 247, 425. A specimen is figured by Valentini. σε. εὐ, ii. PIL. 
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pharmacist Pomet! says that the number of seals then current was con- 

fusing, making him think ‘that everyone makes ‘em to his fancy’; he 

curiously dissociates the sealed carth from the Lemnian, which ‘was said 

to be the same as the sealed earth but in its natural 

state without any impression upon it.- Such a state ve Me aa 
: ‘ Ἢ ee ee Ὁ \ 

of uncertainty among the profession could not fail ok fale ce. 
ἃ ΕΝ ΘΙ ae a 

. = ee δῖος δι OF my why 
to be fatal to what was essentially a faith-cure. a = Νὶ 

4 ΤῸ een 

The West at length reached the stage of pure ei 

scepticism. Choiseul-Gouffer, Hunt, and Sibthorp Y= 

10 longer have any belief in the virtue of the Lemnian fd 

CLUS EAN EARTH (7) 
ot -ς- ΘΕ THE XVIT.-NVITI. least so far as concerns modern samples.2 This‘ pee 

earth, and analysis has justified their conclusions at 

scepticism has with the spread of western influence -Fiom a specimen in the 

reached Lemnos itself. Conze in the sixties was able ae μι ἢ 

still to purchase sealed tablets of the earth at an 

apothecary's, and in 1876 Pantelides writes of it as still in repute among 

the Turks of Constantinople. Tozer found the superstition expiring, the 

festival nearly abandoned, and the site in a fair way to 

be lost. I myself in 1909 could not obtain the earth in 

the capital of the island, and at the pottery below the site, 

τ bought only bowls of ill-levigated clay bearing the old 
Is. 5. . Cat δὶ «τὰ 

ΤῊΣ Moptrn inscription ¢zaz-maktoum* (Vig. τ. The monopoly οἵ 
SEAL. 

the pottery and seal, formerly hereditary in a Turkish 

family, has lost even this link with the past, and the once priceless 

antidotal bowls have come down to the very moderate figure of a half- 

penny cach. 

PF. W. ELASLUCK. 

ἐ Comrie Histuy of Drug, st7t2)y 415. A contemporary specimen of Lemnian earth 
(which can hardly be genuine) in the museum of the Pharmaceutical Suutety i+ figured above 
(Fig. 4. τ this variety is mentioned by Zedler and figuied by Wurm, p. ro 

° Probably the preparation made fiom the baobab tree and called Terra Lemnia Sigillata, 
Layo. Brit. Zed. sv faanvenia. 

‘ Daubeny, On Vofanes, |. 373, De Launay. Tover doubts whether the orivinal vein is not 

exhausted, On the chemacal side of edible carths in general an article (inaccessible to me) has 
lately been published in Scheer: Woden ar. . Chymic, 1909, 417 425. 

* The seal tteelfis modern according to the tudition given by Tover. 
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NORTH GREEK FESTIVALS AND THE 

WORSHIP OF DIONYSOS. 

DURING the course of travel and exploration that we have carried out 

during the last three years in Thessaly, and South Macedonia, Mr. M.S. 

Thompson and myself have discovered that in these regions a carnival 

play similar to that seen by Mr. Dawkins in Thrace! is still performed on 

certain occasions. It is surprising that these festivals have for so long 

escaped the notice of travellers, for the area in which they occur isa large 

one, and they were more extensively celebrated in days gone by. Mr. G. 

F. Abbott seems to be the only traveller? who has noticed them, and even 

he has misunderstood them. Perhaps the fact that the commonest festival 

occurs in the winter, when it is supposed to be impossible to travel in 

North Greece, has helped to keep it in obscurity. 

Throughout Thessaly, with the exception of the Pelion district and 

southern Macedonia, the carnival play occurs on the eve and on the festival 

of the Epiphany (ta Peta) ; also in some parts it occurs on the eve and 

the festival of St. Basil (Aysos Βασίλειος), which falls on New Year’s Day, 

and, according to some rather doubtful information given us, it even occurs 

sometimes on the days that elapse between St. Basil and Epiphany. We 

have not been able to find any certain traces of the carnival play south 

of Mount Othrys, and we are told that in Pindus and the Agrapha? it does 

not occur, but we have not yet been able to visit this region. As we have 

actually seen the festival in the district of Halmyros in Phthiotis, and the 

bulk of our information is derived from Mr. Mpriakos, a native of Kokkotol, 

1 7.H.S. 1906, pp. 191, ff. * Macedonian Folklore, pp. 80, 88. 
* This district comprises part of Aperantia and Dolopia; cf. Leake, Northern Greece, 

iv. pp. 266 ff. 
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in Othrys, but resident in Halmyros, in the following account of the 

festivals the geographical order from south to north is observed as far as 

possible. In the Pelion district the carnival play takes place on the first of 

May, and we have seen this also. 

I—THE NEW YEAR AND EPIPHANY FESTIVAL. 

Halmyros District. The performance at Kokkotoi, a small village in 

Othrys, four hours south of Halmyros, according to Mr. Mpriakos, who as 

a young man took part in it himself, was as follows. Towards sunset on 

- the eve of Epiphany boys and youths of the village collected in bands 

(μπουλούκια) about twelve strong. Of a band of twelve, eight formed a 

chorus divided into two semichoruses, and the other four got themselves 

up to take the acting parts. The four parts were (1) the bride (νύφη), a 

boy dressed in a bride’s costume, (2) the bridegroom (γαμβρός), wearing a 

fustanella and a red fez, carrying a rusty sword, and with bells slung about 

his waist and tied on his elbows, (3) the Arab (Δράπης), wearing a black 

mask of sheep or goat skin, a sheepskin cloak, and sometimes a tail as 

well, (4) the doctor (γιατρός), dressed in a black coat, a collar, and a black 

felt hat, to resemble a graduate of Athens University. Often the last two 

parts, since both characters were not wanted on the stage together, were 

doubled by the same actor. When ready the band goes about the village 

from house to house. The bridegroom hammers on the door of the court- 

yard with his sword till the householder opens it ; but as ἃ ταὶς the door is 

left unfastened, and after knocking more loudly than necessary the band 

enters. They arrange themselves in a semicircle, with the four actors in 

the middle, and begin by singing the following song :— 

, \ ~ ¢ ? 

Σήμερον τὰ Φῶτα καὶ ὁ φωτισμός, 
\ x é Ν vr # 

καὶ χαρὲς μεγάλες ᾿ς τὸν Κύριον pas, 

εἰς τὸν lopdavyy τὸν ποταμὸν 
Ἀ ὃ Cad \ Ν » Ὶ 

τὸν δοξολογοῦν καὶ τὸν προσκυνοῦν. 
- = 
Kai εἶναι ἡ Παναγία ἡ Δέσποινα, 

‘ % \ ? Ἀ ,ὔ 

καὶ εἰς τὰ θαυματουργά THs τὰ δάκτυλα 

σπάργανα βαστάζει καὶ υἱὸν κρατεῖ, 

* This line is not the correct version, which Mr. Mpriakos had forgotten, but one supplied by 
himself to fill the gap. 
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‘ x af f ~ 

καὶ Tov Ἄγιον ᾿Ιωάννην παρακαλεῖ, 
΄ , , 

“Arce lwavin καὶ ITpodpope 
? ‘ 4 ’ 

δύνασαι βαπτίξειν θεὸν παιδί ; 

‘Avvapat, καὶ θέλω, καὶ προσκυτῶ. 

μὰ κοντοκαρτερῇ ὡς TO TPM, 
»᾿ 5 3 ) € 3 / 

αὔριον θ᾽ ἀνοίξουν ot ovpavoi, 
Ν A f ΄ 

καὶ θὰ πέση δρόσος δροσολογιίώ, 

καὶ θὰ καταρρίψη τὰ εἴδωλα. 
Ἀ ᾿ re , / s ‘ , ? 

καὶ θ᾽ «ἁγιάσῃ βρύσεις καὶ τὰ νερά. 

ΕἼ ταν 15 Epiphany, and the Enlightenment, and great jovs for Our Lord. Διὶ 
the river Jordan they praise Him, and they worship Him. And there is the Virgin 
Our Lady, and in her wonder-working hands she carries swaddling clothes, and 
holds a child, and she entrcats Saint John, ‘Saint John, Forerunner, canst thou 
baptize a divine child?” * { can, and I will, and I worship, but let Him wait till the 
morn. To-morrow the heavens will open, and dews will fall, and He will cast 
down the idols, and will bless springs and waters.” 

Then the two semichoruses sing personal songs addressed to the 

master of the house and his family and adapted to their ages and occupa- 

tions. Each semichorus sings two lines alternately, and at the end of each 

couplet the Arab shouts, ‘Ha, ha,ha!’ and stamps on the ground. The 

following are specimens of these personal songs.” 

1, Toa prominent man :— 

᾿Αφέντη μου, ἀφέντη μου, πέντε hopes ἀφέντη, 

de σὄπρεπε, δὲ σ᾽ ὄμνιασε μέσα εἰς τούτη τὴ χώρα. 

μον᾽ σὄπρεπε, καὶ σ᾽ ὄμνιασε εἰς τς πόλεις τἀργαστήρια, 

va κοσκινάης τὰ φλουριά, νὰ δερμουίσῃης τ᾿ ἄσπρα, 

καὶ αὐτὰ τὰ δερμονίσματα κέρνα τὰ παλλικάρια. 

κέρνα T ἀφέντη μου, κέρνα τα τὰ λασποκοπημένα. 

νὰ πᾶνε εἰς τὸ κρασοπωλειὸ νὰ εἰποῦν KANO γιὰ σένα, 
νὰ ἀσπρίσης σὰν τὸν λυμπο, σὰν τὰ ἄσπρα περιστέρια. 

‘Master, master, five times master, this village does not befit you, does not 
suit you, only the factories in the cities befit you, and suit you, that you may riddle 

1 The translations appended to the songs are far from perfect ; they are merely intended to 
vive the reader unacquainted with modern Greek an idea of their meaning. 

ἡ For similar songs, cf KordvAns, Περὶ γλώσσης καὶ καταγωγῆς τῶν Θρᾳκῶν, Athens, 1905 
- - ~ μ᾽ Yue ἐ Ν x é ‘ yp. 2-15, from Thrace (Adrianupl.) ; Ἑλληνικὺς Φιλολογικὺς Σύλλογος, 1874 (in.), pp. 336 ἢ, 

trom Imbros; Abbott, Jaedountwn Fochlore, pp. 890 Πρ ς Passow, Carazzz Lopueu nr, ecxeiv. cecu 
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gold, and sift small change. And treat the lads with the siftings, treat them master, 
treat them, they are stained with mud, that they may go to the wineshop, and wish 
you well, that vou may grow white like Olympus, like the white pigeons.’ 

(2: Toa youth recently engaged :— 

᾿Ακοὺς ψιλέ μ᾽, ἀκοὺς λιγνέ, ἀκοὺς καγγελοφρύδι ; 

ἀκοὺς τὶ παράγγειλε ἡ ἀγαπητικιά σου; 

va πᾶς νὰ πάρης τὸ φιλί, μὴ βρέξῃ, μὴ χιουίση, 

μὴ καταβάση ὁ ποταμὸς καὶ πάρῃ τὸ γεφύρι. 

‘Do you hear, my active, slender bov with the arched eyebrows, do you hear 
your loved one’s bidding? Go, and take your kiss, lest it rain or snow, and the 
river come down, and carry away the bridge.’ 

(3 Toa stranger !:— 

Seve, 

SENITEVMEVE μου πολύ, χαμένο μου YEPUKL, 
X Ἁ | x , ¢ 

ποιὰ ξειιθιὰ σε χαίρεται, καὶ EYH πίνω PappuKk ; 
» ᾽ r , ’ ty , 

ἔτσι NEEL ἢ μαναὰ TOV στο σπιτι. 

‘Stranver, Very welcome to me, my lost hawk, what strange land delights you, 
and I drink poison? ‘That's what your mother is saying at home.’ 

(4: To a farmer :— 

, Ld ‘ nm ‘ 

᾿Αφεέντὴ μου ὁταν κίνησες νὰ πᾶς VA πρωτουσπειρῇς, 
Ὰ μὴ \ 5] > , \ ‘ ¢ ͵ 

BYALA poldla τ᾿ ἀλέτρι σου καὶ KUdwI'LA ὁ ζυγὸς σου, 

καὶ αὐτὴ τὴ βούκεντρα ποὺ κρατεῖς τριανταφυλλιᾷς κλουνάρι, 
ἈΝ 4 ’ » ‘ le , \ fA Ὗ +3 ? 

Ta μαύρα βόδια oto Suyo, Ta τρίγωνα oT ᾿ἀλέτρι, 
‘ \ ' 4 3 τῇ MA τς x : ¢ 

καὶ τὰ μελισσοτρίγωινα pee ᾽στὸ βιρὺ T adore. 
x ΄ ΄ ee ’ - ΄ 

"ἃ κάμης τάλιες ἕκατο, λουτζέκια τρεῖς χιλιάδες, 
ες f 4 ͵ Ὡ " Ν " | " ’ 

καὶ πάλιν ᾽λίγα τἄπαμει". O Θεὸς νὰ τ᾽ αὐγατίση, 

‘Master, when you start to begin to sow, may your plough be of appletree, οἱ 
pomegranate, and your yoke of quince, and the ox-goad you earry, a rose branch, 
your black oxen in the yoke, the white oxen in the plough, and the brown oxen in 
the heavily loaded threshing floor, that you may reap a hundred tallies, and thirty- 
three thousand okes,” and again it’s little that we have said, may God make them 
better.’ 

' This was sung to us at Platanos near Ualnivros, Ch Passow. of. cafe σοοζττχνς CCUXXXVL 
| 

- One tally τὴς equals five kilogrammes : one AouTCéxe equals eleven cokes (one oke ty 2 ὲ Lbs.). 
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(5) Τὸ ἃ shepherd :- 

λΙέσα εἰς τούτες τὲς αὐλὲς τὲς μαρμαροστρωμένες 
Ἀ 7 7 ,ὔ Ν ~ 7 

νὰ δώνῃ χίλια πρόβατα, Kat τρεῖς χιλιάδες γίδια. 
" 3 Ν X “ ~ ‘ " v 

καὶ αὐτὰ τὰ λιανοχάτσικα ποῦ μετρημοὺς δὲν ἔχοι", 
Ν 7 Ν “ 

σὰν τὸ μερμίγγι τρέχουνι, σὰν τὸ μελίσσι βάζουι". 

καὶ ὁ πιστικὸς ποὺ τὰ φυλάει 

στραβὰ φοράει τὴ σκούφια. 

‘In these marble-paved courts may there be given ἃ hundred sheep, and three 
thousand goats, and the countless active kids run like ants, and buzz like bees 
and the trusty shepherd boy, who watches them, wears his cap askew.’ 

2 

(6) Toa girl — 

r 4 ‘ f ΄ \ 2 ‘ ,ὔ 

Κυρώ μου τὴ θυγατέρα σου, Kupa μου τὴν ἀκριβή σου, 
Ν > \ ,ὔ » Ν 7 Ν ) 

τὴν ἔλουσες, τὴν χτένι, ᾽στὸσες δάσκαλο τὴν στέλνεις, 
x e / Ἁ , ‘ Ν 7 

καὶ ὁ δάσκαλος τὴν ἔδερνε μὲ μιὰ χρυσὴ Bipyovra.} 

‘Lady, your daughter, your dear one, you washed her, you combed her, you 
send her to the schoolmaster, and the schoolmaster beat her with a little golden 
rod.’ 

In the meantime the four actors, who do not sing, play their parts. 

The play is begun by the Arab, who approaches the bride and attempts 

some familiarity, such as stealing a kiss. This is naturally resented by the 

bridegroom, and a lively quarrel ensues, which ends in the Arab killing the 

bridegroom. The bride in despair flings herself on the body and gives way 

to violent weeping. Then, remembering the doctor, she hurries off and 

fetches him to cure her husband. ‘The doctor assumes a professional air, 

feels the pulse, etc., of the bridegroom, thumps him, and thrusts some drug 

such as a piece of soap into his mouth, or indulges in other horseplay at 

his expense. This has a miraculous effect, the bridegroom comes to life 

again, jumps up, and dances with the other actors. The play usually ends 

with an obscene pantomime between the bride and bridegroom. When the 

song and play are ovcr the band Is treated by the householder with a gift 

cither of money or of food and wine for them to make merry with on the 

1 When these songs ae sung, in order to prolong the note with a kind of drone, an eatra 

syllable with v is often inserted in the words, c.g. :— 
Κυράναμ᾽ τὴ θὐνηγατένερα σου, κυράναμ᾽ τὴν ἀκριβή σου, 

τήνε νελουσένες, τὴν χτένενισες, “TTY δάνασκαλο τὴν στέλνεις, 

Καὶ ὁ δάνασκαλόνος τὴ νένεδερνε μὲ μιάνα χρυσὴ βιργούλα. 
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morrow. But if there are any chickens about they do not hesitate to steal 

one. This licensed chicken stealing is also a feature of the Thracian car- 

nival. If, however, the householder does not open the door to the band. 

they, besides stealing chickens, will do any other damage they can, such as 

ringing trees, cutting the stems of vines, or taking something as a forfeit 

for the miserly owner to ransom. In addition they sing songs of bad omen 

wishing him ill and not good for the year, such as the following :— 

δ Ga Σένα σ᾽ ἔπρεπ᾽ ἀφέντη μου τροβὰς καὶ δοκανίκι 
, ων Ν \ \ 7 f , 

va σε τραβοῦνι Ta σκυλιὰ Kal πέντε δέκα λύκοι, 
’ , > * 9 \ , ἈΝ > 3 7 

καί σὲ κυρὰ μ' ἡ ἐμορῴφια γρήγορα va σ᾽ ἀφήση, 

ὁ ἄνδρας cou νά σ᾽ ἰδῆ νὰ μή σε γνωρίσῃ, 
4 La " 3. , ΝῚ ’ 

τὴν κορὴν σου τὴν ἔμορφη Bar’ τὴ ᾽στὸ ζιμβῆλι 

καὶ κρέμασέ την ὑψηλὰ νὰ μή τὴν φᾶνε ψύλλοι, 
, ‘ 

ἀπὸ χρόνους σας πολλοὺς 

ἕνα τάσι ποντικούς, 

καὶ ἕνα κόσκινο βολβούς.: 

‘You. master, should have a beggar’s wallet and crutch, that the dogs may 
worry you, and five or ten wolves: and you, lady, may your beauty quickly leave 
you, that your husband may see you, and not recognise you. As for your beautiful 
daughter, put her in a basket, and hang her up high that the fleas may not cat her. 
for many years may you have only a bowlful of rats, and a sieveful of wild onions.’ 

be 5] 7 $ 3 x ΄ é ’ 

(ἢ ᾽Α φέντη mw’ oto σπιτάκι σου γουμάτο καλλικούδια, 
\ . »" ᾽ν . ~ 

TA μισὰ γεννοῦν, τὰ μισὰ κλωσσοῦν, 
᾿ 4 ᾿ tbe cy ‘ 

Ta μισὰ σ᾽ βγάζουν τὰ μάτια. 

‘Master, in your dirty little house, full of crows, half are laying egys, half are 
hatching them, half are pecking out your eyes.’ 

The bands of boys collect again on the day of Epiphany itself after 

noon and demand contributions from those they have not visited the night 

before. Such was the festival in Thessaly before the annexation to 

Greece: . 

Since the days of Turkish rule the festival has lost much of its former 

glory ; education, the desire to be European, and the police, who object to 

chicken stcaling, have all combined to lessen its importance. But at 
epiphany, tgto, during a visit to Halmyros and Phitanos, a village at the 

1 From Halmyros. ΟῚ Passow, ef. cate p. 279, note 
' From Koukoutiva on the west side of Mavrovount. 
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foot of Othrys about an hour south of Halmyros, we saw the festival as it 

is observed to-day. Nowadays, though the police at Halmyros forbid the 

regular performance, yet on Epiphany eve we saw several bands of boys 

five or six strong, with a bride and bridegroom in their midst. The bride 

wore a girl’s hat and frock ; the bridegroom wore a fustanella and a red fez, 

and carried a rusty sword with an onion hanging from the hilt, and had his 

face blackened. At Platanos on Epiphany eve there were several similar 

bands of boys wandering about the village from house to house, but even 

Pic, I.—BAND of MASQULRADER® ΑΙ PLALANOS, 

here they were pursued by the police to stop chicken stealing, and to pre- 

vent their creating a disturbance with their songs. Consequently it was 

not until after midday on the day of Epiphany itself that the festival was 

really celebrated, and the village was filled with bands of boys and young 

men. They went through no performance, but they waylaid person after 

person in the streets, and sang songs to them while the bride flourished an 

orange, lemon, or apple in their faces, and the bridegroom seizing the 

victim by the sleeve threatened him with his sword till he paid. — If the 
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victim was very obstinate, they would half strip his coat ott his back as 

though to carry it away as a forfeit. From observing these bands we noticed 

that the characters are now reduced to two, the bride and her groom, now 

called both γαμβρὸς and ’Apamns, so that it seems that the doctor has quite 

dropped out, and that the Arab and bridegroom have been combined into 

one person. The bride was as a rule dressed in a girl’s best clothes, and 

carricd in her hand an orange,! apple. or lemon (Figs. 2-5}. Occasionally, 

if no further disguise was available, the boy was indicated as a bride by 

having a woman’s kerchief tied round his head ‘Fig. 1°. The bridegroom 

or Arab in two cases wore a mask of goat- or hare-skin ‘Figs. 2, 3',and one 

bic. 2, —Brips aNp BrRipkGRuUM Αἱ PLALANOS, 

had a pair of goat's horns tied on to his hat (Fig. 2), which were the subject 

of jokes, especially when one of the spectators began to dance with his 

bride. Asa rule too he was dressed in a fustanella with a red fez, had his 

face blackened, carried an old sword or bayonet, and sometimes a 

gun and cartridge belt as well (Figs. 4, 5). In every case hc had bells on 

his elbows or round his waist, and occasionally some of the others carried 

bells as well (Fig. 1). Of the old custom we noticed the following sur- 

vivals. 

In former days in this district when a father invited guests to his daughter's wedding, he 
vent round an apple or an orange to his friends as -n invitation. The orange, lemon, ΟἹ apple 
carried by the bride is probably a survival of this custom, and a sign that she is a Parle, 
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(A) In one band at Platanos there were three boys dressed up:! 

the bride, a small boy with a woman’s kerchief round his head and with a 

lemon in his hand; the bridegroom, a bigger boy with a false moustache, 

a red fez, and a fustanella ; the Arab, a youth with a blackened face, wear- 

ing a sheep-skin cloak, several bells, and a sword. 

(B) On the appearance of one of the bands, one of the spectators 

took away the bride from the bridegroom, and treated her with great 

familiarity. 
eee eee 

FIG. 3. —MASQUPRADERS AT PLAL ANOS, 

‘C, We were told that at Vrynaina, a village in Othrys to the south of 

Platanos, it is the custom for the spectators one after another, to take the 

bride from the bridegroom, who then knocks them down. 

(D, At Halmyros, had the police allowed, a μπουλούκι would have 
been formed with one bride, two ’Apazaées, and a chorus of ten. 

In consequence, though we did not see the festival as described by 

Mr. Mpriakos, from what we saw and from independent inquiries, we have 

little doubt that his account is substantially correct. 

' We unfortunately saw this band only at night when it was Impossible tu photograph them. 
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Pelion District, According to Polites,) in addition to the Mayday 

Festival, the mummers also come out at Epiphany, when there are a doctor, 

his assistant (γιατρούλι), a Jew COBpros,), and a Jewess (OSpia). There 

appears too at night an Arab (Apamys), who wearing an old cloak and 

carrying bells wanders about the village with a lantern. This is said to be 

‘| % | 
SESLN EE τ 

Σ᾿ SSQ&’ass Sr \ 
SS 

Fic, 4. —BRipL AND BRIDLGROOM ΑΓ PLALANYS 

done at Portaria, but when we inquired about it in the summer, we could 

get no confirmation of Polites’ version. Perhaps the festival has died out. 

Ossa and Mazvrovoun: District. According to our informants here, 

the festival is or was the same as that described above. At Keramidi? and 

1 Παραδύσεις il. p. 1273: he also mentions New Year masquerades in Crete and Achaia, but 
apparently there 1s no dramatic performance connected with them. 

2 A sheep-shin mask worn at Keramidi, which we precared there, has been given to the 
Cambridve Ethnological Museum, 

R 
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Koukourdva there were four actors, bride, bridegroom, Arab, and a doctor. 

The Arab, who wears a mask of goat- or sheep-skin, or of pumpkin shell, 

and a beard of goat’s hair, annoys the bride. The bridegroom actively 

objects, the Arab fires his pistol in the air, and the bridegroom falls as dead. 

Then the bride, after weeping over the body, fetches the doctor, who soon 

revives the bridegroom, and the play concludes with an indecent panto- 

mime. At Agyia a fifth character was occasionally introduced in the 

person of Satan, who appeared to carry off the bridegroom when he fell 

Fic. 5.—BRIDES AND BRIDEGROOMS AT PLATANos., 

down dead. Then he and the bride fought for the body, till the doctor 

came to bring the bridegroom to life again. 

West Lhessaly. We have heard on personal inquiry that the same 

festival is celebrated at Epiphany in the Western Thessalian plain round 

Phanari and Sophades. Polites! says that the play with the bride and 

bridegroom and Arab is performed at Pharsala, at Epiphany, and at 

Karditsa at the New Year. 

1 Παραδόσεις, loc. cet. 
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North Thessaly. At Tyrnavos the festival has recently been put down 

by the police on account of chicken stealing. In the neighbourhood of 

Elassona it is said to flourish still, not only at Epiphany, but at 

the New Year as well. 

JSTacedonia and Thrace. At Léchovo, near Kastoria, it 1s celebrated 

from New Year's eve till Epiphany, and there are several actors, three or 

four bridegrooms, a doctor, a priest ὑπαπῶς", a bride, the Arab, and an old 

woman (Δράπισσα;) who has a doll as a babyin herarms. Here, either the 

bridegroom or the Arab falls down dead, and is bewailed by the bride and 

old woman till the doctor is fetched to revive him. The festiva] is 

celebrated not only by Greeks, but by Bulgarian and Albanian Christians 

as well. Mr. Abbott records the same festival at Siatista! on New Year’s 

eve, where the bells are called mpimpousdria (umtrovaapia). The bands 

of boys also call out as they knock on the house doors, ‘ Health and joy to 

you! May St. Basil bring you plenty of corn, plenty of barley, and plenty 

of little children, * and refuse to desist till they have received a gift. He 

says that on the day of St. John the Baptist .January 7th) bands of men 

go about disguised in goat-skins and girt with bells to levy blackmail, and 

notes that they are called here at Sidtista mpampiégerot (μπαμποόγεροι)." 

Polites* notes traces of the same festival both at Epiphany and the New 

Year at Velventos (where the mummers are called ’Apauéus’’, at Kozane 

(where they are known as Επμπουσάριοιν, and at Palaiogratsani (where they 

are called ‘Povxarftapta). In Thrace he notes the festival at Lakovikia 

near the mouth of the Strymon, where it occurs at Epiphany and the New 

Year. The mummers there are called mpampogerot. It is also celebrated, 

according to him, on January 8th amongst the inhabitants of Stenimachos, 

near Philippopolis, where there 1s a janissary (γενίτσαρος), an old man 

(στάρτσος), and a woman (xaiva). Further, the Greek-speaking refugees 

from Eastern Rumelia, who have settled at Volos in Thessaly, celebrate the 

festival at Epiphany. 

ε Macedonian Folslorc, pp. 80, 88. 
ὁ Γειά, χαρά, καὶ ὁ “Αἱ Βασίλης πολλὰ σιτάρια, πολλὰ κριθάρια, πολλὰ παιδούδια. 

3 At Krushevo the Vlach boys on New Year’s day ma:k themselves, and run about 1inging 

bells; they call themselves vdh? (sing. εἰδὴ). Cosmulei, Datene, Credinte, st Super stetit 

Aromiénesti (Bucuresti, 1909), p. 38. Similar masquerades occur at the same tme at Vlacho- 

Klisura, Neveska, and Hiupista. 
4 Παραδόύσεις, 11. pp. 1273 ff. 

9 A dialect form of ᾿Αράπηδες, Arabs. 
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TiS Ta ATAN DAN ΤΥ ON PELION: 

We saw this festival on May Ist (O.S.) 1910, performed by a band 

(μπουλούκι) of young men from the villages of St. Laurence (’Ayios 

Aavpevtios), and Karampasi on the lower slopes of Pelion a few hours 

south of Volos. We were told that the characters here are the janissary 

Cyevitoupos., the bride (νύφη, the Arab or old man Δρώπης or γέρος, the 

old woman or Arab woman (γραιώ or ’Aparioaa , the doctor γιατρός. 

“» 

wan 

11. ὦ -- λυ AEE, ἘΚΟΝΜ OP EI’: 

and his assistant fyatpovAt,,a chorus of ζουμπέκιδες (Turkish irregular 

troops}, and a personification of May (Mazovovdo,, which is represented by 

a boy dressed up in green leaves and fluwers. The masqueraders are 

collectively known as ‘Maymen’ ‘“Mainées:. The Maymen (Pig. 6, we saw 

had two brides and two janissarics, five fouu7réxides, a doctor, an old 

voman, an old man, two men with a kind of flute, and another with a 

drum to provide music to sing and dance to. .As seen in the photographs 

fies, 6, ὃ- τοῦ the janissaries wore the usual fustanclla costume. and their 

CF Polite., Παυοδύσεις ii. pp £273 
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brides the usual dress of local ladies. The ζουμπέκιδες had blackened 

faces, bright-coloured scarves, breeches, and headgear to make them look 

like orientals. The doctor (Fig. 7) wore a black coat, a collar, and tie, 

a bowler hat, a cardboard mask, a walking stick. and a small pouch at his 

waist for his drugs. The old woman ‘Fig. 7; hada tattered and patched 

frock, a cardboard mask, carried a distaff with wool, and a basket in which 

to put contributions in kind such as fruit and cheese. The old man 

Fig, 7.—Tib Docror, OLD ΔΝ ΑΝ, AND OLD MAN. 

Fig. 7) wore a kind of turban, a black sheep-skin mask, a big knife, a 

sword, a cartridge pouch, anda suit of old clothes. The performance begins 

by the old man, who was variously described as the old woman's son or 

husband, paying marked attention to one of the brides. The bridegroom 

objects, they quarrcl, and finally the bridegroom draws a pistol, and shoots 

the old man who falls down as dead. The old woman falls down by the 

body and laments him (Fig. 8), and then runs off to fetch the doctor, 
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who has kept out of sight up to now. The doctor, as befits one who 

wears a black coat and a collar, refuses to come without a horse. There 

is no horse available, so the old woman has to bring him on her back 

(Fig. 9’. «Arrived at the body the doctor demands a chair, there 15 none, 

so the old woman squats on the ground, and the doctor sits on her 

shoulders, and begins his examination, feeling the pulse, etc. He then 

after poking the old man in different parts of the body gives him a drug 

bic, 8—THe Datu of LHE OLD MAN. 

(Fig. 10)—in the case we saw, a piece of soap—which immediately brings 
him to life again. This was the play as we saw it. To our great regret 
no ΔΙαιόπουλο appeared, and we could learn nothing about the part he 
plays in the drama. During the performance songs are sung, such as the 
following 1 :— 

Mai μου, Maie dpocepe καὶ ᾿Απρίλη λουλουδάτε, 

Mains μὲ τὰ τριαντάφυλλα, καὶ ᾿Απρίλης μὲ τὰ λουλούδια. 
“OX ‘ ΄, , ,; \ X ΄ ᾿ ον τὸν κῦσμον γέμισαν T ἄνθη καὶ τὰ λουλούδια. 

' This and other information I owe to the kindness of Παπᾶς Παῦλος Οἰκονόμου of St. Laurence 
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nm ” x \ 4 

Φραγκίτσα $6, Φραγκίτσα ᾿κεῖ, Φραγκίτσα πάγει ᾽στὴ βρύσι. 
‘ 7 7 Ὰ 7 

Γιανίτσαρος τὴν σταύρωσεν μὲ T ἄσπρο τὸ σαρίκι. 
/ , 4 3 f 

Παίζοντας, χορατεύοντας ἀπεκοιμήθη ἀφέντης. 
“" “- ~ a ‘ Ἀ al ἃ 7 

ἸΠῶς νὰ τοὺ ᾽πῶ νὰ σηκωθῇ, πῶς νὰ τοὺ TH νὰ κάτσῇῃ ; 
δ ᾿ > ~ \ x 7 

νὰ τὸν εἰπῶ λιγνὸ βεργί, καὶ τὸ βεργι λυγάει. 
LY ‘ Ἵ a [4 , s t ” /, 

VQ TOV εἰπῶ WYLOKALLA, TO KALLA EXEL KOTO. 
Ν Fan] ‘ x 

va τὸν εἰπῶ τριαντάφυλλο, ἀπὸ TO ἀγκάθι βγαίνει. 
, / \ ω ᾽ Ἁ ‘ / φέρτε νταούλια va βροντοῦν, ζουρνέδες γιὰ va παίζουν' 

a 4 7 f 

μπελκὶ ᾿ξυπνῇς ᾿Αφέντη μας καὶ λύσῃς TO μανδήλι, 
? , 7 ἡ 

λύσε τ᾽, ἀφέντη μ᾽, λύσε τ᾽, τὸ χρυσομάνδηλό σου. 
NA 1 “ if 7 ΄ 7 , ἢ 

καὶ ἂν ἔχεις γρόσια, δὸς μάς Ta, φλοριά μὴ τα λυπάσαι. 
¥ Ν f ΄ 

καὶ ἄν τα λυπάσαι τὰ φλοριά, δός μας δεκαπεντάρια, 
Ν , , of \ rg \ 7 

νὰ ζήσῃς χρόνους ἕκατο, νὰ ᾽σπρίσῃς, va γεράσῃς, 
ἈΝ δ é Ν , ” Ν + » , 

νὰ ἀσπρίσης σὰν τὸν Ὄλυμπο, σὰν T ἄσπρο περίστεέρι 
\ ~ , 

Kat TOV χρονον. 

bis. ὦ --BRINGING LHE Doctor 
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*May, dewy May. and flowery April, May with*the roses. and April with the 
Howers, the blossoms and the flowers have filled the whole world. Phranyitsa here. 
Phrangitsa there, Phrangitsa goes to the spring. The janissary with his white turban 
has met her. Playing, dancing, the master has awakened. What shall 1 call him 
that he rise, what shall I call him that he sit down? If IT call him slender bough, 
the bough bends: if I call him goat-wort, the creeper has knots: if I call him rose. 
it comes forth from the thorn. Bring drums to thunder, pipes to play, perhaps 
vou will wake master, and open your handkerchief. Open It, Master, Open it, open 
your golden handkerchief, and if you have piastres. give us them: the colden 
florins, do not grudge them, and if you grudge the florins, give us small change, 
that you may live a hundred vears, may grow old and white, white ke Olympos, 
like the white pigeon. .\nd neat year too.’ 

: 
ΕῚ 

= 

Liens 

ty“ 

Ste τ Ἂς 

"μα ed gis eee ¥ 
Rig 10 -- ΠΕ Doviork EXAMINING LHE BoDyY. 

In Volos the same day we saw bands of young men from the villages 

of Portaria, Makrynitsa, and Ano Volos. These seemed to consist 

principally of ζουμπέκιδες, and had as a rule only one bride and bridegroom 

and no doctor, old man, or old woman; but in one case with the 

ζουμπέκιδες, and led about by them, was a man dressed in a bear’s skin 

and acting as a bear. Apparently the nearness of these villages to Volos 
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has caused the festival to become more and more a mere masquerade. At 

Kissos and Mouresi, and on the east side of Pelion, according to 

information given us by natives of these villages, the performance is for 

all purposes the same as that which we saw near St. Laurence. 

Ilf.—A SPRING FESTIVAL IN EPIRUS. 

In connection with these other festivals we must consider one that 

Mr. Sarros' has recorded as taking place in spring in the Zagéri district of 

Epirus. In the spring when the girls are watching lambs and kids in the 

woods and meadows, they amuse themselves by playing Zapheire (παίζουν 

to Zageipn). <A girl, chosen by lot, lies down face upwards as though dead. 

Sometimes a small boy, if he is allowed, for it is considered a bad omen to 

imitate a corpse, is found to take the part of his own free will. Then the 

other girls cover the body with leaves and flowers, and sit round lamenting, 

and wake the body singing the following dirge :— 

Ζαφείρη μ᾽ κοντοστρύγγυλε καὶ κοντοσιουσιμάνη, 

ἄφκες τὰ σπίτια χάρβαλα, τοὺς φούρνους γκρημισμένους, 

ἄφκες καὶ THY κουρεμαδιὰ μὲ τὴγ κοιλιὰ 'στὸ στόμα. 

Ζαφείρη γίνκε ὁ θερισμὸς, καὶ ποιὸς γιὰ νὰ θερίσῃ ; 

"ἐσκούριασαν οἱ κλειδωνιές, χορτάριασαν οἱ πόρτες, 

σκούζουν T ἀἄχούρια γι᾿ ἄλογα, νοντάδες γι ἀφευτάδες, 
: ¢ 7 e \ > 93 ‘ Rs he 

Kt ὁ κρουσταλλενιος ὁ νοντᾶς γι ἀφεντικεὲς κουβέιτες, 

σκούζουν καὶ τὰ λαγωνικὰ γιὰ ὄμορφα κυνήγια. 

Dra σιούκ᾽ μωρὲ Ζαφείρη pov! 

‘Zapheire, short and round, Zapheire, short and fat, you have left the houses 
fallen down, the ovens in ruins, and the ? with its stomach in its mouth. 
/apheire, the harvest 1s here, and who is there to reap? “The locks are rusted, the 
doors are grass-grown, the stables are calling for horses, the rooms for masters, and 
the crystal room for its masters’ talk, and the greyhounds are whining for pleasant 
sport. Come, rise, my Zapheire ἢ 

He also records another dirge that they used to sing in former times. 

AAs soon as Zapheire hears the order to arise she jumps up. and shouts of 
joy take the place of the dirge, and the others run away chased by 
Zapheire. Whoever is first caught by Zaphcire has in her turn to take the 

1 Δελτίον τῆς Ἱστορικῆς καὶ ᾿Εθνολογικῆς ‘Eraipeias τῆς Ἑλλαδος. 1900 (Vol. V), pp. 347 ff. 
1 Τῆς inhabitants of this district are said to he mnainly Hellenized Viachs, Weigand, ἤ χε 

Aromunen, i. pe 1463; cf. Leake, Vor thern Greece, wv. p. 167. 
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part. Often instead of a boy or girl taking the part they make a dummy 

with four leaves of hellebore arranged in the form of a cross, and pegged 

to the ground with thorns, and sometimes too they lay a doll on the ground 

as Zapheire and cover it with leaves and flowers. In the same district at 

all times of the year, when men, especially young men, are holding a 

symposium, one of their number will fall down as though dead. Then 

two of his companions pretending to be his mother and sister cover his 

head witha kerchief, cast leaves and flowers on him, and sing a dirge for him 

with much lamentation while the others stand round silent. This lasts 

for some time, and then suddenly all the musicians play loudly and 

joyfully at the same time, and the pretended dead man jumps up, and all 

dance together. 

IV.—THE FESTIVAL BEFORE LENT. 

Mr. Dawkins has fully described this festival as performed at Skyros 

in the Northern Sporades,’ in Thrace at Viza and Kosti,? so that it is 

unnecessary to go into the details here. We may, however, note that 

Mr. Abbott* records masquerades at Salonika and Soché in Macedonia, 

which may well be a survival of the festival play. Mr. Hasluck tells me 

that Major Samson, British Consul at Adrianople, writes to him as follows: 

‘Traces of this dance (he is referring to the festival at Viza) still exist 

in this town in the shape of the man with the skin mask, the woman and 

the doll. This party goes trom café to café on Cheese Monday.’ Probably 

the Lenten festival still occurs in many other places. 

V.—THE FESTIVAL AS A WHOLE. 

It seems clear on comparing the accounts of the different festivals 

that though they are celebrated over a wide area, and at different seasons 

of the year, the same idea is present in all. In every instance there is a 

death and resurrection. In nearly all cases one of the two principal 

characters is disguised in skins, or at least a skin mask. In the songs sung 

at Epiphany in Thessaly, and those sung on Mayday there are several 

UB St Mic. 72 te 
pp. 35 ff 

2 J.H.%. 1906, pp. τοι ft. 
* We elonim Folklore, pp. 30, 31. 

It has recently Leen described by Παπαγεωργίον, in Aaoypagia, Vol. I. 
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common elements. Also the mere fact that licensed chicken stealing 15 a 

feature of the festival in Thrace and Thessaly seems to point to a similar 

tradition. Is it then possible out of the different versions to reconstruct 

the main plot of the drama? As regards the Pelion Mayday festival we 

notice one main point in which it disagrees with the representations 

elsewhere, that it is not the bridegroom, but the old man who is killed. 

This is also partly true of the Epiphany festival in Thessaly and Macedonia, 

where, though the main tradition is that the bridegroom is killed, yet 

there seems to be some doubt on the point, and on several occasions we 

were told that the bridegroom killed the Arab. The old man or Arab [5 in 

all probability the representative of Dionysos, of whose worship, as shown 

by Mr. Dawkins! and Mr. Lawson,* these festivals are to be regarded as a 

survival. In Thrace at Viza it is true that the old man and the bridegroom 

are identical. Thus are we to assume that in Thessaly the bridegroom and 

the rab are two aspects of the same character, represented by two 

different persons? As Mr. Dawkins remarks? the part of the slayer has 

been given to a duplicate of the victim. Acting on this hypothesis we may 

imagine the full original of the drama to have been somewhat as follows. 

The old woman first appears nursing her baby in her arms (Viza and 

Léchovo), and this child is, in some way or other, peculiar (Viza). He 

grows up quickly and demands a bride (Viza, and on Pelion the old man 

is sometimes called the old woman’s son). <A bride is found for him, and 

the wedding is celebrated (at Lechovo a priest is one of the characters), 

but during the wedding festivities he quarrels with one of his companions 

who attempts to molest the bride, and is killed. He is then lamented by 

his bride, and miraculously restored to life. The interrupted festivities 

are resumed, and the marriage is consummated. It is worth noting for 

those who seck for the origins of Greck tragedy that this simple drama 

recounting, like an ancient trilogy, the life history of its hero ends with a 

satyric display that could be paralleled by the satyric drama that followed 

a trilogy. Also, in view of the survivals of Dionysos worship seen in these 

festivals, it should be noted that they seem to occur only in North Greece 

(Thessaly, Epirus, Macedonia, and Thrace , which was, after all, the reputed 

home of Dionysos worship. 

Finally there is yet another aspect of the festival that we may 

EIT MS WE AL 
ὁ Modern Greek Folklore, pp. 228 tt SP ADS 5 ϑὲς HUE, Ds. 204, 
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consider fora moment. The object of all these.and similar observances. as 

has been shown by Frazer in 7he Golden Lough, is to promote the revival 

of vegetation in the spring, and to bring an abundant harvest. The cele- 

bration of the festival on Mayday on Pelion is enough to show its connection 

with the revival of nature in the spring, as typifed by the death and re- 

surrection of the old man. The prayers uttered at Viza,! and at Siatista,- 

are evidence for its relation to the harvest. But aiso in the songs sung at 

Platanos at Epiphany there 1s a suggestion that the festival is being ce‘e- 

brated to bring rain in due season, which would of course benefit the 

harvest. This idea is much stronger in an Epiphany song from Imbros ?:— 

Ἤλθανε ta Φῶτα κ᾽ of φωτισμοί, 

K ἢ χαραὶς μεγάλαις τ΄ Αὐφέντη μας. 

κάτω ᾿ς τὸν Ορδάνη τὸν ποταμὸν 

κάτταν ἡ Κυρώ μας ἡ Παναγιά. 

ἔπαιρνε νεράκι κ᾽ ἐνίβονται, 

καὶ χρυσῷ μανδήλι᾽ σφογγίζονταν. 

μὲ τὰ Εὐαγγέλια ᾽ς τὴν ἀγκαλιά, 

καὶ Ta θυμιατούρια ᾽ς τὰ δάκτυλα, 

καὶ Tov” ΔΑγιο Γιάννη παρακαλεῖ 

“Ἄγ Γιάννη Αὐφέντη, καὶ Wpodpope, 

δύνασαι καὶ σώνεις καὶ προδρομᾶς, 

διὰ νὰ βαπτίσης τὸ" Νιο Χριστὸ; 

‘Tia κοντοκαρτέρει ὡς τὸ πουρνο; 

γιὰ ν᾿ ἀναίβω “πάνω ᾿ς τὸν οὐρανό, 

γιὰ νὰ ῥήξω δρόσο κάτω ᾿ς τὴν γῆν, 

νὰ δροσθῇ Avdevtns μὲ τὴν Kupa, 

νὰ δροσθοῦν ἡ μάναις μὲ τὰ παιδιά, 

νὰ δροσθοῦν οἱ κάμποι μὲ τὰ Sevdpa, 

va δροσθοῦν ἡ βρύσεις μὲ τὰ νέρα, 

Va καταπραύνουν τὰ ζούξουλα, 

καὶ νὰ καταπέσουν τὰ Ἰ εἰδωλα.; 

‘Ephiphany hay come, and the Enlightenment, and great joys for Our Lord. 
Down by the river Jordan was sitting Our Lady, the Virgin, she took water and 
washed, and wiped herself with a golden towel, with the gospels in her arms, and 

Mf ALS does Lye, 20%, 2 See above p- 2433 Abbott, of. «24. p. 80, 

᾿ ᾿Ελληνικὺς Φιλολογικὸὺς Ξύυλλογος. 1875 (Vol. EX’, p. 3413 cf. the similar song from Aenos, 

vad. p. 339, and the song from the Olympos district quoted by Hamilton, Grecrk Saruts and thear 

Fetipials, ps 197; 
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the censers in her hands, and she entreats Saint John, "Saint John, Master and 
Forerunner, hast thou power, and canst thou, and dost thou go before to baptize 
the infant Christ?’ ‘Canst thou wait til the morn that I may ascend to heaven, 
to send down dew on the earth, that the master with his lady may be bedewed, that 
the mothers with their children may be bedewed, that the plains with the trees may 
be bedewed, that the springs with the waters may be bedewed, that the cattle may 
be tame, and that the idols may fall down.’ 

In this song the idea that St. John the Baptist can bring rain, and that 

therefore due observance of his festival is likely to produce rain, seems to 

be very strong. Further, it is not to be forgotten that in the service of the 

Orthodox Church at Epiphany, occurs the well-known ceremony of dipping 

or throwing the cross into water in the ceremony of blessing the waters,’ 

Thus we may perhaps assume that one of the thoughts underlying the 

performance of the festival at Epiphany is the desire to secure a good rain- 

fall, for on that would depend the harvest to a great extent. Another 

instance of a rain-charm in connection with this festival is to be seen in 

the Lenten carnival at Kosti in Thrace, where the man dressed in skins 15 

thrown into the river at the end of the performance. 

Thus we may conclude that the festival is a spring festival to celebrate 

and promote the return of vegetation, to bring rain, and to give a good 

harvest. This is beyond dispute, but it is impossible to say how far it is a sur- 

vival of Dionysiac worship, though its restriction to the North Greek area 

seems to favour this idea, as well as the drama with the death and resurrec- 

tion of its hero. It may be merely another instance of what 15 practically 

a world-wide custom. Further,.1t is very hard to decicle whether it 15 right 

to see in such dramas as these the origins of Greek tragedy, although an 

anthropological origin for it is now generally sought.’ Thus in dealing 

with this festival it has seemed best to record the facts as fully as possible 

and to leave others to draw what conclusions they please. In any case the 

Epiphany and New Year festivals in Thessaly and Macedonia still need 

investigation, and this should be done soon, before education and Euro- 

peanisation have entirely obliterated them. 

A. J. B. Wace. 

' Lawson, ef. caf. p. 1973 Hamilton, et) 2% pp. 112 ff; Dawkins, Solelore, xv. p. 214. 

τ δ αν wily Ἐ. ΒΟΥ; 
‘See Ridgeway, Os eyvn of ἤρα 5 ἐν. 



AN ADDITION TO THE SENMUT-FRESCO. 

(FRONTISPIECE AND PLAIE XIV.) 

ΟΝ looking lately through a volume (AD. MSs. 29,822) of the manu- 

script collections bequeathed by the late Mr. Robert Hay to the British 

Museum, I came across a partly coloured drawing (f. 33) by him, of the 

well-known wall-painting of Keftian (\linoan Cretan) ambassadors in the 

tomb of Senmut at Egyptian Thebes. <A direct photograph (by Mr. E. R. 

Ayrton) of this painting was published by me in the Axnual for 1503-4 

(x. p. 154) and a year later, Dr. W. M. Miiller gave us a fine photograph 

and also a hand-drawn reproduction of it in colour in the first volume of his 

Egyptologwal Researches, published by the Carnegie Institute (1906), Plates 

3,6,and 7. These were the first published illustrations of the whole paint- 

ing asitisnow, My sketches of the Minoan vases which are represented 

in it, in the Axuzuwal for 1901-2 (vill. pp. 172, 173), were made not long 

after its re-discovery by Messrs Newberry and Steindorff, and were the 

first notes of it published since its re-discovery. The tomb had been re- 

buried and lost sight of for many years since the large coloured drawings 

by Prisse d’Avennes of these vases' had appeared in 1878. The drawing 

by Hay, of which a photograph is here given, is in pencil, with the most 

important coloured parts of the original reproduced in water colour (Plate 

XIV.) It was probably made about the year 1837, Then, as we see, con- 

siderably more of the picture existed than exists now. Parts of three more 

figures are shewn on the left, the first holding a large-footed bowl, the 

second an ewer, the third a great sword which he carries over his shoulder. 

I Histoire de ἢ Art cgyplienne: Vases des Tributatres de Aafa, ii. Vi. ἡ. No. 2. ete. 

- A small fragment of the ewer and sword remain, and are shewn in Muller's Plate 6, but their 

correct relation to the rest of the picture has naturally not been recognized, and they are tilted over 
tuo much to the left. Hay’s drawing shews how they should be placed. 

ity 
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The right hand upper corner of the rim οἵ the bowl ts still visible A.S.A. 

vill. Fig. 6, p. 172), with its spiral or Ayyzatzon decoration. The vessel ts 

apparently of silver with a golden lip and rim. Rows of bosses or small 

rosettes are shewn above the swell of the lower part of the vase and on the 

lip. The ewer is of graceful form with a fluted lower portion of bronze or 

copper, and an upper portion, lip, and handle of silver. The collar (in 

this case double) on the neck is characteristically Minoan, and we have 

seen it on the silver and gold ewer in the portion of the painting already 

known. This, as has been pointed out,is almost doubled by an actual 

ewer found by Sir Arthur Evans at Knossos in 1903 (£.S.A. ix. Fig. 76a, 

p. 122) and the new picture shews us a vessel of the same style. The 

handle seems ‘so far as can be detected from Hay’s sketch of the Egyptian 

painter’s impression) to be decorated in much the same fashion as the 

handle of the bronze bason illustrated by Evans in 4.S.d.ix. Fig. 78 (p. 125). 

Along the top of the fluting on the side is a row of copper nails, fasten- 

ing the silver upper part to the copper lower part of the vase (cf B.S... ix. 

Fig. 76a). The base of this vase has no distinct foot, but it may be noticed 

that this drawing shews us that the other ewer (that of gold and silver) 

had, as was anticipated in &.S.A. x, exactly the same plain foot as the 

Knossian ewer with which Evans compared it. The picture of that 

vase was complete when Hay drew it. That of the copper jug, held at 

arm’s length by the last Keftian (on the right), was in the same condition 

then as now. 

We have no idea whether the bowl with the foot was really as large 

as it appears in the picture. Probably it was not, since the two cups o 

‘Vaphio’ shape are obviously enormously exaggerated in size, as the 

representation of their handles shews. It is very unlikely that the Cretans 

made gigantic copies of small cups to send to Egypt. Possibly the Egypt- 

ian painter made his picture from drawings of the Kefti-cups without any 

note of their size, and combined them effectively enough, but impossibly, 

with his men in the most impressively gigantic way he could. But the 

bowl may have been big or small. In shape it resembles a common type 

of Egyptian alabaster vase of this same period (\VIIIth Dynasty), which 

is found in Minoan tombs in Crete. The purely Egyptian descent of 

this type of vase is, however, by no means certain, and it may equally 

well be derived from a Syrian or Cretan metal original. -.\nd its shape 

' Evans, 2rchaster te Tombs of Auosses, Fig. 125, 98, 
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certainly seems to be that of a metal rather than of a stone vase. This 

Keftian bowl may then be rather an original of the Egyptian type than an 

imitation of it. 

The sword is more likely to be represented in its proper size. The 

big broad swords of the Northerners struck the attention οἵ the Egyptians, 

and they represented them carefully, as we see from their pictures of the 

Shardana mercenaries. These Shardana, however, are two hundred years 

later in date than the Keftian of this fresco, and the occurrence of the big 

Shardana sword among the Keftiu is rather unexpected. The swords of 

the Shardana were certainly hewing swords, and this broad Kefti blade 

seems certainly to be intended rather for hewing than for thrusting. 

But most of the long swords of the Kefti period from the shaft-graves at 

Mycenae* and allof those from Zafer Papoura in Crete® were intended only 

for thrusting, not for hewing. The Minoans seem to have relied upon the 

point, and did not use the οὐ. Usually their blades were too light and 

too narrow in proportion to their length to be of much use when swung. 

This great sword seems then so out of place in this representation of 

Minoans that I think we must take it to be also an exaggeration. It was 

really a short broad-bladed sword or rather dagger, of a well-known 

Mycenaean type (like those on which are inlaid the famous scenes of lion- 

hunting, efe.),” and is exaggerated in the same way as the ‘ Vaphio’ cups 

on the shoulders of the men behind. Either this, or the Egyptian painter 

has exaggerated its breadth, which is improbable. 

Its hilt is interesting in that it appears (though from Hay’s summary 

sketch one ought not perhaps to draw too definite a conclusion) to be of 

avery simple type, not unlike those which must have been used for the 

early daggers of developed type from Cyprus.® One sword from Mycenae 

must have had a similar (but not identical) style of hilt.’ 

I have already commented on the dress of these Keftiansin my former 

publication of the painting in the Aunual. The new fragment tells us 

nothing more. 

1 See Breasted, 7/754, Ay. big. 1633 Muller, dsvew und Europa, p. 374. 

- Schuchhardt, S:A/eemanun, Figs. 268, 269. There ws one exception, but its blade is not so 

broad as the Shardana swords or this Keftian weapon. 
ὁ Evans, Prehistoric Tombs, Vig. 109. 

+ As we see on the well-known gold ring-intagliv, Schuchhardt, Pip. 221, 

* Schuchhardt, Fig. 227. 
"Cf Ναας, Porremarh Snwerter, I. 4. (Hagia Paraskevcé), 5 (Psemmatisineno), TH, § 

.Psemimatismeno). 1 Nate, δεν ΤΙ]. 4, 
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With very great courtesy, Mr. Robert Mond has placed at the disposal 

of the Committee of the School a Lumiere colour-photograph which he has 

taken of the fresco. This. reproduced by the three-colour process, forms 

the frontispiece to the present volume of the duanual, It gives the most 

accurate reproduction of the painting, as it now is, in its original colours, 

that is possible. The cost of the reproduction has been borne by Mr. 

Mond, to whom I wish to express my great thanks. 

Fe Re ra Σ 



SOME DORIAN DESCENDANTS? 

(PLATES XV XVIS)5 

THE temptation to probe the origins of a people who brought war and 

destruction with them, but whose absorption was followed by the great 

renaissance of Greece is infectious. Philologists have not regarded the 

warning of Beloch' who twenty years ago wrote ‘Gewiss werden 

Wanderungen auf der griechischen Halbinsel in vorhistorishcher Zeit 

stattgefunden haben ; aber wir wissen daruber nichts, absolut gar nichts, 

und wer es anders sagt, der tauscht sich selbst und sein Publikum’ and 

now the anthropologist is emboldened to try. Much water has flowed 

under the bridge since 1890, and I make the plunge. I take leave to 

change the question from the usual formula, ‘Who were the Dorians?’ to 

‘Who are the Dorians?’ The attempt is made from the point of view of 

physical anthropology, in the hope that it may prove a contribution ; for 

the aid of archaeology and philology is obviously needed in the solution of 

such an involved question. 

Starting out in quest of the Dorians of to-day, it may be thought thar 

the student would naturally bend his steps towards Sparta, Argolis, and 
Corinth ; and for contrast to Arcadia and Attica. At the outset I must 
admit that I have gathered but few anthropometric records from these 
districts. Professor Clons Stephanos of Athens has a large and sufficient 
collection, I understand, but he has not felt free to publish them yct. My 
work on this problem has come as a by-product of research in Crete, and 
time and opportunity for further cxpeditions have been wanting ; 
nevertheless it may be that the areas [ have measured—Tsakonia 

(Pci ponnesos, and Sphakia (Crete)—are of more value than the more 

obvious ones which have been overrun by Slavs and Franks and Turks. 

1 Beloch, Julius, ‘Die Dorische Wandenung,” Aheenehes Juseum fu Philolosle, xi. p. 598. 

ς 230 
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My figures reveal the fact that the Albanians, Tsakonians, and 

Sphaktots, all having some claims, if diverse, to Dorian ancestry, show a 

striking similarity in actual head-form, sagittal curve in cephalic index 

and stature and other physical measurements, and an equally striking 

contrast, particularly in head-form, to their neighbours. 

Before setting forth these anthropometric analogies it will be well to 

review the claims to which reference has been made. 

The original home of the Dorians before they appeared in Thessaly 

and Doris is by many thought to have been Illyria. The Ilyric type 

far excellence to-day is the Albanian, and perhaps we should limit the word 

Albanian in this connexion to the Ghegs, the inhabitants of the Upper or 

High Albania who speak the Gheg dialect, excluding the Tosks of the 

south and the coastal peoples. According to Appolonios and other early 

writers, the name Illyrict comes from Illinici, Hyllini or Hylleni, Hylleis, 

finally Hyllos, who was the son of Herakles and Melita and was born in 

this country. The ancients thus associated Hellenic origins with Illyria. 

That the Albanians of Upper Albania have been in their present habitat 

since before the memory of man, and have successfully resisted all attempts 

of the historian to bring them from elswhere, is acknowledged by most 

writers on Albania. As George Finlay writes ‘Some suppose them to 

have occupied the regions they now inhabit before the days of Homer, and 

that they are the lineal descendants of the race to which the ancient Epirots 

and Macedonians belonged as cognate tribes.’? The introduction to 

M. Hl. Hyacinthe Hecquard’s Haute Albanie says: ‘Si les Albanais 

étaient arrivés en Europe a une époque récente, on connaitrait leurs 

migrations ; mais histoire ne nous en apprend rien. On doit naturellement 

en conclure qu'ils étaient en Albanie depuis les époques les plus reculées.’ 

M. Ed. Pittard adds ‘ Certains auteurs (de Hahn, Lejean) admettent que 

les Albanais sont les descendants des anciens Illyriens.’? The latest 

writer on Iligh Albania, Miss M. E. Durham, who has had unusual success 

in penetrating inte hitherto almost inaccessible parts, says of the language 

‘In the fat plain lands of the peninsula the Romans left Latin dialects. 

In the mountains it would seem the natives retained their speech 

throughout .... [In Albania it never died out but survives to-day as modern 

' Tide tnfra, p. 270. * Finlay, (τ΄, οἱ Hestory of Greece, Si. Pr 34. 

ἡ Paittard, E., ‘*Contnbution a Vetude anthropologiqgue des Albanas,” Aezve ve Seéole 
ad Auth> 1902. pp. 240-6. 
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Albanian’! Leake wrete . 2. ‘A country such as Albania’ furnishes 

little temptation to the settlement of foreigners, and is more likely 

to send forth from its barren mountains the surplus of its population 

to find a maintenance, which its own resources cannot afford. > We know 

that this happened in the fourteenth century A.D. and sugvest that it did so 

in the fourteenth century B.C. 

To sum up, the Albanians, who, as the ancient Ilyrians, once occupied 

a larger area than to-day. attacked and overlorded from time to time by 

Roman, Serb, and Turk, withdrew temporarily into the mountain fastnesses 

of High or Upper Albania, and there maintained their language, blood feuds, 

and ancient traditions in this the least known and least disturbed region of 

Ikurope. The withdrawals from the areas known now as Bosnia, Herzegovina, 

and Montenegro were followed in each case by a resurgence into those parts, 

but it is to the land of the Ghegs and their mountain homes in Upper 

Albania that we look for the less mixed Albanian who shall represent to 

us the ancient Hlyrians and the Dorians whom we seek. 

The claim of the Tsakonians, dwellers on the eastern slope of Mount 

Parnon, to Dorian ancestry is founded not merely on their location in 

Greater Laconia but on their Dorian dialect. That speech is by no 

means always a criterion of race, is one of the first lessons in anthropology, 

and examples of this are at our very door, e.g. the Cornish have almost within 

memory exchanged a Celtic for a Teutonic toncue and the Normans a 

Teutonic for an Italic. Buta chanve is not necessary, nor is it the law ; and 

if geographical features have conspired to isolate, then the preservation of 

the ancient tongue is not only possible but probable, as, for example in the 

case of the Basques. Tsakonia is indeed secluded. Even the chief town, 

and so-called port of Lceonidi, which has grown to its present size since the 

Turks in 1821 drove the Prastiots down from the interior, is hidden away 

from sieht in a deep and narrow valley two-and-a-half miles from the 

sea. The inhabitants told me that the quickest way to reach Sparta was 

to take ship northward to Nauplia, continuing by rail to Argos, and then 

south to Tripolitza, and thence by diligence twenty-five miles, so difficult 

was the alternative and obvious route due west, They were equally 

isolated in the mediaeval period, for ‘the Chronicle of the Conquest of the Morea 

by the Franks. which appears to have been written towards the latter part 

| Durham, Miss M. EL, Aah debandt, pyr. 35 4. 
* Teahe. Ursees de 27 Greece, p. 253. 
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of the fourteenth century, repeatedly mentions Tsakonia and its inhabitants 

as distinct from the rest of the Peloponnesus.’ ! 

But granted that the Tsakonians shut in among their mountains have 

been able to fend off the invading Slav and Albanian and preserve a 

comparative purity of race—and the story is not unlike that of the 

Albanians at home, for as Albania once stretched northward, but the true 

albanian is now found confined to High Albania, so Tsakonia once 

extended southward, and the true Tsakonians were crowded back into their 

present limited area—what evidence is there of connexion between their 

dialect and the Doric? 

At the moment we are concerned to present a prima facie case for 

making an anthropometric comparison between the Tsakonians, the 

Albanians, and the Sphakiots. Since Thiersch wrote his Cedber die Sprache 

der Zakonen, it has generally been accepted that the Tsakonian dialect is 

Doric and that it 1s unintelligible to the Roman-speaking Greek. Finlay 

wrote ‘While the rest of the modern Greeks, from Corfu to Trebizond, speak 

a Janguage marked by the same grammatical corruptions in the most distant 

lands, the Tsakones alone retain grammatical forms of a distinct nature, and 

which prove that their dialect has been framed on a different type. It cannot, 

therefore, be doubted that they have a strong claim to be regarded as the 

most direct descendants of the ancient inhabitants of the Peloponnesus that 

now exist; and whatever may be the doubts of the learned concerning 

their ancestors, these very doubts establish a better claim to direct 

descent from the ancient inhabitants of the province they occupy than can be 

pleaded by the rest of the modern Greeks, whose constant inter-communica- 

tions have assimilated their dialects, and melted them into one language. ? 

Other first-hand authorities have testified in the same sense, 

G. Deville wrote ‘le tzaconien est l’héritier de ce dialect laconien, qui se 

parlait autrefois précisement dans les mémes localités?’ Dr. Michael 

Deffner in his article Das Zakontische als Fortentwicklung des Lacontschen 

Dialectest writes ‘Durch den bisherigen Gang meiner Untersuchung hoffe 

ich hinreichend bewiesen zu haben, dass der zaconishe Dialect so viele 

Dorismen gerettet hat, dass ich mit vollem Rechte behaupten kann, er 

miisse auf einen altdorischen zuruck gehen; dass dies aber kein anderer als 

1 Finlay, ef. αν iv. p. 33. > dbrd. Av. p. 74. 

ὁ Ὁ, Deville, Ltude du dialite Tzakonien, p. 129. 

S dhiv fur Mittel- und Neugriehische Phtlaloge (Athen. 1880), 
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der /acon?sche ist, daruber lassen uns folgende Eigenthumlichkeiten des 

Zaconischen keinen Zweifel. 

G. N. Hatzidakis after enumerating the following Dorisms to be found 

in Tsakonian, Dorian ἃ for Ionian-Attic ἢ, ov for v, σ᾽ for ὃ, intervocalic a, 

which became / in Laconian, disappearing in Tsakonian, and many others, 

says ‘Allein die oben erwahnten Characteristica stempeln auf das 

entschiedenste den zakonischen Dialekt zu einem dorischen und speciell 

zu einem direkten Nachkommen des alten lakonischen Dialekts. So hat 

sich ‘die gewohnliche Meinung der Griechen’ bestatigt, nach welcher das 

zakonische Idiom fur ein sehr altlakonisches gilt.} 

The most recent writer on this subject, Richard Meister, calls attention 

to some of these Doric features of Tsakonian in his analysis of Dorian and 

Pre-Dorian dialects, and remarks on one of these ‘Dass wir in diesen 

Formen wirklich phonetische, die regelmassige Schulorthographie 

durchbrechende Schreibungen vor uns haben und die altspartanische 

Dialektcigentumlichkeit der Verhauchung des zwischenvokalischen Sigma 

im gesprochenen Dialekte wirklich noch zu Mark sAurels Zeiten lebendig 

war, erkennen wir vor allem daraus, dass sie sich 1m tsakonischen Dialekt, 

der modernen Entwicklungsphase des spartanischen, bis in unsere Zeit 

lebendig erhalten hat.’ 

It would have been most welcome evidence if we could have 

demonstrated that modern Albanian was also allied to the Doric tongue. 

I am not aware that the attempt has ever been made. Greek analogies 

exist in Albanian and so do Latin and Slav: the difficulty is to determine 

whether the Graecisms are modern importations or natives in modern dress. 

For the nonce, authorities are content to accept Albanian as an early: 

branching off from the Aryan tree of languages, as was the Greek. The 

absence of any Albanian literary monuments previous to the Catholic 

Fathers’ writings of the seventeenth century presents a grave difficulty. 

The prima facte claims of Sphakia to Dorian ancestry that warrant 

our consideration from the point of view of anthropometry are of a general 

nature. That Dorians settled in Crete will not be disputed, but we are 

here concerned to know whether Sphakia with its neighbour, the eparchy 

sclino,in the south-west of the island was a specially Dorian district. The 

Sphakiots themselves, among all the Cretans, claim to be of Dorian 

' Hatzidahis, G. Nw, Zundetuny en dee neugriechisch. Gramimatis, py. 8. 9. 10. 
2 Meister, Richard, Dorerx und Achtr, p. 15. 
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descent. They certainly are geographically tsolated and their reputation 

singles them out from other Cretans as a particularly martial race with a 

fondness for playing the part of highwaymen. The enjoyment and 

admiration which greeted the story of my being robbed in Sphakia were 

reminiscent of the meed of praise given by Spartans to the youth who stole 

successfully. Their pride of race dictates the practice of endogamy and a 

Sphakiot will tell you that a Sphakiot of course marriesa Sphakiot. Ihave 

not met with such pride or consciousness of race in any other eparchy of 

Crete. 

Historically we can vouch for their freedom from mixture. Their 

country certainly offers no attractions to the invader. <A sterile southern 

slope facing a hot sub-tropical sun, with a few mountain-plains does not 

yield sufficient crops for the sparse population, which is forced to import 

its grain in exchange for charcoal, hides, and cheese. The Turks during 

their 250 years’ occupation of the island left the Sphakiots severely alone ; 

only once did they penetrate into their country, when they hastily swept 

through during the revolution of 1866. The Venetians marked the 

Sphakiots on their map ée//7zcosz, built a castle on the strand, but could 

not awe men who possessed safe refuge in mountain fastnesses. 

Undisturbed and unmixed for the last 700 years, there is no trace of the 

Saracens who founded the Khandak or Candia in the ninth century and 

were ousted from the island in the tenth. Beyond that time, we have to 

count with the Dorians. 

Meteorological conditions favoured such a descent. Driven by a north 

wind, unable to land on the north coast and rounding the south-west 

corner, Loutro, the port of Sphakia, the haven at which St. Paul's 

companions advised wintering, offered the one safe shelter on the southern 

coast, being protected alike from the north-east, north-west, and south-east 

‘Fig, 1. Captain Spratt says of it *‘Lutro is the only port on the south 

coast of Crete in which a vessel could find security for the whole season,” 

and further shows from an inscription that it was a port frequented in the 

Emperor Nerva’s time by Alexandrian ships. 

Turning to philological evidence we find but little has been published 

1 Jt was at Anopolis in Sphakia that [To came upen three poor begrimed Epirets, who for 

ourteen years had been spending eight months annually in the island for the purpose of scouring 
and cleaning the iron and copper domestic utensils, If the Dorans brought non to Crete. their 
descendants, or thei: neighbours, are nuuntaining the tradition, by cleaning it! 

ὁ Spratt. Drared and Rescaiches πὲ Crete, WD. 249. 
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on modern Cretan dialects. Richard Meister mentions Dorisms in the 

Cretan inscriptions and to these we shall have occasion to refer later. 

Viscount Strangford as far back as 1865 had written ‘The speech of the 

Sfakiots is distinguished from that of the rest of the island by the 

persistent substitution of p for A, by some ditference in their vocabulary, 

and by general retention of the extreme Cretan type.’! This reminds us that 

Leake, quoting Thiersch, refers to the change in Tsakonian of ἃ into p, ey” 

γροῦσσα for γλῶσσα, κρέφου for κλέπτω. 

Dr. Jannaris also writes ‘the liquids X p are dropped..,. in Tsaconic, 

Fic. 1.—LovurrRo, THE PORT OF SPHAKIA. 

though only before a, 0, v, as é'a@ for ἔλα. A similar phonetic phenomenon 

is witnessed in Sphakia of Crete, where X before a, 0, v, becomes cuttural, 

thus approaching r as xaros diros. ® 

We now turn to a consideration of the physiological traits. 

Unfortunately personal descriptions of the Dorians fail us. We search in 

vain among ancient writers to learn whether the Dorians were tall 

or short, fair or dark, blue- or brown-eyed, and of course we are not told 

whether they were long- or broad-headed. Professor J. L. Myres sums up 

the matter in these words ‘there is no satisfactory evidence as to the 

' Spratt, of. cz. i, App. p. 360. * Leake, Lelofounestaca, p. 308. 
ἐ Jannaris, A. N., Av Atstorical Greel? Gran:mar, Sect. 1870. 
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coloration of the Spartans, who alone were reputed to be pure-blooded 

Dortans in historic times.' Professor Ridgeway attributes to them an 

Illyrian origin, but believes that they were not related to the Achaeans and are 

to be contrasted with them. Since some of the sAchaean leaders are 

described as xanthochrous by Homer, and nowhere in classic writers do 

we find the Spartans or other Dorian peoples so distinguished, therefore, 

he claims, the Dorians were melanochrous and not to be distinguished from 

the native pre-Hellenic population.2, The anthropologist cannot feel so 

confident of this conclusion Greece had been Achaeanised when the 

Dorians arrived. .sAchaean chieftains had married daughters of the local 

princes. Their followers copied their lords’ example. Ethnical Greece of 

those days must then have presented a picture whose background in the main 

showed dark and short types relieved here and there by blondness and good 

stature. Such a partially mixed people seems more probable at this era, 

and the inroad of a people, the Dorians, sharing these very characteristics, 

if we are to judge by the Albanians of to-day, would yield no 

contrasts to the picture. We are not concerned here to compare the 

Dorians with the Achaeans. The identity of the Achaean type is a work 

of the future, although suggestions come from Crete, where there are skeletal 

remains of broad-headed intruders of the Late Minoan period; but perhaps 

[ may refer to the Warrior Vase of Mycenae, illustrated in the Early Age 

eof Greece, in contradiction of the statement that the Achaeans did not 

shave the upper lip, whereas the Spartans did. But the matter is more 

serious than this. If the Illyrians of Professor Ridgeway, or rather the vast 

majority of them who migrated south, are to be considered long-heads like 

the pre-Achaean people in the Peloponnesos then I must join issue with 

him. Anthropologists are generally agreed that during the Neolithic period, 

and probably into the Bronze Age, a stream of broad-headed peoples was 

making its way across Europe along the Danube, throwing off shoots 

southward into the Balkan and Italic peninsulas. In Crete the increase in 

the percentage of broad-headed skulls is marked from 1500 B.c. on, 

and especially in the Third Late Minoan Period. But we may here leave 

aside this, at present, rather barren discussion of what was, and from the 

present, attempt to deduce the past. Professor Ridgeway is at one with 

our assumption of the Illyrian origin of the Dorians. It is now our 

1 Encyclopedia Britannica, eleventh edition, s.z. Dorians. af ? 

* Ridgeway, ‘ Who were the Dorians?” p. 303 in Aathropological Essays (Oxford. 1907). 
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province to compare physically the modern’ representatives of the 

Ivrians, the Albanians, with the Sphakiots and the Tsakonians. 

The modern Albanians are generally distinguished tn anthropological 

works as a tall broad-headed race, with a fair proportion of blond- or brown- 

haired as opposed to the black-haired type.’ Other notable features are 

the frequency of aquiline noses and the almost total absence of the nose 

retroussé. If the anthropologist searches in vain the ends of the earth for 

a pure race, it 1s not to be expected that he will find one in Europe, even 

in such an out-of-the-way corner as Albania.© In our Albanian statistics 

there is a minority of dolichocephals not corresponding to the main type as 

described above. and as that minority its found in varying proportions 

among the Tsakonians and Sphakiots, it will simplify our problem to confine 

ourselves to the brachycephals at present, returning to the discussion of the 

dolichocephals later.” 

The brachycephalic Albanians, and I confine myself to those speaking 

the Gheg dialect, measured by Gluck ‘14, Pittard 16), and myself 16: 

amount to 47. Their average cephalic indices are respectively 86°3, ¢. 85°5, 

and 85°! or an average for all of 85:6. This compares with an average for 

23 brachycephalic Tsakonians of 85:0, for οὗ brachycephalic Sphakiots of 

84'7, and for 33 of their neighbours, the Selinots, an average of 85:0. This 

of course is not in itself convincing, for we might produce a series from the 

valley of the Rhone or from Hungary with equal approximation. I have 

called attention to the exact agreement of the cephalic indices of 189 

Sitians, and 83 Selinots at extreme ends of Crete, but distinguished them 

ἃ» respectively short-heads allied to Asia Minor, and broad-heads allied to 

the Illyrian area* Let us therefore turn to a comparison of the actual head- 

leneths and head-breadths of these peoples. To illustrate the contrast, it 

may be mentioned here that the average Sitian brachycephal has a head- 

breadth of 1532 mm. and head-length of 1801, mm. compared with the 

Selinot’s head-breadth of 157°2 mm. and head-length of 185°3 mm. 

Dr. Leopold Gluck, ὁ Zur Physischen Anthropologie der Albanesen,” (as... ora 

δου ἤζιτιος τς ve py. 375 6. 

: Ripley, W.. Ares of Europe, pp 402 414. 

2 Ss minority of dolichocephals amounts to 

675 percent. among the Albanians 93 by L. G., Kd. PB. ἃ C. HH? 

Scopeircent. 4, 9 4, Tsakomians (38 by C. HHL.) 

Py 3 perrents ux jy Selinots (S% a3 a 

22°O4itr con: > ys Ophakiot. (280 ,, a «ἡ 

PAD Bib les slide S nie, Shetticld orgro. 
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Unfortunately MI. Pittard does not give details which will enable us 

to abstract the measurements of the brachycephals of his series, there- 

fore I have had to include his ὃ dolichocephals and mesaticephals. The 

figures are for Albanians, 47+8) 182°6 mm. and 155°0 mm., and for 

Sphakiots ‘98 183,3 mm. and 1352 mm. For 23 Tosakonians the 

averages are 185°8 mm.and 157 mm,, and for 33 Selinots 185°3 mm. 

and 157°5 nm. 

The stature of the brachycephalic Albanians 15 (50) 1688 mm. The 

Tsakonian brachycephals are well below this average, being only 1662 

mm.,, although in excess of the average stature of 1651 mm. for 70 

Greeks, given by J. Deniker. Thirteen of the 23 Tsakonians are over 

1690 mm. in height, and I think that a larger series tapping the upper 

district would probably yield a higher figure. Leake speaks of them 

as ‘a well-made, active, clever race.’* The averages for the Sphakiot 

and Selinot brachycephals are respectively I7I0 mm. and I70I mm., 

which surpass the rest of the island except Kydonia. 

Our next consideration is the facial index, which represents the 

proportion of the length to the width of the face. These people are 

all leptoprosopic, or long-faced, although not excessively so. They are 

ketter described as having both a long and a broad face, therefore the 

index does not show an abnormal figure. The indices are as follows :— 

Facial Face (upper) Fuce 
Indew. Length. Preadth 

> Ι (sluck \ δος * Gage aaa * - . ᾿ , Albanians \ ILawes | αν, 55°97 , 8ν. 774 fo. ΑΥ̓ 1402 (Or. ΕΠ, ἃ 1..} 

Tsakenians (Η.} » §5°O » 756. τῷ TAG 
Sphakwts (EL) Mia aoe Ge μῶν πῆ Θ ἢ 140 Ὃ 
Selinots 1H.) . ae 545 4 .. 45: FIOO 

The nasal index indicates a long narrow nose in accordance with 

all observers’ impressions. It approximates to the lowest on the list of 

Dr. Deniker for the world, ze. to the Armenians.” The averages for 

this index are :— 

; Nasal Indes Nose Leneth Nose Breadth 

Gluck \ 
Albamans - Hawes We 63 7 ὡς “Aves av. 34°S 

Pitad] 
Tsakonians «Hil: ~ 618 ᾿ς 50°53 gs 3679 
Sphakiots (11.} je “x5 ΟΙ2 ον 3587 35.9 
Selinots 11} S Fee OLS 5 56° 347 

I Leake. 70 ἀτεύν a the Mored, ii. pp. 508. 
~ 

- Dember J., Διὰ ὦ ef Maw, Append. in. 
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The description ‘aquiline nose’ lacks definition, and unavoidably 

has different values in different observers’ records: but such as it is. we 

will use it. 

M. Pittard notes that the Albanian nose is narrow. with a tendency 

to the aquiline; that 11 out of 24, or about 46 per cent., have aquiline 

noses. Ay own observations show about 50 per cent. among the Martino 

Albanians. Dr. Gluck describes the Albanian nose as having ‘doch eine 

massig tiefe Wurzel “60 per cent... einen geraden Rucken (63 per cent , 

eine mittlere Spitze ‘63 per cent.', flache Flugel ‘70 per cent. , langvestellte 

Locher ‘90 per cent...) His index for living Albanians indicates a very 

narrow nose, but he appears to have mistakenly applied the classification 

for the nasal index of the skull to the living nose and therefore says 

‘die Alle haben daher uberwiegend breite Nasen.’ «As to the other 

peoples we are examining, their aquilinity is not so pronounced. Their 

noses are noticeably narrow and straight, not of a Southern type and 

very seldom resrousse’. 

The Tsakonians have about 25 per cent. that can be classed as 

aquiline. Sphakia shows about 15 per cent., but perhaps to these should 

be added over 40 per cent., whose aquilinity, though but moderate, includes 

that well-known feature of the Albanian and Armenian nose, the ‘ drop-tip.’ 

In Selino the two kinds together do not amount to 25 per cent. 

The Albanians are credited with a high head, although not so high 

as that of the Armenians. The height index registers the proportion 

of the height ‘from the ear-hole to the top of the head; to the 

length :--- 

Height Index. 
Martino Albanians (11.} τος : τῶν "Α 2 

Tsakonians ... ἷ ἐν 73:4 
Sphakiots ... nd ἢ a πὰ} 
Selinots e: ᾿ ; 1a 72°5 

We next come to hair- and eye-colours, and here the Tsakonians 

present a greater brunetteness. Classing hair-colours as dlonde, medium, 

to include light, medium, and chestnut ; daré to comprise dark-brown and 

black ; the following is a comparison :— ἢ 

LO 0th pid: 

Ξ Pisko, Aufnuahmen der Huar- und Augenfarben het Alhanestschen Schulkinder. Vhese are 
from Scutari, which 1s not an area where we look for the pure Albanian, Also the hair of children 
darkens with age and cannot be used, without interpretation, for direct comparison with adults, 
Of 572 children, 275 have black, 172 medium, and 125 fair hair, Of 296 of these, 184 had 
medium eyes and 112 grey or blue. 
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Blende Medium. Dark. 

Albanians :. RO.) HOE TO 2? uch. 5. Ὁ 
Tsakomans — ... — 100 
Sphakiots = 1 Ὁ. cx 41 95°9 
Selinots Ee 370k ΟὍὉ .. δὅ Ὁ 

In the case of the Martino Albanians measured by the writer, it 

should be noted that the distribution was as among the Tsakonians, 

Zé. 100 per cent. dark. 

The following is the comparison of eye-colour. Blue, grey, green 

eyes, and any combination of these colours, are included under /7gt. 

Any mixture of these with brown is classed as fazx/, and brown eyes, 

whether light, medium, or dark, are comprised in daré. Here again in 

pigmentation we find the Tsakonians darker, and the nearest to them in 

this respect are the Martino Albanians. 

Light. Hazel Dark. 

Albanians ,, 313 ἃ 222 σὰς 44°5 
Tsakonians = $°7 a gi*3 
Sphakiots 30°6 τὴς 26°5 ss 429 
Selinots aoe ae 251 9.4 ἐς 62:3 

The evidence on the physical side may thus be summed up. In the 

more permanent, the structural characteristics, the cephalic index, the 

actual length and breadth and height of the head, the index and 

measurements of the face, there is considerable agreement. In the 

pigmentation of the hair and eyes the Tsakonians alone show greater 

brunette traits. 

There is yet to be added another anthropological comparison. It is 

novel, the one, indecd, that led me to this problem. Anthropologists value 

highly the study of the shapes of skulls; but the lving head has in the 

main escaped all but diametral measurements. The real shape ot the 

living head has had to depend for its classineation, even with Professor 

Sergi, on photography or on visual impression. How illusive these 

methods are, even to the trained anthrupologist, is not realized. It is not 

only that the hair conceals or disguises the true shape, but one is misled 

by the difference in the angles at which individuals hold their heads. A 

way had to be found of studying head-shapes always from the same angle, 

and of plotting head-curves on a common basis for comparison and 

classification. 

The instrument that | use has been briefly described in a report to the 
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Cretan Committee of the British Association.1. By means of a flexible strip 

of metal and an instrument of great precision for determining the exact 

relation of the curve to the base, I take the sagittal curve or contour, that 

is, from the back to the front of the head over the crown, or more definitely, 

from the zzzov to the point below the waszon at which the Frankfort base- 

line 2 projected cuts the nose. From my experience thus far, and I have 

taken about 1,700 of these contours, I find the sagittal of more value than 

the transverse or the horizontal. When the curves are obtained they are 

transferred to millimetre paper on the Frankfort basis. One of the first 

that I took on my way to Crete in 1909 was that of an Albanian from the 

island of Spetsa. The form struck me by its unfamiliarity. In contra- 

distinction to the low oval cf the Mediterranean race or the Anglo-Saxon, 

this was high at the back of the head; in fact, to anticipate conclusions, 

in this group of peoples, the Albanians, Tsakonians, and Sphakiots, the 

sagittal line continues to rise from front to back after the bregma is passed, 

or at least to maintain its height and fall abruptly as compared with the 

immediate though graduated fall of the Mediterranean race type. This 

contrast may be seen in the examples d, ¢, fon Pls. XV. B and XVI. 

where the Mediterranean race type is represented by two Cretans from 

East and West of the island and a Sardinian, and examples a, ὦ, ¢, on 

Pls. XV. B and XVI. or a, ὦ, ¢, 4 e, f, on PI AV. A, where the 

brachycephalic type is represented by Albanians, Sphakiots, and 

Tsakonians. 

The contrast is obvious from the photograph of two boys who live in 

the same village ‘Fig, 2). The bigger boy, had he held his head in the 

same plane as the other, would have shown even greater contrast, although 

it must be remembered that with the years, the extraordinary disproportion 

between the front and back will be somewhat modified. The bigger boy 

is rather an extreme, though not unique, example. Lest it should be 

thought he is not normal, I may add that his head was not bandaged as a 

child nor accidentally deformed. 

My first step was to procure a series of Albanian contours. My time 

was limited and a visit to Albania was impossible. By the kindness of 

Mr. Steele of the Lake Copais Company, I was enabled to visit one of 

1 Rep, Bret. Ass. Ade. Science, Winnipeg, 1909, pp. 290-291. 

3 This is the horizontal line drawn through the upper margin of the ear-hole and the lower 

inaryin of the orint, or eye-hole of the skull. 
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five pure Albanian villages in the mountains to the north-east of Lake 

Copais. I purposely avoided the so-called Albanian villages of the plain, 

which I knew were not free from Greek unions. And here it is as well 

to mention that these Albanians are of the Gheg-speaking tribes, and not 

Tosks. Finlay wrote ‘ The Albanian colonies in Greece are all composed 

of Tosks’! and nearly all authorities have copied his statement. «A 

sea-captain from Spetsa told me he spoke Gheg, but whether he was an 

exception or not, I do not know. This is a point worth investigation. [ 

Fic. 2 —-CoNnLRAstipD HEAD SHAPES, 

(Cretan Boys flom the same Sphakiot Village. Cephalic Index, smaller Boy, 7574, 
bigger Boy, $5°7.) 

measured 43 persons, but excluding 7 women, children, and others who 

possessed an ancestor from outside Albanian ranks, the number was 

reduced to 38. 

My work took me thence to Crete. Here it was necessary to avoid 

any confusion from the presence of Albanian blood: for the Turks during 

the last 250 years had employed Albanian soldiers in the island. The 

την. tg Cha Vie 35- 
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infiltration was no doubt small and by this time attenuated, and further, 

most of them would naturally have been Mussulmans, and it is easy to 

exclude the Mussulman population from our records. Nevertheless I 

was fortunate in the choice of Sphakia, for that eparchy has kept away 

Turks and Venetians alike. If, therefore, it showed approximation in 

head-form to the Albanian type, this could not be attributed to modern 

Albanian infiltration. If any who read this have any doubt as to the 

distinctness of the normal Sphakiot contour, the following incident may 

convince them. Whenas yet I was five days journey from Sphakia, but 

had already taken the contours of a few Sphakiots, I was struck with 

Sphakiot characteristics in the contour of a boy who had given me his 

ancestry as from Pediada, an eparchy of low, east-central Crete. 

Calling my servant, | said *Go into the Bazaar, seek out the father of 

this boy, and ask him where his father came from. Soon after, my 

man came back with the reply that the grandfather of the boy was from 

Askiphou in Sphakia, a statement corroborated by his neighbours. This 

was only one among several similar cases. It must not be thoucht that 

Sphakia is the only district of Crete where this type of head contour 

is found, but the absence of the Albanian element from there gave 

me confidence, and certainly the type is more abundant there than 

elsewhere Fig. 3. 

My next step was to visit the Tsakonians of the Peloponnesos on 

my way back from Crete. Language might be a cluc to race. At any 

rate the attempt was worth the making. I was entirely satisfied with 

the isolation of Tsakonia, hemmed in by steep mountains on the north 

south, and east. Lack of time alone prevented my visiting the upland 

villages, but of the 59 persons whom I measured in Leonidi, some hailed 

from the higher villages. Of these some were children and others came 

from mixed villages on the outskirts of Tsakonia. These I rejected, 

reducing my number to 38. The villages included by me are: Leonid: 

Prastos, Palaiochori, Platonaki, Korakavuni, Tyros, Kosinas, Pulithra 

and WKephalia. In all my experience of taking contours of heads, whether 

of Armenians, Irench, Italians, Russians, lpirots, or of Cretans from cnd 

to end of that island. I never happened upon such a homogeneous set 

of head-curves as these of the Tsakonians. One after the cther they 

came from my hands with the same distinguishing characteristics. as 

illustrated in three “Plate NV. A, @, ὅς and δ, selected from the many. There 
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is no reason to attribute it to inbreeding, that is, to close inbreediny 

in a town of more than 3500 inhabitants or rather, among double that 

number, since the upland villages were drawn upon as well. 

It must not, however, be supposed that all the individuals in each 

of these areas show the same curve. Such a result would indeed throw 

doubt on the method of obtaining them, and justly so. Even if there 

be a definite biological process of breeding out of intrusive minorities, 

or a dominance of certain characteristics, yet the anthropologist cannot 

hi 3 —S ON Mopers DortvN 7 SUAKIO“ WIPit ALBANIAN TYPE ΟἹ 
HEAD CONTOUR. (See PLAY BB, οὐ 

time his arrival at the end of such process or before other minings’ have 

becun. The head contours show a variation shading off from an extreme 

type of the characteristically high post-bregmatic region (7, behind the 

top of the head) to the apparently typical Mediteiranean race with its 

low oval. This is more noticeable among the Sphakiots, of whom 

Ι have a large number of head-curves; but it is nevertheless to 
1: 
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be noted that nowhere else in Crete are there so many of the former 

type.* 

This having been admitted, it is possible to select from the collec- 

tions a generalised type, that which we may reasonably assume to be 

the normal and to comprise the most frequently recurrent characters. 

Having selected the three types, the Albanian, Tsakonian, and 

Sphakiot, do they agree ? 

Exactly similar curves from my limited collections are forthcoming 

from Sphakia and Tsakonia, and from Sphakia and Albania, regions 

hundreds of miles apart and each of them isolated mountain areas. And 

that the reader himself may judge of these I have appended reduced 

copies of them. On Plate XV.a, a, ὦ, and c, are from Tsakonia, and 

ad, eé, and f, are from Sphakia; @ in Plate XV.B is from a Martino 

Albanian and 6 and ¢ are from Sphakia. For contrast, @, e, and 7, on 

Plate XV.B are of the Mediterranean race type, αἱ from East Crete 

(Lasithi), e from West Crete (Kydoniaand Kissamos), and 7 from Sardinia. 

It will be seen that the normal or most frequently recurring type in 

Sphakia is scarcely to be distinguished from that of Tsakonia, while there 

occurs in the former a slightly modified form showing a little rounding of 

the angles which reproduces the Albanian type. 

It would be strange did these slight divergences not exist ; more than 

strange, incredible, considering the different proportions of the earlier 

natives, pre-Hellenes, Kydonians, or what-not, that these peoples found in 
occupation, as well as the infiltrations, however small, which have taken 
place in the course of 3,000 years As for their relative purity, judging 
from the contour types, the Tsakonian seems to be the purest, while the 
only difference between those of the Albanians and the Sphakiots seem to 
be a slightly higher forehead in the latter. 

To the analogies found among the orthodox anthropometric observa- 
tions I have added similarities in head contour, similarities which I fail to 
find among any of a dozen other peoples I have contoured. They are 
certainly striking and call for some explanation. I do not claim to have 
produced overwhelming evidence. But it was high time that physical 

' ‘The only serious evidence, in the opinion of the writer, put forward for the non-permanency 
of the head form is that of the Report of the Immig. Com. of the U.S. Gov., which rumour says 
is to be withdrawn as incorrect. When the variation of the Boer from the Dutch prototype is 
used as an argument, one should remember the varied ancestry of the Boers. Their very names 
advertise the Huguenot element ; history supplies another from the pressgangs of Europe. 
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Anthropology should contribute something to the much discussed question 

of Dorian ancestry, and these data may bear fruit in suggestions to other 

workers in the field. 

In the interests of clearness, the argument might well be left thus ; 

but this is not intended to be a brief, and there are obscurities and 

objections that should not be overlooked. 

It may seem that we have erred by proving too much: that in insist- 

ing on the antiquity of the Tsakonians in physique and in speech, we 

have actually identified them with the earliest inhabitants of the 

Peloponnesos—the pre-Dorians who were represented in the Laconian 

state by the Helots and the Perioikoi, not by their true Dorian masters, 

the Spartans. But our anthropometrical conclusions are in accord with 

the philological conclusions of Richard Meister on this point. He has 

shown that the Tsakonian dialect represents the A/tspartanische, not the 

speech of the rural Laconians,'! and I have identified the major element 

in the ethnology of Tsakonia with the Dorian invaders of the Peloponnesos, 

while admitting the presence of a minority of the older, short, dark, long- 

headed Mediterranean race. This minority is smaller among them to-day 

than was the broad-headed minority in Middle Minoan Crete, at which 

time we regard that island as occupied by the Mediterranean race. 

Another point which requires comment and explication is the question 

of the modern Albanian type. We have accepted for this a tall, dark. 

broad-headed race with a sprinkling of the lighter element. 

Included in this is a shorter dark element which I am inclined to 

believe is the Mediterranean long-head. ‘There is, however, considerable 

diversity of opinion owing to the want of a large series of measurements of 

the true Albanian. Weisbach measured 17 Albanians and reported them 

brachycephalic and of medium stature (1664 mm.). Dr. Leopold Gluck 

found 30 Albanians to be mixed as to cephalic index and stature, and 

referring to the contradictory findings of Loher, Weisbach, and Cyprien- 

Roberts writes ‘ wir muissen dieselben vielmehr als ein Mischvolk bezeichnen 

bei dem die Dolicho- und Mesocephalie nahezu ebenso haufig wie die 

Brachycephalie anzutreffen ist”... Sie sind zwar sehr haufig dunkelhaarig 

und dunkelaugig. doch trifft man unter ihnen nahezu gleich oft Individuen 

von gemischtem Typus.?’ Eight of the thirty were short (under 1650 mm.). 

M. Ed. Pittard says ‘ I] résulte des quelques renseignements ci-dessus que la 

PA τὰ ὩΣ τ, = Glick, Dr Ly δου ps ἢ: ‘ Lbtd. p. 9. 

ae 
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brachycéphalie parait étre l'apanage du plus grand nombre. D/autre part, 

la présence de dolichocéphales montrerait quil n'y a pas dunite dans la 

‘race’ Albanaise. + His figures show 9 out of 24 tall over 1700 mm. , and 

g others are short. Out of 24, 12 are brown-eyed, 5 hazel and but one of 

the 24 is fair-haired. It will be remembered that the writer's point of view 

accepts this diversity, defining it and dating it back to prehistoric times. 

Dr. Deniker summing up the evidence from 6 skulls examined by 

Zampa and Virchow, and 9 others by Dr. L. Gluck, finds an average 

cranial index of 881, equal to a cephalic index of go'l, for the province 

of Scutari north and south. For the rest of the Ghegs, he gives Dr. 

Gluck’s average for 30 living Albanians, viz. 826° The ὁ skulls, 

however. of Dr. Gluck’s, classed as Ghegs from south of Scutari, are from 

Kavaja and Delbiniste ; Kavaja is on the borders of Toskland, probably 

also Delbiniste, although I cannot find it on any map. The Tosks differ 

from the Ghegs in their sagittal curves and are hyper-brachycephalic. 

The average cephalic index of a dozen froin rather farther south, is 89'9 

and 5 out of 12 exceed οοὐ We do not expect to find in the coastal 

plains, either to the south or in Scutari, the original Albanian type where 

Komans, Venetians, and Serbs have mingled with the carlier inhabitants. 

The two most recent writers on the subject of High or Upper Albania 

Miss Edith ΔΙ. Durham and Baron Nopcsa, who probably know this region 

better than any foreigner, confine the true Albanian or oldest Albanians to 

High Albania and indeed to those that inhabit the Pulati region, the 

Merturi, Shala, Nikaj, and tribes. These people comprise both types, the 

tall with a proportion of brown-haired, blue- or hazel-eyed individuals and 

the short dark type.* By Baron Nopcsa,’ I believe that both these types 

are labelled more or less brachycephalic. If I am correct in thus under- 

standing Baron Nopcsa, then none of the collections of Ghegan records, 

with which anthropolovists have provided us, represent the true Albanian, 

neither Dr. Gluck’s, M. Ed. Pittard’s, nor the writer’s. The mean cephalic 

index of a mixed race of two brachycephalic peoples, as described by 

Baron Nopcsa, must of necessity yield a higher figure than 82:7, which is 

the average of the 93 Albanians we have “Dr. G. 30=82°6; ΔΙ, Ed. P. 

1 Virtanl. Τα, οὐ. εἰ. 

- Ikmker [.. Ses rmes dh ἐξέ. 7 C,H Hawes, not vet published, 

* Baron Nopesa’s Sale Co Aleman, Suajesvo, rgto, Ε have net seen. 

Sob. Dam therefore indebted to the hindness of Miss Durham for notes on this. 

“ORS eat, 

Mioteover at is in 
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25 =83°8, and C.H.H. 38=82°0°. The mean index of 52,410 Venetians 15 

851, of 297 Armenians (Chantre) is 85:7 and of 30 Dalmatians is 87°0, and 

the two former ‘I am not informed as to the latter} comprised dolicho- 

cephals. My explanation of this low brachycephalic average for Albanians 

is the presence of a dolichocephalic type. I find it in all the records and | 

am inclined to associate it with the short dark Mediterranean race which 

preceded the broad-headed in Southern Europe. 

Miss Durham’s valuable contributions to Anthropology did not 

unfortunately for us include measurements; but she has given us careful 

descriptions. If I use these, she must not be held responsible for any 

conclusions which I draw from them. Miss Durham more than once refers 

to the short (often under 5 ft. 3 in.) dark Albanian as round-headed. 

Suspecting that the term ‘round-headed’ was not used in the narrow 

technical sense of the anthropologist I ventured to ask whether this was 

from a lateral or vertical point of view. The round or rather oval-shaped 

head, viewed from the side would on the Adriatic coast contrast with the 

high angular Montenegrin head. [found that this was what had impressed 

Miss Durham and commenting on the two sagittal curves which I submitted, 

that of the Albanian (of Martino) and the Mediterranean race type, she 

writes ‘B (Pl. XNW.B, @) is more the shape of the fair (tall) Albanian 

type. C (Pl XV. B, @) is, 1 think, something like the little dark 

LY PCr aie I do not like to be positive, but my impression is that C 

is longer from XN (vzon) to X “elabel/a), τὰ proportion to the leneth of his 

face than is B. But I feel that mere eye impressions are not very trust- 

worthy. If B, ae. the contour @ on PL AV.B, is that of the short 

dark Albanian, he is of the Mediterranean race, as I have surmised, and if 

C, ze. the contour of a on PI. NV.B, is that of the tall (sometimes fair) 

Albanian, he corresponds to the Martino Albanian whom I have accepted 

as my type. 

One more authority on Adriatic peoples should be quoted. Dr. Niko 

Zupani¢ in his article,‘ Die Hlyrier’ writes ‘Bevor es zum Vervleiche 

zwischen den I]lyriern des VW. and VI. Jahrhunderts v. Chr. und ihren heuti- 

ven Nachkommen, den Albanesen, kam, wurde der physische Habitus der 

letzteren in verschiedenen Teilen threr Heimat cingehend besprochen. Als 

1 Mass Durham belreves that the short daik Albanian was the eather and the tall often fain) 

AYbanian the later, which 15 the position taken in this paper; but to the prehistoric arnval of the 
latter clement she would not agree. 
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ethnisch rein werden die Gegenden zwischen den Flussen Skumbija und 

Mat, sowie nordostlich von Skadar (z. B. Pulati) hingestellt. Der ethno- 

logischen Homogenitat entspricht auch die somatologische, denn die 

Albanesen der erwahnten Gebiete sind durchweg brachycephal (100 per 

cent.’, dunkelhaarig, und dunkelaugig, also ein vollkommen ausgesproch- 

ener Kontrast ihrer Vorfahren aus der Hallstatt-Epoche’! Dr. Zupani¢’s 

statement that the ethnologically pure Albanian is to be found between 

the rivers Skumbija and Mat is scarcely in agreement with other authorities. 

Nor is it in accord with Baron Nopsca’s reports to say that 1oo per 

cent. are dark-haired and dark-eyed. I have given reasons for believing 

that brachycephaly is not without exception. He further makes the 

interesting claim that the Illyrians ‘the forerunners of the Albanians,’ 

were represented by the men of Hallstatt and Glasinatz, who were as 

he reiterates (in opposition to H. Kiepert, W. Tomaschek, M. Hoernes, 

and A. Dimitz), ‘xanthodolichocephal. This seems a rather er parte 

description of a people of whom we have, according to Dr. Zupanié’s 

own figures, more brachycephals than dolichocephals. The skulls referred 

to are from Glasinatz, and the proportions given are dolichocephals 

29 per cent., mesocephals 37 per cent. and brachycephals 34 per cent. 

Now it must be remembered that these are only the skulls of those 

that were inhumed. At least 35 per cent of the total interments were 

cremated, and at Hallstadt the graves of the cremated numbered 455 to 

535 containing unburned skeletons. When we remember that cremation is 

generally associated with the broad-headed race of central Europe, the 

majority of brachycephals of Hallstadt and Glasinatz is greatly increased. 

The assumption that the Hallstadt man was blond has apparently no more 

authority than the following statement of Dr. Zupani¢ ‘ Hauptsachlich 

besassen die Hellen jener Zeiten (von XII. vorchristlichen Jahrhunderte 

bis auf heute) die Merkmale der Xanthodolichocephalie, obschon nebenbei 

dic Melanodolichocephalie und auch die Melanobrachycephalie merklich 

vertreten waren.” We have to tread carefully when drawing any general 

conclusions from skulls of Classical or pre-Classical Greece, for the great 

majority hail from Attica. The general tendency looking backward through 

the ages, in Greece, is from a moderate broad-headedness to-day, through 

mesaticephaly to long-headedness, but there seems to be no reason what- 

᾿ Mitteilungen der Anthropologihen Ge ell haft im Wren, 1907, pp. 21, 22. 
ΣΝ εὐ WS 25. 
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ever to associate blondness with the early dolichocephaly. In Crete, of 

over 100 skulls dating around 2000 B.c., the great majority are dolichoceph- 

alic and correspond in every other way to the short dark Mediterranean 

race. I have shown that their descendants exist to-day in the mountain 

areas, and there exhibit the darkest characters in the island. Archaeology 

and philology are every year drawing the links closer between Greece and 

Crete of pre-Hellenic days, and there is every reason to suppose that the 

pre-Hellenic peopies of both areas belonged to the same stock. 

Moreover -ranthos in the mouth of Homer was probably as elastic a 

term as it is in the mouth of a modern Cretan or Greek, with whom it 

includes brown hair of every shade but the darkest, and therefore should 

not be translated as blond. From general considerations it is to be 

associated with a brachycephalic type. We have already referred to a 

broad-headed stream of peoples ascending the Danube and sending off- 

shoots southward. Their skulls, those that have not been cremated, have 

been found in Neolithic Switzerland. Only by prehistoric invasions can 

we reasonably account for the brachycephalism in the Balkan and Italic 

peninsulas, In addition there 1s the evidence from Crete which has already 

been mentioned. 

Turning now to the Sphakiots, there should not be omitted Richard 

Meister’s philological conclusions drawn from an analysis of the classical 

inscriptions of Crete. Contrary to the evidence of the modern dialects, 

which emphasize the claims of Sphakia to be the most Dorian district of 

the island, Meister concludes from the geographical distribution cf Dorisms 

in the inscriptions, that central Crete was most Dorian, and that that 

influence (in dialect) diminished with the distance EK. and W. from the 

centre! Sphakia is distant from the centre, and though I am not aware 

that Meister quotes any inscription from Sphakia itself, he does so from its 

neighbour Selino. But the evidence, interesting as it is, appears too slender 

to serve as the basis for a theory of the distribution of the Dorians. 

Tosum up our argument. There is a body of philological and 

historical evidence which warranted a comparison of the physical characters 

of the Albanians, Tsakonians, and Sphakiots in order to ascertain whether 

their claims to Dorian ancestry could be upheld. No race is pure, and we 

found among each of these peoples a varying minority of a short dark long- 

headed type (Mediterranean race) but the main type is broad-headea and 

1 Meister, R., ef. ἐσ pp. 94-97. 
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inclined to be of a more than average stature, and though in the main dark, 

has a considerable percentage of lighter-eyed, and a sprinkling of light or 

medium-haired. 

There is considerable agreement among these peoples who claim 

Dorian ancestry, more particularly in the structural characteristics ; and 

there is remarkable accord in the sagittal contours of the head. 

CraRLEs H. HAWES. 



INSCRIPTIONS FROM PRAESOS. 

THESE fragments of inscriptions were found on the Altar-hill at Praesos 

in the excavation of 1901 and 1904 (L.S.A. νι. 254-260; x. I15, 247). 

The two Eteocretan inscriptions and the terracottas and other minor finds 

were published forthwith. The stones now described are of some interest as 

indicating that the sanctuary on this hill—Dr. Halbherr’s ‘ Third Acropolis’ 

—was the place where official records of treatics and other public 

documents were enhibited. 

Our work in ΙΟΟΙ, confined to the level hill-top, yielded quantities of 

votive offerings in bronze and terracotta, but few architectural fragments 

or inscribed stones, A temenos-wall and buildings within it, much disturbed 

by previous diggings, were laid bare. A rectangle of levelled rock seemed to 

indicate the site of a temple, but not a stone even of its foundations 

remained ; the Hierapytnians, who destroyed Praesos in the second century 

before Christ, had made a clean sweep of any buildings that stood within 

the temenos-wall. In view of the number and variety of the architectural 

members found on the surrounding slopes and their relatively fresh condition, 

there can no longer be any doubt that they and the inscribed stelai were 

deliberately broken and thrown over the cliffs or outside the wall which 

bounds the temenos on the north. 

The inscriptions of 1901 came from the slope outside the north gate of 

the temenos; the second [teocretan inscription was found on the steps. 

The temenos-wall, roughly built of large undressed stones, still stands in 

places over six feet high. In τοῦς the search along its outer face was 

continued and two [fellenic fragments (Nos. 7 and 10) were recovered. 

The whole of the area within the temenos had been cleared and refilled in 

1901 ; but it seemed possible that older inscriptions might have been built 

me ( 
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into the only well-preserved structure which it contained, a narrow closed 

stoa, constructed within and against the temenos wall (see plan 4.S.A. vili. 

p. 255:. Its front wall, ‘80m. thick, is still preserved to a height of ‘65 m. 

above the original floor-level, and beneath this are broader foundations 

extending some ‘7om. deeper. I had the two faces re-opened and 

extracted all likely stones, but found neither inscriptions nor architectural! 

details. 

We were more successful on the west side, which is at first precipitous, 

and then descends in irregular cultivated terraces encumbered with fallen 

rocks. Ancient building-stones had been noticed in several field-walls 

on this side in I9g01, and some architectural fragments, part of an [onic 

column in shell-conglomerate and pieces of a Doric triglyph-frieze, came 

to light in a trial made at the foot of the precipice. It seemed worth 

while, therefore, to work through the whole of the terraces and their 

supporting-walls from the valley below up to the limestone cliff. 

Numerous architectural members, including parts of at least three different 

buildings, and eight or nine inscribed fragments were obtained in this 

way. The largest haul, including the third Eteocretan slab, was made 

on a ledge halfway down the steep west face, buried under masses of 

failen rock, Most of the ground belonged to Retseb Aga Perdikakes, 

the fine old Moslem farmer from whom Dr. Halbherr obtained the first 

Eteocretan inscription. He gave us a free hand and it is a pleasure 

to acknowledge his courtesy here. 

Our search along the east face was less exhaustive but wholly 

barren. Possibly such stones as were thrown down on this side were 

utilised in the building of the Venetian village, called Pressos or Prassus, 

which lay 250 yards to the N.E. But to demolish the ruined churches 

which still stand on its site, and to excavate the ruins of the surround- 

ing houses, would be a costly business. If ever the village of Vavelloi 

is re-built, other stones from Praesos may come to light there (see No. 13). 

The Altar-hill is not hkely to yield anything more. 

1. Fragment of coarse yellow freestone, ‘28 m. high, ‘26 broad, 

‘ro thick, found in 1904 built into a field-wall on the S.W. face of the 

Altar-hill. Itis the missing right hand portion of a decree obtained here 

about 1886 by Prof. Halbherr and published in .lmseo Staliano, iii. p. 599. 

This stone gave the beginning of ten lines, and the new piece completes 
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the first six of them. Together they form a slab ‘55 broad and ‘4o high, 

incomplete below. Letters ‘o2 to ‘o25 high. Traces of red paint were 

visible in the letters of the new fragment. The whole inscription has now 

been picked out with red by the authorities of the Candia Museum (Fig. 1). 
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Fic, 1.—DECREE FROM PRAESOs, (1: 5.) 

Θεὸς ᾿Αγαθῇ Τύχῃ 

ἔδοξε ἸΠραισίων τοῖς ap- 

χουσι καὶ τῷ κο᾿ ιἸνῷ ἐκκλη- 

σίας κυρίας γενομένης. 

5 Λέοντα ἸΠαυσ[ ανίου] ᾿Αθηναῖ- 

ον καὶ Θράσωνα Opal|awridov 

᾿Αθηναῖον φιλ[ίας ἕνεκεν καὶ 

εὐνοίας τῆς [εἰς τὴν ΠΠραισί- 

wv πόλιν δεδόχθαι 

10 lOY 

The patronymic in line 6 fails to support Prof. Halbherr’s sugges- 

tion that this Thrason might be a certain Θράσων Θράσωνος, emissary 

of Antigonus Gonatas and proposer of a decree in honour of Zeno 

at Athens in the year 263 B.C. (Diog, Laert. vii. I. 9), and consequent 
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speculations as to relations between Antigonus and Praesos (De Sanctis in 

Von. Ant. dei Lincet, xi. 495 ; Niese, Gesch. der gr. u. mak. Staaten, 1. 628) 

n. 3; Scrinzi, La Guerra di Lyttos, p. 7, n. 27, and Cardinali, Creta e¢ ἐξ 

grande Potenze Ellenistiche, pp. 75 and 78°. 

2, Found 1902 on the hill-top. Two fragments, together ‘30 high, 

"22 broad, ‘115 thick. Letters ‘or high. Museum numbers, 1035, 110. 

The lettering of this and the following inscriptions, 2-7 and 9-11, and 

13, points to the fourth or third century before Christ. 

No. ὃ may be later, No. 12 is a century or so older. 

A 
QUAY Δ 

ΠΟΜΕΙ 
YNOHKAN 

5 ΦΑΝΗΤ, NT 
ΓΙ ς Ξ:ΜμΜηΗΠᾺ 

IAYT ΟΙΣΗ 
Μ QNPOAIT 
E ΑΣΤΑΣΙ 

10 OAAGSL ΚΑΙΑ 
KAIOYKEIK 
POXOQPA 
ΘΕΞΙΟ 

A 

Evidently part of a treaty; we may suspect the name of Lyttos in 

17. In]. 4 we have συνθήκαν, in 1. 11 καὶ οὐκ ἔγκζαρπος, in 1. 12 ἀπὸ 

χώρας, which is often used in the sense of ‘ abroad.’ 

3. Found 1904 on the W. slope. Fragment ‘11 high, ‘185 broad, 

‘07 thick: τ edge preserved, Letters 013 to ‘org high, much smaller, 

between incised lines. Museum number, 104. 

i / 

-~AAOAQEKAIAPPC ἀδόλως Kal ἀπρο[φασίστως] 

EIZAYTTONKAI εἰς Αὐυττον Kal 

ΣΚΑΙΕΝΕΙΡΗ 
5 . > » f , 49 / ς καὶ ἐν εἰρήϊναι καὶ ἐν πολέμωι 

ΙΟΙΠΟΛΕ ε οἱ πολέμιοι. 
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Another treaty, probibly with Lyttos. For the formula ἀδόλως καὶ 

ἀπροφασίστως cf. L.CH. ix. 6,7, ll 4 and 14. 

For ἀδόλως see also Collitz-Bechtel, Déalektinschr., Creta (ed. Blass , 

5024, 9 and 5039,17 : for ἀπροφασίστως, 5018, 15 ; 5024, 16, and 5075, 7. 

Dr. Nanthoudides has recently published this fragment by mistake 

as found at Lato (H. Nikolaos), in ‘Ed. ’Apy. 1908, p. 219. 

4. Found 1904 in field-wall near No. 1. Fragment "27 high, ‘15 broad, 

about ‘10 thick: r. edge of stone (but not of inscription) preserved. 

Badly weather-worn. Letters ‘o14 high. Museum number, 103. 

AYA 

AIKAITAI 

N O 10OI 

ΕΙΜΕΙ 

5 ΝΕΠ 

\K AIPA 

AEC? Oh, 

CT AOM 

NAMI 

10 AITACOM 

QIACTAC 

~KAITA/ 

CP 

Lines 10 and [1 present a close resemblance to lines ὃ and 9 

of No. 2. 

5. Two fragments, perhaps of one inscription. The material is a fine 

freestone. Letters deeply cut and well preserved; average height ‘o16. 

They were picked out with red paint. 

(4) 1904 from W. slope, 13 broad, ‘075 thick. Museum number, 106. 

NAEKAOKiS 

PENTEALP 

ΩΝΑΡΧ 

~ANBOA 

5 TONEL 

Mr 
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(6) 1904, foot of W. slope, 175 high, ‘07 thick. Museum number, 151. 

ΙΕ 
\AE 

IAAYO 
TADPAK 
\ONTON 
PITOYTQ 
TEAAO 
POZET 

0 

Can 

LL. 4 suggests a mention of πλοῖα κατάφρακτα. 

6. Found 1904 on W. slope. Fragment, *23 broad, ‘06 thick ; inscribed 

surface ‘14 high, ‘12 broad; part of |. edge preserved. Letters ‘o14 

high, QO much smaller, between incised lines; remains of red paint. 

Museum number, 108. 

Ὡς 

ADAEKAK 
ΙΔΕΟΙΜΕΝ 

OAMEPAI 

; QONTI 
AAAA 

“~ A 

L. 4 αὐθαμέραν. 

7. Found 1904 outside N. wall of τέμενος. Fragment ‘29 high, 
‘22 broad, 113 thick, Letters org high. Only a small part of the inscribed 

surface is preserved. Museum number, 168. 

0 

ΠΡΟΓῈΙ 

ZANAAA 

010 

8. Found 1901 outside N. wall of τέμενος. Fragment ‘o7 high, 
og broad, ‘06 thick. Letters ‘o15 high, regular and deeply cut, Ὁ and ¢ 

smaller. The curved A and A appear on no other inscription from this 
site. Museum number, 113. 
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VITACAI 

AAAOIC 

ON 

9. Found 1gor outside N. wall of τέμενος. Fragment ‘to high, 

‘12 broad, ‘o4 thick; τ. edge preserved. Letters ‘o14 high. Museum 

number, 107. 
NON 

QACKAIAY 

ICEPIFI 

IOEC 

L. 3 τοῖς ἐπιγινομένοις. 

10. Found 1904 outside N. wall of τέμενος. Fragment ‘1o high, 

‘18 broad, ‘07 thick. Letters ‘025 high, between incised lines. Museum 

number, 109. 

a sii 

NK AIF 

or” 

11. Found 1g04 on N.W. shoulder of Altar-hill. Fragment from 

pediment of stele, 12 high, ‘11 broad, ‘04 thick. Letters ‘o19. 

AITY ᾿Αγαθ]ᾷ Tul xa 

12, Found 1904 on S.W, face, in deposit with the third Eteocretan 

inscription. Fragment ‘13 high, 35 broad, ‘04 thick ; lower edge preserved. 

Letters ‘03 high. Museum number, 112. 

EA 

IAPIA 

The archaic lettering recalls that of the first Eteocretan inscription,! 

and the material is the same. 

13. To these may be added an inscription found in the ruined Moslem 

village of Βοβίλλοι and in all probability derived from the ruins of Praesos. 

It is No. 70 in the Candia Museum, 48. m. high, 15 broad, 41 thick. The 

inscribed face is only preserved to a height of 33. The stone has been 

1 Museo Italiane at Antihita Classica, ii. 673. 
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dressed for building and is only a slice of what must originally have been 

a large block. None of the original edges are preserved. Forms AEN, 

Letters ‘o17 high. 

ἌΡΤΙΑ 

(Iwo lines perhaps intentionally erased. ) 

EPT 

(Space for one line, never inscribed | 

5 ΟΣ 

ΓΕΡΝ 

(«ΟΜΝΕ 

\TATE 

AEAPS 

(Space for several lines, never inscribed.) 

This seems to have been an Eteocretan inscription. The κομνε in |. 7 

recalls ATAPKOMN in the second line of the third Eteocretan inscription 

from Praesos (4.8.4. x. 117). On the ending -μν- see a recent paper by 

Kannengiesser, Aegazsche, besonders kretische naimen bet den Etruskern, in 

Klvo, Xi. (1911), p. 36. 

i4. PRAESOS. Stele of soft white freestone, found in a ruined μετόχι 

on the East slope of the First Acropolis (IIpacoxégado), below the main 

road. Ht.°665 m., breadth*31m. Ht. of letters in lines 1-3,-o4 m., in lines 

4 and 5, ‘o2 m. ude pediment and acroteria above, tenon below. The 

inscription is on a panel ‘032 high. 

AIMICIA 

ZWCIMW Ζωσίμῳ 

TWNATII τῷ πατρὶ 

MNH MHC μνήμης 

5 χάρυν χάρυν. 

When I first saw the stone I read AIMICIA in the first line ; since then 

the surface of the soft freestone has disintegrated, and the name is now 

illegible. 

Now in the Candia Museum. 

Compare similar inscriptions found near Ziro (Halbherr, AZus. tal. iii. 

p. 601, No. 31), Piskokephalo (76. No. 32), and Sitia (76, No. 33), all in the 
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same neighbourhood. Ζώσιμος and Ζωσίμη seem to have been common 

nouns in East Crete in Roman times (Halbherr, 7c. Nos. 49 and 96). 

15. EPISKOPE, (a village distant half-an-hour to S.W. of the town of 

Sitia). Inthe house of a Moslem: stele of close-grained freestone 43 τῇ. high, 

‘05 thick, blackened with fire, and broken in two pieces, with inscription in 

a sunk panel ‘29 m. high and “31 wide. Shallow lettering, ‘025 high. 

EYKAPTTOC, Ev«aprros [λυ 

KWNITWITAI KVL τῷ TAt- 

AIG MNHMH< δίῳ μνήμης 

ΧΑΡΙΝ χάριν. 

I bought the stele and placed it in the Candia Museum, where it bears 

the number 116, 

16. ACHLADI, (a village one hour 5.W. of Sitia). Seen in the cellar 

under the Demarcheion of Sitia. Stele of freestone, broken below, «46 m. hich, 

‘44 wide, -13 thick; above is a large pediment, with a six-leaved rosette 

carved in the tympanum, and a column in low relief at either side of the 

inscribed surface. Letters ‘03 high. 

KAAOPOYC Καλοποὺς 

CWCIBIW Σωσιβίῳ 

[μνήμης 
χάριν 

R. C. BOSANOUET. 



A CLAY SEALING FROM EGYPT. 

(PLALtE XVIL.} 

THE object illustrated in Plate XVII. and Fig. 1, would perhaps never 

have emerged from the obscurity of a description in small type in an official 

catalogue but for Mr. Dawkins’ discovery discussed on pp. 9 f. of this 

volume. In the British Museum Catalogue of Terracottas (p. 443) it 15 

described as follows, under the number Εἰ 93 : ‘ Hemispherical seal of clay, 

with eight impressions of gems stamped over it, five representing a lion 

attacking a goat; another, a bearded head to r, with inscription ; the 

other two are plain stamps. It was acquired in Egypt by the Rev. Greville 

Chester, and purchased from him in 1891. 

This description calls for some slight revision and fuller detail. The 

bearded head seems to be of Roman Imperial date, and the character of the 

letters which form the inscription narrows the period still more, to the second 

century after Christ. This inscription may be read as ATAGOCAEMWN 

᾿Αγαθὸς Δέμων (for Δαίμων), the deity alluded to being specially concerned 

with the providing of temporal blessings, and therefore appropriate in con- 

nection with ajar of wine. The style of the head, with its short close-cut 

beard, is such as we associate with the time of Pertinax, ἀεὶ the end of the 

second century. The other impression, representing a lion attacking a goat, 

is probably from a seal of earlier date, and may be compared with the 

design on a terracotta plaque from Crete in the British Museum (Cat. of 

Roman Pottery, Li, with illustration), which is hardly later than the 

beginning of the Christian era. The subject is quite a popular one in 

Roman art, and the ‘Corbridge lion’ may be cited as another instance. 

This design is reproduced on an enlarged scale (3) in Fig. 1, 

“Ya 
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The manner in which these sealings were used for stopping the mouths 

of wine-jars has been clearly explained by Mr. Dawkins (p. 10), and it is 

very remarkable that the form of this later example should so closely 

resemble that of the earlier. On the flat side of the Museum specimen 

are impressions of some cloth substance still visible. with fragments of the 

material adhering to the surface: and the method of fastening, something 

Fic. 1.—IMPRESSION OF SEAL, 

like that employed nowadays for securing bottles of effervescing liquids, is 

not only clearly marked by three deep incisions crossing the surface of the 

clay, but in two of these incisions the coarse string (corresponding to the 

modern wire) is still adhering, with the knot in which it was tied. 

Thus we have a definite proof that the method of sealing wine-jars 

practised in Greece in the Myccnaean Age, was stili in use in Egypt under 

the Roman Empire, after a lapse of some 1500 years, 

H. B. WALTERS. 



ANNUAL MEETING OF SUBSCRIBERS. 

THE Annual Meeting of subscribers to the School was held in the 

rooms of the Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House, on Tuesday, 

October 23rd, 1910, SIR CECIL HARCOURT-SMITH, Ex-Director of the 

School, presiding. 

The Secretary of the School (Mr. J. ff. BAKER-PENOYRE) submitted 

the following report on behalf of the Managing Committee. 

The Chairman of the Committee, in conjunction with the President of the 

Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies and the Chairman of the Committee 
of the British School at Rome, had the honour on the occasion of the lamented 
death of H.M. King Edward, of presenting an address of condolence to H.M. King 
George. His Majesty has since been pleased to return a gracious answer. 

The Committee have further the gratification to announce that His Majesty has 
recently been pleased to become Patron of the Schocl. 

The Director.—On the way to Athens at the beginning of the session, 

Mr. Dawkins paid a visit to the School at Rome, and early in December spent 

a week at Constantinople, where he saw Mr. George’ work for the Byzantine 

Fund and the Russian excavations in Stamboul. At the beginning of March he 

went to Boeotia, where Mr. Steele of the Copats Company kindly shewed him 

the interesting prehistoric drainage works of Lake Copais, largely brought to 

light by the operations of the Company. He then went to Thessaly, where he 

visited the Volo Museum to see the results of Mr. Wace’s excavations, and 

reported to the Byzantine Fund on a fine old church at Portes, Shortly after 

this he went to Crete for some three weeks with Mr. Newton, who had been 

engaged to make a survey of the country round Palaikastro, which has been 

found to be necessary for the publication of that site. The Director took this 
Opportunity to travel in East Crete and also worked in the Candia Museum. 

Early in May he left Athens for Sparta. Before beginning the excavation, of 

which he was in charge throughout, he spent a week travelling in Mani in 
2 > “ὦ- 
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order to obtain readings of the inscriptions published in vol. xv. of the Azval in 
Mr. Traquair’s article on the churches of Mani. On June 21st he returned to 
Athens and at the end of the month left for Smyrna and Cappadocia. His 
travels in Asia Minor lasted until the end of .\ugust. 

During the time spent at Athens he wrote his contributions to the Axxzua/ 

and completed his share of the editorial work in connection with it. He also 
wrote the paper on * Modern Greek in Asia Minor,” which has appeared in the 
Journal of Ftellente Studies. His other papers this year are “ Archaeology in 

Greece” in the flellentc Journal and “ Excavations in Greece” and ‘ Modern 

Greek” for Zhe Lear's Work in Classical Studies, and the inscriptions in 
Mr. Traquair’s paper on the Mani Churches. He has since received the thanks 
of the Treasury Committee on the Organisation of Oriental Studies in London, 
for assistance in preparing the Schedule on Modern Greek. He spoke at one of 
the open meetings of the school. 

The Committee notice with pleasure the election of the Director to a Senior 

Fellowship at Emmanuel College, Cambridge, for a further term of years. They 
learn, with a regret that will be shared by every member of the School who has been 

in Athens during Mr. Dawkins’ tenure of office, that Miss Dawkins’ health is such 

that it may be unwise for her to prolong her residence in Greece. By the School 

and the community she will be very greatly missed. 

The Students.— Mr. Lionel B. Budden, B.A., Travelling Student in Architec- 

ture of the University of Liverpool and holder of a grant from the School, spent 

three months in Greece between November and February. He made a detailed 

study of the Propylaia and of the recent reconstruction of the buildings on the 
Acropolis, and visited several ancient sites for the purpose of architectural study. 

Mr. 5. W. Grose, B.A., Scholar of Christ's College, Cambridge, and holder 

of the School Studentship, spent over five months in Greece. His main work was 

the study of Sculpture to assist him in the task of revising the Cefalogue of the 

Casts in the Fitzwilliam Museum. He also studied architectural drawing, attended 

Professor Doerpfeld’s lectures both at Athens and in the provinces, and travelled 

extensively. On his return he visited the Museums of Naples, Rome, Florence, and 

Paris in connection with his work for the Fitzwilliam Museum Catalogue. 

Mr. F. W. Hasluck, M.A., Fellow of King’s College, Cambridye, 

Assistant Director of the School, was granted a year’s leave of absence, 
Mr. A. M. Woodward acting as his focum fenens. After preliminary study 

in France, Mr. Hasluck made an cestensive tour in India. On his return 

he visited Jerusalem, and after working at Athens, returned to the scenes 

of his former labours in Asia Minor, where he found another Genoese relief 

in Chios and important coats of arms from the demolished castle of S. Peter 

at Smyrna. These arms, now built into the jail, date from about 1376 (when 
the castle was held by the Knights of Rhodes) and are of exceptional interest. 
They will, it is hoped, be removed to the Imperial Museum. From Smyrna 
he proceeded to Cyprus, where he spent nearly three weeks, visiting Larnaca, 
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Nicosia, Kyrenia, and Famagusta. Crossing to Mersina, he travelled by rail to 

Adana, and thence made his way overland to Samsun, zva the Cilician Gates, 

Nigdeh, Caesarea (Mazaca), Sivas, Tokat, and .\masia, makiny excursions to 

Soghanli Dere and Goreme for the rock-cut monuments. urerga of this journey, 

undertaken with the general object of seeing country and monuments. were a 

series of photographs destined for the collections of the Hellenic Society, and the 
discovery at Caesarea of an important manufactory of “ancient ’ Greek coins 
which supplies the Smyrna (and eventually the European) market. From Samsun 

he embarked for Constantinople, whence he made a short excursion to Amasra 

(Amastris) with the object of investigating the Genoese remaims. One inscription 

with heraldry, now used as the doorstep of a stable, has been reported to the 

Imperial Museum for removal, the rest, which are still zz se¢v, drawn and photo- 

graphed. In Constantinople he was employed photographing a selection of the 

best-known Byzantine monuments. The Aqueduct of Valens and Column of 

Marcian have been made accessible by recent fires, so that the conditions were 

exceptionally favourable. 
Mr. H. H. Jewell, Royal Academy Gold Medallist, spent March and April 

at Athens and Constantinople studying Architecture and Sculpture. He also 
worked at Constantinople. He visited Paros and there made drawings of the 

important Church of the Panagia. 

Mr. H. A. Ormerod, B.A., Queen's College, Oxford, came out to Athens with 

grants from the Craven Fund and his College. After preliminary study, he 

accompanied Messrs. Wace and Thompson on the protracted tours in Northern 

Greece described in their reports. He then went to work in the Museum at 

Candia under Professor Bosanquet, and visited Knossos, Isopata, and Mount 

Juktas. He then made a tour in the islands, visiting Paros, where he studied a 

little-known collection of prehistoric vases, Thera, and Tenos for the festival of the 

Panagia. After further work m Athens, Crete, and Delphi, he assisted at the 

excavations at Sparta, and made topographical studies in Laconia. He later, 

accompamed Mr. Woodward on the journey in Lycia and Pisidia described below. 

Mr. A. J. B. Wace, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College. Cambridge, and 

Mr. M. S. Thompson, B.A., of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, after 

months’ research in Athens undertook, with Mr. H. Ormerod, ἃ series of 

extended journeys in Thessaly, collecting topographical and other data for a 
work on prehistoric N. Greece. In the course of these they visited the following 

sites :—.Achino, Raches, Gardiki, Larissa Kremaste, Suvala, Glypha, Antron, 

Chamaku, Pteleon, Sourpt, the Monastery of the Nenia, the Kastro on the ruad from 

Platanos to Vrynena and .\lmyro. From Almyro they went westwards to Myloi, 

Genitzek, Marmara, Tsournatt, Kilcler, Kislar, Tyeutma, Psaterli, Koklobashi, Orman 

Magoula, and thence by rail to Volo. From Volo they went to Dimini, Pauasae, 

Sesklo, and then to Larissa, ava Pherae (Velestino), and thence passing Drusanades, 
to Tyrnavo and Elassona, returning τὰ Kyretiae, Mylae, Malloea, and the 

Titaresios valley. Then going east from Tyrnavo they reached Purnari, Speha, 
and went round Ossa (Kissavo) and on to Skiti, Polydendri Keramidi, Alifaklar. 

two 
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Voulgarim, Kastri, Plasia, Yerakari, Agyia and back to Larissa οἰ Marmariani. 

Thence by road to Trikkala zzz Tsi6ti, and by rail up to Kalabaka. On their 
return they visited Portes, Phanari (the Homeric Ithome), and Karditza. 

After another month spent at Athens, Mr. Wace and Mr. Thompson returned 
to Thessaly and carried on excavations on the prehistoric sites of Tsangli and 

Rachmani, and spent some time in the museum at Volo studying and mending 
the finds of these and previous excavations. While the main interest of their 

work lies in the prehistoric period, they made an interesting discovery bearing on 

the mythology of classical Greece. On Mount Ossa they found a cave of the 

Nymphs containing a quantity of inscriptions which have been published in vol. xv. 

of the 4xmual of the School. They were also present at several of the Thessalian 
carnivals at which were given singular dramatic exhibitions resembling those which 

Mr. Dawkins witnessed in Thrace. An account of these interesting survivals is 

to be published in vol. xvi. of the -4rnma/. 

Mr. A. M. Woodward, M.A., Magdalen College, Oxford, Assistant Durector, 

1909-10, in Mr. Hasluck’s absence, arrived in Athens on November 8th, and resided 
there continuously till February 4th, when he left for a short tour in Aetolia. 

Owing to the absence of the Director in Crete he was unable to take a continuous 
month’s leave in the spring, and he made three other short journeys, to Thessaly, 

where he visited Messrs. Wace and Thompson at their excavation at Tsangli, and 

saw some ancient sites in the neighbourhood, to Constantinople, Troy, and Pergamon, 

for which he joined the cruise of the R.M.S. Dunottar Castle, and to Delphi. He 

was in residence at Athens during May, after which he left with Mr. Ormerod for 

sia Minor to explore some prehistoric sites on the borders of Lycia and Pisidia 
which he had heard of, but was unable to visit when in Adalia the year before. 

For this journey he had a grant from the Craven Fund. In addition to noting 

about twenty prehistoric mounds, he visited the sites of ‘Termessos, Isinda, Andeda, 

Poghla, Komama, Lagbe, Ormeleis, and Denizh, whence, after visiting Hierapolis, 

he returned by rail to Smyrna, and then zv@ Constantinople to Athens and 
England. 

During the winter and spring, in addition to his duties in connexion with the 
Hostel and Library, he worked in the Epigraphical Museum, paying especial attention 
to .\ttic Finance-inscriptions of the fifth century, in which he made some inter- 

esting discoveries. A paper containing a reconstruction of the Quota List of the 

year 427 6 has been published in Vol. xv. of the School wlvmwa/, and he has 
prepared other papers dealing with Attic treasure-records, and the building- 
records of the Parthenon and Propylaea, to all of which he has added new 

fragments. In addition to this he has published in the same number of the 

etunual a long paper on the inscriptions found at Sparta in 1909, embodying 

most of the results of his studies in the chronology and prosopography of 
Spartan inscriptions of the Imperial Age. He has also published an account of 
the new inscriptions found by Messrs. Wace and Thompson in Thessaly in the 
early part of the year. Mr. Woodward had the honour of representing the 
School, in the absence of the Director. at the Memorial Service at the English 
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Church on the day of the Funeral of His late Majesty Edward VII., Patron of the 

School, 
The Managing Committee and the Director wish to record their sense of the 

zeal and efficiency which Mr. Woodward has shewn as Assistant Director throughout 

the Session. 
Mr. A. E. Zimmern, late Fellow and Tutor of New College, Osford, was in 

Greek lands from the beginning of September, 1909 to the end of July, τοῖο, during 

the greater part of which time he was in residence at the School engaged on a 

seneral work upon Greek life. During the course of the year he made a number of 

expeditions in Attica, Central Greece, the Peloponnesus, Asia Minor, the Greek 

islands, and Crete. Whilst expressing his gratitude to the Committee for having 

elected him an Associate of the School. Mr. Zimmern would like to acknowledge 
his sénse of the pleasantness and convenience of residence at the School for students 

of Ancient Greece who are not archaeologists. The Penrose and Finlay Libraries, 
tovether with the American Library close by and those of the other foreign schools 

—all of whom allow genuine students not only to use, but freely to take out their 

books—constitute a very full collection of works on all sides of Greck life, and 

their excellent arrangement and easy accessibility enable students to work with an 
Immense economy of time and trouble. 

The Excavations.—The season at Sparta was a short one this year, work 

being carried on for a month only in May and June. The Director was in charge, 

assisted by Messrs. Farrell and Ormerod, and Mr. Duke came for a short time. Mr. 

George again spared some time from his work for the Byzantine Fund at Salonika 
and Constantinople, and spent some four weeks continuing the series of drawings of 

the carved ivories. The more important of these have now been adequately photo- 

sraphed or drawn, but there remain a number of fragmentary pieces of some note 

which still require attention. The study and cleaning of these ivories has revealed 

a series of interesting designs, several being of recognisable mythological scenes, 

which are all the more important in view of their very early date, the seventh and 
elyhth centuries. 

Gregorios Antoniou of Larnaka again was spared from the work at Knossos to 

act as foreman. <A short summary of the work of the season is added. 
Lhe Lleusinion at Sochés.—Vhe German Archacological Institute generously 

waived their claim to this site and the season was opened here. ‘he site of the 
Eleusinion hes an hour and a half south of Sparta at the hamlet of Kaltvia tes 
Sochds at the foot of Taygetos. Inscriptions had already been found on the site 
of the former church of Hagia Sophia in the village, and in an olive grove 
immediately above it, lead figurines and other small objects. ‘The greater part of 
this area was cleared by a number of pits and trenches, and the view that here was 
the Eleusinion was amply confirmed. The deposit had, however, been very much 
disturbed, no walls were found and the objects were few, broken and scattered. ‘The 
more Important finds were tiles stamped with the name Demeter, a fragment of an 
inscription apparently containing rules for the sanctuary, and a few terracotta 
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figurines of the goddess. The lead wreaths and diminutive vases which seem 

inseparable from any Spartan shrine were also not lacking, but there was nothing to 

justify more than a week’s work. 

The Menelaion.—TVhe further examination of the Mycenaean site found last 
year near the Menelaion, was the main purpose of this season’s work. The whole 

elevated area to the south of the Menelaion, bounded on the west by the Eurotas 

and on the east by a lateral valley, has now been proved to be covered with the 
remains of Mycenaean houses. The extent of the settlement is such that it may 
fairly be called a city. Except by the Menelaion itself no Greek remains whatever 

were found on these hills, just as on the site of classical Sparta nothing Mycenaean 

has been found, and it is therefore plain that the earlier city was entirely destroyed, 

apparently by fire, and the classical Sparta refounded on another site. The 
Mycenaean city left its only trace in the situation of the cult of Menelaos. The 

houses were unfortunately so very much destroyed by erosion that nothing but the 

lowest courses of the walls remained, and in certain cases not even so much. 
The small finds were also very scanty. A curious female idol of terracotta on a 
round base with uplifted hands, like some found in Crete, is one of the more 

important. One house near the Menelaion was better preserved, and contained 

some painted vases and curious clay sealings for the mouths of wine jars, stamped 

with a signet ring and tied on with rushes. 

The Orthia Sanctuary.—A further small portion of the foundation of the 

Roman amphitheatre was removed, and more house-walls, probably of the fifth 

century, were found, and with them a well, lined in a curious way with tiles. Two 

large marbles, which had been partly visible for some years, were dug out from 

their position in the Roman masonry, and proved to be the bases of statues of 

Βωμονῖκαι dating to late in the second century a.p. They had been used as 
packing in the foundation of the Roman amphitheatre. Previously only one such 

base had been known, and one of the two now found gives a new formula. 
The Committee have recently authorised the preparation of a book dealing 

with the excavations at Sparta, the results of which at present are only accessible in 

a long series of comptes rendis in several volumes of the Alzaua/. It is proposed 

to deal mainly with the Orthia sanctuary, but a sufficiency of material from the rest 
of the site will be included to make the work, what is so greatly needed, a, definitive 

publication on Ancient Sparta. 

At Adageula.—Near the hamlet of Magoula to the west of Sparta, a site was 
tried at which a few bronzes had previously been found in the sinking of a well. 
Whatever building may have stood there had entirely disappeared, but a few terra- 

cotta objects were found, and several tiles stamped with the word AYKEIOY, which 
suggest a temple of Apollo Lykelos. 

Thessaly.—The sites chosen by Messrs. Wace and Thompson for this year’s 
work were Tsangli in central Thessaly between Pharsala and Velestino, and 
Rachmani halfway between Larissa and Tempe. 
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At Tsangl the work was much interrupted by bad weather, rain, and snow. 

The excavators sank several shafts from the top of the mound to virgin soil to test 

the stratification, and also on the east side cleared two small areas where they 

found the remains of Neohthic houses. “Phe mound 15 about two hundred metres 

long and two hundred and ten wide, and the deposit in the highest part is about 

ten metres thick. The results of the stratification of the pottery will be described 
in connexion with that at Rachmani. Vhe houses are interesting and one case 

occurs of three houses superimposed. They are square in plan and have as a rule 

two internal buttresses in each angle: all three belong to the latter part of the first 
Neolithic period, but the earliest house is slightly more primitive in plan and has 

only five internal buttresses instead of eight. The first two houses had been merely 

abandoned, but the third had been destroyed by fire, and in it several good vases 

were found, and twelve celts. In the second a store of over sixty terracotta sling- 

bullets was found. ‘he third house had been destroyed by fire towards the end of 
the first Neolithic period and was never afterwards rebuilt. ‘This house was larger 

than the others and divided across the middle by a row of wooden posts: it had 

eight internal buttresses, two in each angle, and a door in the middle of the south 

wall, A large number of vases were found in this house, many celts, and some 
interesting terracotta statuettes. In general the excavation was very rich in stone 
implements ; about seventy celts, including some very good examples, came to 
light. Also between twenty and thirty good terracotta statuettes were discovered ; 

of these the male figures, which are rare in Thessaly, are remarkable for their phallic 
character, and the female figures for the marked steatopyygy. 

At Rachmant the mound is about 112 metres long and 95 wide, and the 

deposit ts ὃ metres thick. A careful observation of the stratification of the 
shafts sunk in this mound and a comparison of it with the results from Tsangh and 

other sites, make it possible to divide the prehistoric remains of Thessaly into four 

periods: 2. .Veedithic, marked by the occurrence of red-on-white painted pottery ; 

Ll, Neolithic, marked by the presence of Dimini and kindred wares: ///. Suéb- 

Weoltthic. In this period falls the remarkable encrusted ware, but while stone tools 

are common, no trace of bronze has yet been found in deposits of this period. 

LV. Chaleolithic. In this period the pottery 1s unpainted, and the latter part of it is 

contemporaneous apparently with late Minoan II and ITI, for to it belong the 

tombs of Sesklo, Dimini, and Zerelia, and the I.. M. III, and Minyan ware found 

at these and other sites. 

Mr. Wace and his fellow-workers now propose to close their excavations in 

Thessaly for the time being and to publish a book on the subject, which is now in 
active preparation. Later next season they hope to excavate a prehistoric site in 
Macedonia, and to resume their exploration of that country, making a special study 
of the prehistoric remains. They also intend to take this opportunity of making 
further investigation in the problems of Vlach ethnology 

Crete.—During recent years it has been difficult to arrange for the carrying 
on of the work entailed by the excavations in Crete, which lasted from 1yoo to 
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1906. The finds were temporarily stored in the old Turkish barracks, which soon 

became overcrowded. In 1907 the chief exhibits were transferred to a new museum, 

and in the following spring Professor Bosanquet went out to Candia and arranged 
the finds from the British School excavations. But a great mass of antiquities remained 
in the damp cellars of the old barracks. The new museum has recently been 

enlarged and the provision of a large and well-lighted work-room has made it possible 

to continue the work. This spring Professor and Mrs. Bosanquet spent the months 
of March and April in Crete, and at the request of Dr. Hatzidakes superintended 

the transfer of these accumulations to more suitable quarters. Mr. Ormerod gave 

valuable help during his stay at Candia. ‘The vase-fragments from Palaikastro and 
Zakro were classified and arranged in drawers: much material that had hitherto 

escaped attention was cleaned: some important vases were put together and a 

large number of drawings and photographs were made, which will appear in the 

book on Palaikastro. Professor Bosanquet also made a tour round the eastern 

half of the Island and discovered two new Minoan sites on the South coast, which 

he hopes to examine at some future time. He joined Mr. Newton towards the end 

of his stay at Palaikastro and revised the map of the district. It is satisfactory to 
know that since the punishment of two offenders in rg08, the Minoan houses at 
Roussolakkos have ceased to be used as a quarry. 

Open Meetings.—The following communications were presented at two 
open meetings held at the School .— 

Dec. 17, 1909.—The Director: The Year's Work of the School. 

Mr, M. 5. Thompson: The early history of Sparta in the 
light of recent discoveries. 

Feb. 25, 1910.—Mr. M.S. Thompson: Excavations at ]ianokladi. 

Mr. A. J. B. Wace: Excavations at the Menelaion at Sparta. 

A lecture was also delivered by Professor Knight of the University of 
st. Andrews, on ‘Ruskin as a Moralist and Teacher of JA\rt.’ 

The Library.—In all 203 works have been added to the Library im the 

course of the session, the number being made up of 70 substantive publications, 

97 pamphlets, and 36 works in continuation. Provision will be made shortly for 
the growth of the Library by additional bookshelves. Good progress has been 

made in the matter of completing sets of periodical publications hitherto defective. 
The topographical portion of the subject catalogue has been extended. The 
collection of lantern shdes presented by Miss Hutton has been largely supple- 
mented and is in process of rearrangement. 

The thanks of the School are due to the following public bodies for gifts of 
publications :—-H.M. Government of India for the Indian Archaeological Surveys ; 
The French Government for generously presenting the newly begun publication of 
Delos, in addition to that of Delphi, and also the expensive works on Mistra and 
Selinus; Trustees of B.M. (for Parthenon publication); University Presses of 
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Oxford and Cambridge ; Institute of Catalan Studies, Barcelona; Ny Carlsberg 
Museum Exploration Fund, Copenhagen. 

The following authors have kindly presented copies of their works :— 
Dr. A. S. Arvanitopoullos, Mr. J. ff Baker-Penoyre, Mr. C. 1). Cobham, 

Professor ΔΙ, Crispis, M.S. N. Dragoumis (ex-Premier of Greece), Dr, 5. Eitrem, 

M. J. Gennadius, Prof. G. N. Hatzidakes, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Hawes, ΔΙ. I. P. 

Kardamati, Dr. G. Karo, Dr. P. Kavvadias, Prof. L. Milani, Dr. M. Nilsson, 

Mr. T. E. Peet, Prof. L. Pigorim, ΔΙ. K. N. Rados, ΔΙ. O. A. Rhousopoulos, 

M. Kk. N. Rovolopoulos, Don Antonio Rubio Y Lluch, Dr. Hans Schrader, 

M. V. Stais, Prof. G. E. Streit, Prof. J. N. Svoronos, ΔΙ. F. Versakis, Prof. U. von 

Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Prof. A. Wilhelm, Dr. P. Wolters, and Mr. A. M. 

Woodward. 

Among Donors of Miscellaneous Works are :—Mr. A. M. Daniel, Mr. W. B. 

Dukes, Mr. F. W. Hasluck, Mr. ὦ. (ἃ. Macmillan, Miss Moore (a valuable 

collection of pamphlets dealing with Antiquities at Carthage), Mr. M.S. Thompson, 
and the Director. 

Acknowledgments.—aAcknowledgment has been made in the course of 

this Report to many kind helpers, and the Managing Committee take this opportunity 
of recording their thanks for other support accorded in various ways to the school, 

to the following :—to Sir Francis Elhot, K.C.M.G., H.M. Minister at Athens, for 

his never failing care for the interests of the school; to the Greek Authorities at 

the Ministry of Higher Education and to their local representatives, for their ready 
help and constant support: to Dr. Stais, Director of the National Museum, and to 
Dr. Svoronos, Director of the Numismatic Museum at Athens, for many facilities 
and much help; to the Consular Authorities at Constantinople and Salonika, for 
their support of Mr. George in his work for the Byzantine Fund, and of Messrs. 
Wace and Thompson in their journeys in Macedonia; to Mr. Steele, the Managing 
I)irector of the Lake Copais Company, for hospitality shewn to the director; and 
to many friends, for help and hospitality kindly accorded to members of the school 
travelling in Crete, Thessaly, Macedonia, Cappadocia, Bithynia, and elsewhere. 

-\ marked expression of the School's gratitude is due to Miss C. A. Hutton and 
her advisers Sir Cecil Smith, Mr. D. G. Hogarth, and Mr. M. N. Tod for editing 
the -xnvual, The fifteenth volume recently issued is one of the most attractive of 
the School’s publications. 

The Committee wish to record their sense of the loss sustained by science in 
the death of Dr. Ludwig Mond, who was for many years a munificent subscriber to 
the School. 

Future Plans.—The excavations at Sparta having been brought to a 
successful close the Commuttee and the Director have had to consider a fresh field 
for the activities of the School. At the end of this session Mr. Dawkins will have 
a year’s leave of absence on family affairs. It therefore behoves the School to take 
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up some piece of work which can be accomplished within the year, and does not 
require time-taking negotiations for a fizvman, After prolonged consideration the 

Committee have decided on an excavation at Phylakopi, supplementary to those 
so successfully carried out by members of the School in 1896 and published in the 

fourth Supplementary Paper of the /ournal of Hellenic Studies. Part of this 
interesting island-site was then purposely left untouched, with a view to its further 
investigation when time should have thrown more hght on the vexed questions 
of early Aegean civilization. Light there has been in abundance of recent years 
from Crete and Northern Greece, and the Committee feel that the time has now 

come when this excavation should no longer be postponed. The site is reasonably 

near Greece, and it should not prove an expensive excavation considering the 
importance and interest of the results expected. For the present the Committee 
have allocated 4300 for the purpose. 

In the meantime the Director will make a tour of investigation with a view to 
securing an important site thereafter. It is not considered politic at present to 
enter on these subsequent plans in detail. 

Finance.—The Revenue Account for the year shows a debit balance of 
£8 8s. 3d. as compared with a similar balance of £289 7s. 1d. for the preceding 

year. The apparent improvement is due to the smaller outlay on excavations 
during the year. ‘The total amount of Annual Subscriptions is £853 1gs. od. as 
compared with 4035 15s. od. for the preceding year. The serious and regrettable 

decline in these receipts is due to the death of two large subscribers, who, between 
them, contributed “A110 annually to our funds. It is hoped that earnest efforts 

will be made by all friends of the School during the coming year to bring our list 
again up to a level of over goo. ‘The cost of the publication of the Annual is 

somewhat less, and the sales again show a satisfactory increase. 

In moving the adoption of the Report Sir CECIL SMITH said :— 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,—When the Comunittee of the British School at 

Athens did me the honour to invite me to take the Chair on this occasion, I set 

myseif to look for an explanation of their action, which 1 felt sure must be more 
in accordance with the wisdom of their ordinary counsels than was at first sight 
apparent. Such an explanation appeared to be the more necessary when I reviewed 

the long list of eminent men who have in former years graced the position, and it 
seemed to me that the solution probably lay in the fact that this year of grace 1910 

marks an epoch in the age of the British School at Athens. It was, I believe, in 
February twenty-five years ago that the inception of this undertaking first took shape. 
J understand that the actual official twenty-fifth birthday of opening the School will 

be celebrated in October rgt1r. But this seems a not unsuitable occasion to look 
back for a moment at the past quarter of a century, to take stock of the past, and 
to see wherein it offers counsel for the future ; and possibly it was not inappropriate 
to associate with this review one, who having been long and closely concerned with 
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classical archaeology and to some extent also with the School at Athens, is now 

owing to circumstances, occupying a post of vantage, orit may be disadvantage, 
from which a more or less impartial purview may be obtained. 

In reviewing these twenty-five years it is interesting and inspiring to trace how 
admirably the aims of the first originators of the scheme have been steadily kept in 
view. The lines marked out for it were from the outset broad enough and liberal 
enough not only to admit of, but to encourage expansion, and those of us who were 

among this number, especially our Chairman of Committee Mr. Macmillan and 

Mr. Leaf, must feel legitimate pride in seeing the healthy manhood of the child 
which they saw come into being. 

In any such reflections, there must naturally be an element of sadness; this is 
not the place to speak of all those friends of the school who have passed away, but 

there is one personage whom I am sure will be in all your minds this afternoon in 
this connection, and that is His Majesty King Edward the Seventh. You all know 

that it was largely due to the interest which he, as Prince of Wales, took in the 
scheme, and the encouragement which he gave to it, that the School was originally 

founded. At a later stage, in 1895, he showed his continued practical interest in 

it by presiding at a public meeting held at Marlborough House. He has given 

frequent proofs of a continuous gracious interest in our Institution, and in him we 

have had to deplore the loss of the School’s most valued patron and friend. It is 
a matter on which the Committee are greatly to be congratulated that they have 
secured the name of His present Majesty King George as patron; I think we are 
justified in regarding this as an assurance that the royal interest in the School will 
still continue. 

In looking back on past Annual Meetings, I find there is one topic which is 
almost monotonous in the regularity of its occurrence, and that is the topic of finance. 

Reviewed from a distance of twenty-five years, it certainly seems a surprisingly 

bold venture that this work should have been undertaken with so little real certainty 

of financial support as was then forthcoming, and it says much for the stout hearts 

of the authors of our being, that they were able cheerfully to undertake the inception 

of such a scheme on what may have been thought a somewhat risky speculation. 

Speaker after speaker recalls the fact that we alone of the European Institutions of 

Athens were without Government support, until in 1894 by way, presumably,—if I 
may mi metaphors,—of throwing a sop to the importunate widow, the Prime 
Minister was induced to give £200 from the Royal Bounty Fund. Nowadays, 

and for some time past, the School has been in receipt of a Treasury Subsidy, which, 
if it is not so much as England might reasonably provide, is welcomed as being a 
substantial recognition of Government interest in our work. 

The original intention of the founders of the School was to provide an 
Institution at .Athens which should enable students from English Universities and 
other Institutions, to study on the spot classical archaeology in all its phases. to 
provide a centre similar to that existing in connection with other nations, at which 
the language, literature, history and art of Grecce might be studied in the hight of 

modern archaeology ; and to enable British archacologists to take their own part 
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both by study and by excavation, in the great work of extending the bounds of our 
knowledve of all that was best in the life of the classic past. Gentlemen, I think we 
may say with confidence that these aims have been amply fulfilled. ΤῸ anyone who 

may doubt this, I would recommend him to consult the lst of the students who 

have been members of the School. The standard of school requirement in those 

admitted to the privilege of membership has been high, and from beginning to end 

it has, I think, in spite of all obstacies. been admirably maintained. It would, I 

think, be difficult to find a list of names connected with any similar Institution, in 
which so high a standard both of qualification and achievement has been so 

consistently maintained, as that of the British School at Athens. 
One can afford nowadays to smile at the suggestion which was seriously put 

forward at an early period in the history of the School by a well-wisher, that in 

place of the central establishment at Athens, it would be better if the funds could 

be devoted to providing a peripatetic yacht for its accommodation. ‘The School 

with its buildings, its equipment, and, more than all perhaps, the admirable hbraries 

associated with the names of Finlay and Penrose, worthily takes its place among the 

similar Institutions at Athens: and if, as some think, activity is to be judged by 

output, we may point with pride to the stout volume which appears every year as 
the Annual of the British School at Athens. 

I think that anyone who looks closely at the Committee's Report will be struck 

with the extraordinarily wide range which is covered by the activities of the School. 
It is true that for the moment there 15 no startling discovery to record, but perhaps 

that is not altogether to be regretted. For some years past we have been living in 
this respect in a condition of what seems unnatural excitement. The almost 

incredible revelations of Mr. Arthur Evans and other scholars in Crete, were 

followed more recently by the School triumphs at Sparta, and it 15 good for no one 

to live in the constant expectation of excitements. Moreover, some breathing 
space is needed for full digestion and publication of material. In some ways, I 

think it would be a good plan if it were possible to have a “close time ” as regards 
excavation, provided only that in the less civilised countries there could equally be 

arranged a ‘“‘close time” in regard to that destruction of remains which is 
unfortunately always going on. 

During the past year the useful work of the School has covered the pre-historic, 

the classic, the Byzantine, and the modern periods, not only of Greece proper, but 
of the wider Hellenic world. Could one wish for a wider field than that? No 
more stuking example could perhaps be given of this wideness of range and of the 

continuity of Greek life which has properly been the subject of more than one 

discourse from this Chair, than the record in the Report of one student’s work. 1 

note that Mr. Ormerod combined a visit to Paros for the study of pre-historic vases 

with a visit to Tenos for the Festival of the Panagia; that after all is Greece, and 

that is also the British School. As Lord Bute once said here, “the object of the 

existence of the Archaeological Schools at Athens is to take of the hfe of Greece 
wherewith to quicken and ennoble other life, and not of the life of Greece alone.” 

Those who wish to understand what classical archaeology and art have to teach 
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must surely realise that it is essential that Greek art should not be regarded from 
an isolated standpoint. 

It is not my intention to break a Jance here in the contest which rages around 

the questions as to the independent value of Roman art: questions which are for us, 
personified largely in the names of the two protayonists of the melée, Wickhoff and 

Strzygowski ; in my view the time is not yet ripe for a decisive judgment as to 
whether Christian and mediaeval art owe their development mainly to Hellenism 
and the Orient: for my own part I wish merely to register my conviction that Rome 
was not, could not have been, merely the uncreative receiving-house of impressions 

which originated elsewhere, and the last refuge of decadent Hellenism. Whether 
it be that Greek art took fresh root in Rome under the Caesars, or was grafted upon 
a hardy native stock, is a problem which, in my opinion, will not be settled until 
we have much more material from excavation and exploration in the nearer East. 

So long as Antioch and Seleukia remain unexcavated, the essential link in the chain 

connecting the Hellenistic and the Augustan periods is wanting, and all 

theorising must be in some sense speculative. Meanwhile, I think we are 
beginning to realise that the comparative isolation of Greek studies and the 
exclusion of Rome has a harmful tendency: it is antagonistic not only to the best 
interests of Greek studies, but also to the mght comprehension of mediaeval and 
modern art. My own personal experience (1f I may be allowed to speak personally) 
has some bearing on this: my training has been throughout along the old 

Hellenic lines : and for all general purposes, for the soundest and truest grounding 

in the principles and appreciation of art, I still believe that nothing better or more 

useful can be found: I will even go further and say that every student of the 
Renaissance should have some training in Greek art: but that does not prevent 

my seeing that the gap which hes between the present and the Hellenistic age can 
only be bridged in Rome: it is there that the bridge must be built which is 
to establish the true continuity of development, unless the history of art is to be a 
chain of isolated phenomena. 

And that is why I am glad to think that there is a fair prospect of alliance 
between the School at Athens and her younger sister of Rome: and I am vlad to 
sce from the Report that the first item in our Director’s very varied activities, was a 
visit to the Schvol at Rome. 

I rejoice to see evidence of the School's progress in this direction, for progress 
is the life of institutions, Doubtless it is true that our sphere of usefulness is to 
some extent handicapped by the limitation of its financial means. I am not sure, 
however, whether the remedy hes in an increased Government Grant : whether it 
would be an unmixed blessing for us to depend more largely on Royal bounty or 
Treasury bounty. At the first of our Annual Meetings my old master and friend 
Sir Charles Newton speaking of the appeal for subscriptions, quoted Lucian’s 
witticism about the statues of the gods holding out their right hand because they 
expected their votaries to give. The fact must be faced, that we depend to a large 
eMent on the individual ; there is something to my mind stimulating in payment 
by results, for that is what it comes to. I must confess to being an individualist : 
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individual effort has been the mainspring of English freedom and English history ; 
and nowhere 15 this more clearly shewn than in the early stages of English 
archaeology. We must appeal then to the individual: and this brings me to the 
real kernel of what I would say. It is incumbent on us to make our work 
attractive to the wider public. In the earlier days, when archaeology was in a 

sense On its trial, it was the function of the archaeologist to hew out as it were, the 
raw material and generally to leave it to others for popular treatment. Archaeology 

has now won its place as an exact science, and may surely afford to unbend a little. 
Let us, moreover, remember that the public to whom we now appeal, is both larger and 

more receptive, and probably more generally cultivated than that of twenty-five 

years ago. I ask with all respect whether most of us here have not at one time or 

another felt that a little more art and a little less archaeology would be a pleasant 
change. After all, the great masters of Science, Huxley and Tyndall, were not 

above an occasional descent (if descent it be) to the more popular level. I must 

confess that I have sometimes wondered, at these meetings where quite admirable 

scientific papers were read, whether in coming to praise Caesar, we did not come 

perilously near burying him. Let me give one illustration of what the scientific 
method may become : suppose the Grecian Urn had been bought by—let us say— 

the Museum of Berlin: to the poet’s eye it is :— 

“Ὁ Thou still unravished bride of quietness, 
Thou foster child of Silence and slow Time 

: 2 ς : . with brede 

Of marble men and maidens overwrought 

With forest branches and the trodden weed.” 

How would the scientific archaeologist describe it? ‘‘ Marble vase (Krater), Much 

chipped: obverse, man pursuing woman ; reverse, sacrificial scene.”’ 
Well, these perhaps are the two extremes: we do not always want a Keats to 

do our Museum catalogues, nor 15 it essential (however desirable it might be) that 
our poets should have been at the School at Athens. But we may I think legitim- 
ately ask of the countrymen of Walter Pater that they should relax (where it can 

with decency be done) the austere repression of their emotions: that their writings 
may at least cheer if they do not inebriate. The students of the School can look 

from their windows past the violet foothills of Hymettos over the blue Saronic Gulf 
to -Kgina: should not that privilege, enjoyed day by day through an Athenian 

Spring, inspire them, and through them us, to maintain the balance just between 
the useful and the beautiful? 

I have much pleasure in moving the adoption of the Report. 

The adoption of the Report was seconded by Mr. GENNADIUs, the 

Greek Minister in London, and having been put to the Meeting was carried 

unanimously. 

The Director (Mr. R. M. DAWKINS) gave an account of the work of the 

School during the past session. 

xX 
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Prof. ERNEST GARDNER, Mr. Tob, and Dr. WALDSTEIN were 

re-elected, and Mr. A. J. B. WAcE was elected on the Committee. 

After votes of thanks to the auditors a vote of thanks to SIR CECIL 

HAKCOURT-SMITH for presiding, moved by LORD CROMER, was carried 

by acclamation. 
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EXCAVATIONS, 

3RD OCTOBER, I[yog TO 2ND OCTOBER, 1010. 

i S a ΓᾺ 2 ‘4 cn ) id 

Subscriptions received or due during House Maintenance, I year 
the year , : : : . $53 19 0 to Midsummer 010 7617 ὃ 

Subseriptions received for 1905-8 33 9 Ὁ ἴωσι! Maintenance, year 

Subscripuons received for 1908-9 =. 1614. ὁ to Midsummer 910. 133 6 τὸ 

Government Grant . : : . δῦ Ὁ ὁ Less Students Fees. δὲ 19 6 

Interest on Investment to July 5th . 60 ὁ ὁ Fy οὖν ak OE 

Interest on Deposit to June 30th s (27 19 ἢ Salary, Director ᾿ ; ; BS ne OE 
= : : Pp eh ee eee Sd antl sts 
Sale of Annuals (Vols. I-NITY) a, POE. 4 Ὁ Mary, Assistant Director ; ἐς Ce 
“4 4 . τὴ . 4 ~ Ἢ ‘i ° Ἂν ἐπε 

Special Donations for LExcavauens Pubhcation o. Annual (Vol. AV). 408 15. 0 
im Laconia. : : ; . 42 12 Ὁ Seeretary. Salary to Midsummer. i910 40 ὁ ὦ 

Balance, being excess of Expenditure Rent : : I3 15 ὁ 

over Receipts S $8 3 Printing, Postage. and Stauoner 15 16 3 

γ᾿ Studentship (Mr. Grose) . : . 100 0 0 

7 Special Grant (Mr. Budden) jo ὦ ὦ 

ee Excavations: Laconia 203 15. 0 

/ De. Boeotia 10°30 40 

Do. Crete 52-3" 4 
— 2900 2 1} 

1470? 1X. τ ἈΕΊ ΟΣ ΚΙ 4 

ee] 

RECEIPTS VND ES PENDITURE ON WAVITAR ACCOUNT 

3RD OCTORER, 190g TO 2ND OCLORER, 1yI0. 

fon a + 
Donations, as per list : ᾿ ES. 42 40) “Gia. : : 2 120. 2 ἃ 

Balance, being excess of Expenditure 
aver Receipts : . Ἶ « ΤΙ ΤῸ Τὸ 

£426 2S 4120 2 ὃ 
eee 
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BALANCE ACCOUNT, 2xp Ocrosber, τ910. 

Sal. PA ον. a: 

Suspense Account (Studentship, Miss Insvestment—India Stock. 3°, at par 2,000 0 ὁ 
Lamb), ὲ ᾿ : : 2 60 ὁ 0 Cash at Bank : 

ubseriptions paid in advance . : 3.3 Ὁ OnCurrent Account ΤΟΙ ἢ 
Balance, represenung the 

funds of the School 
other than in property, 

oS ͵ 

On Deposit Account 1,.coo ὦ 0 

—--- .Igt 17 ὁ 

sundiy Delnors . 310 0 
land, biilding, furni- 
ture. and library, as £ Xe ὦ, 

per last Accuunt . «3.253 12 1 

fZiess Balance of Expen- 
diture over Receipts 

for the year as above. > ὃ 3 

3.245 3 10 

Less Capital a3 above 112 19 IO 

£3,195 7 O £3,195 7 ὁ 
——— a 

Exanined and found eorrect. 

EDWIN WATERHOUSE. ΕΓ Δ. 

18¢4 O.tober. goa. 



DONATIONS, 

DONATIONS—1909-1910. 

Crewdson, W., and Miss Crewdson 
Everton, Sir E. . re: 
Heathcote, W. E. 
Huddart, Miss 

SPECIAL DONATIONS FOR EXCAVATIONS. 

for Laconia— 
Abercromby, Hon. J... . . 
Cambridge Classical Society 
Eumorfopoulos, N. . 
Penrose, Miss E.. . 
Shove, Miss FE. 
Thrupp, Mrs. 
DUCKett, Fa Fos 

for Studentship—Nss Lamb. 

Friends of the School and of Newnham Colleye 

309 

© 

Own ee om On OG OO OO" 9 
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS—1909-1970. 
a Cais 

‘The ΕΞ OF Ὁ ς ον οτος aR a τῷ τὰ Se i a TOO OP <0 
The University of Cambridge . , 100 Ὁ O 
The Hellenic Society . δ τ δ 
The Society of Antiquaries 3 3 Ὁ 
The Leeds Library ι Ὁ ὃ 
Brasenose College. Oxford 5 0 0 
Caius College, Cambridge . 10 0 ὁ 
Christ Chureh, Oxford .. . 20 0 Ὁ 
Corpus Christ: College, Oxford 5 0 0 
King’s College, Cambndge 1d 0: © 
Magdalen College, Oxford 30.20". “ὦ 
MeGill Unwersitv, Montreal ae ee SO 
St. John’s College Library 1. O50 
L’Association de Lectures Philologiques, Lausanne i if © 
Victoria University of Manchester . Lok ὦ 
Westminster School Library [το 
Fisher Library, Sidney . fe 50 

4 εἴ, 7; δι 

Abercromby, Hon. f. Caton. R I 
Acland, Henry Dyke Chawner, W. 2 
Avnew, Sir Was. Christie, Miss A. 
Allbutt. Prof. Sir T. Clark, C. R. i 
Alma Tadema, Sir ie Clarke, Thornhill, Γ b. I 
Anderson. James Clausen, A.C. 2 
Anson, Sir W. RK. ται, Ἐν Clissold. Η. 
Ashby, Thomas Colchester. Loid 

Cole. A.C. 

Compton, Rev. acs 
Cooke, RK... 

Corbett, Su V. , 
Crowfoot, | W. 
Cruddas, Mass 
Curtis, Mis. Omode: 
Davidson, H 0) 1)., 
Dickins, Mrs. .4. 1, 
Donaldson, Kev, S.A. 

Doeipfeld, Dr. W. 
Douvlas-Pennant, Hon. A, 
Droop 1 ΤῸ, 

Dundas. RK. HH 

τῆς ἀν ἐς 
Elhot. Sir FL E. H 
Empedocles, G. 

umorfopoulos, N. : 
Evans, A. J, a Ι 
Evans. Εν Guenne 
Farside, Mra... 

Fletcher. ΠῚ. M. 
Forbes, W. Ef. 
Forster, ES. 

Forty, Te ok 
Fotherimeham, J. 

I 

I 

I 
O 

; I 
Austen ἼΩΝ i Ses Gee I 
Bailey, C I 
Bailey. ie οἷ 5 
Barlow, Su T, he ter ἢ [ 
Barrington, Mis Russell I 
benecke, P. V. Δ, 2 
Bevan, E. καὶ I 
Blackburn, Mis. ; I 
Blomfield. Ro. 2... .) 2 
Bodington, Dr N. J 
Bosanquet, Prof. k. εἰ I 
Bovle, Miss | I 
brinten, H. I 

Bristol, Bishop of I 
Brooke, Rev. Stopford , I 
Brooks, E W. .. [ 
Bulwer, Miss D. E. I 
Burnett, f. J i 
Burnham, Lod. Ξ 
Burrows, ne = M. I 
Bury, Profs] { 
Butcher, S. “Ἢ τ ΤῊΝ τ: 3 
Campbell. Rev W. We J 
Campion, Rega ts I 
Carlivle, Miss I 
on Res. A. I 
Carr, H. W don I 
Carrington, | ese 5 
(aspari, M, 

Soo se SO 6 - Oe OS ae SSS OD OR πε ον See δα ὁ δοσοαδοοοὸσδοσοσοσοσοσοσοσσοσοοῦ σου 

—_ a — — oO ee ee ae [QY lJ = “-- to τ} Ἐπ 

εν --- -- 

| ᾿ 

ἘΠ σὺ ἘΞ τς πλιὸ OS aan © i oe ae a ee Coco πο ὡς δ᾽ δ. ἃ ὁ ρ δ᾽ δ δοδόοθοσοοσσυςφοοζοςσθθυ —_ Carned forward £516 τς. ὁ 



ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS—I1909-!1910 (continued, 

Brought forward , 
Fowler, W. WL. , 

Freshfield, D. W. . 
Frisch, E.S 
Pry Suck. 
Furneaux. L. R. 

Gardiner, E. Norman 

Gardner, Prof. Percy 
Giveen, R. Li. 
Goldsmith, Dr. . 
Gooch. G. P. 

Goodwin, J. A... 
Graham, E. .. . 
Gsrenfell, B. P. 
(τι, F. LI. 
Hall. ΕἸ, Rk. 
Handcock, Ww 
Plasluck. Ps Ρ. 
Hawes, Miss. 
Hav Cok 4 ; 
Heberden, C. ΒΒ. 
Henderson. A. E. 
ΓΕ Wes 3: 

Hodykin. i oe 
Hodgkin, Miss τ tole : 
Hodgkin, Thomas 
Hogarth, ἐν (τ. 

Hooper. ieee 2 
on et Η, 
Hunt, W. Holman 
Hutton, Miss C. A. 
Impey, E. Piya ταν 
James, Rev. S. R. 
Karo, Dre di. 

Kenyon, F. ἃ. 
Keser, Dr. . 

Lascelles, ἢ... 
late Pouche: cy Di. 

Lawrence, (ἃ, 

Leaf, Herbert 
Leaf, Walter. 

Letts, M if. 
Lewis, Mrs. 
Livesayv, W. 
Llovd, Miss 
Lorimer, Miss H. Ι.. 

Loring, W. 
Lucas, Rev. (ἃ, 

Lunn, W. I. 
[απο Fb 

Nets 

Ly ttelton, Canon, Hon. saad 

Rev. E. eid 
Avean. Ns Wes =< 
MacLehose, James J. . 
Macmillan, G. (ἃ. 
Marindin, G. ΕΣ, 

Vk 
ones 

— 

Co mee eee ee ON — 

st 

ee oe oe ee oe μα 

— 

meee Oe OUR OUHM OOK BRR OH HH Re eR OR SF FON me SR ee ee ete OO WOO mun ἢ 

“ΓΟ - - = 

οοοοροοροοοοοοροοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοσοοοοοοσσοοοΣῖς 

σοοΤοοο 

Marshall, Miss A. M.C.. 
Marshal), F. H. 
Matthews, Mrs. 
avon Ἀ. 7... 
Miller, Rev. A... 
Miller. WL, 
Milne, J. G. eae it 
Minturn, Miss E. T. 
Mitchell. Mrs. E. H. 
Morshead, E. D. A. 

Moss, Rev. Preb. 

Myers, E. 

Muylne. Mrs. 
Newman, W. L. 
Nightingale, Mrs. H. Shay Ε 
Oppe, ae eee 
ΡΠ, Airs. Ἐς 1. 
Pearse, Rev. 

Smith . 
Pearson, Miss Ε, IR. 
Pease. Mrs. J. W. 
Penoyvre, J. B. 
Penrose, Miss 
Perrys, τι: 
Pesel, Miss Laura 
Pesel, Miss Louisa F. . 

Phillimore, Prof. J. 5S. 
Pickard-Cambridee. A W, 
Piddington. h (. 

Pilkington, ALC. 
Pilkington, R.A. 
Pollock Sit Εν, 
Powell, Miss C. Δ. 

Poymer oir bo 2% 
Pryor, VER. 
Radford, Missle 
Reid, Dr. . 

Rendall, Dr. 

Richaids, Η PL. 

Ridgeway, Prot. W. 
Roberts, 

Rodd, Sir R.. 

Kotton, Sir J. F. 
Sandys, Dro... 
Schultz. RL W, 

Scott-Monerieff, Sir C. 
seaman, Owen . 

Searle, G. von LU. . 
Seebohm, Hugh 
Shove, Miss E. 

Sloane, Miss... . 
stewart. Mis. H. F. 
Swan, Virs. : : 

Tancock, Rev. C. Ὁ, 

Carnied forward 

H.W. 

Prof. W. Rhys 

aT 

SA, 
1 I 0 

3. ἋΣ : Ὁ 
r t oO 
I Ac <6 
I I oO 
22.40 
I I oO 
I 1 oO 
2 2 0 
I Oo O 
ΙΙο 
ΓΓὙ ὁ 
ἘΝ. Ὁ 
2. 2" 2G 
τ. ἃ. ὅν 
tt 
i 1-9 

aT Se Hank: 

ee SO eo ee ee 2 καὶ μα πα πα πα τ πο ππΠΟΙ πὶ πὶ π᾿ πὸ πποοπ we OO NRO eM = Oma Our dO = οοοροοοοοοοοοροοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοώοςοοῦς 

πὸ ἃ ws f ο 
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τῷ Ss Gh 

Brought forward .776 1 ὁ 
Thompson, ἌΠΟΥΝ ᾿ 2. FS 
Thornely, Muss A. M. M. =! Ἐπ Wy 
OG, whe Ne Ger se eae as A "Ὁ 
OOS Te Nave: wh. ae dare SE ὦ “ὦ 
Τοῦ, λῖ5. . ., ἘΣ: 
Tozer, Revi Ti Fes: a FOO. Ὁ 
Tuckett, F. F. Il oo 
Tuke, Misé ; tr 246 
Vaughan, Ἐν L. ιοο 
Verrall, Dr. i. FE «ὦ 
Vince, |. Ἢ; I 0 0 
Wace, Mrs. . . 2: 2-6 
Waldstein, Prof. C. ἔ “Ὁ 2 ὦ 
Ward, Dr. A. W. I <0 <0 
Ward, John Ιοο 

Received during the year 
Paid in advance last year 

Less Paid in advance at date 
- on account of 1905~8 as below 
Ἐ on account of 1908-9 as below 

Warrack, Miss H. G. 

Warren, T. H. . 
Weber, Sir H. . 
Webster, E. W. . 
Wells, Jf... . 
Welsh, Miss , 
Wernher, Sir Julius . 
Whibley, Leonard 
Wilson, Κα. D. 
AVitherss [. 1... 
Woodhouse, W. J. 
Woodward, A. M. 
Wyndham, Hon. Miss 

Yorke, VW, 

Total 

| oo Ge OS 
4. OW “ 

Received during the year Subscriptions for 1g05-8 :— 

Loewy, Prof. 

Received during the year Subscriptions for 1g08-9 :-— 

Bulwer, Miss D. E. 
Christie, Miss E. 
Droop, J. P. 
Everton, Earl of 
Karo, Dr. G. 

Loewy, Prof. 
St. John’ s College Library 
Victoria University of Manchester 

Total 

£ J εὖ. 

1 0 0 
I I Oo 
I I oO 
1 0 oO 
Pt so 
2) 26 

a5. ὁ ὁ 
I 0 G 
τ. 1 ὦ 
I I Oo 
ae eS 
i Fo 
Pat 36 
5 0 0 

£853 19 Ὁ 

awe a 

7212 ὦ 

{ 4 ¢ 

εἴ, 876 16 © 
O 
O 
re) 

23:97 2G 

£833 19 © 

£os a 
3 0 0 
a ed 

"ἢ Sal 

I to 
ae Ce 

I ft o 

9 9 O 
L 2 © 
1 oO oO 
1 0 Oo 
Γ ἃ Ὁ 

£16 14 ὁ 



LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS. 

NOTE. Under No. V. of the Rules and Regulations, “the following 
shall be considered as Subscribers to the School :— 

(1) Donors, other than Corporate Bodies, of £10 and upwards. 
(2) Annual Subscribers of £1 and upwards during the period 

of their subscription.” 

In making out the following list, donations of less than 410 have been 
regarded as aggregate annual subscriptions of £1, and are spread over 
a corresponding number of years. 

The Treasurer would be glad to be informed of any changes of 
address or errors in this list, which is made up to June 30th, rgIt. 

HIS MAJESTY THE NING. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM. 
UNIVERSIFY OF SHEFFIELD, EDGAR ALLEN LIBRARY. 
THE McGiLt UNIvVeERsiItry, Montreal. 
THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF HELLENIC STUDIES, 10, Bloomsbury Square, W.C. 
THE SOCIELY OF ANTIQUARIES, Burlington House, Piccadilly. 
THE SOCIELY OF DILETTANTI (per E. Hl. Pember, Esq., K.C.). 
BRASENOSE COLLEGE, Oxford. 
Carus COLLEGE, Cambridge. 
CuHrkisr CHURCH, Oxford. 
Corpus CHRIstt COLLEGE, Oxford. 
KINnG’s COLLEGE, Cambridge. 
MAGDALEN COLLEGE, Oxford. 
MANCHESTER. VICrORIA UNIVERSITY OF, 
NEWNHAM COLLEGE, Cambridge. 
L ASSOCIATION DE LECTURES PHITOLOGIQUES, Valentin 44, Lausanne. 
ST. Joun’s CoLLEGE, Cainbridge. 
SYDNEY, UNIVERSITY OF (The Fisher Library). 
THE INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY, 35-42. Bedford Street, Liverpool. 
THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHILECYS, 9, Conduit Street, W. 
THE GREEK PLAY CoMMIITEE, Cambridge. 
THE WORSHIPFUL COMPANY OF CLOTHWORKERS, Mincing Lane, E.C. 
THE WOoRSHIPFUL COMPANY OF GOLDSMITHS, Goldsmiths’ Hall. E.C. 
Tre LEEDs LIBRARY, Commercial Street, Leeds. 
WESIMINSLER SCHOOL LIBRARY. 

Abercrombie, J., Esq., M.D., Angill, Brough, | Agg-Gardner, J. T., Esq., Carlton Club, Pall 
Westmoreland. | Mall, SW. 

Abercromby, The Hon. John, 62, Palmerston Alexander, W. C.. Esq.. 24, Lombard St., E.C. 
Place, Edinburgh. Allbutt, Prof. Sir T. Chiford, F.R.S., K.C.B., 

Acland, Henry Dyke, Esq., Lamorva, Falmouth. St. Rhadegunds, Cambridge, 
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Allen, Miss E. M . Southernhaze. Lyme Revis. 
Alma: Tadema,. Su Τῷ, ReAs, 34. Grove. End 

Road, N.W. 
Anderson, James. Psy .1o.Odeos Loukianou. Athens, 
Anson, Τῆς Rty or: 8... Wa Bo. Baris: JR. 

All Souls’ College. Os ford. 

Ashby, Thos., Esy.. Brtish School at Rome, 
Palazzo Odescalehi, Rome. 

Austen-Leigh, E. C., Esy.. Eton College. 
Avebury, The Right Hon. Lord, High Elms, 

Down. Kent. 

Bailey, Cytil, Esy.. 
Bailey, J. Ce. 
Balfour. The Might 

Woking. 
Barbour. (reo. FL, Esq . Bonsheid, Pitlochry, NB. 

Barbour, Mrs.. Bonskeid, Pitlochry. N.B. 
Barlow. Sir T.. Bart., M.D... 10, Wimpole St.. Ἂν, 
Barrington, Mis. Kussell. 4. Melbury Road, W, 
Bather. Kes. A G., Sunnyside, Winchester. 
3enecke. P V. M.. Esq , Magdalen College. Oxford, 
Bernays, A. Evan, Esp, 3. Posty Road, Kew. 
Bertram. Anton. Esq... Nicosia, Cypras. 
Bevan, E. Ro. Esq. Sun House, 6. Chelsea 
Embankment. +. W. 

Black bunny. Sigs. Vet 
πα SL. 

Blomfield. R.. Ese, 
TIamp-tead, NW, 

Bosanquet. Prof, KR. 
Live Pen ]. 

Boyle. Miss, 

SW. 
Brauch, C. C. Esy.. 6 
Brassey. The Richt 

Stroct, Westiuinster. S.W, 
Brinton, Πα καῖ, Esg.. Eton College. 

Bristol, The Rt. Rev. the Bishop of, The Palace, 
Bristol, 

Brooke. The Rev. Stepford. ας 

τε το i, Wiis sine δι 
WiC, 

Brown. James, νης Netherby. Galashicds 
Biown, Adam. Lsq., Netherbs. Galashiels. 
Bulwer. Miss PD. λοις Coopers Cross. Uckfield, 
τὰν 

Barnet, ΡΣ Tic. rg. 
Andrews, N.B. 

Burnham, The Right Hon. Lord. Daddy Tek rath, 
Fleet Street. TC. 

πον Dot, Ko Ms. 
Manchester. 

Bary. Prof. |. B.. King’s College, Cambridge. 
bastuny. νος Τὸ Patri. ἘΠ ΡΣ 
guaton, FF. W.. 1, 42. Grosvenor Gardens, 
SN 

Bywater, Prof. Ingram, 
Onslow Square. S.W, 

Balliol College. Oxford, 

Esq., 20. Egerton Gardens. Ὁ δὰ 
Hon (3. W.. Fisher's Thi, 

Roshven. Lochatort. 

νιον», Sis. Pivenal, 

C., 40. Belford Street N.. 

ὁ. Roland Houses. S 0 Kensington. 

SW. 

Vietotia 

Chester Scare, 
Elon, dooidl, 25. 

Stanchester Sq.,W, 
(sical Ormond Sher 

(Jueens Teorrace. St. 

[till View, Victoria Park. 

Late. Dy,. Dehittes: O%. 

Cambridge. A. W. Pickard, Esq 
Oxford. 

» Balliol Colleve., 
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Campbell, Koy. WL W., 
Co. Dublin. 

Maplebury, Monkstown, 

Carlisle, Miss Helen, Houndhill, Marchington, 
Stattord. 

Carr. Hi. Wildon, Esq., Bury. Pulborough, 
DUsseEX. 

Carr, Kear-Admuiral, United Service Club, Pall 
Mall, S.W 

Carr, The Rev. A.. 
don. 

Carrington. J. 
James, %.W, 

Caspari, M. Esy.. 
Street. W.C. 

Caton, Rk. Εν 

Liverpool 

Chamberlain, The Richt 
Prince's Gardens, S.W., 

Chamberlain. The Raght TJon. J Austen, 
Q. Everton Place, S. WW 

Chance. A, F.. Exq , The 
bury. 

Christie. Mass A.. 
Clawy > yk: 

Bisingstiuke, 
Clarke-Thornhill. Το ΤΠ ον 3.Carlisle Place, S.W 
Clausan Ac (ὦ, Esq... Hawkshead FHlouse. Hat 

feld, 

€ lissold. FD. Psu... Clifton College. 

Colchester. The Rught Hon. Le 
Sunningdale. 

Cole. ALC. Esq. 64, Portland Place, ἅν. 
Colvin, Sir Sidney. στιν Museun. WC. 
Compton. The Rev. WL CL, The Sehool Pouse. 

Τλ Wor. 

Cooke, Ki. Esq, 

Corbett. Sn Vincent. Κι νι 

Finance, Cane 
(«αὐτῆ 1 AE. 

Dridere, 
( rewelson, Wilson, ἔν. 

on-Sea, 

Care ν ἠνη. > Wie, 

Beds. KS Ὁ, 

Crowloot, J. Wok oq. Whartum, Soudan. 
Crtiddas,. Miss, i. ughton Castle. Tfuushaugh-or - 

Tyne. ΡῈ 

Addington Vicarage. Cro 

B.. Esq, 11, King Street, St. 

University College, Gower mae 
ἴω 

M.D., γῶν Rodney Street. 

Ti ge AE Poe - 9 

ΔΙ ΤΟ 

Schools, Shrews- 

15. Chester Street. Edintnugh, 
κ,, νης μια Cromwell Road, 

Τὴ τσ], 

Lerd. St. Brune. 

The Cratt, Dethne, Maidstone. 

“Mimstry οὐ 

νι, Trinity Colleges Can 

4 Sottthiside, St. Leonards- 

Homewood, Woburn Sans. 

Daniel. AL MM, ΠΕΣ es 
horeugch, 

Daniel Mirs.. 14. Royal Crescent, Scarborough, 
Daas, sir (ὐν (1, Κις. δος ie oe . Cambricdere 
Davidson, EO D., Iescy., Ulmfield, Harrow. 
Dawkins, R. Ἢ, Peq.. Britush School, Athens. 

(sreece. 

Mick iis. Mise OT. 

Dourpfeld. Prof, Dr 
Athens. 

Donaldson, The Rev. S. a 
College. Cambridve. 

Hola Pennant, The Tfon. 
Castle. Bangor, NJ Wales 

Royal Crescent, Sear- 

» Sandstead, Reigate, Surrey. 
© Kars. Deutsch, Atreh. Thist., 

. ΔΙα ει ὁ Magdalene 

Altec, Penthyn 
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Droop, i “Pe. Esq "(Ἐς 

Hyde Park, W. 
Dundas, R. H.. Esy.. Christ Church. Oxford. 
Durham, The Right Hon. the Earl of, 730. 

Grosvenor Square, W. 
Durnford. Walter. Esq.. 

bridge. 

Cleveland Gardens, 

King’s College, Cam- 

Rail, A. G., Esq... Ferox Hall, Tonbridge 
Eecles, Mrs.. White hae Chorley. 
Iegerton, Sir E. H., G.C.B.. The Chiff, Torrington, 

Yorks. 
Elliot. Sir Franeis FE. H., 

Legation, .\thens. 

ur 
ae 

k.C.M.G., British 

Empedocles, G.. Esy., Commercial Bank of 
Crreece, Athens. 

Eumerfopoulos. (τὸς Esy., Sunnybank, Meadvale, 
Kedhill. 

Eumorfopoulos, N., Esq.. 24, Pembridge Gardens, 
WwW. 

Evans; Siar Δα. J... LL.D, ἘΝ έν Youl: 
bury. Oxford. 

Evans. F. Gawynne. Esq., The Vale House, Stam- 
ford. 

Vevans. Lady. Buitwell, Berkhampstead, Herts. 

Palrter Sir Wee Iss 
College Station, Berks. 

Fatside, Mis, 17. Barton Court. Chelsea, SW. 
Fictcher.. ΕΠ. ΔΙ. ἔνιοι. τος Σου] sInn: Peles 

W.C. 
Fletcher. John VI. 

Park. W. 
inlays SR, 1} ς eC. Ὁ 
Forbes, W. HL, Beg.. 25. 

Abingdon Koad. Oxford. 

Lotter. Ε΄ δὸς Esq.. The University, 
Fort, ie aoe νος Og, Kingsgate Strect. 

chester, 

Pothuungham., J. WK. 
Atal! Pall, AV. 

Fowler, W. W., Esq . Lincoln College, Oxtord, 
Fraser, J. PE. PL. Esq, M.D.. Cumberland 

House: Southampton, 
eeshneld: De Was FAG « Zee Gardens. W. 
Freshfield, Dr. Edwin, ar, Ole eins: BC 
brisch, Eugene S.. Esq., Elmsleigh, Prince's Park, 

Lav erpuol. 
try, The Right [lon Sir 

land Pfouse, Bristal. 
Purneaus, L. Re. esq. »Rossalt School, Fleetwood, 

Fyfe, Theo., Fsq., 4. Grav's Inn Square. W.C, 

Sandhurst Lodge. Wellington 

Esq . 9, Stanhope Street, Tiyde 

. Phillimore Gardens, W, 

Notrevs Avenue, 

She field 

Win- 

Avcnue, Psi. 31. Elie 

Edward, FLRIS., Far- 

(iatdner, Prof, Το γος 

Street, W.C. 
Gsardner, Prof 

Road, Oxford. 

Grardiner, Ἐς Norman, 
epsom, 

University College, Gower 

Petey. Πα τς 12; “Canterbury 

E-y., 2, The College. 
James, 
Jenner, Miss. 25. Warwick Gardens. Kensington, 
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Giveen, R. L.. Esq . 66, Myddelton Square, 
ΕΟ: 

Goldsmith, Harvey, Esy., M.D., Harpur Place. 
Bedford. 

Gow, The Rev. James, Litt.D., Dean's Yard, 
Westiminster, S.W, 

(,ooch, (x. Τ;; 

Road. W. 
Goods in, 1. 

Lanes. 

(Giraham, E.. 

Esq., South Vilia, Campden Hill 

A.. Esy.. Shelley, Blundellsands. 

1 Ξ4., Grove Hill, Harrow. 

Grenfell. B. P.. Esy.. Queen’s College. Oxford. 
Crritich, Fe Ll. Est, τι. Norhany Gardens. 

Oxford 

Hall, H. R., Esq.. British Museum. W.C. 

Halliday. Miss. loner: Lynton, Barnstaple. 
Handcock, W..  Esq., Girlington. Bradford. 

Yorks. 
Hardy, Mis., 1. Cadogan Square. S.W. 
Harrison, Miss, LL.D., Newnham College, Cam- 

bridge. 

Hasluch, F. W, Esq... The Wilderness. South- 
wate. N. 

fees Pe ex 

gate, N. 
Esq., The Wilderness, Soath- 

Tlawes. Miss. Sussex Gardens. ἂν, 
Haworth eee a Woodside. Bowdon. 

Πὰν. (. Anderson, ao 127. Harley Street, W. 
Hlcathcore. W, Be. Iisq., 

Walk Terrace. York. 
Heberden, C.. Pee ses. 

College. Oxford, 
ΕΓ Το πος Sir (Δὸς 

Street, W. 

Chingford Lodge. New 

Pruineipal of Biasenose 

bhartsa ΔΓ ΡῚς τὸς Διὶ lington 

Henderson, A. B.. Fsq.. τὸς Ailheser Avenue. 
Streatham: {Π|}. 5 ἊΝ, 

ΡΟ: Walter S.. Ἐν τας College Terrace. 
Brighton. 

Hobhouse, Right Hon. EH. FL. 

Castle Carey. Somerset 
“σης. Thomas, Esq. 

Castle, Beal. Northumberland 

Hodghin, ἘΞ Edward. Esg., Old) Ridley, 
held, Northumberland 

Hadspen House. 

Barmour hatte. bee 

ST, ich. 

Hodgkin, “Mass Violet. Batmoot Castle, Beal, 
Northumberland. 

Hooaith, DD. (ας Esq. Ashmolean Viuscum, 
(d\ford, 

Tlooper, G. oN. Esq, Elmleigh. Beckenham, 
Kent, 

Hophanson, J. ΠῸςς πως, Tfulme Hall. Victoria 
Park. Manchester. 

Hutton, Miss C. u4., 40, Dravton Gardens, S.W, 

Tinpuy, Ie.. 
[veagh, 
SVs 

Esq... ton Collesc. 

Phe Right on Lord. §. Giesvenor Place, 

The Rev. S. Ro. School Pfouse, Malvern, 

W. 
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Jones, Ronald P., Esq., 208, Coleherne Court, 
S. Kensington, S.W. 

Tones, H. Stuart, Esq., Glan-y-Mor, Saunders- 
foot, Pembrokeshire. 

Kaines-Smith, 5. C., 35, Fitzgeorge Avenue, 
N. Kensington, W. 

Karo, Dr. G., Academisches Museum, Bonn 
a/Rhein. 

Kenyon, Εν G., Esq., Litt.D., C.B., British 
Museum, W.C. 

Keser, J., Esq., M.D., Grande 
62, Route de Chene, Geneva. 

King, Miss Catherine, Oxton, Birkenhead. 

Boissiere. 

La Touche, C. D., Esq., 40, Merrion Square, 
Dublin. 

Lascelles, B. P., Esq., Harrow. 
Lawrence, Aubrey, Esq., 13, Norfolk Crescent. 

Hyde Park, W. 
Lawrence, Sir Edwin Durning, Bar:., 13. Carlton 

House Terrace, S$. W. 
Lawrence, The Misses, 4, Princes Gate, S.W. 
Leaf, Herbert, Esq., The Green, Marlborough, 
Leaf, Mrs. Werbert, The Green, Marlborough. 
Leaf, Walter, Esq., Litt.D., 6, Sussex Place, 

Regent’s Park, N.W. 
Letts, Malcolm, Esq., 34, Canonbury Park South. 

Lewis, Mrs Agnes S., Ph.D., D.D., LL.D.. 
Castle-brae, Cambridge. 

Lindley, Miss Julia, 74, Shooters Hill Road. 
Blackheath, S.E. 

Lister, The Right Hon. Lord, F.R.S., K.C.M.G.. 
12, Park Crescent, Portland Place, W. 

Livesay, Wilham, Esy., M.D., The 
Bembridge, TL. of Wight. 

Llangattock, The Right Hon. Lord, The Hendre, 
Monmouth. 

Lloyd, Miss A. M., Caythorpe Hall, Grantham. 
Loewy, Prof. Dr. E., S. Eustachio 83, Rome. 
Lorimer, Miss Hl. L , Somerville College, Oxford, 
Loring, W., Esq., Allerton House, Grote’s Build- 

ings, Blackheath. 
Lucas, Rev. A., Parkside. Tonbridge, 
Lunn, W. Houldsworth, Esq., ro, Alexandra 

(στὸν e, North Finchley, N. 

Lynch, H. F., Esq., 33, Pont Street, SW. 
Lyttelton, Hon. and Res. Canon E,, 

Cloisters, Eton College. 

Pines, 

The 

Maberley, G. C., Esq , Wethersfield, Braintree, 
Essex, 

Macan, R. W., Esq., Master of University College, 
Oaford. 

Melver, D. R., Esg., Wolverton House, Clifton, 
Bristol. 

MacLehose, James J., Esq., 61, St. Vincent 
Street, Glasgow. 

Macmillan, G. .A., 
street. WiC, 
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Palli, Mis. F, 

--ν 

Psy., D.Lut , St. Martin's | 

[1909-1910 

Macmillan. ἃ Cv., Ltd., Messrs., St. Martin’s 
Street, W.C. 

Marindin, G. E., Esq., Hammondswood, Fren- 
sham, Farnham. 

Marshall, Miss A. M. C., Far Cross, Woore, 
Newcastle, Staffs. 

Marshall, F. H., Esq., 144, Abbey Road, West 
Hampstead. N.W. 

Matthews, Mis.. 15, Stanley Gardens, Bayswater. 
ἵν, 

Mayor, R. J. G., Esq., Board of Education. 
Whitehall, S.W. 

Miall, Prof. L. C.. Norton Way, Letchworth. 
Miller, The Rev. Alex... South United Free 

Church Manse, Buckie, N.B. 
Miller, W., Esq., 36, Via Palestro, Rome. 
Milne, J. G., Esq., Bankside, Goldhill, Farnham, 

Surrey. 
Minturn, Miss E. T., 14, Chelsea Embankment. 
ab i 

Mitchell. Mrs., Jesmond Towers, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne. 

Monk, The Visses, 4, Cadogan Square, S.W. 
Montefiore, C. G., Esq., 12, Portman Square, W. 
Morrison, Walter. Esq., 77, Cromwell Road, 

S.W. 
Morshead, E. D. A., Esq., Alton Cottage, 

Quarry Street, Guildford. 
' Moss, Rev. Preb. IL W., Highfield Park. nr. 

Oxford. 
_ Murray, Messis. J. ἃ H., 50, Albemarle Street, W. 
Marray, Prof. (Ὁ. 

Oxford. 
Murray, Hallam, Esy., 49, Montagu Square, W. 
Myers, Ernest. Exq., Brackenside, Chislehurst. 
Mylne, Mrs., 145. Gloucester Terrace, Hyde 

Park, W. 
Myres. Prof. J. Τὰς 101, Banbury Road, Oxford. 

G. A., 82, Woodstock Road, 

Newman, W.L., Esq., Litt.D., D.Litt, 1, Pitt- 
ville Lawn. Cheltenham. 

Nightingale. Mis. ΕΠ, Shore-, 1, Devonshire 
Place. W. 

Omodei-Curtis, Mrs. , 

Regent's Park, N.W. 

Oppe, A. Τὸ, Esy., 20, Chelsea Embankment 
Gadens, S.W. 

Oswald, J. W. Gordon, Esq. (of Aigas), Beauly, 
Inverness-shire, N.B. 

3, Cumberland Terrace, 

L., c/o London & Westminster 
Bank, St. James's square, S.W. 

Paton, W. R., Esq., Ker-Anna, Perros Guiree, 
Cotes-du-Nord, France. 

Pears, Sir F., 2, Rue de la Banque, Constanti- 
nople, 

Pearson, Miss E. R., M..A., Abbey Park South, 
St. Andrews, N.B, 

Pease, Wilson, Esq., 22, Mount Street, W. 



LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS. 

Pease, Mas. J. W., Pendowet. Newcastle-on- 
Tyne. 

Penoyre. J. ff. B.. Esg., δ, King’s Bench Walk, 
Inner Temple, EC. 

Penrose, Miss E., Somerville College, Oxford. 
Perry, W. C., Esy., 5, Manchester Square, W. 
Pesel. Miss Laura, Oak House, Bradford, Yorks. 
Pesel, Miss Louisa. Oak House, Bradford. Yorks 
Philimore, Prof. J. S.. 5, The University, 

Glasgow, 
Phillips, Mrs. H., Sutton Oaks. Macclesfield, 

Cheshire. 
Piddington, J. G., 

HTeath, Woking. 
Pilkington, A. C.. Esgy., Kecklands, Rainhill, 

Lancashire. 
Pilkington, Ἀ. A.,. 

Prescot. Lanes. 
Pollock, The Right Hon. Sir F., Bart.. 21, Hyde 

Park Place. W. 
Powell, Miss C., 5. Campden Lill Sqitare, W. 
Powell, Miss E.. 9, Norfolk St., Park Lane, W. 
Poynter, Sir Εἰ. [., Barts, -PyR.As, γος .\ddison 

Road, SW. 
Pryor, Marlborough R.. 

Stevenage, [fertys. 
Pyddoke, Miss Mary, The Rectory, Barwick-in- 

Elmet, Leeds. 

Esg.. Holy Well. Hook 

Esq., Ecclestone Grange, 

Psy . Weston Park, 

Rackham, UH. Esy.. Christ's College. Cambridge. 
Radford, Miss E., 36, Moscow Court. (Queen's 

Road, W., 

Kalli, Mrs. S., St. 
Sussex. 

Rall, P., Esg., 17, Belgrave Square. 5. W. 
Reid, Prof. J. δ... Litt.D.. Caius College. Cam- 

bridge. 
Rendall, The Rev. G. H.. Litt.D., Charterhouse, 

Godalming. 
Richards, H. P., Esg., Wadham College. Oxford. 
Richmond, The Right Rev. The Bishop of, The 

Rectory, Stanhope R.S.Q., Co. Durham. 

Ridgeway, Prof W., Fen Ditton, Cambridge. 
Roberts, Prof. We Rhys, The University, Leeds 
Rodd, Sir Rennell, KLC.M.G., British Embassy, 

Rome. 
Rosebery, The Right Hon. the Earl of, K.G., The 

Durdans, Epsem, 
Rothschild, The Right Ton. Lord, 148, Pieca- 

dilly, W. 
Rothschild, Messis. N. M.,and Sons, New (τι, 
EG; 

hothschild, The Fon. Walter, 148, Piceadilly, W. 
Rotton, Sirf... Lockwood. Piith Pall, Godalming. 

Catherines Lodge, Hove. 

πεν; colt ἢν ΩΝ 

Cambridge. 
Saumarez, The Right Hen. Lord de, Shiubland 

Park, Coddenham, Suffolk. 

Schultv, Ro Weir, EFsq., 14, Gray's Inn Square. 
WAC, 

Litt.1).. Merton House. 
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Scott, C. P., Esq.. The Firs, Fallowfield, Man- 
chester. 

Scott-Moncrietf, Colonel Sir Colin, K.C.S.EL., 
11, Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, 5.W. 

Scouloudi, Etienne, Esq.. Athens, Greece. 
Seaman, Owen, Esq., Tower House, 

σιν, 
Searle, G. von U., Esq., 30, Edith Road, West 

Kensington, W. 
Seebohm, Hlugh, Esq.. Poynders End, Hitchin. 
Sharpe, Miss C., Stoneycroft, Elstree. 
Shove, Miss E., 30, York Street Chambers, 

Brvanston Square, W, 
Simpson, W. W., Esq., Winkley, Whalley. 
Sloane, Miss E. |, 13, Welford Road, Leicester. 

Smith, A. Εἰς, Esq , 22. Endsleigh Street, WLC. 
Smith, Sir Cecil 1Π., LL.D., 62, Rutland Gate. 
al 

Smith- Pearse, Rev. T. N.. The College, Epsom. 
Stewart, Mrs. H. F.. The Malting House, Cain- 

bridge. 

Strangewayvs. L. Ro, Esq. 5, 
Mapperley Road. Nottingham. 

Sullivan, John, Esq.. 
Swan, Mrs.. The Garth. Grange Road, Cam- 

bridge. 

Putney, 

Park Avenue. 

Tancock, The Rev. C, 
Stanford, Rutland. 

Thompson, Sir E. M.,G.C.B., Mayfield, Sussex. 
Thompson, F. E., Esq... 16, Primrose Hall Road, 
ee 

Thompson, H. Y., Esg., 19, Portman Square, W. 
Thornely, Miss Δ, M.. Oaklands, Bowden, 

Cheshire, 
Tod, Mrs. Hedwig, 4c, Inverleith Place, Edin- 

burgh. 
Tod, M. N.. Esq , Orel Collere, Oxford 
Tod, T. N. Esq... Carr Till, Shawclough, Roch- 

dale. 
Townshend, Bran, Esy., 13. Plantation Avenue. 

Oxford. 

Tozer, The Rev. H. 
Oxford. 

Tuckett. F. F., Fsq., Frenchay, Bristol. 
Tuke. Miss Margaret, Bedford Coll... 

Place. Baker Street, W. 

C., DD... Tolethorpe, 

k., 18, Norham Gardens. 

York 

Vaughan, 10. Esq. 
Vaughan, E. L., Esq., Eton College. 
Verrall, Prof. A. W., Litt.D., Selwyn Gardens, 

Cambridge. 
Vinee, J. Hf. Esq., Bradfield College, Berkshire, 

Wace, Mrs., Leslie 
Albans. 

Wagner, Lf., Esq., 13, Half Moon Street, W. 

Waldstein, Prof. Charles, Litt.D.. Newton Hall, 
nr. Cambridge. 

Wandsworth, The Right Hon, Lord, τὸ, Great 
Stanhope Street, W. 

Lodge, Hall Place, St. 
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Wantage. The Lady, 2. Carlton Gardens, 5.W. 
Ward, Dr. A W., Master of Peterhouse College, 

Cambridge. 
Ward, Juhn, Ege Je Pi 

Farnmgham., Kent. 
Warrack, Miss. Hl. ἃ... 

Andrews, N.B 
Warren, Τὶ H., Esq., President of Magdalen Col- 

lege, Oxford. 
Waterhouse, Edwin, Esq., 

Dorking. 
Weber, Su 11. M.D., τὸς Grosvenor Street, W. 
Webster. E. W., Esq., Wadham College, Ostord 
Wells, J., Esq., Wadham College. Oxford. 
Welsh, Muss Silvia M.,  Werneck-Strasse. 

22 11. Munich. Bavaria. 
Wernher, Sir Julius, Bart., $2, Piccadilly, W. 
West, Hl. H.. Esq., Shide Villa, Newport. 
τον. 

Whateley, A. P.. Esq., 4. Southwick Cre-cent, 
W. 

Whibley. Leonard, 
Cambridge. 

F.S.A., The Mount, 

Chattan House, St. 

Feldemore, near 

Esy.. κε Colleve, 

BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS [1909-1919 

Wihams, W. C. AL, Esq. Garden House. Corn- 
wall Gardens. S.W. 

Wilson, R. D.. Esq, 38. Upper Brook Street, 
WS, 

Wimberne, The Right Hon. Lord, 22, Arlington 
Street,-S, ὃν, 

Withers, J. J.. Esq.. Howard House. 4. Arundel 
Street, Strand, W.C. 

Woodhouse. Prof. W. J.. The Umversity, Sydney, 

NS.W. 
Woodward, A. ΔΙ, Esq. Crooksbury Hurst, 

Farnham, Surrey. 
Wright, Dr. Hagberg. London Library, ‘St. 

James's Square. W, 
Wreht,'C. To Εν Esq. 
Wroth, Warwick, Esq.. British Mascum. W.C. 
Wyndham. Hon. Margaret. 12. Great Stanhope 

Street. ἌΧ, 

Yorn. Vi W.. Esg., The Farringdon Works, 
Shoe Lane, E.C. 

| Wule. Miss A., Tarradale TTouse. Ross-shire. 



DIRECTORS OF THE SCHOOL. 

1S586—IgI10. 

F. C. PENROSE, M.A, D.C.L., LL.D. F.R.S., 1886—1887 

ERNEST A. GARDNER, M.A. 1887—18095. 

CECIL “Ho. SaITTH,. ΤᾺ 1895-1897. 

DAVID ἃ, HOGARTH, M.A, 1897—1g00, 

R. CARR BOSANQUET, M.A... τροο---τοοῦ. 

DAWKINS, M.A., τοοῦ--- R. McG 

HONORARY STUDENTS OF THE 

Prof. J. B. Bury, 
LEDs ΤΣ D.Litt: 

Sir. Arthur J. 

Prof. J. Linton Myres, 
M.A. 

Prof. Ernest Gardner, 
Δ]... 

Prof. Δ. van Millingen, 
M.A., D.D. 

W. H. Forbes, M.A. 

Prof, W. J. Woodhouse. 

J. Evans, 
LL.D. Dobith, Peas. 

A\ former Student of the School. 

SCHOOL. 

1S86—1I9QI0. 

Tuinity College, Cambridge. Elected 1895. 

Late Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. 
1895. 

Elected 

Elected 1896. 

Formerly Director of the School. Elected 1897. 

Professor of History at Robert 
Elected 1go4. 

Late Fellow of Balliol College, Osford. 

Professor in the University of Sydney. 
the School. Elected τυροῦ, 

College, Constantinople. 

Elected 1906. 

Formerly Student of 

It} 
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STUDENTS OF THE SCHOOL? 

L8SS6—IQIO. 

Ernest A. Gardner. M.A. Formerly Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, 
and Craven University Student. Yates Professor of 
Archaeology in the University of London. Admitted 
1886—87. Director of the School, 1887—18y5. Hon. 
Student of the School. 

David ὦ, Hogarth. M.A. Fellow and formerly Tutor of Magdalen College, Osford, and 
first Craven Fellow. Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum. 
Director of the School 1897—1go00. Admitted 1886—87. 
Re-admitted for work in Cyprus 1887—88. 

Rupert C. Clarke. M.A. Exeter College, Osford. Rector of Ellesboroush. Bucks. 
and Rural Dean of Wendover. Admitted 1886—-87. 

F, Η. H. Guillemard. Gonville and Catus College. Cambridge. First University 
M.A., M.D., F.L.S.. etc. Reader in Geography. Admitted for work in Cyprus 

1887-— 88. 

Montague R. James. Provostand late Tutor of King’s College, Cambridge. Director 
Litt.D. of the Fitzwilham Museum. Admitted for work in Cyprus’ 

1887-88, with grant of £100 from the University. 

R. Elsey Smith. Professor of Architecture and Construction, King’s College, 
F.R.EB.A. London. Appointed to Studentship by Royal Institute of 

British Architects, 1887—88. 

Robert Weir Schultz. Admitted as Gold Medalist and Travelling Student in 
Architecture of the Royal Academy of Arts, 1887—88. 
Re-admitted 1888—89, 188 g—-go. 

Sidney H. Barnsley. Admitted as Student of the Royal Academy, 1887—88. 
Re-admitted 1889—90, 18g0—9!. 

J. A. R. Munro. M.A. Fellow and Lecturer of Lincoln College, Oxford. Admitted (fot 
work in Cyprus; 1888—-89. Re-admitted : for same purpose 
188g—Co. 

H. Arnold Tubbs. M.A. Pembroke College, Oxford. Craven University Fellow. 
Professor of Classics at University College, Auckland, N.Z 
Admitted (for work in Cyprus) 1888—89. Re-admitted (fot 
same purpose; 1889—9o. 

J. G. Frazer. M.A. Fellow of Trimty College, Cambridge. Admitted 1889—go, 
with grant of £100 from the University of Cambridge to 
collect material for commentary on Pausanias.” 

William Lormg. M..\. Warden of Goldsmiths’ College, New Cross. Late Fellow of 
King’s College, Cambridge. Secretary of the School, 
1897— 1903. <Appomted to Cambridge Studentship, 
1889—90. Re-admitted as Craven Unversity Student, 
18go—9!, 18yI—9g2, and 1892-—93. 

1 * Before a name signifies ** deceased.” 
- This giant was afterwards returned to the University. 



W. J. Woodhouse. M.A. 

«3. C. Richards. M.A. 

O. Ἡ, Parnes SEX 

ΤῈ, ReStainer 
AEA. ΒΟ, 

R. A. H. Bickford-Smith. 

MLA., F.S.A. 

A. G. Bather. M..A. 

E. E. Sikes. M.<A. 

J. G. Milne. M.A. 

H. Stuart Jones. δ᾽. Ἂς 

Miss Eugénie Sellers 
(Mrs. 5. Arthur Strong '. 

F. Brayne Baker. M.A. 

C.-C Inge» ALA. 

E. F. Benson. M.A. 

J. G. Piddington. B.A. 
(J. G. Smith) 

V. W. Yorke. M.A. 

J. L. Myres. M.A. 

List-OF “STUDENTS: 207 

Queen's College, Oxford. Professor of Greek in the Uni- 
versity of Sydney, N.S.W. Formerly Lecturer in Ancient 
History and Political Philosophy at the University of 
St. Andrews. Appointed to Oxford Studentship, 1889—90. 
Re-admitted as Craven University Fellow, 189I—92 and 
1$y2-—Q3. 

Late Fellow of Hertford College. Fellow and Tutor of Oriel 
College, Oxford. Formerly Professor of Greek at University 
College, Cardiff. Admutted as Craven University Fellow. 
1889—90. Re-admitted 1890—91. 

Magdalen College, Oxford. Vicai of All Hallows, East India 
Dock. Formerly Archbishop's Missioner to the Nestorian 
Christians. Admitted 1889—go. 

Magdalen College, Oxford. .Admitted 1889—90. 

Trinity Colleye, Cambridge. Admitted 1889—go. 

Late Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Assistant Master 
at Winchester College. Admitted 1889—g0. Re-admitted 
1891—92. on appointment to the Cambridge Studentship : 
i8g2—93 as Prendergast Greek Student; and again. 
1893—94, as Cambridge Student. 

Fellow and Tutor of St. John’s College, Cambridge. 
Appointed to Cambridge Studentship, 18g0—91. 

Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Examiner in the Board of 
Education. Appointed to Oxford Studentship, 1890—91. 

Fellow and formerly Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford 
Formerly Director of the British School at Rome. 
Admitted as Craven University Fellow, 1890--91. Re- 
admitted 1892 — 93. 

Curton College, Cambridge. Assistant Director of the British 
school at Rome. Formerly Keeper of the Duke of 
Devonshire’s Collections. Admitted 18g0--91. 

Sometime Scholar of Christ’s College, Cambridge. .\ssistant 
Master at Malvein Collepe. Admitted 18yg1—g2. 

Magdalen College, Osford. Vicar of Holmwood, Surrey. 
Appointed 1891 —92 to the Oxford Studentship. 

King’s College, Cambridge. Admitted 1891—92, with erant 
of £100 from the Worts Fund at Cambridge: 1892—93 
on appointment to the Cambridge Studentship ; 1893—94 
as Craven Student; and 1894— 95 as Prendergast Student. 

Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted 1891—g2. Re-admitted 
1895—96. 

Late Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Admitted 1892— 
03. Re-admitted 1893—94. 

Wykeham Professor of Ancient History in the University of 
Oaford. Formerly Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford. 
Student and Tutor of Christ Church. University Lecturer 
in Classical Archaeology. Gladstone Professor of Greek in 
the University of Liverpool. Admitted 1892—93 as Craven 
Fellow. Re-admitted 1893—94 and 1894—95. Hon. 
Student of the School. 
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κα. [.- ἃ. Mayor. SoA, 

R. C. Bosanquet. M.A. 

J}. M. Cheetham, M.A. 

E. Κα. Bevan. M.A. 

A. Ἐς Findlay. M.A. 

J. ὦ, Duncan. M.A, 
B.D. 

J. E. Brooks. M.A. 

*H. Awdry. MLA. 

Duncan Mackenzie. 
MAS Edin: PhD: 
Vienna) 

Archibald Paterson. 

C. R. Rowland Clark. 

οι Edgar. bs. 

Be Re arp. Δί; 

wi, As Cu NLOLTIsan 

H. H West. AI..A. 

Miss C WA. Hutton. 

Pieter Rodeck. 

J. G. C. Anderson 

JAN Crowfoot. A. 

W. W. Reid. 

AS aoe 

M.A, Formerly Fellow of Lincoln College. 

[1909—-1910 

Cambridge. — Assistant 
Admitted 1892—93. 

Late Fellow of WNing’> College, 
Secretary in the Board of Education. 

Trinity College, Cambridge. 
University of Liverpool. 

Professor of Archaeology in the 
Assistant Director of the School, 

1899—1900. Yhirector 1900—1906. Admitted 1892—93. 
Re-admitted as Craven University Student 1894—95. 
Re-admitted as Craven Student 1895—96 and 1896—97. 

Christ Church, Oxford. 
Oxford Studentship. 

New College. Oxford. 

Sent out as holder of Browne-Downie Fellowship by the 
United Presbyterian Church, Divinity Hall, Edinburgh. 
Admitted 1894—95. 

Admitted on appointment to the 
1892—93. 

Admitted 1893—94. 

Sent out from Aberdeen by the Church of Scotland. Admitted 

1894-93. 
st. Peters College, Cambridge. Admitted 1894—95. Re- 

admitted as Associate 1896—97. 

Oxford. Assistant Wellington 
Admitted 1894-935. 

New College, Master at 
College. 

Universities of Edinburgh and Vienna. Dhirector of the 
Palestine Exploration Fund. Carnegie Fellow in History 
at the University of Edinburgh. Admitted 1895 —6. Re- 
admitted 1896—g97. 1897 --οὗ and 18y8—gg9. 

University of Edinburgh. Admitted 1893—96. 

student of the Royal Academy. Appointed 1895—96, and 
re-appointed 18g6—-97, by the Manaying Committee to an 
Architectural Studentship. 

Oriel College, Oxford Inspector of Antiquities for Lower 
Eeypt. Admitted 18y5—y6, and re-admitted 1896—97 ‘as 
Craven University Fellow. 1897—98 and 1898— go. 

Late Fellow of King s College. Cambridge. Admitted 1896— 97. 

Jesus College, Cambridue Admitted as Prendetyast Greek 
Student 1896 --οτ. 

Formerly of Trinity ( Οἴου οι Cambridge. Admitted τδοό-- 97. 

(στο College. Cambridge Admitted 18y6-—97. 

Architet, Cano Admitted 1896-97 as Travelling Student 
and Gold Medallist of the Roval Academy. 

| Student, πίοι. and 
sometime senior Censor of Christ Church, Oxford. Ad- 
mitted as Craven University Fellow, 1896-97. 

rasenose College. Oxford. Inspector in the Ministry of 
Education, Cairo | Formeily Assistant Director of Educa- 
tion and Acting Curator of Antiquities, Sudan Government. 
Lecturer in’ Classics, Mason College and University, 
Birmingham. Admitted, on appoimtiment to the Oxford 
Studentship, 1896—97.  Re-admitted 1807 98. 

Universities of Aberdeen and Edmburgh. Admitted, as 
holder of Plackie Travelling Scholarship. 1896 — 07. 
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A. FE. Henderson. F S.A. Owen Jones Student of Royal Institute of British Architects, 
R B.A. 

W. A) Curtis. 

A. J. Spilsbury. M.A. 

E.. B. Hoare. 

J. C. Lawson. M.A. 

C.D. Edmonds. ἍΓλ, 

*Clement Gutch. M A. 

Fe Be Welche Ια; 

T. 1). Atkinson. 

ΕΝ. 1. BLA. 

kK. Fotheringham. 
Nees St 

J. H. Hopkinson. ΔΙ Δ, 

S.C. Naines-Smith. 

Miss 0. (. ΚΌΠΟΥ 

‘Mrs. Charles Smith . 

ID. Theodore lyfe. 
FORA. B.A. 

rost. Uf 
MUA, F.RGS. 

R. D. Wells. 
ui Wie ares el ee a 

1897-—98. Admitted 1897—-98. 
IyoI—o2, and 10071--- Ο 3. 

Re-admitted 1898—g99, 

Heriot Scholar of Edinburgh University, Admitted 1897—98. 

Queens College, Oxford. Senior Classical Master, City of 
London School Admitted 1897—98, on apporntment to the 
Oxford Studentship. 

Magdalen College. Oxford 
tectural Student. 

Fellow and Lecturer of Pembroke College, Cambridge. 
Admitted as Craven Unversity Student, 1898—99.  Re- 
admitted 1899—Igo0o. 

Admitted 1897-98. as Archi- 

Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Assistant Master at Royal 
Naval College, Osborne. Formerly at Aldenham School. 
Admitted as Prendergast Student, 1898—g9. 

Scholar of Ning’s College, Cambridge. Director-General of 
the Archaeolovical Survey of India. Admitted 18g$—99. 
Re-admutted a> Prendergast Student, 1900—o1, Craven 
Student, rgo1—2. 

King’s College. Cambridge. Lecturer at St. John’s College, 
Cambridge. Admitted, 18y$—9g9, on appointment to the 
Cambridge Studentship. 

Magdalen Colleze, Oxfurd. Second Master at Pocklington 
school Admitted as Craven University Fellow. 1898-99. 
Re-admitted 189)---1goo. 

Surveyor to the Dean and Chapter of Ely. Admitted as 
Architectural Student, 1898 --Οὐ. 

Merton and Magdalen Colleses, ΟΝ τά. 
Collese, Oxford. Lecturer mm Ancient History at King’s 
College, London. Examiner in the University of London : 
Brassey Research Student. Admitted on appomtment to 
Oxford Studentship, 1sgs8— 99. 

University College, Oxford. Warden of FHlulme Hall and 
Lecturer in Classical Archaeology, University of Manchester. 
Formerly Lecturer in Greek, University of Birmingham. 
Admitted as Craven Univer-ity Fellow, 18Qy--1900 and 
1Q00—OT. 

Fellow of Mazdalen 

Magdalene College, Cambridge. Admitted 18gyg—1900, on 
appomtment to Cambridge Studentship. 

Girton College, Cambridge 9 Admitted 1899 —1900. 

Architectural \ssociation Travelling Student, 1899 Admitted 
I8sg9—1goo, on appointment to Architectural Studentship. 

Brasenose College, Osford.  Miunistry of Public Instruction, 
Evypt. Formerly Lecturer in Classics at Isleworth. Officer 
of the Egyptian Exploration Fund, t904--05. Admitted on 
appointment to the Oaford Studentship, 1900—o1. 

Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted on appointment to 
the Architectural Studentship, 1900—oT. 

: ar 
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J. ff. Baker-Penoyre. M.A. Keble College, Oxford. Secretary and Librarian to the 
Society for Promoting Hellenic Studies. Secretary to the 
British Schools in Athens and Rome. Admitted 1900—o1. 
Readmitted 1906—7, 1g07—8 

Marcus N. Tod. M.A. Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, and University Lecturer in 
Greek Epigraphy. Craven University Fellow. Assistant- 
Director of the School 1go2—Ig904. Admitted on appoint- 
ment to “Senior Studentship.’ 1901-02. 

F.W. Hasluck. M.A. Sometime Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Assistant 
Director of the School from 1go6. Admitted on appoint- 
ment to Cambridge Studentship, 1901—o2. Re-admitted 
1902-03, 1004 —05, 1905-06, 1906-—07, 1907 -~8, I908—9, 
1909—I0, IGIO—TI1, 

C. Heaton Comyn. Admitted on appointment to the Architectural Studentship, 
A.R.I.B.A.. M.R.San.f. = 1g901--02. Re-admitted 1903-04. 

Miss H. L. Lorimer. Girton College. Cambridge. Classical Tutor of Somerville 
College, Oxford. Admitted as Pfeitfer Travelling Student, 
IQOI—O2. 

Baroness E. Rosenorn- Royal Holloway College, and University College, London. 
Lehn. Adnutted 1g0o1—o2. 

Ἄς, Oppe.. Bok New College, Oxford. Examiner in the Board of Education. 
Formerly Lecturer in Greek at St Andrews University, 
and Lecturer in Ancient History at Edinburgh Unversity. 
Admitted 1990I—0o2. 

Wich. As Duekworth, Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge. University Lecturer in 
M.D., Sc.D.,. M.A. Physical Anthropology. Admitted 1902—03. 

CT, Currey. ἌΣ Victoria College, Toronto. Director of the Royal Museum, 
F.R.G.S. Ontario, Forinerly Assistant to Professor Flinders Petrie, 

under the Egypt Exploration Fund. Admitted 1902—03. 
Re-admitted 1903-04 

R. McG. Dawkins. M.A Fellow of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Director of the 
School from 1go06, Admitted 1902—03. Re-admitted as 
Craven Student, 1g03—oJ4. Re-admitted 190. —03. 

be ὅς Forster. NGA. Bishop Frazer’s Scholar, Oriel College, Oxford. Lecturer in 
ES Greek in the University of Sheffield. Formerly Assistant 

Lecturer inthe University College of N. Wales. Admitted 
on appointment to the Osford Studentship, 1g02—03. 
Re-admitted 1903-04, with grants from the Craven Fund 
and Oriel Colleve. 

A J. B. Wace. M.A. Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge. Prendergast 
Student. Craven Student. Assistant Director of the 
British School at Rome, 1905. Admitted 1902 03. Re- 
admitted 1903—0O4, 1y04—05, 1903—06, 1yob—o7, 1go7— 08, 
1G08— Οὐ. 

ἘΠ W. Webster. M.A. Fellow of Wadhain College, Oxford. ~Taylorian Scholar πὶ 
German, 1901. John Locke Scholar in Mental Philosophy, 
1904. Admitted 1902—903. 

J. F. Fulton. Soane Student. Admitted 1902—03. 

E. F. Reynolds. Admitted 1902—03. 

M. O. B. Caspar. B.A. Late Scholar of Corpus Christi Colleye, Oxford. University 
scholar in German. Reader in Ancient History in the 
University of London. Admitted 1903—04. 
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J. L. Stokes. B.A. Scholar of Pembroke College, Cambridge. Librarian of 
Charterhouse School. .\dmitted ‘as Holder of the Prior 
Scholarship from Pembroke College), 1903-04. 

Miss ΔΙ. K. Welsh Newnham College, Cambridge. Holder of the Marion Ken- 
(Mrs. A. M. Daniel). nedy Studentship. Admitted 1903-04. 

G. Dickins. M.A. Fellow of St. John’s College, Oxford. Craven Fellow 
Admitted 1904—05. Re-admitted as School Student, 
1905—06, τρού---οΥ. 1907 —08, 1908—oy. 

C.C. T. Doll. M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge. Superintending Architect at the 
excavations at Knossos since 1905. Admitted 1904—05. 

C. H. Hawes. M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge. Assistant Professor of Anthro- 
pology. Dartmouth College, U.s.A. Admitted 1904—05. 

W. A. Kirkwood. M.A. University College, Toronto. Admitted τοος--Οϑ. 

Η. J. W. Tillvard. MOA. Caius College, Cambridge. Lecturer in Greek, University of 
Edinburgh. Admitted tg904—o3 as Assistant Librarian. 
Re-admitted 1g05--o6 on appointment to Studentship’, 
1yoO—O7, 1905—oy. 

Miss G. M.A. Richter. = Girton College, Cambridge. Assistant Curator in Department 
M.A. of Classical Antiquities, Metropolitan Museum of Art. New 

York. Admitted t904—035. 

J.P. Droop. B.A, Trinity College, Cambridge. Assistant to Dr. Stein in the 
arrangement of his collections. Admitted 1g905—o6. Pren- 
dergast Student 1905—o7, 1907-08, 1908—09. 

Miss M. Hamilton. M.A. University of St. Andrews. Holder of a Research Fellowship 
D.Litt. Mrs.G. Dickins. under the Carnegie Trust. Admitted 1905--06, 19g06—07. 

A. C. B. Brown. B.A. Scholar of New College, Oxford.  Fereday Fellow of St. 
John’s College, Oxford. Formerly Assistant Lecturer in 
Classics, Manchester University. Assistant Master at 
Marlborough College. Admitted 1905— 06. 

Ε΄. Οτῦ. Adimitted τοος---οὔ. 

R. Traquair. A.R.£.B.A Admitted 1905—06 το appointment to an .Architectural 
Studentship. Lecturer on Architecture to the Edmmburgh 
College of Art. Student of the Byzantine Fund. 

Miss E. B. Abrahams, University College, London. Admitted 1905—06. 
M.A. 

J. Farrell. MLA. Fellow of Jesus College. Cambridge Admitted 1g06— 07, 
1go7—o8, 1908— Οὐ. 

Walter S. George. Travelling Student in Architecture of the Roval College 
of Art. Soane Medalhist of Roval Institute of British 
Architects. Admitted 1go6—o07. Re-admitted 1g08—g, 
Igog——1o, as Student of the Byzantine Research Fund. 

Pic Veet; “Bk, Queen's College, Oxford. Admitted as Craven Fellow 
1906-- 07, 1908—Oy. 

A. M. Woodward, M.A. Late Classical Demy of Maydalen College, Osford. Assistant 
Director, 1909—10. Admitted 1906—7, 1907— Οὗ, 1908—o9. 

W. M. Calder. B.A. Christ Church, Oxford. Formerly Wilson Travelling Fellow, 
Aberdeen University. Research Student Brasenose Col- 
leye, Osford. Admitted 1007 --- οὗ. 

W. Harvey. Gold Medallist and Travelling Student of the Royal Academy. 
Admitted 1907—08. 

H. Pirie-Gordon. M.A. Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted 1907—08. 
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ΔΙ 5. Thompson. ἢ 

A C. Sheepshanks. B.A. 

No MW hatles SEA. 

(s. L. Cheesman. 

A. W. Gomme. 

L B. Budden. 

BoA 

, 
2 εν; 

ΔΙΑ 

B.A. 

S. W. Grose. B.A. 

H. A. Ormerod. 

H. H. Jewell. 
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Corpus Christi Colleze, Oxford. Holder of Chas. Oldhain 
University Scholarship. Admitted 1907-08, τυοῦ -τοῦ 

Trinity College. Cambridge. Assistant Master at Eton 
Admitted 1907—08 

Fellow of Hertford College, Oxford. Admitted 1g07—0o8, 

Fellow and Lecturer of New College, Osford. 
1gOos—oy. 

Trinity College, Cambridge. Assistant Lecturer in Classics, 
Liverpool University. Prendergast Student. Admitted 
190$— og 

Admitted 

Travelling Student in Architecture of the University of 
Liverpool. Admitted rgog—r1o 

Scholar of Christ's College, Cambridge. School Student. 
Admitted 1909 --Io. 

Queen's College, Oxford. Admitted 190g— Io. 

Royal Academy Gold Medallist. Admitted 1gog—1o. 
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ASSOCIATES OF THE SCHOOL. 

Rev. A. H. Cruikshank. Elected 1896. 
Ambrose Poynter, Esq. ἧς τδού. 
J. E Brooks, Esq. 7 18096. 
Miss Louisa Pesel. re 1902. 
[2 Ε. Cree. Bsc. ἧς 1002. 
Miss Mona Wilson. Ξ 1903. 

: 71. 5. Garter, sq: τὴ 1903. 
B. Townsend, Esy. ἐξ 1903. 
A. M. Daniel, Esy. a 1903. 
H.W. Allen, Esq: " 1go6. 
W. Miller, Esq. = 190%, 
George Kennedy, Esq. " 1906. 
A. E. Zimmern, Esq. ts 1910. 
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SUGGESTED PLAN OF STUDY. 

Under an ideal system a student would spend two or three seasons in Greece, 
devoting fhe first vear to general studtes, the second to some spectal subsect. 

During the first year the student, while not losing sight of his special subject, 
might apportion his time thus :— 

August and September.—Learn German in Berlin, Munich, or Dresden, and 

thus be able to profit by the three or four courses of lectures given by the Secre- 
taries of the German and <Austnan Institutes in Athens. For archaeological 
literature some knowledge of German is practically essential. 

October.—-Arrive in Greece. -\cquire if possible some use of Modern Greek. 

See Olympia, Delphi, Mycenae, Epidaurus, the Argive Heraion, before the 

November rains. 

November (middle).—Remain three or four months in Athens steadily work- 

ing at sites and in Museums, attending courses of lectures and making frequent 

short excursions to points of interest by train, cycle, etc. 

March and April—Travel, study sites. join one of the Island cruises for 

students. 

May and June.—Begin to concentrate on special work, e.g. assist in excava- 

tions, with a view to working upon the results during the coming year and 

excavating with more or less complete control in the second summer, 

or explore a given district in Greece or Asia Minor, an island or a group of 

islands, 

or work in museums 1n Italy, Austria, or Germany, 

or attend lectures in Pompeu and spend some months in Rome and the cooler 

Etruscan cities. In this case the student is advised to attach himself to the British 

School at Rome (Palazzo Odescalchi), in order that he may be admitted to the 

Library, and have the right to attend the lectures (see rules of the School). 

The second year should be devoted almost entirely to special work in a narrower 

field, 

The course here suggested must be modified to suit each case. There will 

always be students who are already specialists in some branch of classical learn- 

ing and only seek fresh material tor research. There will be others who wish to 

see something of all sides of ancient life in order to illuminate their reading and 

fit themselves for general classical teaching, although they have not time for 
minute archaeological study. 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 
OF THE 

BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS. 

OBJECTS OF THE SCHOOL. 
Ι. The first aim of the School shall be to promote the study of Greek archaevlogy in all its 

departments. Among these shall be (1) the study of Greek art and architecture in their remains of 
every period ; (11) the study of inscriptions τ (11) the exploration of ancient sites ; (iv) the tracing 

of ancient roads and routes of traffic. 
II. Besides being a School of Archagolugy, it shall be also, in the most comprehensive sense. 

a School of Classical Studies. Every period of the Greek language and literature, from the earliest 
ave to the present day, shall be considered as coming within the province of the School. 

III. The School shall also be a centre at which information can be obtained and hooks 

consulted by British travellers in Greece. 
IV. Forthese purposes a Library shall be formed, and maintained. of archaeological and othei 

suitable books, including maps, plans, and photographs. 

THE SUBSCRIBERS. 

VV. The following shill be considered as Subserbers to the Schoul :— 
(1) Donors, other than Corporate Bodies. of £ to and upwards. 
(2) Annual Subscribers of £1 and upwards during the period of their subseription. 

VI. Acorporate body subscribing not less than £50 ἃ year, for a term of years, shall, during 
that term, have the right to nominate a member of the Managing Committee, 

VII. A meeting of Subseribers shall be held in October of each year, at which each Subscriber 
shall have one vote. A subscribing corporate body may send a representative. At this meeting a 
report from the Managing Committee shall be presented, including a financial statement and 
selections from the reports of the Director and Students for the season. At this meeting shall als 
be annually elected or re-elected the Treasurer and the Secretary of the School, two Auditors, and 
four members of the Managing Committee, in place of those retiring under Rule NITT. (3). 

VUE. Special meetings of Subsciibers may, if necessary, be summoned by the Managing 
Committee. 

IX. Subscribers shall be enutled to receive a copy of any reports that may be published by 
the School, to use the Library, and to attend the public meetings of the School, whenever they may 
be in Athens. 

THE TAUSELES. 

X. The property of the School shall be vested in three Trustees, who shall be appointed for 
life, except as hereinafter provided. Vacancies in the number of Trustees shall be filled up at the 
annual meeting of the Subscribers. 

XI. Inthe event of a Trustee becoming unfit or incapable of acting, he may be removed from 
his office by a majority of three-fourths of those present at a special meeting of Subscribers 
summoned by the Managing Committee for that purpose, and another Trustee shall by the same 
majority be appointed in his place. 

XI. In the event of the death or resignation of a Trustee occurring between two annual meet- 
ings, the Managing Committee shall have the power of nominating another Trustee to act in his 
place until the next annual meeting. 

THE MANAGING COMMITTEE. 
NIT. The Managing Committee shall consist of the following :— 

(1) The Trustees of the School, 
The Treasurer and Secretary of the School. 
Twelve Members elected by the Subscribers at the annual mectings. Of these, 

four shall retire in each year, at first by lot. afterwards by rotation. Members 
retiring are eligible for re-election. 

(4) The members nominated by corporate bodies under Rule VI. 

NIV. The Committee shall have control of all the affairs of the School, and shall decide any 
dispute that may arise between the Director and Students. They shall have power to deprive any 
Student of the use of the school-building. 

XV. The Committee shall meet as a rule once in every two months; but the Secretary 
may, with the approval of the Chairman and Treasurer, summon a special meeting when necessary. 

et 
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NVI. Due notice of every meeting shall be sent to each member of the Committee by a 
summons siened by the Secretary. Three members of the Committee shall be a querum, 

NVIT. In case of an equality of votes, the Charman shall have a second or casting vote. 
NVIHI. In the event of vacancies occurring among the ofheers or on the Committee between 

the annual electiuns, they may be provisionally fled up by the Comuinittee unul the next annual 
meeting. 

LLONOK ARS STU DEN ES. STCDUNTS ANTI ASSOCIATES 

NIN. The Students shall consist of the following :— 

(1) Holders of travelling fellowships. studentships, or scholarships at any University of 
the United Kingdom at ot the British Colonies. 

(2) Travelling Students sent out by the Royal Academy. the Royal Institute of British 
Architects, the Byzantine Research and Publication Fund, or other similas 
bodies. 

(3) Other persons who shall sausfy the Managing Committee that they are duly 
qualified to be admitted to the privileges of the Schvol. 

— NN. No person, other than a student of the British School at Rome, shall be admitted as a 
Student who does not intend to reside at least three months in Gieck lands. In the case of Students 
of the British School at Rome. an aggregate residence of four months at the two Schools will be 
accepted as alternative to three munths residence in Greece. 

NAIL. Students attached to the School will be expected to pursue some detinite course of study 
or research in a department of Hellenic studies. and τὸ write in each season a report upon their 
work. Such reports shall be submitted to the Director, shall by him be forwarded to the Managing 
Committee, and may be published by the Committee if and as they think proper. 

NNIT. Intending Students are required to apply to the Secretary. They will be regarded as 
Students from the date of their admission by the Committee to the jist day of October next 
following ; but any Student admitted between July rst and October 31st in any year shall continue 
to be regarded as a Student until October jist of the following year, 

NATE. The Managing Committee may elect as Honorary Students of the School such 
persons ays they may from. time to time deem Worthy of that distinction, and may also elect as 

Associates of the School any persons actively engaged in study or exploration in Greek lands. 

XXIV. Honorary Students. Students. and Associates shall have a right to use the Library of 
the School and to attend all lectures given in connexion with the School, free of charge, 

NAV. Students shall be expected to reside in the Hostel provided for them, except with the 
sanction of the Managing Com nittee. Pnonty of claim to accommoedatton in the THostel shall be 
determined by the Committee 

THE DIRECTOR. 

NAVI. The Director shall be appointed by the Managing Committee, on terms which shall be 
agreed upon at the time, fer a period of net more than three years. He shall be eligible fur 
re-electlon. 

NXNVILE. He shall have possession of the schuol-building as a dwelling-house. 

ANVIL. Tt shall be his duty (1) to guide and assist the studies of Students and Associates of the 
School, affording them all the aid in his power, and also to see that reports are duly furnished by 
Students, in accordance with Rule ἈΝΤ, and placed in the hands of the Secretary before the end of 

June; (2) to act as Editor of the School Annual. 

NNIN. (a) Public Meetings of the School shall be held in Athens during the season, at 
which the Director and Students of the School shall read papers on some subject of study or 
research, and make reports on the work undertaken by the School. (4) The Director shall deliven 
lectures to Students of the School At least six of such meetings and lectures shall be held in the 
course Of each session. 

NNN. He may at his discretion allow pebsons, Not Students of the School, to use the Library 

and attend his lectures, 

ANAT. He shall be resident at Athens from the beginning of November im each year tothe end 
of the following June, but shall be at Inberty to absent himself for short periods for purposes of 
exploration or research. 

NANTI. At the end of each season he shall report to the Managing Committee—(i) on the 
studies pursued during the season by himself and by each Student; (11) on the state of the Schvol- 
premises and the repairs needed for them: (11) on the state of the Library and the purchases 
of books, dc., Which he may think desirable ; and (iv) on any other matter attecting the interests of 
the School. 

ANNIE. In case of misconduct the Director may be removed from his office by the Managing 
Committee by a majority of three-fourths of those present at a meeting specially summoned for the 
purpose. Of such meeting at least a fortnight’s notice shall be given 
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RULES FOR THE MACMILLAN HOSTEL. 
ΝΝ ΝΙΝ, The management of the Hostel shall be at the discretion of the Director and 

shall be subject to his control, 
NXAWV. The Director shall have power te exclude a Student from the Hostel in case of mis- 

conduct ; but such exclusion must be immediately reported to the Managing Committee. 
NANAVI. The Students shall, until further notice, pay a fixed charge of twelve shillings a 

week for the smaller, and fourteen shillings a week for the larger rooms in the Hostel. These 
payments shall include tire. lighting, and the necessary servants’ wages. 

NNAVIT. Honorary Students, Associates, members of the Committee, and ex-directors may 
be admitted to residence in the Hostel. Other persons, if seriously engaged in study or research, 
may be admitted by the Director at his discretion, But no person shall reside in the Hostel under 
this rule to the exclusion of any Student desiring admission. 

NNXVHI. The weekly charge for residents other than Student: shall be seventeen shillings 
and sixpence unul further notice. 

XANNIX. The Director shall draw up further rules for the internal management of the 
Hostel; such rules to be subject to the approval of the Managing Committee. 

RULES FOR TITE LIBRARY, 

NL. The Director shall have power to make rules for the management of the Library, its 
tse by Students. and the like: such rules to be subject to the approval of the Managing Committec. 

PUBLICATION. 

XLIL No publication whatever, respecting the work of the School, shall be made without the 
pievious approval of the Committee. 

THE. FINANCES. 

XLII. All money received on behalf of the School beyond what is required for current 
expenses shall be invested in the names and at the discretion of the Trustees. 

NLIV. The banking account of the School shall be placed in the names of the Treasure: and 
Secretary, who shall sign cheques jointly. 

XNLIV. The first claim on the revenue of the School shall be the maintenance and repair of 
the School-building, and the payment of rates, taxes, and msurance 

XLV. The second claim shall ve the salaries of the Director and Secretary. as arranged 
between them and the Managing Committee. 

NOVI. In ease of there being a surplus, ἃ sum shall be annually devoted to the mammtenance 
of the Library of the School and to the publication of a report; and a fund shall be formed from 
which grants may be made for travelling and excavation. 

Nei tse, 1908, 

MANAGING COMMITTEE, t910~—1911. 

EDWIN FRESHEIELD, Esq., LL.D. Ὶ 
WALTER Lrar, Eso., Litt D. Trustees. 
GEORGE ἃ. MACMILLAN, Eso., D.Litt., Chadrvaie. ! 
PROFESSOR PERCY GARDNER, Litt.D | Appointed by the Univetsity of Oxford. 
Sir J. Eo Sanpys, Litt.D. Appointed by the University of Cambridge. 
Miss JANE Ε΄ TDarrinon, D.Litt., LL.D. Appointed by the Hellenic Society. 

PROFESSOR R. C. Bosanguvet, M.A. \ 
SIR ARLWUR J. Evans. D.Litt, LL.D. 
THEODORE FYFE, EsQ., FORD. B.A. 
PROFESSOR ERNESYt GARDNER, M.Q.\. 
D. ἃ. Hocariu, Fsa., M.A. 
Miss C. A. EPciron. . 
R. J. G. Mayor. Esa., MAA. Appointed by the Subscribers 
PROFESSOR J. LyNron Myres, M.A. 
SIR CEciIL Harcourt-Svrtn, LL.D. 
M. N. Tov, Esq., M.A. 
A. J. B. Wack, Esa. 
L. WHIBrEY, Ἐπ. 
PROFESSOR CHARTERS WALDsILIN, Litt. D, 

V. W. Yorwe, δος, M.A., Hon. Treasurer, The Faningdon Works, Shoe Lane, E.C. 
JOHN ff Bvuker-PENovRE, Esa., M.A., Seeretas 3’, 19, Bloomsbury Square, W.C. 

i as ed eae 

DIRECTOR, t9ro—rogrt. 
R. Δ. Dawkins, EsQ.. M.A., Emmanuel College. Cambridge 
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NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS. 

CONTRIBUTORS to the Annual of the British School at Athens are 

requested to use the following systems of transliteration when writing in 

English such Greek words as have not become part of the English 

language :— 

ANCIENT GREEK. 

Vowels, 
a=: ὶ) 

{ε krater, lekane. 
=e 

(7 
ce kalpis. 

i ἡ Ξ9: kothon, kantharos, Amyklaion. 

v=) after a consonant, as aryballos, kylix; mw after another vowel, 
as boule. 

at=az: Aigion, Erythrai, except at the end of words, such as Mycenae, 
which are commonly Latinised in form, when ae may 
be used. 

ec=e2: Meidias. 

o.=ot: Chalkioikos. 

verze: muia. 

av=au: Aulis. 

ev=-eu: Eutychos. 

ov=eu: boule. 

Consonants. 

Sp: γξε; b=d; (es θεξ ΞΕ: K=7- Bae, von; ἔξξι; 

T=P > p=r;, σι, ςΞ5; τες; P=Ppr ; Y=; ψ τὲ; yy=ug; γκτεηῆ; 

YX = UCR | prt. 

1 never == except for place-namesy hke Corinth, Mycenae, or some names of persons like 
Cleon, which have become Engush woids. 
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Accents. 

Contributors are requested to indicate accents and breathings very 

clearly and accurately. 

MODERN GREEK.! 

Vowels, 
ἐρξξε a 

€ me € , 7 , ‘ : 

és ‘Wevre Unyadsa = Pente Pegadia. 
=p 

p27 ἐν. οἱ 

πον ες \ Γεώργιος = Georgios. 
ἰω } 
v=’: ModAdoe=Molaoi. But for av, ev, ov see below. 

at=ati: Καισαριανὴ = Kaisarianeé. 

ec=el: “Ayla Εἰρήνη τε Hagia Eirene. 

oc=o0l: ΔΙύλοι ΞΞ My loi. 

vi=Uul: ψυχουϊός = psychoyios. 

ουτεῦιι : Σκριποῦ =Skripou. 

au . ‘ 
| μος 02 and ef before unvoiced consonants (θ, κ (&, Ψ), π, ς, 7,6, ¥ and 

av, ev before vowels and voiced consonants: Εὐθύμιος = 

Efthy mios ; A\avpa= Lavra. 

Consonants, 

B=; y=g, but yy, γκ and yy as ug, uk and uch; 6=d; €=2; θεείλ; 

Reh hal ams Vert eat ΞΕ ΞΡ pp 77 a ase 

FHL > φ, χ. VHP), εἰ, Ps. 

The rough breathing to be written h: Ἅγιος Γεώργιος = H. Georgios. 

Accents. 

Accents, in all cases to be written as acute, to be indicated. 

In any case where the Greek form of the word is felt to be obscured 

it may be added in Greek letters (in brackets) the first time a word occurs, 

and conversely the exact pronunciation, if it should be of importance for 

any reason, may be specially indicated. 

' The arguments in support of this system will be found in Mr. R. M. Dawkiny 7 apet on 
‘The Transliteration of Modern Greek’ in A.S.4. vol. xv. 
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ABBREVIATIONS, ETC. 

For the conventions respecting the indication of quotations from 

ancient and modern authorities, titles of periodical and collective publica- 

tions, transliteration of inscriptions, and quotations from MSS. and 

literary texts, contributors are referred to the accompanying notes drawn 

up by the Editors of the Journal of Hellenic Studies, and kindly placed 

by them at the disposal of contributors to the dunual, 

[REPRINPED FROM The Journal of Hellentc Studies, Vor. XXNIX, Pari ID., 1909. 
Pp, LNXAVH—IN. | 

Quotations from cAncient and Modern Authorities. 

Names of authors should not be underlined; titles of books, articles, 

periodicals, or other collective publications should be underlined (for 

italics. If the title of an article is quoted as well as the publication in 

which it is contained, the latter should be bracketed. Thus: 

Six. ͵σἀγό, NVI. TOO3 Ρ. 34, 
(it 

Six, Protogenes ( Jahrb, xviii. 1903 , p. 34. 

But as a rule the shorter form of citation is to be preferred. 

The number of the edition, when necessary, should be indicated by a 

sinall figure above the line; ὅς Dittenb. $7777 123. 

Titles of Periodical and Collective Publications. 

The following abbreviations are suggested, as already in more or less 

ecneral use. In other cases, no abbreviation which is not readily identified 

should be employed. 

...-.1..17. = Archaologisch-epizraphische Mitteilungen. 
lun. ad ἡ τε Annah dell Instituto. 

Arch, -2nz.= Archaologischer Anzeiger αι Beiblatt zum Jahrbuch. 

inch, Zeit.= Archaologische Zeitung. 

lth, itd. = Mitteilungen des Deutschen Arch. Inst., \thenische Abteilung, 
Baumeister = Baumeister, Denkmaler des klassischen Altertums. 

2 C.#H/.= Bulletin de Correspondance Hellénique. 
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Perl, Las.= Furtwangler, Beschreibung der Vasensammlung zu Berlin. 

LBM. Bronzes = British Museum Catalogue of Bronzes. 
δι ΛΟ. Ξε British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coins. 

‘BM. Rings= British ΔΙ απο Ἢ Catalogue of Finver-Rinegs. 
BUM. Inscr.= Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum. 
BM, Jewellery = British Museum Catalogue of Jewellery. 

BM. Sculpt. = British Museum Catalogue of Sculpture. 
BUM. Terracottas = British Museum Catalogue of Terracottas. 
BM, Vases =British Museum Catalogue of Vases, 1893, ete. 

/?..S..4,= Annual of the British School at Athens. 
B.S... = Papers of the British School at Rome. 

Lull. ας /,= Bullettino dell Instituto. 

Busolt = Busolt, Griechische Geschichte. 

C./.G.=Corpus Inscriptronum Graecarum. 

C./.£.=Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum. 
C7, Rev. = Classical Review. 

CLR. elcad. Liscr.= Comptes rendus de Académie des Inscriptions. 
C.A. Sf. Pet. =Compte rendu de la Commission de St. Pétersbourg. 
Dar.-Sagl. = Daremberg-Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquités. 

Dittenb ον. Ξε Dittenberger, Orientis Graeci Inscriptiones Selectae. 
Dittenb Sy//.= Dittenberger, Sylloge [nscriptionum Graecarum. 

"ED. ᾿Αρχ. Ξε Ἐφημερὶς ᾿Αρχαιολογική. 

G.2)./,=Collitz, Sammlung der Griechischen Dialekt-Inschriften or Collitz-Bechtel. 
(serh. f.].= Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenbilder. 

(7 G.l.==Gottingensche Gelehrte Anzeigen. 

Head, A.V.*= Head, Historia Numorum. Revised Edition, ΤΟ 10. 
/.G.=Inscriptiones Graecae.! 

/.G@ A.= Rohl, Inscriptiones Graecae antiquissimae. 

Jaty b.=Jabrbuch des Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts. 

Jahresh.=Jahreshefte des Oesterreichischen Archaologischen Instituts. 
7. HS.=Journal of Hellenic Studies. 
Avio= Kho ‘Beitrage zur alten Geschichte’. 

Le Bas-Wadd. ~ Le Bas-Waddinzton. Voyage Archéologique. 

Michel= Michel, Recueil d'Inseriptions grecques. 

Von, εὖ, 7.= Monumenti dell Instituto. 

Muller-Wies. = Muller-Wieseler, Denkmaler der alten Kunst. 

us. Wardles.= Collection of Ancient Marbles tn the British Museum. 

Neue Jahrb. kl, Alt,= Neue Jabrbucher fur das klassische Altertum. 

* The attention of contributors is called to the fact that the titles of the volumes of the second 

issue of the Corpus of Greek Inscriptions, published by the Prussian Academy, have now been 

changed, as follows :— 

ZG; I = Inscr. Atticae anno Euchdis vetustiores. 
bs IIl= , 4,  avtalis quae est inter Eucl. ann, et August: tempora. 
τ Pies Ὁ = aetatis Komanae. 

᾿ς Ι τῷ, Διρολαῖε, 

» VIEL = 4, Megaridis et Boeotrte. 

εἰ ΙΧ =  ,,. Graeciae Septentrionahs. 

»» ATT. τὸς, Insul. Maris Acgaei praeter Delum., 
.»» SMIV. = ,, ~~ Italiae et Siciliae. 
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Neue Jahrb, Phil. = Neue Jahrbucher fur Philologie. 
Niese = Niese, Geschichte der griechischen u. makedonischen Staaten. 

Vum, Chr.= Numismatic Chronicle. 

Num, Zeit.=Numismatische Zeitschrift. 
Pauly-Wissowa = Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopadie der classischen Altertumswissen- 

schaft. 
Philol. = Philologus. 
Ramsay, C./.= Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia. 
Ramsay, AZisé. Geoy.= Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor. 
Reinach, Αι. δον φῆ παι Reinach, Répertoire des Sculptures. 
Reinach, Acs. 1 σός =S. Reinach. Répertoire des Vases peints. 
Rew. Arch, =Revue Archéologique. 
Rev. ΕΔ Gr.= Revue des Etudes Grecques. 

Rev. Nuit.= Revue Numismatique. 
Rev. Philo’. =Revue de Philologie. 

RA JVWius.= Rheinisches Museum. 

Rom. Jit’.=Mitterlungen des Deutschen Archaologischen  Instituts, 
Abteilung. 

Roscher = Roscher, Lexicon der Mytholovie. 
N.C. =Sparta Museum Catalogue. 
7.1.12. =Tituli Asiac Minoris. 
Z.f.N.=Zeitschrift fur Numismatik. 

Romusche 

Lransliteration of Lnseriptions. 

[] Square brackets to indicate additions, ze, a lacuna filled by conjecture. 

(: Curved brackets to indicate alterations, 7e. (1) the resolution of an 

abbreviation or symbol ; (2) letters misrepresented by the engraver ; 

(3, letters wrongly omitted by the engraver; (4) mistakes of the 

copyist. 

<> Angular brackets to indicate omissions, ze. to enclose superfluous 

letters appearing on the original. 

... Dots to represent an unfilled lacuna when the exact number of missing 

letters is known. 

--- Dashes for the same purpose, when the number of missing letters is 

not known. 

Uncertain letters should have dots under them. 

Where the original has iota adscript, it should be reproduced in that form: 
otherwise it should be supplied as subscript. 

The aspirate, if it appears on the original, should be represented by a 
special sign, '. 
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Quotations from DISS. and Literary Texts. 

The same conventions should be employed for this purpose as for 

inscriptions, with the following zuzportant exceptions. 

( ) Curved brackets to indicate only the resolution of an abbreviation or 

symbol. 

[[ ]] Double square brackets to enclose superfluous letters appearing in the 

original. 

<> Angular brackets to enclose letters supplying an omission in the 

original. 
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British School at Athens. 

THis School (founded in 1886) gives to British Students of Greek Archaeology 

and Art the opportunity of pursuing their researches in Greece itself, with command 

of the means which the recent great advances of the science have rendered 

indispensable. 

Athens is now an archaeological centre of the first rank. The architecture of 

Greece can nowhere else be studied to such advantage; and the concentration in 

the Athenian museums, of treasures of Antiquity found in Greek soil during the last 

few decades of years, has made a personal knowledge of those museums in the 

highest degree desirable for Hellenic scholars, 

The student requires two auxiliaries when working in Athens. First, the com- 

mand of an adequate library; and second, the advice of trained archaeoloyists 

residing on the spot, who tollow the rapid advance of the science due to new 

discovery and the rearrangement of old materials. 

These advantages are now provided for French, German, Austrian. American, 

and british archaeologists. By means of these Schools many excavations on Greek 

501 have been carried out : and those conducted in Cyprus, in the Peloponnese, 

in Melos, in Crete, and. nnally, in Sparta and Northern Greece by the British 

School during the past twenty-four Sessions are an encouraging proof of the work 

that may be done in the future if the School be adequately supported. The Annual 

Y the British School at Athens, an archaeological periodical of recognisedly high 

standing, affords au opportunity for the publication of the Students’ more 
important results. 

students are admitted free of charge. They are required to pursue some 

definite course of Hellenic study or research, residing for the purpose not less than 
three months in Greek lands,’ and at the end of the Session to write a report of 
the work they have done. Applications from intending students should be made 
to the Secretary, JOHN ff. BAKER-PLNOYRE, Sth: POs Bloomsbury Square, Wu, 

who will also give full information. 

Donations or annual subscriptions to the School are much ποι ας, and will 
be gladly received. They should be sent to the Hon. Tieasurer, V. W. YerKe, 

Esq., M.A., The Farringdon Works, Shoe Lane, E.C. 

1 en ar ᾿ ; ἐν ἈΝ get ᾿ . τ . In the case of Students of the British School at Rome, an averegate residence of four months 
at the two Scho ols will be acccpted as alternative to three months’ resnlence at the School at Athens. 

June, LOIt, 



INDEA. 

ACHAEANS, physical characteristics of. 204, 

265 

Adalhia, capttiac of by Pictre Poof Jerusalem, 

185 
ἀδόλως καὶ ἀπροφασίστως, 254 

᾿Αγαθὸς Δέμων on seal. 200 
Ayiov, 57 
2 Ἀ ἀγὼν Θέμιδος. 118. 119 

ἀγὼν Κλάριος. 84 

Αἰμισία, 288 

Albanians, date ot settlement in Albania. 259 

f.; connection of with Dorians, 259, 260° 

Albanian Janguage, 262; dialects of, 271. 

physical characteristics of. 269, th, 275 f. 

279: skull-shapes, 266: facial index of. 267 ; 

nasal index of. 267 f. 3 general type οὗ, 275. 

279; height of, 267 ; colouring of, 269, 279 f. ; 
sagittal curve of, 270 f.: compared with 

Tsakonians and Sphakiots, 274 

Alexander Severus, ledication to, 121 

᾿Αλλοῦς, TIS 

Altar, Archaic at sparta, 25; Roman. eras, δὶ 

86: at Komama, 86 

Amyklaion, date of foundation of, 31 

᾿Ανδηδεῖς, 85 

"Avr[ixAgs], 188 

Aphrodite and Eros, statue of, δῊῈ 1 

Apollo, statue of, 67 f. 
Apollo Klarios, Sg. 113 f : 

2bid. 

Apollo Lyhaios, 3 
Armed Race, representations of, op Panathenai 

amphorae, 206 ff. ; conditions of. 209 f. 

Armorial bearings of, Castelli, 1713 Geno... 

146, 147, 180, 182: Giustiniani, 145, 146. 

147. 149, 152. 158. 1590. 164, 169. 170, 171. 

172, 175, 170, δὲ; Percan. 161 : Marrifo, 

165: Riva. 145 

eames mm honour ot. 

a aha 

Artemis Εἰμεσιώνη. 25S: DAN < 

Pergaea, 134 

Artemis, statuettes of. go; with male figure. 

tadd. 3 with dog, 7622. ς mscribed, 7427, 

Artemis Orthia. holding snakes on Lac 

sherd, 16 ἢ, 

Artemis Orthia, sanctuary of, 2. history of. 
18 ff; position of, 20: date of origin of 

Koiythaha. 

Mi 

cult, 38; minor finds, importance of, for 

dating, 19: cas’hst persed, 21 f. > structural 

remains of. 24; date of, 32. 5%. 52: secon 

pertod, 21; construction and extent of, 21 ἔς. 

cobble pavement in, 21 ff. + altar im, 23; 

finds from. 24: primitive temple in, 23, 46. 

52; «date of, 31 fi: third pert, 25 ff 

temple in, 25 f. : plan of, 25; construction 

of, 767d, τ archaic alta: in, 7é7¢. ; finds from. 

25 f.; distribution of, 27 3 covered by layer 

of sand, 27 ff. ; destroyed by flood, cra. ; 

date of, 28 ἢν 31, 49, 523 terracotta masks 

from, 26: fourth ferfod, 28 ff. ; date of re- 

organizauon, 28. 32 f., 51. 

32: remams of, 33; plan of 

> - 2; temple in. 

12: ,. δχιζ, + hieron 

enclosed, 363 altar in, 74a. τ remains from 

33 «ft. : date of, 38 f.. 51, 52: finds from. 

37: fifth pertot, 40 1. τ reconstruction of, 

40 f. ; date of, 41, §2: Hellenistic remains 

from, 42 th: saath pereod, 44: theatre from, 

44 fi. date of, 45, 52: finds from: bone 

carvings. 19, 37: bronzes. 17, 19; 

carvings, τὸ, 25: Jead figurines, 1a, 

pottery at, 10, 29 f., 30; Geometric, 20, 30; 
sub-Geumetiie, 29 ; Proto-Corinthian, 29, 30. 

Lae. 1.20, 30. Lacs Bl. vid... Lac, TT, αν 

37; Lec. V, 16 f.; Lac. VI, ἡδέα τ terra- 
cotta cylinders, 17; lasks, 37: plates, 28. 

tiles. stamped, 3, 40, «1 ς statuettes, 40 

Asia Minor, SW. + topography of, 76. ff 
7* 

Ivory 
ye. 
as: 
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map of, 77: prelistori sites in, Sy th: 

map of, 91 ; pottery from. οὐ ff. ; megalithic 
House in, 103 f.: figurines from. 104 ἢ 
inscriptions fiom, τὸς ff.; coins from 
130 ff. 

\thena Porthenos, statue of, 105. 197: date ot 
placing in Parthenon, 195 

\ttic building-records. 187 tf. 

DELHLLHEM, cath of. 228 1, 2 seals on, 220 

Birth-daemons. 53 

βοαγός, 56 

Bomonikal, 2: statues of. 1§, 43: mscriptions, 

2, 54. 55, 56 
Bone carvings. 10. 27. 37 

βουκόλοι, ἘΠῚ 

Bracelet. 14 

Bronze-Age, figmiincs from, 105 3 potters, 92. 

96, 99, 100; weapons of, 95 

3ronze bracelet. 34: pin. 751: sphins. 17. 
statuette, 14 

Burnishei, havmatite, a9 

Byzantine coins, 67 ; jewellery. 50 

CANNON, In citadel at Chios, 1591 

Celt, 94 

Chalcedony scarabaeoid, 05, 70 f. 

Chalkioikos, shrine of Athena, date of, 31 

Chios, history of, 138 f. ; Genoese occupation 
of, 1373; Turkish conquest of, 138. 139, 155: 

town and castle of, 140 ff: yates of, 143: 
mscriptions from, 145 ff. ; ccclesiastic and 

domestic monuments from, 152 ff. ; sculptured 

doorways and lintel reliefs in, 168 ft. : medi- 

aeval description of town, 183 

Christian graves at Spaita, 50 
Cist-tombs, 75 

(lay sealing for wine-jar from Meneloion, gb, 
from Egypt, 290 f 

Cobble pavement in Sanctuary of 

Orthia, 21 ff. ; date of, 21 f. 

Coins, Byzantine, 67; Gieek from S.W. Asia 

Minor, 130 f. ; Hellenistic, 67; Roman * rst 

Brass, 135 

Commodnus, head of, on coin, 131 

Cremation, associated with broad-headed race 

of Central Europe, 278 

Cretan dialect-forms, Dorism. in, 264, 269 

Cyniac of Ancona, poem on Siege of Chios. 
150 f. 

Artemis 

DEMELEK wnd Kore, festival of, σὺ f. : shrine. 
of, a2 f, 

INDIES 

Dialcet-ferms. Doman, im Cictan and Tsa- 

konlan language. 201, 262, 264, 279: Lac 

onlan., 55 

Dialectica, rehet of, 166: from pulpit: fad 

διαμαστίγωσις. 57 

Door-frame marble, at Chalkios in Chios, 175 tt 

history of. 176 fi. 
Doorways, sculptured in Chios. 168 ft. 175.177, 

178 

Dortans. origmal home of, 259, 265: physical 

characteristics of, 264. 265, 279: modern 
descendants uf, 258 ff., 279. 280 

Dorie capitals, 33, 39, 79 

Dorism~ in Cretan dialect. 

Tsakonian, 261. 262 

Drain in Sanctuary of Attemis Orthia, jo. date 

of, 39, 44 
Sploirny], 111 

Duck. horned. on bronze pin. 75 

ἊΣ 

264. 279: τὰ 

FARTHS, medical, 220 ἢ, : Bethlehem, 228 f. 

Lemnian, 220 ff. ; Maltese. 228 

ileithyia, figurines off 52; sanctuus of, at 

Spaita, §33 stamped tiles from. 13, 53 

Eipaviwvop, 55 

Blecusinion. at 

64 f. 

Eleutheria, feast of, 218 

ἐντετύπαστε. LODO 

ἐπαρχία, 61 

Eteocretan inscriptions from Pracsos, 284 282 
288 

Budamus, 8. Pompeits, séevine of, 56 

Ewmrotas. 20 {, 

Nal¥via te. Sochas. 2, 12 ff, 

FAcEAD INDEA, of Albanians, 267 ; of schnots, 
thd. of Sphaktots, ced : of TVsakonians, 
thal, 

Ferric peroxide in potter's clas, 97 f. 

Festival of Demeter and Kore, 13, 58 f. 
Festivals ancient, Gicek; Eleuthena, αἱ 

Sinyrma, 218: Hermaioi, in Crete. ἰδέ, ; 
Hiybuistika, at Argos, 213 f.. 219; Peloria, in 

Thessaly, 218: Roman; Satuinaha, 217, 218 

Festivals, modern Greek, 232 tf ; at New Year, 

223 f.; at Epiphany, 233; in Thessaly, 233 

ΣΝ, Thessaly, 243; in Macedonia, 243: 

in Thrace, 243: on May Day. on Pelion. 
244 ff.: in spring, at Epirus, 239,; befor 

Lent, in Thrace, etc., 250: object of, 250 f. , 
connection of, with worship of Dionysos, 
250 ff. 

Figurines, of ἘΠΙΟ για, 52: lead, 19, 26. 65; 
prehistoric. 104 f., technique of, 104 



INDEN, 

baiting vases, methods of, οὐ Tt 

FOP@ARIAI, 28 

Fortresscs, Hellenistic ins. W. Asia Minot. 79 : 

mediaeval. in Chios, 140 ff. ; in S.E. Maina, 

04 
ΕΡΙΘΙΣΑ, 28 

(rAGGIN], family of. 168. 172. 1743; worked im 

Chivs, 174 

Geese dancing, festival of. 217 

Gem, Mycenaean. 10; representing 
king, 70 

Genoese sculpture, influence of. on Jocal art in 

Chius, 157, note 

Geometric bird on bronze pin, 75 ; pottery, from 

Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, 29, date of, 30: 
from Geraki, 73. 753; patterns on, (dz. 

Geraki, prehistoric pottery from, 72 ff. 

Geta. bust of, on coin, 135 
Criustiniani of Chios, 138: earlier armorial 

bearings of, 1473; later do., ded. ; armorial 

bearings of. 145, 146, 147, 149, 152, 158. 
159, 164. 169, 170, 171. 172, 175, 179, 181 

(rustiniani, Giovanni, death of, 155; tomb of. 

roid. ; inscription on, Az. 

Grave relief, mediaeval. inscribed, 159 
Graves, Christian, 50; cist. 75; prehistoric, at 

Halltstadt. 278 

Persian 

HADRIAN, head of, on a coin, 133: on sculp 

tured dvuorway, 176 

Haematite burnisher, 99 
Height index, of Albanians, 268 ; of Selinot,, 

Hid. οὐ Sphahiots, cid: of Tsakonians, 

bed, 

Hellenic towets, 79 

Hellenistic coins, 67 ; vases, 39 (from Sarctuary 

of Artemis Orthia’, 65, 67 

“Epa for Ἥρα, 122 

Ἡράκλειον, 121 

tlermaioi, feast of, 218 

Horned duck, on bronze pin, 75 

House, megalithic, 103 f.; plan of, 103: 

Mycenaean, 6, 73; constiuction of, 7: plan 

of, 6 

Hybristika, the festival of the, 213 ff ; cere- 
monies of, at Argos, 213: comparison of, 
with Egyptian rites, 2143; with Lykian, 215 ; 

with Roman, “δώ, ; with ceremonies among 
the Nandi, 214, 216: date of festival, 218 

ILLVRIA, first inhabitants of, 259, 278 

Initiation, rites of, among Egyptuins, 
among the Naish, 216 ἢ, 

214: 

341 

Inscripuions . Etevcietan. from Piaesos, 282, 

282, 288. French, from Adalia. 77, 186f. : 
Genoese dialect, from Chios, 148: Greek ; 

from S. W. Asia Minor, τὸς ff. ; from 

Praesos, 281 fh; from Sparta. 2, 13, 42 f,, 

54 ff. : §8 if, 60: Latin; from Adalia, 127 ; 

Chios, 145, 146, 147, 150, 152, 153. 154, 

155, 156, 157, 159, 160. 161, 162, 163, 164, 
165. 167, 170; Komama, 128f + Turkish; 

from Chios, 146, 154 
fonic capitals, 68 
Ionic columns from Praesu., 282 

Tovia (Eudokia), 72 

Iron Age, Early, house of, 103 f. 

92, 100, 103: weapons of, 95 

Tron objects, 95 

(νοῦν carvings, 19. 25 

; pottery from, 

KAAAYPOY., 107, 109. 110, 141 

Καρτερίας ἀγών, 57 

Keftiu on Senmut-Fresce, 

156; vases of, 255 

Kiln, 99 

Kown, use of in Spartan inscription, 56 
Kore (and Demeter), festival of. 59 ἢ : 

of, at Kaly via tes Sochis, 12 f. 

Κύκλα, Ta, 192 

254; swords of, 

: shrine 

LACONIAN dialect in inscriptions, 55 

‘Laconian’ pottery, see under Pottery. 
Lagbe, site of, 79, 88 

‘Lagon,’ 79 
Lead, figurines, 19, 26, 05 ; wreaths. 12. 14 

Leonard of Ragusa, 167 

Leon Pausaniou ¢.Athenaios), 283 
Lercari, armorial bearings of, 161 

Liberal Arts, Seven, 166 

Limestone carvings (inscribed), 28; vi. cent. 33 f 

Lintel-reliefs, in Chios, 168 ff. ; in Genoa, 168, 

170, 172, 174, 176, 177, 178 
lion on archaic limestone reliefs, 34 ἔς of 

S. Mark, on relief in Chios, 145 
Lyttos, treaties of. with Praesos, 284, 285 

MAGOULA, see under Mounds 

Maina, N. E., topography of. 62 ft. 

Maona of Chios, 137 

Mable, Chiute, 158 note 

Marble door-frame, in Chios, 178 ἢ τ αἱ 

Chalkios. 175 ff; history of, 176 47, 
Marrufo, armorial bearings of, 165 
Mastic of Chios, legend of, 62 

Maximus, bust of, on coin, 132 
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Maymen. 244 

\Iedica! earths, 220 ἢν, 227 : uses of, in ancient 

practice, 224: in mediaeval. 223 f.: in 

modern, 230 

Megalithic house, 103 ἔν ; plan of, 103 

Megarian bowls (at Sparta), 39 

Menelaion at Sparta, 2; Mycenaean remains 

at, gid., sce under Mycenaean. 

Minoan sords, on Senmut-fresco, 250: vase 

shapes, 254 f. 
Mounds, prehistoric in Ὁ), W 

go tr. : at Tchai-kenar. a4 ἢν 

\Mutfle. 90 

Munimets., modern Greek, 233. 236, 233, 245 

Viycenaean city at Sparta, 2. 4 f; position of. 

5 f.: unfortified, 5: house at, plan of, 5 ff ; 

construction of, 73 decorauon of, 7: pottery 

from, 45 ιἰἰαῖὸ οὗ, 5 ἢ. 7 ἢ; shapes-of, 0. 

rechnique οὗ, g; clay -ealings from. 9g: gem. 
10; fetracotta statuettes from, 4. 1} 

Asia. Minor, 

NANDI. ritcs of Initiation amon. 2fai ΟΝ οὐ. 

ap-elly Ceremony amon, 216 

Ναννῆλι», 115 

Nasal index of Albauian-, 

tbid. : 
2b, 

Neadichinto. 241 

207 f ; of Selinots. 
of Sphakiots, γι + of Tseakonian-~ 

ΟἸΚΊΑΣ hiepas μισθός, 202 

‘Ovnginor. ᾿Αὐρ. ᾿Ατταλείων vies Orae: Ἕρμαιωοι", 

125 
Orthia, sce under Artemis 

Oven, potter's, 99 

ΠΑΙΔΙΚΟΣ ALON. 57 
Panathenaic amphora from Ranicitus, 200 ἢν. 

small s ze of, 206; uninsenbed, 207 5 repre- 

sentations of Atmed Race on, 206 ff. : found 

near the Dipylon, 218; inseriptions from. 
240 f. 

Parthenon, burlding-reeords of, 190 ff. ; date of 

pediment sculptures, 195 ff; payments for 

do., 195 fh. 

Pauladadum earth. history of. 228 

thid, 

Pavement, cobble, in 

Orthia, 21 ff., 30 f. 

NEI@EPOS, 49 
Persian king, figure of, on yem, 70 
Pertinax, head of, on seal-impression, 28y 

> Seals on, 

Sanctuary of Artemis 

Pheidias, share of, in pediment groups of 
Parthenon, 196 f. ; prosecution of, 197 

INDEX 

Pietro da Firenze. 153 

Pin. bionze, 75 
Plates, inscribed (Lac. [].5. 2S 

Pottery ; from Sanctuary of Orthia, 19, 29 f. ; 

Geometric, 29. 30; Hellenistic, 39; Laconian 

I., 2y, 30; Laconian 11., 27, 29, 30; Lacunian 

Tf., 1V.. 29: V., 17; Proto-Corinthian, 29. 

30; Sub-Geometric, 29: at Eleusinion, [4 

αὐ Menelaion, 4, 5 f.: Mycenaean, 5 ft. , 
date of, 5 f., 7 £5; shapes of, 9; technique of, 

ὁ: at Geraki, 72 ff. ; Geometric. 73, 75; 

patterns on, 797d. 3; Mycenacan (local Lac- 

onian), 73, (umported), τό, : prehistoric, 72 

tf. ; hand-made, 72, 733; wheel-mace, 73. 

designs and technique of, 73 ff. : from mounds 

in S.W, Asia Minor, prehistoric, 96 ff. ; οἵ 

Early Iron Age, 92. 100, 103: unpainted, 96; 
hand-made, 96 f.; colouring of, 97 f.; of 

Bronze Ave, 92, 96. 99, 100; wheel-madc, 

[00 f.; painted. @z7,; designs on, cAré. ; 
technijue of, 22d. : how influenced, 103 

Praesos, destruction of, 281; Altar-Phill at, 

public treaties exhibited on, 281, 252: 
treaties of. with Lyttos, 284, 285; in- 
scriptions from, 2810 A. ; where found, 281, 

282 
Pre-helienic population im Greece. 2065. 279 

physical characteristics of, 275, 279 
Prehistoric remains in $.W. Asia Minor, 89 tt. . 

mounds, 84, 88. 89, 90 ff., 94; figurines 

from, 89. 104 ἢ : pottery fiom, 

Pottery, 

Propylaea, building-recoids of, 198 ff. 
Pulpit. Genoese, in mosque at Chios, 153 

σε Une 

RELIEFS, archaic (νὰν cent.!, limestone, 34 6, 

late Greek, 06, 68 (Herakles), 69 (Dioskouri) " 

mediaeval; grave, 1§9; lintel, in Chios, 

(Annunciation). 172 ff: (5S. George) 171, 

(Friumphal Entry’. 175; pulpit, 166 
Roman, altar in Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, 

46; amphitheatre tn, 45 ff ; constiuction of. 

Aid. 5 coins, ‘Ist-brass’, hoard of, 135 fF. 

SADDLE-QUERN, prehistoric, Ico 
sagittal curve, 270; how measured, κὀξω, and 

note. 

5S. Domime on Chiote (?) relief, 149 

S. George in lintel reliefs from Chios and Genoa, 
168 ff. ; patron saint of Genoa, 171; on sea! 

of Bank, 2éz¢. ; on banner of, sé. 

S. Isidore, patron saint of Chios, 151, (62: 
legend of martyrdom, σόν, 



INDEN. 

S. Stephen, relaqguary containing head of, 161 
Salonina, dedication to, 119 

sarcophagus, marble, $5 ; inserihed, 107 
Saturnalia 27s 215 

Scearabaeoid, 65, 70 f. 

Sceptie of Hlermes, 105, 110, III 

Sculptors, Genovese, 168, 172, 174 

Seed, burnt, from prehistoric mound, 100 

Senmut-fresco, 254 ff 

Skull-shapes of Donans. 265: of Achaeans, 

of Albanians, 266 tf ; of Sphakicts, 

ed. , of Tsakonians, 7022, 

Soiviadas, seat dedicated by, 43 

Songs. mudein Greek, 233 ff. 5 246 ff. : 250 

Sparta, ἐξ under Artemis Orthia, Inscriptions. 

Ζὶ ἐπῆν ἃ 

Menelaion, Pottery 

Sphakiots, connection of. with Dorlans, 259, 

262, 263, 279; height of, 267; colour of, 

260. 279 ff.: sagittal curve of, 2715 com- 

pared with Albanians and Tsakonians, 274, 

270 ἴ. 

Sphinx, bronze, 17 
Spindle-whorl, stone, 11 

Stater, Aeginetan, 65 
Statue, marble, of Apollo, 67 f.; of boy, 69; of 

Eros and Aphrodite, δὲ ἢ, 

Statuette, bronze. from Eleusinion, 14 

Stone hammer, 11 

συνέφηβυς, 56 

Swords, Minoan, 256 ; of Shardana, 256 

TARERNACLF, marble, 156 f. 

Termessos, So f., statue from, $2 f., theatre at 

SI 
Termilai, the, 125 

Terracotta, figurines, 4. τ (Mycenaean); from 

Eleusinion, 14; from Theatre at 

Sparta, 493 prehistoric, Io, f.: cylinders 

from well, 17 τ masks. 37: tiles, stamped, 3. 

V3a0,.47 
Terra Lemnia, ceremonies in digging, in classical 

> 

RKoman 

3D >? 

times. 221; tn post-classical ages, 2 

345 

In sixteenth cent. 225 ; in modein times, 230; 

seals on, 222, 230. 

Θοιναρμόστρια, 59, 60 

Tholus tomb, 66 

Thrason Thrasonidou (Athenaios), 283 

Θρεπτοί, dedications by, 113 and note I 

Tiles.. stamipetl,-35. 13, 40, 41 

Towers. Hellenic. 79 

Tsakonians, connection of, with Dorians, 259, 

260, 261. 275; Dorian dialect of, 260, 261, 

physical characteristics of, 267, 269. 

279; sagittal curve of, 272, 273; compared 

with Albanians and Sphakiots, 274 

Τυμβωρυχία, prosecution for, 116 f. 

VAsk shapes. 9, τὴν 72, 73, 93, 100, 255 

Vases, designs on, $8, 9, 17, 72. 73, 745 

IOI, 102, 103, 255 

Verbe, site of. 121, 122 note 2 

Verus, L. Awtelius, dedication to, 119, 120 

Votive ofterings at Sparta, 25, 28, 36, 37. 39. 

49. 31. 52; 53 

[00, 

WAIER BASIN, terracotta, 17 

Water channel, 17 

Well. lined stune and cylindrical sections of 

terracotta, 17 
Wine-jais, methods of sealing, Mycenaean, 9 ἢ : 

Egyptian. 290 f. 
Wooden, earlivet temple of 

Artemis Orthia, 25 ; door-jamb in Mycenacan 

house, 7 3 mediaeval crucifix in Chios, 105 
Wreaths, lead. 12, 14, 26, 37, 51 

framework of 

NENOKI Es, stele of. 41 

Asline Come. site ob. 12e-Toc. 2 

VAILASS7 

ZAPHEIRE, game ot, 240 f, 

Zeus Solymeus 132 

Ζώσιμος. 280 
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